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ABSTRACT
Sectioning methods are frequently used to measure grain sizes in materials.
These methods do not provide accurate grain sizes for two reasons. First, the sizes of
features observed on random sections are always smaller than the true sizes of solid
spherical shaped objects, as noted by Wicksell [1]. This is the case because the section
very rarely passes through the center of solid spherical shaped objects randomly
dispersed throughout a material. The sizes of features observed on random sections are
inversely related to the distance of the center of the solid object from the section [1].
Second, on a plane section through the solid material, larger sized features are more
frequently observed than smaller ones due to the larger probability for a section to come
into contact with the larger sized portion of the spheres than the smaller sized portion. As
a result, it is necessary to find a method that takes into account these reasons for
inaccurate particle size measurements, while providing a correction factor for accurately
determining true particle size measurements. I present a method for deducing true grain
size distributions from those determined from specimen cross sections, either by
measurement of equivalent grain diameters or linear intercepts.
1CHAPTER 1:  GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1.1  Introduction To The “Corpuscle Problem”
Materials scientists often utilize cross-sectioning techniques coupled with
microscopy to ascertain feature sizes and shapes in microstructures of nontransparent
materials. However, since cross sections are planar while the objects making up the
microstructures of materials are three-dimensional, measurements made on a sectioning
plane are not necessarily true representations of the three dimensional structure.
Information is lost in making a two-dimensional section of a three-dimensional structure,
so stereological methods must be employed to gather and analyze statistical data about
true feature sizes and shapes.  In 1925, Wicksell first described the “corpuscle problem”
which must be solved to find the true diameters of spheres of unknown diameter
randomly distributed within an opaque microstructure, from measurements made on
planar sections [1].  Sizes measured on random planar sections are always smaller than
the true sizes of solid objects, and the true sizes could not be inferred from the sizes
measured on planar sections.  No adequate solution to Wicksell’s corpuscle problem has
yet been found that would allow the true sizes to be determined.  Although it is regarded,
mathematically speaking, as an “ill-posed problem,” it is nonetheless an important
problem to solve.
1.2  Finding A Solution To The “Corpuscle Problem”
1.2.1  The Motivation For Finding A Mathematical Solution
It is important to obtain accurate grain sizes of polycrystalline materials because
of their correlation to material properties.  Scientists who were first to observe the
2relationship between grain size and certain material properties along with their
discoveries are described below.  In 1943, Guillaud published in his thesis that with the
decrease in particle size of MnBi powders, there is an increase in the coercive force [2], a
magnetic property that describes the magnitude of the externally applied magnetic field
necessary to reduce the residual flux density within a specimen to zero.  In 1956,
Guillaud and Paulus reported that in manganese zinc-ferrites, the permeability, which is
another magnetic property, decreases as the grain size of a material decreases [3].
There were other scientists who found a correlation between grain sizes in
polycrystalline materials and their mechanical properties.  Nabarro in 1948, derived a
formula for the rate of creep [4].  Herring later, in 1950, rederived the creep strain rate,
obtaining a slightly different numerical constant [5].  Creep occurs when a material is
permanently deformed by a time-dependent constant load or stress.  There are several
different mechanisms governing creep; each has a creep strain rate that varies differently
with grain size.  One such mechanism governing creep is diffusion.  In Nabarro-Herring
creep, diffusion occurs within the lattice of the grains; the creep rate of a material is
directly proportional to applied stress, but it varies inversely with the square of the
material’s grain size [4][5].  In 1963, Coble presented the other type of diffusion
controlled creep.  In Coble creep, diffusion occurs along the grain boundaries of grains
within a material; the creep rate of a material is inversely proportional to the cube of the
material’s grain size [6].  So, creep resistance occurs when the grain sizes of a material
are large.  More recently, in 1997, Harris, Singh, and King derived an equation that
showed that upon dividing the grain size by two, the rate of grain rotation within
polycrystals, which is closely related to creep, would increase by a factor of 16 [7].
3Hall in 1951 [8] and Petch in 1953 [9] published independently of each other that
the yield strength of a material is inversely proportional to the square root of the grain
size of a material.  As a result, a material has a greater resistance to plastic deformation
when the grain sizes are small.  In 1953, Karry and Dolan reported, in the first most
comprehensive study of its kind, that the fatigue strength of both notched and unnotched
materials increased as grain size was decreased [10].  Frost and Ashby, in 1982, showed
that deformation modes depend on grain size in addition to other parameters, such as
temperature and strain rate [11].
In 1952, von Neumann documented the rules for the growth of grains in only two
dimensions, whereby the total growth rate of any grain is proportional to n-6, where n
equals the number of sides [12].  If the grain has six sides, then it has no growth rate.
But, grains with less than six sides shrink, while grains with more than six sides grow
[12].  Mullins, in 1956, showed one important result of von Neumann’s finding; grain
growth is inversely proportional to grain size, so the bigger the grains, the slower the
growth, while the smaller the grains the faster the growth [13].  The von-Neumann-
Mullins theory of grain growth establishes that grain growth is dependent on grain size.
In 1961, Harrison detailed three regimes of diffusion: Harrison A, Harrison B, and
Harrison C regimes.  The A regime is conventionally for high temperatures where lattice
diffusion is dominant.  The C regime is for low temperatures where grain boundary
diffusion is dominant.  The B regime contains a mixture of the A and C regimes.
Harrison found that the temperature at which the A regime, the B regime and/or the C
regime diffusion is prominent depends on the grain size of the material.  For materials
with smaller grain sizes, the B and C regimes of diffusion are most prominent at higher
4temperatures.  Hence, grain boundary diffusion dominates more when the grain size is
smaller [14].  Harrison’s three regimes of diffusion become important when explaining
for example, the effect of grain size on electromigration in semiconductor materials.  In
1967, Black showed that large grained conductors took a longer time to fail.  But, his
understanding of electromigration was incomplete because lattice diffusion was dominant
in these films [15][16].  In 1970, Oliver and Bower documented that when grain
boundary diffusion was dominant, small grained conductors took a longer time to fail
[16].
The literature contains a great body of published data about grain sizes and their
correlations with material properties, but the reported grain size values, although usually
precise, are inaccurate because they represent feature sizes measured on planar sectioning
surfaces.  With the growing use of 3DXRD, as explained later in Section 1.2.3.3, and/or
serial sectioning, as explained later in Section 1.2.3.4, which provide true feature sizes
along with other information, it is increasingly important to be able to make comparisons
between data collected using these methods, and information obtained from traditional
techniques.  The overwhelming majority of microstructural size measurements are still
made using inexpensive and universally available single (as opposed to serial) cross
section methods, so it is important to perfect the analysis of cross section data for the
determination of true particle sizes, and that is this work’s motivation.
1.2.2  Prior Efforts To Mathematically Solve This Problem
Over the past nine decades, there have been many mathematical attempts to solve
Wicksell’s corpuscle problem.  Wicksell was first to attempt to obtain the sizes of
individual particles distributed in an opaque medium.  Prior to Wicksell’s attempt,
5classical stereology was primarily concerned with extracting certain basic geometrical
parameters from two dimensional sections of materials [17].  These parameters are ratios
of measured or calculated microstructural features divided by reference quantities.  The
ratios of the measured microstructural features to the reference quantities are obtained
from two dimensional sections, and are used to estimate the geometrically related ratios
of the calculated microstructural features to corresponding reference quantities [17][29].
Deleese was first to estimate the volume fraction, the total volume of all the particles
divided by the total volume of the specimen, denoted by the mathematical symbol VV,
from the measured area fraction, the total area of all circles of plane intercepted particles
divided by the total area of the surface of the planar section, denoted by the mathematical
symbol AA.  Deleese found that the area fraction of the sections equals the volume
fraction of the material, AA=VV [17].  For distributions of particles in a material with no
preferred orientation, Deleese’s formulae for obtaining ratios are quite rigorous.  In
addition to volume fraction and area fraction, other ratios defining certain properties of
the microstructure can be accurately measured from a two dimensional surface or
estimated about the entire three dimensional material and these include, but are not
limited to: line intercept fraction (LL), point fraction (PP), surface density (SV), curve
length density (LV), curvature density (KV), interface length per total area ratio (BA),
number of embedded curves per total area ratio (NA), curvature per total area ratio (CA),
number of points per total area ratio (PA), and number of points per total line length (PL)
[17][29].  Although ratios and densities such as VV and AA are frequently important,
actual particle sizes and their distributions have many applications too.  The problem that
6must be solved is how to determine a true particle size distribution from the size
distribution measured on a flat sectioned surface.
Wicksell set out to solve the corpuscle problem by first deriving the measured
probability distribution that describes the distribution of apparent diameters measured
after cross sectioning a matrix of randomly distributed uniformly sized spherical
particles.
is the distribution of apparent diameters observed in a plane section, where x represents
the measured diameters of the circles observed in the plane section or the apparent
diameters, r0 is the mean diameter of the spheres prior to the plane section, r represents
the true diameters of the spheres observed in the plane section, R is the maximum size of
all of the apparent diameters and F(r) is the “true” probability distribution of the spheres
in the matrix [1].
Equation 1.1 describes what the observed size distribution should be, for any
known “true” size distribution, but the practical problem is the inverse of this: to find the
true size distribution from any size distribution observed on a planar cross section.
After deriving Equation 1.1, Wicksell explored the following four solutions to the
“corpuscle problem.”
1.2.2.1 Wicksell’s First Solution
In the first solution, the above integral Equation 1.1 was transformed by Wicksell
into an Abel integral equation using the same form as an Abel integral equation provided
by von Zeipel for a similar problem entitled the “globular cluster problem” with
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7applications in stellar statistics, in order to derive the solution F(r).  The Abel integral
equation of Equation 1.1 which mimics von Zeipel’s is:
After equating coefficients and functions of like terms between Equation 1.2 and von
Zeipel’s equation of similar form, the following solution to Equation 1.2 was derived by
Wicksell:
Equation 1.3 presents the true distribution of the sizes of the spheres distributed in a
matrix, F(r), in terms of the apparent distribution of the sizes of the circles observed on
the surface of the plane section, (x).  Wicksell concluded that this solution can only be
solved numerically because he could not obtain an analytical expression for (x).  The
numerical solution to Equation 1.3 involves forming a histogram of obtained
measurements of the apparent diameters observed on the sectioned surface.  The
histogram is smoothed by use of a continuous curve.  Then, each of the ordinates making
up the continuous curve are divided by its corresponding abscissae integer values.
Differential quotients of (x)/x are obtained using the central difference formula,
completing the estimation of the derivative (x).  Lastly, F(r) is calculated [1].  The
problems associated with this methodology include differentiation of binned data, which
is discrete and noise-prone [18], thus providing varyingly unreliable results.
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81.2.2.2 Wicksell’s Second Solution
Wicksell continued to explore a second solution to Equation 1.1 by using the
method of moments [1].  But, still this solution requires the estimation of the true
moments of (x) from the data of measured apparent diameters [1].  As a result, unknown
uncertainties result [19].
1.2.2.3 Wicksell’s Third Solution
In a third attempt, Wicksell sought to derive a specific analytical solution to
Equation 1.1 by which the apparent distribution, (x), and the true distribution, F(r),
would resemble each other.  The invariant distribution, F(r), shown in Equation 1.4
describes how sizes of the spheres would be distributed in a matrix.
is the true distribution where µ is the mean value of the true diameter and r is the true
diameters of the spherical particles dispersed in an opaque matrix.  When cross sectional
measurements are made to F(r) the resultant apparent distribution has the same form as
the original true distribution.
is the apparent distribution where µ is the mean value of the true diameter and x is the
measured diameters of the circles observed in the plane section [1].
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9Figure 1-1: Plot of Wicksell’s invariant true and apparent distributions.
Figure 1-1 shows graphically both F(r) and (x) distributions for a µ equal to one.
As expected, both F(r) and (x) distributions have the same shape although each r value
has a different population density than each x value’s measurement probability.
Wicksell’s invariant distribution is useful only when the form of the true and apparent
distributions are identical to each other, but cannot be applied to the majority of particle
distributions, which deviate from this particular condition.
1.2.2.4 Wicksell’s Fourth Solution
In his fourth attempt, Wicksell discretized F(r) by replacing the Equation 1.1
integral with an approximated finite sum.  He then inserted the observed values of
apparent diameters reorganized into bins into a system of linear algebraic equations,
which estimated the distribution of sphere diameters prior to the section.  The problem
with this technique is that the lower tail of the distribution of sphere diameters is
unknown because measurements of apparent diameters usually do not include values of
diameters slightly above zero.  To the extent that the lower tail of the apparent diameters
is not measured and hence the lower tail of F(r) is unknown, then the lower tail of F(r)
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needs to be estimated using the theory of extreme values [20], which has been examined
by Kötzer and Molchanov [21].  Wicksell found this technique to be useful when only the
true distribution of several hundreds of samples is evaluated.  In addition, both the sphere
diameters and the observed values of apparent diameters are reorganized into only a few
bins that produce solutions with a low degree of approximation.  Lastly, any extreme
skewness in the measured distribution produces more inexact values of sphere diameters
results for the bins which include the greatest clustering of apparent diameters [1].
Several other scientists, including but not limited to Saltykov and Goldsmith have
pursued discretization techniques similar to this one by Wicksell.  The major differences
have to do with how they split the range of the measured circle diameters into bins when
forming their histograms for inclusion into their calculations [22].
All of Wicksell’s solutions, with their various complications and problematic
issues, are accessible for use only by trained and experienced statisticians and
mathematicians.
Since Wicksell, many other complex mathematical and statistical methods
employed to solve the corpuscle problem have been proposed.  All of these methods are
grouped into two categories.  Some of these methods seek to calculate F(r) using the
inverse to the Abel integral equation, Equation 1.3, while others estimate F(r) using some
other method.  Many of these methods are briefly explained below.
1.2.2.5 Solutions Based On Inversion Of Abel Integral Equation
Several scientists have applied numerical methods using Wicksell’s solution to
the Abel integral equation, Equation 1.3, in order to calculate F(r).
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Before proceeding, it is important to note that the F(r) in Equation 1.3 is actually
the probability density function of the sizes of the spheres distributed in a matrix, and
(x) in Equation 1.3 is the probability density function of the sizes of the circles observed
on the surface of the plane section.  In probability theory it is important to make this
distinction because the integral of the random variable’s density is the distribution.  After
taking the integral of the random variable’s density, Equation 1.3 is transformed into the
following probability distribution function:
In Equation 1.6, the FD(r) is the probability distribution function of the sizes of the
spheres distributed in a matrix, and D(x) is the probability distribution function of the
sizes of the circles observed on the surface of the plane section.  As a result of this
transformation, Equation 1.6 is considered to be a smoothed expression of FD in terms of
D while Equation 1.3 is considered to be an unsmoothed expression of F in terms of .
For example, Figure 1-2 provides an illustration of the differences between F and
 of Equation 1.3 and FD and D of Equation 1.6.  As shown in Figure 1-2a, when  is
introduced into Equation 1.3, the resultant F(r) falls to zero just as (x) does.  As shown
in Figure 1-2b, when D is introduced into Equation 1.6, the resultant FD(r) takes on the
form of a cumulative distribution function that goes to one, just as D does.  To produce
the F(r) and FD(r) curves in Figure 1-2, Equation 1.5 was input for (x) in Equation 1.3
and for D(x) in Equation 1.6.  The (x) of Equation 1.5 is analytical, so when it is
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substituted into Equations 1.3 and 1.6, both of the resultant F(r) and FD(r) plots are
inherently smooth.  However, when the real data of measured diameters, for example,
Figure 1-2: Illustration of the differences between the (a) True and Measured
Probability Density Function Plots and (b) the True and Measured Probability
Distribution Function Plots of Wicksell’s invariant distributions from Figure 1-1.
binned data from a histogram, is substituted for (x) into Equation 1.3, the resultant F(r)
is unsmooth.  The reason that the resultant F(r) is unsmooth arises from the
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differentiation of noisy real (x) data, where the (x) is a jagged curve.  The resultant
F(r), which arises from the differentiation of a jagged curve, makes the accurate analysis
of particle size distributions hopeless.  Introduction of Equation 1.6 seeks to smooth out
the noisy real D(x) data when producing the FD(r) curve, so that accurate analysis of
particle size distributions is not hopeless.  It is important to note that to plot the (x)
curve in Figure 1-2a, Equation 1.5 was used, while to plot the D(x) curve in Figure 1-2b,
the cumulative distribution function of Equation 1.5 was used. This was done just to
show how the two types of curves, probability density curves versus probability
distribution curves, differ from each other.  So, although the cumulative distribution
function of Equation 1.5 was used to plot D(x) in Figure 1-2b, the cumulative
distribution function of Equation 1.5 was not also used as D(x) in Equation 1.6 to derive
FD(r).  This is important to note since, although D(x) is termed the probability
distribution function of apparent diameters, the cumulative distribution function of (x) is
not always substituted for D(x).
Using Wicksell’s solution to the Abel integral equation, Equation 1.3, requires the
differentiation of noisy real data to obtain F(r).  Whenever anyone tries to go backwards
to find the true distribution of particle sizes from measured data through Wicksell’s
analysis, they face the challenge of differentiating a noisy data set.  Several methods for
dealing with this challenge have been developed.  Others have sought to use Equation 1.6
in lieu of Equation 1.3, in an attempt to smooth out FD(r) so that they may hopefully
better analyze the true distribution of particle sizes.
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Anderssen and Jakeman used Equation 1.3 with product integration, a numerical
method whereby they estimated the measurements of the apparent diameters observed on
the sectioned surface, (x), using a frequency polygon instead of a histogram in an
attempt to smooth the real data set [22], and then they applied spectral differentiation
[23], which is another smoothing technique.  Anderssen and Jakeman noted that if
Equation 1.6 were used in lieu of Equation 1.3, then spectral differentiation would no
longer be necessary [24].  Taylor used another numerical method in which a kernel-
estimator was used to estimate the density, (x), then it was substituted into Equation 1.3
[25].  Other scientists who explored kernel methods were Hall, Smith, Van Es and
Hoogendoorn [22].  Blödner used a method in which D(x) was estimated using a sample
(empirical) distribution function instead of a histogram and then was inserted into
Equation 1.6 [26].  Blödner’s substitution of D(x) with a cumulative distribution function
is an example of when the cumulative distribution function of (x) is substituted for D(x)
of Equation 1.6.  This is contrary to the method used earlier to produce FD(r) displayed in
Figure 1-2b.  The cumulative distribution function of (x) was not substituted for D(x) of
Equation 1.6 to produce the FD(r) observed in Figure 1-2b.  Problems with using any of
these methods arise from the mathematical nature of the inverse to the Abel integral
equation, Equation 1.3, or its variation, Equation 1.6, on which these methods depend to
solve the Wicksell corpuscle problem.  Since the Abel integral equation is an ill-posed
problem, its inverse intensifies the errors associated with the apparent distribution [27].
Slight changes in the apparent distribution may cause the true distribution to change
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drastically [22].  Methods employing the inverse to the Abel integral equation generally
attempt to neutralize this intensification, but never completely eradicate it [27].
1.2.2.6 Solutions Based On Other Methods To Estimate F(r)
Other scientists have sought to estimate F(r) using other methods.  DeHoff
derived a parametric method that related three classical stereological counting
measurements to the first three moments of the particle size distribution curve [28].
From the two dimensional surface of the plane section, the following three properties of
the microstructure are measured: NA, the number of sectioned particles per unit area of
section, NL, the number of sectioned particles intercepting lines placed across the section
per total length of lines placed across the section, and PP, the number of sectioned
particles intercepting points placed across the section per total number of points placed
across the section [28][29].  It is assumed that all of the particles in the material have the
same known shape which can be described using three shape factors: k1, k2, and k3 [28].
These shape factors can be derived from NA, NL, PP, and particle axial ratio [29].  DeHoff
assumed that the two-parameter logarithmiconormal distribution was suitable to describe
any particle size distribution that had only one skewed peak.  DeHoff presented two
equations that used NA, NL, PP, and the three shape factors to derive the two parameters
used to describe F(r): the geometric mean, μg, and the geometric standard deviation, σg.
The two parameters, μg and σg would then be inserted into the analytical expression for
the logarithmiconormal distribution and varied with particle size to determine F(r) [28].
This method is limited to materials with the same particle shape that can be described by
the three shape factors.  Depending on how intricate the desired analysis of the particle
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shape [30], this method could be very time consuming.  Moreover, slight errors in the
chosen shape factors could produce erroneous results [31].  Also, the logarithmiconormal
distribution only accurately describes particles having a discrete distribution of particle
sizes.  For example, DeHoff found that the total number of particles, NV, and the mean
particle size, μ, were within 20% of the five theoretical model distributions to which he
compared the logarithmiconormal distribution.  The triangular and parabolic distributions
of particle sizes had the largest errors [28].  There is also no way to check that this
method actually has produced the true grain size distribution.  Parametric methods similar
to DeHoff’s were also developed by Giger and Riedwyl, Likeš, Keiding et al., and Suwa
et al. [32], but these all suffer from the same limitations.
Voss and Schubert used a trial and error method, whereby they devised an
algorithm that first required they input their initial guess of F(r) into an equation used to
derive their initial computation of (x).  They compared their initial result of (x) with the
measured (x).  Using this comparison, they attempted a second guess at F(r).  They
repeat this iteratively until a high quality solution for F(r) is found [32].  Other scientists
who have explored this methodology include: Naumann and Cavanaugh [33] and De
Nooijer, Ketelaar, and Mulder [34].  This trial and error method is extremely time
consuming if accurate results are to be obtained.  For example, the number of sections
performed would need to be greatly increased and the algorithm would need to be run for
a very long time [34].
Nychka finds F(r) by applying a regularization technique that exploits the use of a
cross-validated spline method.  In this case, the regularization technique is used to find a
solution to F(r) that coincides both with the measured (x) and the calculated (x)
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derived from the use of Equation 1.1 when beginning with a F(r) that relies on certain
parameters [22][32].  The cross-validated spline estimate of F(r) employs the use of a
smoothing parameter chosen by a method called cross-validation.  Choice of an adequate
smoothing parameter is extremely important because without it the resulting spline will
not be a suitable estimate of F(r).  For example, a smoothing parameter that is too small
results in a spline that seemingly matches the measured (x), while a smoothing
parameter that is too large results in a spline missing some important aspects of the data
[35].  Others have developed additional regularization techniques besides the cross-
validated spline method to find an adequate smoothing parameter used to estimate F(r).
For example, Weese has used Morozov’s discrepancy principle and Honerkamp and
Weese have used the SC-method to choose smoothing parameters [32].  If the solution
F(r) is inherently smooth, then these regularization techniques are suitable, but for
solutions of F(r) that have a slight degree of smoothness with great changes in the data,
these regularization techniques fail [36].
None of these methods to estimate F(r) have been heralded as the solution to the
Wicksell corpuscle problem.  Each of these methods has disadvantages that force any
individual implementing them to have difficulty favoring one method over another.  To
this day, statisticians and mathematicians are discovering more methods to add to this
list.  Each of these methods is extremely complex, requiring much time, effort, research,
and understanding for any materials scientist needing only for a clear cut solution to F(r)
or one number that gives the mean size of grains distributed in a material.
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1.2.3  Experimental Methods For Finding True Object Sizes
A variety of methods have been applied to finding the true sizes of
microstructural objects.
1.2.3.1 Grain Separation By Intergranular Embrittlement
In 1914, Huntington suggested a procedure for separating individual metallic
grains from a polycrystal, and Desch subsequently performed a series of experiments in
which fine grained, cast beta brass is immersed into liquid mercury, which infiltrates the
grain boundaries causing embrittlement of the polycrystal and separating it into isolated
grains [37].  A variant of this approach is to use liquid gallium’s intergranular
embrittlement of aluminum [38].  The sizes of individual grains could then be measured
yielding an accurate grain size distribution.  Although grain boundary embrittlement can
be efficient at separating grains of certain polycrystalline metals and/or alloys for true
grain size measurements, it is highly selective to specific materials and no disintegrating
agent may exist for any particular polycrystalline material.
1.2.3.2 X-Ray Diffraction
In 1918, Scherrer showed that small particles cause a broadening of x-ray
diffraction lines [39].  He presented an equation for the determination of particle size
from the measurement of the breadth of x-ray diffraction lines at full width half maxima
(FWHM) in the form
cos 2
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where B is the FWHM of a diffraction pattern peak, K is the Scherrer constant equaling
2(ln 2/π)1/2, λ is the incident x-ray wavelength, L is the particle diameter, and ( / 2) is the
Bragg angle [39][40].  Although there have been many modifications to Scherrer’s
original formula to account for strain and instrumental broadening effects, the x-ray line
broadening technique only works for particle sizes that are a few tens or hundreds of
times the wavelength of x-rays.  This technique is generally only useful in the
determination of average particle size rather than the entire distribution of particle sizes
in a material.  Bertaut [41] and Warren & Averbach [42] presented a technique to apply a
fourier analysis to x-ray diffraction lines in an effort to ascertain a material’s distribution
of particle sizes but this technique is limited in its application because peak overlap and
faulty Fourier decomposition frequently lead to inaccurate distribution measurements
[43].
1.2.3.3 Three-Dimensional X-Ray Diffraction Microscopy
More recently, Juul Jensen has established a procedure that utilizes a synchrotron
source and three-dimensional x-ray diffraction microscopy (3DXRD), which uses deeply
penetrating high energy x-rays to probe and obtain the 3D microstructure of a material
[44].  While this technique allows for the accurate measurement of particle sizes from
stacked 2D grain maps to produce 3D reconstructed images of grains, it has the
disadvantage that it is expensive and limited in how one may collect data because one
must employ high-intensity x-ray beamlines only found at large-scale facilities such as
synchrotron light sources.
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1.2.3.4 Focused Ion Beam-Orientation Imaging Microscopy
Rollett has used serial sectioning of polycrystalline materials via focused ion
beam milling, coupled with orientation imaging microscopy (FIB-OIM).  In this
technique the material is sequentially milled with a focused ion beam (FIB), imaged
using a scanning electron microscope (SEM), and mapped using an electron backscatter
diffraction (EBSD) detector.  The maps are then aligned to reconstruct 3D images of the
grains in the polycrystal to obtain accurate grain sizes [45].  This system of
polycrystalline grain separation and measurement provides additional useful information
concerning crystal structure and orientation.  It is available to well-equipped laboratories,
but it is time-consuming to complete.
1.3  The Objectives
There are three major objectives of this research program.  First, it is the novel
discovery of mathematical, statistical, and computational methods for obtaining true grain
size distributions from cross section measurements of materials.  Second, it is to seek
experimental validation of the results.  Third, it is to provide a means of comparing 2D
and 3D datasets on a consistent basis.
1.4  The Relevance of Contribution
There are several reasons why this body of work is a relevant contribution to the
field of materials science. First, it promotes deeper analysis of the commonplace
measurement techniques employed by experimentalists to determine grain sizes.  Often
times, conclusions about material properties are associated with the grain sizes obtained
from only one cross section.  Since information about dimensions is lost when a material
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is sectioned, fundamental understanding about materials is often based on inaccurate
grain size measurements.  The results derived from this research program will enable
researchers to convert the abundance of data available to the scientific community from
two-dimensional to three-dimensional sizes with relative ease and acceptable accuracy.
Second, the findings gained are practical and useful to researchers interested in an
inexpensive and complete method for discovering true grain sizes of opaque materials.
Third, this study is a starting point for extracting 3D information from the 2D planar
section of materials containing various grain shapes besides those which can be compared
with spheres and from materials with uncommon particle size distributions.  Fourth, this
investigation solves “Wicksell’s Corpuscle Problem”, which has not been solved for
nearly nine decades.  Fifth, the general audience should be interested in the technique
behind solving this problem, which employs creating a database based on imagining all
possible starting points that cause certain results and using this database to look up a
possible source for something in which its beginnings are unknown.
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CHAPTER 2: THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS
A theory is presented to solve the problem of determining true object sizes from
measurements on sectioning surfaces.  Assumptions have been made about the shapes,
sections, and measurements of particles or grains in microstructures.  The assumptions
detailed below were incorporated into a method devised to reliably convert 2-D data to
“true” 3-D grain sizes.
2.1  The Assumptions
2.1.1  Shapes Of Particles Or Grains
Particles or grains in microstructures often have complex shapes that need to be
approximated for theoretical research.  A simple model for particles or grains embedded
in a matrix can be formed utilizing the assumption that they are spheres embedded in a
matrix, in which the spheres approximate to equiaxed structures.  To begin with, we
consider non-overlapping spheres of uniform size, with their size known prior to cross
sectioning.  In addition, the spheres are randomly distributed throughout the matrix, so
that only one cross section is needed for a statistically representative sampling.  Figure 2-
1a displays an image of all of the spheres embedded in the matrix, while Figure 2-1b
displays its distribution of diameters.
2.1.2  Planar Section
It is also assumed that only a planar section is utilized for stereological analysis of
structures since materials scientists typically observe polished and etched cross section
surfaces using microscopes.  A planar section through three-dimensional non-space-
filling spherical particles produces two-dimensional non-space-filling circles of varying
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diameters.  The planar sectioning of spherical particles embedded in a matrix is illustrated
in Figure 2-2a.
Figure 2-1: (a) Spherical particles embedded in a matrix, where the diameter of each
particle equals unity.  (b) The distribution of diameters of the particles shown in (a).
2.1.3  Two Different Measurements Of Particle Sizes
There are generally two types of measurements of particle size that may be
applied to regularly or irregularly shaped particles in a planar section: measurement of
equivalent particle diameters, and linear intercepts.
2.1.3.1  Measurement Of Equivalent Particle Diameters
Equivalent particle diameters are the diameters of circles with the same areas as
the cross sectioned portion of particles.  When the particles have irregular geometries, the
planar areas of the sectioned particles are equated to the areas of circles instead, and the
diameters of these equivalent circles represent the particle dimensions.  In the case
considered here, since the particles are indeed spheres with only circles visible on the
cross section surface, the equivalent particle diameters are the diameters of the circles.
Hence, the “equivalent diameters” equal the “sectioned diameters,” but are not equal to
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the “true diameters.” Figure 2-2b shows the measurement of equivalent particle
diameters as visualized on the cross section surface of the spherical particles embedded in
a matrix.
2.1.3.2  Measurement Of Linear Intercepts
The linear intercept (LI) is a measurement technique that superimposes a
multitude of straight linear test probes over all of the particles visible on the sectioned
plane.  Each of the test probe lengths intercepted by particles is measured and quantified.
Figure 2-2c shows the LI technique as visualized on the cross section surface of the
spherical particles embedded in a matrix.
Figure 2-2: (a) The planar section of Figure 2-1a. (b) The measurement of equivalent
particle diameters on the surface of (a). (c) The measurement of linear intercepts on the
surface of (a).
2.2  Introduction To The Method
The above assumptions are employed to develop the following method, which
allows for the quantitative derivation of true microstructural dimensions from cross
sectioned materials.  The overall goal is to determine true sizes from measured data, but
first the inverse problem is solved for all possible measured data that can be derived from
known particle sizes, and then known particle size distributions.  Hence, the method is
LEGEND
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essentially to calculate the measured distributions that would be produced by applying the
sectioning functions to various model true distributions that have certain combinations of
true distribution parameters, mean, mode, and standard deviation.  The measured
distribution parameters, mean, mode and standard deviation, are then extracted from the
resultant measured distributions and together with the true distribution parameters from
whence they arose, are incorporated into a database, which could be utilized to ascertain
the true distribution of particle diameters for any given sample.
2.2.1  Types Of Probability Distribution Functions (PDFs)
Three different types of probability distribution functions (PDFs) of particle sizes
are involved in our calculations: the true probability distribution function, P, the
measured probability distribution function, M, and the sectioning function, Q, which
relates P and M to each other.
2.2.1.1 A Trivial True PDF: The Delta Function
The simplest true PDF is the distribution of the actual sizes of the spherical
particles embedded in the matrix shown in Figure 2-1a.  Normally, the true distribution is
unknown. In this paper, the true distribution is known and is modeled initially as the
delta function shown in Figure 2-1b. (Later, it is modeled as the normal distribution and
the lognormal distribution.) The true population density is plotted for each true diameter
value.  Since all of the spheres have the same diameter equaling, for example unity, the
mean and mode each equal one, while the standard deviation equals zero.
2.2.1.2 The Sectioning Functions
The sectioning function is the probability that a researcher attempting to ascertain
particle sizes via the cross sectioning of opaque microstructures will cut through the
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embedded spheres at different diameters.  Two different sectioning functions are derived
based on the type of measurement technique that the researcher might utilize.  If the
researcher utilizes the measurement of equivalent particle diameters, as shown in Figure
2-2b, then the sectioning function derived is termed the sectioning function for equivalent
diameters.  Alternatively, if the researcher utilizes the measurement of linear intercepts,
as shown in Figure 2-2c, then the sectioning function derived is termed the sectioning
function for linear intercepts.
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CHAPTER 3:  DERIVATION AND APPLICATION OF THE
SECTIONING FUNCTIONS
3.1  Sectioning Function For Equivalent Diameters
3.1.1  Derivation
The sectioning function for measurement of the particle diameter (or equivalent
diameter) is mathematically derived below.
Figure 3-1: Derivation of Q(x) from the cross-section of a sphere.
When the measurement of equivalent particle diameters is used, then the
probability that the sectioning plane will intersect the sphere at a sectioning radius on the
range x to (x-dx) is, Q(x) = dy/r, where x represents the apparent radii measured by the
materials scientist upon cross sectioning, r represents the true radii values from the true
distribution, and dy relates x to r.  Figure 3-1 shows how Q(x) is derived from the cross
dx
dx
x
r
dydy
dy sectioningplane
sectioning
plane
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section of a sphere.  The derivation of dy originates from the equation for a circle as
follows:
Since dy cannot be negative and dx is a constant, it follows that:
Substituting dy into Q(x) yields:
where QRAD(r,x) is the sectioning function for equivalent radii, with r = d0/2, where d0
represents the true diameter values from the true distribution. Rewritten, it becomes:
where QDIAM(d0,dm) is the sectioning function for equivalent diameters, with dm
representing the measured diameters obtained from the planar section.
2 2 2x y r  3.1
2 2r x y  3.2
2 2d r x dy
dx dx
  3.3
2 2
x dx dyr x
  3.4
2 2   .
xdy r x  3.5
  2 2,   ,RAD xQ r x r r x  3.6
 0 2 2
0 0
,   ,mDIAM m
m
dQ d d d d d  3.7
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3.1.2 Application
The sectioning function for equivalent diameters is then the measured PDF of
particle diameters, if the true diameter PDF is a delta function.  For the delta function, the
mean equals the mode.  This means that the true PDF of all spheres in Figure 2-1 have
the same size, denoted by the symbol d0, where d0=1 and the mean=mode=1.  Parameters
for the delta function distribution of d0=1 are detailed in the second column of Table 3-1.
Table 3-1: Values of mean, mode, and standard deviation parameters for the true
diameter PDF that is the delta function of d0=1, as compared to two measured PDFs, themeasured PDF of particle diameters and the measured PDF of linear intercepts.
When the sectioning function for equivalent diameters is used to section the delta
function of d0=1, Figure 3-2 results.  QDIAM(dm), Equation 3.7, is plotted with respect to
the apparent diameters in Figure 3-2. The inset of Figure 3-2 shows the analytic
expression of the mean, mode, and standard deviation parameters for the resultant
measured PDF of particle diameters, QDIAM(dm), while the third column of Table 3-1
provides the approximate values of these parameters. As shown in Table 3-1, the
resultant measured PDF of particle diameters of Figure 3-2 has smaller values of
diameters than the delta function distribution of Figure 2-1, where the mean equals 0.785,
the mode still equals one, while the standard deviation equals 0.223.
The second column of Table 3-2 provides the analytic expressions of the mean,
mode, and standard deviation parameters for a true diameter PDF that is the delta
                       1 0.785 0.617
                       1 1 1
0 0
True PDF (Delta Measured PDF of Measured PDF ofParameters Function) Particle Diameters Linear Intercepts
Mean
Mode
Standard Deviation .223 0.253
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function distribution with any value of d0.  It also provides, in the third column, the
analytic expressions of the parameters obtained after this true PDF has been cross-
sectioned using the sectioning function for equivalent diameters, QDIAM(dm). Hence,
Figure 3-2: Plot of the equivalent particle diameter distribution versus apparent
diameters.  This measured PDF is obtained when Figure 2-1b is applied to the sectioning
function for equivalent diameters and integrated.
the equation for finding the mean diameter of QDIAM(dm) when the true PDF is a delta
function is,
as shown in Table 3-2. That is why for d0=1, the mean diameter of the measured PDF
shown in Figure 3-2 is π/4, which is approximately 0.785, as stated in Table 3-1.
Moreover, the equation for finding the standard deviation of QDIAM(dm) when the true
PDF is a delta function is,
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as displayed in Table 3-2. That is why for d0=1, the standard deviation of the measured
PDF shown in Figure 3-2 and displayed in Table 3-1 is
which is approximately 0.223.
Table 3-2: Analytic expressions of mean, mode, and standard deviation parameters for
the true diameter PDF that is the delta function with any value of d0, as compared to twomeasured PDFs, the measured PDF of particle diameters and the measured PDF of
linear intercepts.
3.2  Sectioning Function For Linear Intercepts
Apparent particle sizes are sometimes measured as linear intercepts instead of
equivalent diameters.  In this case, the linear test probes are applied to the observed
distribution on the sectioned plane as shown in Figure 2-2c.  The linear test probes
introduce a further distortion of the size distribution since a test probe can intersect a
particle over any distance from zero to the full sectioned diameter.
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3.2.1 Derivation
The derivation of the sectioning function for measurement of the linear intercept
follows.
The measurement probability distribution function of only one of the particle’s
sizes measured using linear intercepts depends on one probability: Equation 3.7.  The
measurement probability distribution function of a collection of particles’s sizes
measured using linear intercepts depends on two probabilities: QDIAM(d0,(dm+a)), which
is the probability that the sectioning plane will intersect the sphere of true diameter d0 at
(dm+a); and QDIAM((dm+a), dm), which is the probability that a test probe line intersects a
circle of diameter (dm+a) over a length of dm.  Thus, the sectioning function for
measurement of the particle linear intercept is represented by the following formula:
Expanded, Equation 3.8 becomes:
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QDIAM(d0,(dm+a)) is the contribution to the height of the measured distribution at size
(dm+a) from the true size d0 and QDIAM((dm+a), dm) is the contribution to the height of the
measured distribution at size dm from particles with a sectioned diameter dm+a.
This produces QLI which is generally non-analytical and has to be integrated
numerically. It is well-fit by the following seven term polynomial equation:
The non-analytical Equation 3.9 can also be fit using the power fit represented by
Equation 3.14 and Equation 3.15:
There are two varieties of fits for the non-analytical Equation 3.9: the seven-term
polynomial fit Equation 3.12 and Equation 3.13, and the power fit Equation 3.14 and
Equation 3.15.  The reason for adopting these two different approximate sectioning
functions is explained in greater detail in Appendix A.  For now, it is important to note
that the error of QLI(d0,dm) is least between the non-analytical Equation 3.9 and the
seven-term polynomial fit Equation 3.12 and Equation 3.13, while the error is greatest
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between the non-analytical Equation 3.9 and the power fit Equation 3.14 and Equation
3.15.  Figure 3-3 shows the differences between the two different approximations adopted
to replace the numerical solution for QLI. Ten multiplied by the absolute error between
Figure 3-3: Plot of the two different approximations for d0=1 of the numerical solutionfor QLI function Equation 3.9, which is represented by the blue line.  The more accurateapproximation, the seven-term polynomial fit Equations 3.12 and 3.13 is shown in (a).
While (b) shows the less accurate approximation, the power fit Equations 3.14 and 3.15.
each approximation and the numerical solution for QLI curve is also stated next to each of
the plots shown in Figure 3-3.  With respect to the numerical solution for QLI curve, the
seven-term polynomial fit has an absolute error times ten of 0.0187 as illustrated in
Figure 3-3a, while the power fit has an absolute error times ten of 0.171 as shown in
Figure 3-3b.  To obtain ten times the absolute error between each approximation and the
numerical solution for QLI, the absolute value of the area between each approximation
curve and the numerical solution for QLI curve was multiplied by 10.  So, ten times the
absolute error between the seven-term polynomial fit and the numerical solution for QLI
curve of Figure 3-3a is obtained using this formula,
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while ten times the absolute error between the power fit and the numerical solution for
QLI curve of Figure 3-3b is obtained using this formula,
Ten times the error between the area under the curves of each approximation and the
numerical solution for QLI is illustrated by the line that goes along the horizontal axis of
both plots. In order to plot the error, the absolute value was not taken of the error
between the area under the curves of each approximation and the numerical solution for
QLI times ten.  This was done to show the signed versions of ten times the error between
the area under the curves of each approximation and the numerical solution for QLI. It is
clear that ten times the error between the area under the curves of the seven-term
polynomial fit and the numerical solution for QLI is much closer to the horizontal axis
than ten times the error between the area under the curves of the power fit and the
numerical solution for QLI.  Although the power fit deviates more from the numerical
solution for QLI, it has significantly fewer terms than the seven-term polynomial fit.  The
significance of this is elaborated upon in Appendix A.
3.2.2 Application
If the sizes of the particles embedded in the matrix are monodisperse, i.e.
represented by a delta function with the parameters listed in the second column of Table
3-1, and are randomly distributed, then when their sizes are measured on a polished
Numerical S7-term Poly olution fornomial Fit 0.018710LLI IQQ    ,
Numerical Solution forPower Fit 0 171.10LILI QQ    .
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surface using the linear intercept method, QLI(dm), the particle size distribution (ie. the
intercept length distribution) will be represented by Equation 3.12 and Equation 3.13 or
Figure 3-4: Plot of the intercept length distribution versus apparent diameters.  This
measured PDF is obtained when Figure 2-1b is applied to the sectioning function for
measurement of the particle linear intercepts and integrated.
Equation 3.14 and Equation 3.15.  These equations show that the sectioning function for
linear intercepts is the measured PDF of linear intercepts since the true diameter PDF is a
delta function with all of the spheres having the same size of d0=1 and having the
statistical parameters listed in the second column of Table 3-1. Figure 3-4 shows QLI(dm)
plotted with respect to the apparent diameters.  In addition, the analytic expression of the
statistical parameters for the resultant measured PDF of linear intercepts, QLI(dm), are
listed on the figure and are approximated in the fourth column of Table 3-1. As shown in
Table 3-1, the resultant measured PDF of linear intercepts of Figure 3-4 has smaller
values of diameters than the delta function distribution of Figure 2-1, where the mean is
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0.617, the mode is one, and the standard deviation is 0.253. After a true PDF that is a
delta function distribution with any value of d0 and with the parameters detailed in the
second column of Table 3-2 is cross sectioned using the sectioning function for linear
intercepts, QLI(dm), then the fourth column of Table 3-2, which provides the analytic
expressions of the mean, mode, and standard deviation parameters of any measured PDF
of linear intercepts, results. The equation for finding the mean diameter of QLI(dm) when
the true PDF is a delta function of any value d0 is,
as shown in Table 3-2. That is why for d0=1, the mean diameter of the resultant
measured PDF shown in Figure 3-4 is
which is approximately equal to 0.617, as stated in Table 3-1. Moreover, the equation for
finding the standard deviation of QLI(dm) when the true PDF is a delta function is,
That is why for d0=1, the standard deviation of the resultant measured PDF of linear
intercepts shown in Figure 3-4 and displayed in Table 3-1 is
which is approximately 0.253.
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CHAPTER 4: THEORETICAL METHOD FOR OBTAINING ANY
MEASURED PDF: THE CONVERSION EQUATION
4.1  The Conversion Equation
As noted in Sections 3.1.2 and 3.2.2, the measured PDF is the same as the
sectioning function when the true PDF is a delta function.  But, there are many other true
PDFs in which the measured PDF is not simply obtained by observing the sectioning
function.  In those cases, a formula is necessary to compute the measured PDF, when the
true PDF is any other function besides a delta function.
When the true PDF is more complicated than merely a delta function, the
measured PDF is obtained using the following formula:
where P(y) is the true PDF of particle size (y), Q(y,x) is the contribution to the measured
distribution at size (x) from particles with true size (y) where y ≥ x, and M(x) is the
measured PDF of particle size (x).  This is the conversion equation governing the
measured particle size distributions.
4.1.1  Demonstration Of The Conversion Equation
To illustrate how the conversion equation works, a true diameter PDF that is a
model particle diameter distribution, where 50% of the spheres have diameter values
between 0.4 and 0.5 and 50% of the spheres have diameter values between 0.7 and 1.0 as
displayed in Figure 4-1a, is applied to the sectioning function for equivalent diameters as
shown in Figure 3-2, and integrated to obtain the measured PDF as shown in Figure 4-1b.
      
0
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The measured PDF becomes a continuous distribution where all of the measured
diameters have values between 0 and 1.0.
As indicated earlier, the conversion equation, Equation 4.1, is utilized to
determine the measured PDF of particles sectioned via QLI(dm) with true PDFs that differ
from a delta function.  Applying the QLI(dm) as shown in Figure 3-4, to a matrix
containing spheres with sizes fitting a true PDF that coincides with Figure 4-1a would
produce a measured PDF that coincides with Figure 4-1c, which is a continuous
distribution of sizes from 0 to 1.0.
Figure 4-1: (a) True diameter PDF for a model particle diameter distribution which
differs from a delta distribution.  (b) Measured PDF obtained when (a) is applied to the
sectioning function for equivalent diameters and integrated.  (c) Measured PDF obtained
when (a) is applied to the sectioning function for measurement of the particle linear
intercepts and integrated.
4.1.2  Comparison Of The Conversion Equation With Convolution Integrals
4.1.2.1 Operation
The conversion equation, represented by Equation 4.1, has a similar form to a
convolution integral.  The only difference between these two integral transforms is that
when a convolution integral is performed, as y increases, the convoluting function retains
its shape and merely translates across the abscissa, while when the conversion equation is
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performed, as y increases, the Q(y,x) does not retain its shape but is stretched across the
particle size axis.  Figure 4-2 illustrates the difference between the operation of the
conversion equation and the convolution integral.  Figure 4-2a shows how Figure 3-2, the
Figure 4-2: (a) Plot showing how Figure 3-2 would evolve when d0 = 1, 2, and 3 if itwere a convoluting function.  (b) Plot showing how Figure 3-4 would evolve when d0 = 1,2, and 3 if it were a convoluting function.  (c) Actual plot of the evolution of Figure 3-2
when d0 = 1, 2, and 3, which is due to Equation 4.1 being a conversion equation.  (d)Actual plot of the evolution of Figure 3-4 when d0 = 1, 2, and 3, which is due to Equation4.1 being a conversion equation.
plot of the measured PDF of particle diameters, would evolve for d0 = 1, 2, and 3 if it
were a convoluting function.  Likewise, Figure 4-2b displays the evolution of Figure 3-4,
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the plot of the measured PDF of linear intercepts, for d0 = 1, 2, and 3 if it were also a
convoluting function.  As observed in both Figure 4-2a and Figure 4-2b, convoluting
functions do not change shape, but are merely translated along the abscissa.  Figure 4-2c
shows how QDIAM(dm) of Figure 3-2, which in this case equals MDIAM(dm), the measured
PDF of particle diameters obtained when applying the conversion equation, Equation 4.1,
actually transforms as d0 is increased from 1 to 3.  Alternatively, Figure 4-2d shows how
QLI(dm) of Figure 3-4, which in this case equals MLI(dm), the measured PDF of linear
intercepts obtained when applying Equation 4.1 actually transforms as d0 is increased
incrementally from 1 to 3.  It is evident that as a result of using the conversion equation,
Equation 4.1, both MDIAM(dm) of Figure 4-2c and MLI(dm) of Figure 4-2d not only change
shape, but are stretched along the abscissa.
4.1.2.2 Inversion
The significant consequence that arises from the reality that Equation 4.1 is not a
convolution integral is that inverting the transform to deduce the true PDF from the
measured PDF is a mathematically ill-posed problem, for which there is no reliable
solution. While there are methods, typically based on Fourier transforms, to invert a
convolution, there is no similar approach to invert the conversion equation, which is
necessary to allow the deduction of true particle size distributions from measurements
made on planar surfaces.
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CHAPTER 5: A NEW THEORETICAL METHOD
5.1 Summary Of The Method
It is necessary to develop an alternate methodology to be employed for the
determination of true particle size distributions from measurements on cross sectioned
microstructures.  Our approach is to create a dataset of the predicted measured
distributions that would arise from different hypothetical true particle size distributions.
This dataset then forms a graphical “look-up” table allowing true size distributions to be
estimated from measured ones.
5.2 Details Of The Method
First, a variety of true PDFs are devised based on criteria for meeting certain
parameters, including mode, mean, and standard deviation.  Using these known true
PDFs, the measured PDFs are calculated using the conversion equation, Equation 4.1,
and depending on the measurement technique, an appropriate sectioning function is
utilized, ie. QDIAM(dm), Equation 3.7 or QLI(dm), Equation 3.12 and Equation 3.13, or
Equation 3.14 and Equation 3.15.  Then, the statistical parameters, including the mode,
mean, and standard deviation, are retrieved from the measured PDFs and are, together
with the parameters of the originating true PDFs, included in a database formed to
address the issue of finding true particle size distributions from measured PDFs.  The
database includes the parameters of the measured PDFs connected to the parameters of
the true PDFs from which the measured PDFs arose.  Measurements of particle size
distributions may be compared with the database to find the parameters matching the
observed parameters, and connected to the true PDF parameters.  A consistency check
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can be performed by applying the sectioning function to the true PDF found on the table
in order to obtain a trial measured distribution.  If the trial measured PDF matches the
applied measured PDF, then the inferred distribution is presumed correct.
5.2.1 Chosen True PDFs
The two true PDFs utilized for this study are the normal and the lognormal
distributions.  The normal distribution is employed because mathematically it is a more
complex distribution, not trivial like the delta function.  However, use of the normal
distribution for this problem becomes complicated since no negative values can be used
to describe grain size.  Therefore, the lognormal distribution is used because it is a good
approximation to most grain size distributions observed in nature.
5.2.1.1  Limiting Case
The limiting case for both the normal and lognormal distributions is the delta
function distribution.  In Section 2.1.1, the delta function distribution of diameters arose
from the assumption that the simplest model of particles or grains embedded in a matrix
was that the spheres embedded and randomly distributed in the matrix were non-
overlapping with uniform size.  When the delta function distribution is substituted for the
P(y) in the conversion equation, Equation 4.1, greater understanding of both of the
sectioning functions, the sectioning function for equivalent particle diameters and the
sectioning function for linear intercepts, and their use in the conversion equation was
ascertained since the sectioning function is the measured PDF whenever the true PDF is
the delta function distribution.  Since it is known how the conversion equation, Equation
4.1, works when the sectioning functions are applied to the delta function distribution,
which is the limiting case for both the normal and lognormal distributions, now it can be
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understood how the normal and lognormal distributions interact with the sectioning
functions to produce measured PDFs that do not resemble the sectioning functions.  Thus,
the delta function distribution is included for comparison to the normal and lognormal
distributions, and included so that the normal and lognormal distributions can be with
better ease incorporated into the conversion equation, Equation 4.1.
5.3  Implementation Of The Method
There are four major steps that need to be completed in the implementation of this
method for finding true particle size distributions.
5.3.1  Step One: Formation Of The Graphical “Look-Up” Table
In step one, the graphical “look-up” table is made. To do this step, among other
software applications, the computer software Microsoft Excel ® and the computer
program Mathematica ® by Wolfram Research, Inc. could be used. In Chapter 7 and
Chapter 8, all of the computer code necessary to create the graphical “look-up” tables is
provided, while in Chapter 9 details on the preparation of the graphical “look-up” tables
and a display of each of the graphical “look-up” tables is presented, but for now an
overall summary of the process to completing step one is provided in Figure 5-1. The
major assumption made in the formation of the graphical “look-up” table in this
dissertation is that the majority of sectioned materials observed by researchers will
originate from either one of two major types of true particle size distributions: the normal
distribution or the lognormal distribution.  The delta function distribution is included in
both the normal and lognormal distributions.
Figure 5-1 shows a flow chart of how step one is completed.  To start, the
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Figure 5-1: Flow chart of the process for forming step one’s graphical “look-up” Table.
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researcher creating the graphical “look-up” table must first decide on what type of
distribution may resemble the true particle size distributions.  In this dissertation, most
true particle size distributions are assumed to be either normal distributions or lognormal
distributions. Once the distributions that will represent the true PDF are chosen, then the
researcher must choose a variety of combinations of values of the statistical parameters
that represent any true particle size distribution.  The statistical parameters chosen in this
paper are the most commonly used ones: the mean, the mode, and the standard deviation.
It will be shown that these three parameters are sufficient for use in the graphical “look-
up” table.  Both of the normal and lognormal distributions, with the mean, mode and
standard deviation each equaling some integer between one and ten were used to create
the graphical “look-up” tables in this paper.  The delta function distribution, which was
also included as part of the normal and lognormal distributions, must have the mean
equal to the mode and the standard deviation equal to zero.
Next, the researcher must choose a sectioning function that resembles the type of
measurement technique to be used upon cross-sectioning the microstructural material to
be analyzed.  In Figure 5-1, the most common measurement techniques to choose from
are either the sectioning function for equivalent diameters or the sectioning function for
linear intercepts. To create the graphical “look-up” tables included in this dissertation,
both sectioning functions were utilized.
Then, both the chosen true PDF with a certain combination of values of the
statistical parameters and the chosen sectioning function must both be placed into the
conversion equation, Equation 4.1.  Once the conversion equation is evaluated, a
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measured PDF will be produced.  From the measured distribution of particle sizes, the
mean, mode, and standard deviation must be extracted.
Lastly, Figure 5-1 shows that a graphical “look-up” table is developed, which
connects the values of the statistical parameters as obtained from the measured PDF to
the values of the statistical parameters from the true PDF that was transformed using the
sectioning function as part of the conversion equation.
Table 5-1 shows the eight different types of graphical “look-up” tables that are
formed when first the normal distribution and second the lognormal distribution are
Table 5-1: Table of graphical “look-up” tables formed.
inserted into the conversion equation, Equation 4.1, as true PDFs; and then sectioned
using first the sectioning function for equivalent diameters and second the sectioning
function for linear intercepts.  After the measured PDFs, which result from using
Equation 4.1 are obtained, the statistical parameters are extracted from them and
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connected to the statistical parameters of the true PDFs that were originally sectioned,
thus forming a multitude of graphical “look-up” tables.  Each graphical “look-up” table
connects two of the true PDF statistical parameters with two of the measured PDF
statistical parameters.  A graphical “look-up” table may either connect the mean and
standard deviation of the true distribution of sizes with the mean and standard deviation
of the measured distribution of sizes, or the mode and standard deviation of the true
distribution of sizes with the mode and standard deviation of the measured distribution of
sizes.
It is important to keep in mind that in this dissertation, the only true particle size
distributions considered in the creation of the graphical “look-up” tables are the delta
distribution, normal distribution and lognormal distribution. If a researcher wants to
include true particle size distributions beyond these, then the researcher must redo step
one for each new desired true PDF.  But, if the researcher is satisfied with the delta
function, normal, and lognormal distributions used as the true PDFs in this study, then
there is no need to redo step one.
5.3.2 Step Two: Use Of The Graphical “Look-Up” Table
In step two, the graphical “look-up” table is utilized by the researcher.  Most
researchers reading this dissertation will start at step two. To do this step, the computer
software Microsoft Excel ® and the computer program Mathematica ® by Wolfram
Research, Inc. could be used.  The detailed procedure, including the computer code,
necessary to extract the statistical parameters from the dataset of measured cross sections
obtained in step two will be provided in Chapter 10, but for now an overall summary of
the process is provided in Figure 5-2.
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Figure 5-2: Flow Chart detailing how a researcher is to use the graphical “look-up”
table.
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Figure 5-2 shows a flow chart of how step two is completed.  To start, the
researcher, before using the graphical “look-up” table, must have a material consisting of
grains or particles.  The researcher takes a cross-section of the material.  The researcher
chooses to measure the particle sizes observed on the surface of the plane section using
one of two techniques: either the measurement of equivalent diameters or the
measurement of linear intercepts.  From the measured PDF data, the researcher must
obtain the mean, mode, and standard deviation of the measured particle sizes obtained
from the two-dimensional surface.  Next, the researcher must choose the appropriate
graphical “look-up” table(s) from step one that coincide(s) with the measurement
technique utilized and the assumed distribution of three-dimensional true particle sizes.
Lastly, the researcher must locate the values of the parameters extracted from the
measured particle sizes obtained from the two-dimensional surface on the graphical
“look-up” tables and graphically “look-up” the values of the true parameters with which
they’re associated. At the end of step two, the researcher will have the mean, mode, and
standard deviation of the true three-dimensional particles’s sizes.
5.3.3  Step Three: Revision Of The Retrieved Statistical Parameters
At the end of step two, the statistical parameters of the true PDF were acquired
from the graphical “look-up” table.  However, due to the nature of the normal distribution
or lognormal distribution, these acquired values may need to be revised.  The normal
distribution, often times, includes negative values of grain size, which is unphysical,
while the lognormal distribution does not include negative values of grain size.
However, even though the lognormal distribution always has positive values of grain
size, it is not symmetric around the mean, like the normal distribution.  So, while for the
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symmetric normal distribution, the true mode equals the true mean, for the lognormal
distribution, the true mode does not equal the true mean.
Figure 5-3 shows how step three, the revision of the retrieved statistical
parameters, would proceed. To do this step, the computer program Mathematica ® by
Wolfram Research, Inc. could be used. The computer code necessary to revise the
retrieved statistical parameters can be found in Chapter 7.  Although Chapter 7 does not
specifically address step three, the code is very close to what is necessary to complete
step three.  Also, chapter 6 includes the equations necessary to complete step three.
However, for now an overall summary of the process is provided in Figure 5-3. To start,
after obtaining the statistical parameters of the true PDF, the researcher must determine
whether step three is necessary or not.  The researcher does step three only if the true
PDF that these statistical parameters describe is the normal distribution or if the
researcher obtained an equation for the true mode from the lognormal distribution
graphical “look-up” table.
5.3.3.1  Completion Of Step Three When The True PDF That The Retrieved Statistical
Parameters Describe Is The Normal Distribution
If the statistical parameters for the true PDF came from any of the four graphical
“look-up” tables, noted in Table 5-1, that originate from assuming the normal distribution
is the true PDF, then step three must be done.  Next, the mean or the mode, which equals
the mean, and the standard deviation acquired from the graphical “look-up” tables must
be placed into the formula for the normal distribution, Equation 6.1, which will be
elaborated on later in Chapter 6.  Then, the formula for the normal distribution, Equation
6.1 must be plotted; the normal distribution must be plotted to ensure that it is
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Figure 5-3: Flow chart to revise the retrieved statistical parameters from the true PDF
that is the normal distribution or to obtain the true mode from the graphical “look-up”
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characteristically symmetric and bell-shaped. If, in order to observe the symmetric, bell-
shaped normal distribution, the range of grain sizes includes negative values, then the
portion of the data set that accounts for the plot range must be limited to only positive
numbers.  Lastly, from the new truncated normal distribution, the revised mean, revised
mode, and revised standard deviation must be extracted.
Step three is necessary to ensure that the acquired statistical parameters that hail
from the true PDF that is the normal distribution coincide with the actual statistical
parameters making up the physically realistic, as it includes only positive grain sizes, true
PDF that is the truncated normal distribution.
5.3.3.2  Completion Of Step Three When Researcher Retrieves From A Graphical “Look-
Up” Table An Equation For The True Mode That Describes A True PDF That Is The
Lognormal Distribution
If the researcher obtained an equation for the true mode that describes a true PDF
that is the lognormal distribution from the graphical “look-up” table, then step three must
be done. The equation for the true mode that the researcher obtained from the look-up
table is Equation 6.6.  Essentially, the researcher must plug into Equation 6.6, the µPLOT
value and the standard deviation of true particle diameters value obtained from the plot.
Specifically, the µPLOT value derived from the graphical “look-up” table is substituted for
the µPLOT variable in Equation 6.6, while the true standard deviation of true particle
diameters value, σ, as shown on the graphical “look-up” table, is substituted for the σPLOT
variable in Equation 6.6. After this is done, the researcher will obtain the value for the
mode of the true particle diameters.
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In this case, step three is necessary because unlike the untruncated normal
distribution, the true mode that describes the lognormal distribution does not equal the
true mean.  The true mode, does however equal Equation 6.6, which varies with both
mean and standard deviation of true particle diameters.
5.3.4  Step Four: Consistency Check
In step four, the goal is to check the accuracy of the true sizes’s statistical
parameters obtained from the measured data in steps two and three.  To do this step, once
again, the computer program Mathematica ® by Wolfram Research, Inc could be used.
The computer code necessary to complete the consistency check can be found in
Chapters 7 and 8.  Although Chapters 7 and 8 do not specifically address step four, the
code is very close to what is necessary to complete this step.  Also, chapter 6 includes the
equations necessary to complete step four.  However, for now an overall summary of the
process is provided in either Figure 5-4 for Section 5.3.4.1 or Figure 5-5 for Section
5.3.4.2.
5.3.4.1  Process For Performing The Consistency Check When The True Mean And True
Standard Deviation Are Extracted From Graphical “Look-Up” Table
As shown in Figure 5-4, to start, the researcher must indicate from which true
PDF came the true mean and true standard deviation that were acquired from the
graphical “look-up” table at the end of step two.  Depending on the assumption of the
true distribution, whether normal or lognormal, the values of the mean and standard
deviation need to be transformed into values that can be input into the formulas that
define these distributions, Equation 6.1 for the normal distribution or Equation 6.2 for the
lognormal distribution.  This needs to be done because there is sometimes a difference
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Figure 5-4: Flow Chart depicting how the consistency check would be performed when
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between the values of the mean and standard deviation input into the formula which
defines the normal distribution, Equation 6.1, or lognormal distribution, Equation 6.2,
and the values of the mean and standard deviation extracted from the output curve of the
true PDF.  If the true mean and true standard deviation retrieved from the graphical
“look-up” table at the end of step two describe the normal distribution, then those values
can be input directly into the formula for the normal distribution, Equation 6.1.  However,
if the true mean and standard deviation retrieved from the graphical “look-up” table at the
end of step two describe the lognormal distribution, then those values must first be input
into two equations, Equation 6.3 and Equation 6.4, to be transformed into statistical
parameters suitable for inclusion into the formula for the lognormal distribution, Equation
6.2.  This is necessary because there are two different sets of values of the statistical
parameters for the lognormal distribution: there are the statistical parameters obtained
from the graphical “look-up” table that describe the distribution and there are the
statistical parameters that are found in the formula for the lognormal distribution,
Equation 6.2.  For example, the values of the mean and standard deviation that are placed
into the formula for the lognormal distribution, Equation 6.2, are not the same as the
values of the mean and standard deviation extracted from the dataset that is plotted.  Once
the new values for the mean and standard deviation of the lognormal distribution are
plugged into Equation 6.2, the researcher must apply the sectioning function based on the
measurement technique utilized in step two, whether equivalent diameters or linear
intercepts, to whichever true PDF was assumed, whether the normal or lognormal
distribution, in accordance with the conversion equation, Equation 4.1.  Now, the
researcher will obtain a trial measured PDF.  If the trial measured PDF matches the
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applied measured PDF obtained in the middle of step two, then the true sizes’s statistical
parameters obtained in steps two and three are presumed correct.  The researcher can
report the true mean, mode, and/or standard deviation of the grain size distribution.  If
they do not match, then the researcher should repeat steps two through four using a
different assumed true PDF that may have given rise to the applied measured PDF.  If the
researcher exhausts all possible assumed true PDFs that were used to produce the
graphical “look-up” tables found in this dissertation, and still does not find a trial
measured PDF that matches the applied measured PDF, then the researcher will have to
create additional graphical “look-up” tables by redoing step one for each different true
distribution.  Using the additional graphical “look-up” tables, the researcher would then
redo steps two through four until a trial measured PDF that matches the applied measured
PDF is found.
5.3.4.2  Process For Performing The Consistency Check When The True Mode And True
Standard Deviation Are Extracted From Graphical “Look-Up” Table
As shown in Figure 5-5, to start, the researcher must indicate from which true
PDF came the true mode and true standard deviation that were acquired from the
graphical “look-up” table at the end of step two.  Depending on the assumption of the
true distribution, whether normal or lognormal, the values of the mode and standard
deviation need to be transformed into values that can be input into the formulas that
define these distributions, Equation 6.1 for the normal distribution or Equation 6.2 for the
lognormal distribution.  This needs to be done because there is sometimes a difference
between the values of the mode and standard deviation input into the formula which
defines the normal distribution, Equation 6.1, or lognormal distribution, Equation 6.2,
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Figure 5-5: Flow Chart depicting how the consistency check would be performed when
true mode and true standard deviation were extracted from Graphical “Look-Up” Table.
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and the values of the mode and standard deviation extracted from the output curve of the
true PDF.
If the true mode and true standard deviation retrieved from the graphical “look-
up” table at the end of step two describe the normal distribution, then the true mode,
which equals the true mean, and the standard deviation can be input directly into the
formula for the normal distribution, Equation 6.1.
However, if the true mode and standard deviation retrieved from the graphical
“look-up” table at the end of step two describe the lognormal distribution, then instead of
using the true mode, which is found by solving Equation 6.6, insert the µPLOT and σ
values into two equations, Equation 6.3 and Equation 6.4.  To elaborate, the µPLOT from
the graphical “look-up” table must first be inputted for the µPLOT in Equation 6.3, while
the σ from the graphical “look-up” table must be inputted for the σPLOT in Equation 6.3.
Then, the result of Equation 6.3 must be inputted for the σ in Equation 6.4 and the µPLOT
from the graphical “look-up” table must be inputted for the µPLOT in Equation 6.4.  The
mode and standard deviation obtained from the plot are now suitable for inclusion into
the formula for the lognormal distribution, Equation 6.2.  The resultant value of the
standard deviation of Equation 6.3 must be inputted for the σ in Equation 6.2, while the
resultant value of the mean of Equation 6.4 must be inputted for the µ in Equation 6.2.
The researcher must then apply to Equation 6.1 or Equation 6.2 the sectioning
function based on the measurement technique utilized in step two, whether equivalent
diameters or linear intercepts, to whichever true PDF was assumed, whether the normal
or lognormal distribution, in accordance with the conversion equation, Equation 4.1.
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Now, the researcher will obtain a trial measured PDF.  If the trial measured PDF matches
the applied measured PDF obtained in the middle of step two, then the true sizes’s
statistical parameters obtained in steps two and three are presumed correct.  The
researcher can report the true mean, mode, and/or standard deviation of the grain size
distribution.  If they do not match, then the researcher should repeat steps two through
four using a different assumed true PDF that may have given rise to the applied measured
PDF.  If the researcher exhausts all possible assumed true PDFs that were used to
produce the graphical “look-up” tables found in this dissertation, and still does not find a
trial measured PDF that matches the applied measured PDF, then the researcher will have
to create additional graphical “look-up” tables by redoing step one for each different true
distribution.  Using the additional graphical “look-up” tables, the researcher would then
redo steps two through four until a trial measured PDF that matches the applied measured
PDF is found.
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CHAPTER 6: TRUE PDFs USED IN THIS METHOD
6.1 Normal Distribution
The normal distribution is used in this method as an assumption of true PDFs that
give rise to measured PDFs that a researcher may encounter upon cross sectioning a
material with embedded particles.  Primarily, the normal distribution is used in the
conversion equation, Equation 4.1, to explore possibilities of measured PDFs beyond that
which arises from use of the simplest true PDF, the delta distribution.  Use of the delta
distribution as the true PDF in Equation 4.1 only gives rise to measured PDFs that are
identical to either of the sectioning functions, the sectioning function of equivalent
diameters or the sectioning function of linear intercepts, depending on what measurement
technique was utilized.  Utilization of the normal distribution in Equation 4.1 gives rise to
measured PDFs that are not equal to the sectioning functions used to obtain them.  For
greater understanding of the intricacies of the normal distribution, several of its properties
are elaborated upon below.
6.1.1  Definition
The normal distribution is a continuous distribution that is defined by the
following formula:
where µ represents the mean, σ represents the standard deviation, and y, in this study,
represents the true particle size diameters.
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6.1.2  Statistical Parameters
The two statistical parameters that are used to describe the normal distribution of
true particle size diameters are µ, the mean, and σ, the standard deviation, as observed in
Equation 6.1.  The mean of the normal distribution equals the mode, so whenever a value
for the mean is chosen, it is assumed that value also equals the mode.  Depending on the
combination of choices of the mean and the standard deviation values input into Equation
6.1, various normal distribution true PDFs result.
6.1.2.1  Mean
The mean values input into Equation 6.1 increase incrementally in integer fashion
from one to ten.
6.1.2.2  Mode
The mode is not input into Equation 6.1, but is understood to equal the mean.
6.1.2.3  Standard Deviation
The standard deviation values input into Equation 6.1 increase incrementally in
integer fashion from zero to ten.  When zero is used for the standard deviation, instead of
inputting zero into Equation 6.1, which leads to an undefined value, the delta function is
assumed.
6.1.3  True Particle Size Diameters
In this study, there is often times a difference between the values of the input
statistical parameters used to create the normal distribution curve and the actual values of
the statistical parameters that are used when constraining the normal distribution curve to
the range of true particle size diameters. The nature of the normal distribution is that its
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data are symmetric about the value of the mean and mode and may include negative
values for y.  The nature of y, which in this case is the true particle size diameters, is that
it never takes on negative values that are below zero because measurements of particle
size are never negative.  Consequently, the use of the normal distribution being
constrained by the use of positive true particle size diameters causes some input values of
the statistical parameters used in Equation 6.1 to differ from the statistical parameters
extracted from the output curve of the normal distribution.  For example, Figure 6-1
Figure 6-1: (a) Plot showing how two normal distribution curves with σ=1 differ from
each other when they have different means.  (b) Plot showing how two normal
distribution curves with µ=10 differ from each other when they have different standard
deviations.  The shaded regions in both (a) and (b) are the portions of the normal
distribution curves that are cut-off when the abscissae values are less than zero.
shows how these two competing natures sometimes work to create truncated normal
distributions.
Figure 6-1a shows that when σ=1 and µ=10 is input into Equation 6.1, the output
normal distribution is symmetric for values of y that are greater than zero, but when σ=1
and µ=1 is input into Equation 6.1, the output normal distribution is asymmetric for
µ=10µ=1
σ=1
µ=10
σ=1
σ=10
Normal Distributions with σ=1 Normal Distributions with µ=10
(a) (b)
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values of y that are greater than zero.  In Figure 6-1a, when values of σ=1 and µ=1 are
input into Equation 6.1, the output normal distribution is truncated for values of y that are
greater than zero.  This causes the input values for σ and µ into Equation 6.1 to differ
from the output values of σ and µ obtained upon analyzing the statistics of the truncated
normal distribution curve. Although a standard deviation with a value of one and a mean
with a value of one were both input into Equation 6.1 to produce the leftmost curve in
Figure 6-1a, when only considering the positive y values of that curve the standard
deviation was found to have a value of 0.79, while the mean was found to have a value of
1.29.
Another example is demonstrated in Figure 6-1b, which shows that when σ=1 and
µ=10 is input into Equation 6.1, the output normal distribution is symmetric for values of
y that are greater than zero, but when σ=10 and µ=10 is input into Equation 6.1, the
output normal distribution is asymmetric for values of y that are greater than zero.  In
Figure 6-1b, when values of σ=10 and µ=10 are input into Equation 6.1, the output
normal distribution is truncated for values of y that are greater than zero.  This causes the
input values for σ and µ into Equation 6.1 to differ from the output values of σ and µ
obtained upon analyzing the statistics of the truncated normal distribution curve.
Although a standard deviation with a value of ten and a mean with a value of ten were
both input into Equation 6.1 to produce the lower, more stretched out curve in Figure 6-
1b, when only considering the positive y values of that curve the standard deviation was
found to have a value of 7.94, while the mean was found to have a value of 12.86.
It is not always that output normal distribution curves have statistical parameters
that differ from the statistical parameters input into Equation 6.1 to produce that curve.
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For example, in Figure 6-1a, the rightmost curve, and in Figure 6-1b, the upper, thinner
curve were both found to have output values of the mean and standard deviation that
were the same as the statistical parameters input into Equation 6.1.
6.2  Lognormal Distribution
The lognormal distribution is used in this method as another assumption of true
PDFs that give rise to measured PDFs that a researcher may encounter upon cross
sectioning a material with embedded particles.  Primarily, the lognormal distribution is
used in the conversion equation, Equation 4.1, to explore possibilities of measured PDFs
that are observed in nature.  Utilization of the lognormal distribution in Equation 4.1
gives rise to measured PDFs that will match the applied cross section measurements of
microstructural materials that most researchers will observe.  For greater understanding
of the intricacies of the lognormal distribution, several of its properties are elaborated
upon below.
6.2.1  Definition
The lognormal distribution is a continuous distribution that is defined by the
following formula:
where µ represents the mean, σ represents the standard deviation, and y, in this study,
represents the true particle size diameters.
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6.2.2  Statistical Parameters
The two statistical parameters that are used to describe the lognormal distribution
of true particle size diameters are µ, the mean, and σ, the standard deviation, as observed
in Equation 6.2.  The mode is not only unavailable to be input into Equation 6.2, but also
it is unnecessary for inclusion into Equation 6.2. Only the mean and the standard
deviation are necessary for inclusion into Equation 6.2.
Even though the mean and standard deviation values input into Equation 6.2 are
necessary to create an output curve of the lognormal distribution, they do not represent
the statistical parameters extracted from the output curve of the lognormal distribution.
Hence, there are two different sets of values of the statistical parameters for the
lognormal distribution: there are the statistical parameters that are found in the formula
for the lognormal distribution, Equation 6.2, and there are the descriptive statistical
parameters extracted from the dataset of the lognormal distribution that is plotted.
There are two equations useful in toggling between these two sets of statistical
parameters.  For this study, the statistical parameters that are represented in the lognormal
distribution formula, Equation 6.2, were determined, by first inputting the desired values
for the standard deviation and the mean to be extracted from the dataset or plot of the
lognormal distribution into the following equation:
where σ represents the standard deviation that must be plugged into Equation 6.2, σPLOT
represents the desired value for the standard deviation to be extracted from the dataset or
6.3,
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plot of the lognormal distribution, and µPLOT represents the desired value for the mean to
be extracted from the dataset or plot of the lognormal distribution.  Once the desired
σPLOT and µPLOT values for the lognormal distribution are chosen, and then input into
Equation 6.3, the value for σ is obtained.  This obtained value for σ along with the
desired µPLOT value for the lognormal distribution are then input into the following
equation:
where µ represents the mean that must be plugged into Equation 6.2, σ represents the
standard deviation that was derived using Equation 6.3, and µPLOT represents the desired
value for the mean to be extracted from the dataset or plot of the lognormal distribution.
Upon obtaining the values for σ, using Equation 6.3, and µ, using Equation 6.4, they are
then input into Equation 6.2. Depending on the combination of the obtained values of the
standard deviation from Equation 6.3  and the mean from Equation 6.4 that are input into
Equation 6.2, various lognormal distribution true PDFs result.
6.2.2.1 Standard Deviation
The desired values of the standard deviation to be extracted from the dataset or
plot of the lognormal distribution, σPLOT, are increased incrementally in integer fashion
from zero to ten, and then are input into Equation 6.3.  Also, input into Equation 6.3 are
the desired values of the mean to be extracted from the dataset or plot of the lognormal
distribution, µPLOT, which are increased incrementally in integer fashion from one to ten.
The values for the standard deviation, σ, which are obtained upon evaluation of Equation
2
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6.3 are then input into Equation 6.2. When zero is used for σPLOT, instead of inputting
zero into Equation 6.3, which leads to a zero value to be input for σ in Equation 6.2 and
thus an undefined value for Equation 6.2, the delta function is assumed.
6.2.2.2  Mean
The desired values of the mean to be extracted from the dataset or plot of the
lognormal distribution, µPLOT, are increased incrementally in integer fashion from one to
ten, and then are input into Equation 6.4.  Also input into Equation 6.4 are the obtained σ
values, which arise from σPLOT and µPLOT values that were chosen and then input into
Equation 6.3 as stated in Section 6.2.2.1.  The values for the mean, µ, which are obtained
upon evaluation of Equation 6.4 are then input into Equation 6.2.
6.2.2.3 Mode
There is no value for the mode that can be input into Equation 6.2. However, the
values of the mode that will be extracted from the dataset or plot of the lognormal
distribution is evaluated using the following equation:
where modePLOT represents the actual value for the mode to be extracted from the dataset
or plot of the lognormal distribution, µ represents the mean that was derived using
Equation 6.4, and σ represents the standard deviation that was derived using Equation
6.3.  Using Equation 6.5, the mode is only calculated based on the obtained values of the
µ and σ.
2modePLOT e  6.5
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6.2.3  True Particle Size Diameters
In this study, there is always a difference between the values of the input
statistical parameters used to create the lognormal distribution curve and the actual values
of the statistical parameters that are extracted from the dataset or plot of the lognormal
distribution curve that is confined to a range of true particle size diameters.  The nature of
the lognormal distribution is that its data are typically asymmetric, its data often times
has a longer tail than the normal distribution, and its data only includes positive values
for y.  The nature of y, which in this case is the true particle size diameters, is that it
never takes on negative values that are below zero because measurements of particle size
are never negative.  Consequently, the use of the lognormal distribution, which is positive
in nature, fits well with the use of positive true particle size diameters to describe the true
PDF.
6.2.4 Graphical “Look-Up” Table
All of the graphical “look-up” tables that utilize the lognormal distribution as the
true PDF and are used to derive the value of the true mode, utilize an equation to evaluate
the true mode, rather than a value for the true mode.  This is because the true mode is
directly dependent on the true standard deviation and true mean also derived from the
graphical “look-up” table.  So, Equation 6.6 is the formula that must be used to convert
any true mode equation derived from any graphical “look-up” table that uses the
lognormal distribution as the true PDF.  Equation 6.6 is as follows:
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where mode, which equals modePLOT, represents the actual value for the mode extracted
from the dataset or plot of the lognormal distribution, σPLOT represents the actual value
for the standard deviation extracted from the dataset or plot of the lognormal distribution,
and µPLOT represents the actual value for the mean extracted from the dataset or plot of
the lognormal distribution.  Equation 6.6 must be used along with Figure 9-7, Figure 9-9,
Figure 9-13, and Figure 9-17.  This will be elaborated on in Chapter 9.
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CHAPTER 7: COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS OF THE TRUE PDFs
The computer program employed to obtain the results of this study was
Mathematica ® by Wolfram Research, Inc. In the following computational chapters,
every line of code is in bold print.
7.1  Normal Distribution
One of the three different types of mathematically and statistically derived
probability distribution functions (PDFs) of particle sizes is the true probability
distribution function, P. The first of the two true diameter PDFs computationally derived
was the normal distribution. To start, some values of the normal distribution’s variables
are selected, including the mean and the standard deviation.  Afterwards, other values of
the normal distribution’s variables are guessed, checked and then if necessary refined,
including the plot range and later on the number of plot points.  These values are checked
by using them to derive various statistical parameters including, the standard deviation,
mean, mode, and area.  There are two different types of approximation methods used in
the determination of statistical parameters used in this study.  The first type of
approximation method uses the derived statistical parameters for normal distribution true
PDFs that include a plot range of infinity to check the accuracy of the derived statistical
parameters for normal distribution true PDFs that include the guessed value of the plot
range variable.  If the derived statistical parameters for normal distribution true PDFs that
include the guessed value of the plot range variable are determined to have an acceptably
high level of accuracy, then the guessed value of the plot range variable is accepted as is,
thus finalizing it.  But if it is not determined to have an acceptably high level of accuracy,
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then the guessed value of the plot range is increased and then rechecked until it becomes
finalized.  The second type of approximation method uses the derived statistical
parameters for normal distribution true PDFs that include indirectly, the finalized value
of the plot range variable, and directly, the guessed value of the number of plot points.
In order to check the accuracy of the second type of approximation method, the derived
statistical parameters for normal distribution true PDFs that include the guessed value of
the number of plot points are compared to the derived statistical parameters for normal
distribution true PDFs that include the finalized value of the plot range variable that arose
from use of the first type of approximation method.  If the derived statistical parameters
for normal distribution true PDFs that include the guessed value of the number of plot
points are determined to have an acceptably high level of accuracy, then the guessed
value of the number of plot points is accepted as is, thus finalizing it.  But if it is not
determined to have an acceptably high level of accuracy, then the guessed value of the
number of plot points is increased and then rechecked until it becomes finalized.  Next,
once the values for the normal distribution’s variables are finalized, they with the normal
distribution true PDF are inserted into the conversion equation, Equation 4.1, and used to
produce the measured PDF.  Statistical parameters, including the standard deviation,
mean, mode, and area, are then extracted from the measured PDF using the second
approximation method that is greatly dependent on the value of the number of plot points.
The second approximation method is utilized for determination of all of the statistical
parameters utilized in this study, although the first approximation method can sometimes
be used to determine all of the statistical parameters for only the true PDFs used in this
dissertation.  Ideally, it would be preferable to use the first approximation method to
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derive the values of the area, mean, mode, and standard deviation for all of the
distributions used within this dissertation because it is not dependent on the number of
plot points, but inconsistencies in the accuracies of the first approximation method have
been discovered when used to derive statistical parameters of the measured distributions.
It has been found that it is difficult or impossible to use the first approximation method to
compute the definite integral that comprises the conversion equation, Equation 4.1. So,
in order to remain consistent in how the statistical parameters are derived across all of the
distributions used throughout this dissertation, the second approximation method was
used to extract these four parameters for all of the distributions.
7.1.1 The PNorm Function
In Mathematica, the normal distribution is first called using the following code:
PNorm[µ_,σ_,y_]:=PDF[NormalDistribution[µ,σ],y]
where PNorm represents the normal distribution of particle sizes with a known µ which
represents the mean and a known σ which represents the standard deviation, y represents
the true particle size diameters, and the right hand side (rhs) of the above line of code,
PDF[NormalDistribution[µ,σ],y], is temporarily kept in an unevaluated form with a
delayed value equal to Equation 6.1 for the left hand side (lhs) of the above line of code,
PNorm[µ_,σ_,y_].
7.1.2 Define The Mean And Standard Deviation Variables
Second, the following variables are defined before the next line of code is run: m
and s, where m is an integer value of the mean from 1 to 10 and s is an integer value of
the standard deviation from 1 to 10. The values of m and s are easily chosen based on
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mixing and matching until all possible combinations are fulfilled.  For example, if the
chosen m is 2 and s is 1, then the following lines of code would be entered into
Mathematica ®:
m=2;
s=1;
where the use of the semicolon, ;, at the end of each line of code prevents the output from
being shown.
7.1.3  Guess And Initially Make A Plot Using The Value Of The Plot Range
Variable
7.1.3.1  Guess The Value Of The Plot Range Variable
Third, the f variable is guessed before the next line of code is run.  The variable f
is the plot range; it is a value that is well-beyond the full range of particle sizes (instead
of using infinity) that is in a particular material with a normal distribution of particle sizes
of mean, m, and standard deviation, s.  The value of f is different for every m and s
combination.  For example, since the value of m is 2 and s is 1, then the next line of code
must attempt to guess the value of f.  So, as an initial guess of the value of f, the
following line of code should be run:
f=6;
where f=6 is just an initial, and you will later learn erroneous, guess at the appropriate f
value.
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7.1.3.2  Initially Make A Plot Using The Guessed Value Of The Plot Range Variable
The normal distribution with the defined m value from Section 7.1.2, defined s
value from Section 7.1.2, and guessed f value from Section 7.1.3.1 is plotted using the
following line of code:
Plot[PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]
This forms a plot of the true 3D distribution of grain diameters possessing a normal
distribution of mean, m, and standard deviation, s, over a plot range from 0 to f.  If the
peak of the curve remains visible and the right side of the curve appears to go to zero,
then the next line of code can be evaluated. But, if the right side of the curve does not
appear to go to zero, then a greater value of f must be guessed.  Once a new higher value
of f is guessed, the line of code in Section 7.1.3.1 must be rerun using the new higher
guessed value of f.  The value of f must be tweaked until it is observed that the right side
of the curve goes to zero.  Hence, using the prior example of the defined m=2 value from
Figure 7-1: Plot showing the output normal distribution curve when the prior line of
code is run for m=2, s=1, and f=6.  The right side of the plot appears to go to zero.
Output Normal Distribution Curve when m=2,
s=1, and f=6
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Section 7.1.2, defined s=1 value from Section 7.1.2, and guessed f=6 value from Section
7.1.3.1, Figure 7-1 is a display of the output curve.  It is clear that for this case, the output
curve goes to zero.  Therefore, the next line of code can be run.
7.1.4  Check The Chosen Value Of The Plot Range Variable Using the
Standard Deviation Formulas
Fourth, the value of f needs to be checked to ensure that it is appropriate for the m
and s combination of values that will be utilized to generate the normal distribution based
true PDF.  The value of f is verified by determining the accuracy of the statistical
parameters derived analytically whenever possible, or non-analytically.  The values of the
area, mean, mode, and standard deviation are obtained by integrating the PNorm function
which was introduced in Section 7.1.1.  The statistical parameters of the normal
distribution with the chosen m and s values will first be determined analytically or non-
analytically for a plot range of infinity.  Then, the statistical parameters of the normal
distribution with the chosen m and s values will be determined analytically or non-
analytically for a plot range of the chosen value of the f variable as shown in Section
7.1.3.
7.1.4.1 Using A Plot Range Of Infinity
The standard deviation is obtained by first obtaining the mean of the normal
distribution true PDF.  Then, the mean of the normal distribution true PDF is subtracted
from each of the true grain size diameters. Afterwards, that result is squared.  The mean
of those squared differences is obtained. Lastly, the square root of that result is obtained.
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In order to accomplish the standard deviation, the following formulas apply the
Integrate or NIntegrate commands to the PNorm function.  It has been observed that these
standard deviation formulas are most sensitive to changes in the f value.  That is, once the
f value is verified using the standard deviation formulas, that same f value is often
observed to be adequate when obtaining the mean, mode, and then area.  So, instead of
beginning the verification of the f value using the formulas for the area, the verification
process commences with the standard deviation.
Initially, the standard deviation of the PNorm[m,s,y] distribution when the mean
equals m and the standard deviation equals s is analytically calculated over an infinite
range of true particle size diameters.  An infinite range of true particle size diameters is
considered first in order to discover what the value of the standard deviation should be
remotely equal to upon limiting the true particle size diameters to some value f.  This is
ascertained analytically at first because sometimes, although rarely, an exact number
results.  The following line of code is input into Mathematica ®:
Sqrt[Integrate[(y-
Integrate[y*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,Infinity}])^2*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,Infinity}]]
where PNorm[m,s,y] is the normal distribution function with a mean equal to m, a
standard deviation equal to s, and a range of true particle size diameters equal to y, with
the values of y constrained between zero and infinity.  The Integrate function is used to
compute the standard deviation analytically.  The result that is obtained is analytical,
employing the error function.  Since the result is not an exact number, which is what is
needed, and since the error function can only be numerically approximated, then it is best
to try again using a non-analytical function. The standard deviation of the PNorm[m,s,y]
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distribution when the mean equals m and the standard deviation equals s is non-
analytically calculated using the following revised line of code:
Sqrt[NIntegrate[(y-
NIntegrate[y*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,Infinity}])^2*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,Infinity}]]
where PNorm[m,s,y] is the normal distribution function with a mean equal to m, a
standard deviation equal to s, and a range of true particle size diameters equal to y, with
the values of y constrained between zero and infinity.  The NIntegrate function is used to
compute the standard deviation non-analytically.  The result that is obtained is a non-
analytical approximate value equal to 0.931891 based on the values for m and s chosen in
Section 7.1.2.  An alternative version to using the NIntegrate function is to apply an N[]
to each Integrate function within the first line of code yielding,
Sqrt[N[Integrate[(y-
N[Integrate[y*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,Infinity}]])^2*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,Infinity}]]]
or to apply an N[] the entire first line of code yielding,
N[Sqrt[Integrate[(y-
Integrate[y*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,Infinity}])^2*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,Infinity}]]]
where both alternatives seemingly produce the same result.  While in this case, all of
these codes produce the same approximate standard deviation value, the alternatives were
included just in case an error is randomly encountered.  The approximate value of the
standard deviation for a normal distribution with the m=2 and the s=1, as shown in the
example we considered in Section 7.1.2, that was obtained using each of the three
previous non-analytical line of codes that employed limits of y to infinity yields a result
of 0.931891.  Since the most approximate value for the standard deviation has been
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obtained for the PNorm[m,s,y] distribution confined to an infinite range of true particle
size diameters, now the most approximate value for the standard deviation can been
obtained for the PNorm[m,s,y] distribution confined to the f value chosen in Section
7.1.3.
7.1.4.2  Using A Plot Range Of Initial Choice Of f Variable As Declared In Section 7.1.3
To discover the value of the standard deviation upon limiting the true particle size
diameters to some value f the following analytical version of the line of code is input:
Sqrt[Integrate[(y-Integrate[y*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}])^2*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]]
where PNorm[m,s,y] is the normal distribution function with a mean equal to m, a
standard deviation equal to s, and a range of true particle size diameters equal to y, with
the values of y constrained between zero and f.  Once again, the Integrate function causes
this line of code to be analytical.  And also, an analytical result containing the error
function appears, so instead the non-analytical version of the line of code is tried next.
The standard deviation of the PNorm[m,s,y] distribution when the mean equals m
and the standard deviation equals s over a y range of zero to f is non-analytically
calculated using any of the three following revised line of codes:
Sqrt[NIntegrate[(y-NIntegrate[y*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}])^2*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]]
or
Sqrt[N[Integrate[(y-
N[Integrate[y*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]])^2*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]]]
or
N[Sqrt[Integrate[(y-Integrate[y*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}])^2*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]]]
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where PNorm[m,s,y] is the normal distribution function with a mean equal to m, a
standard deviation equal to s, and a range of true particle size diameters equal to y, with
the values of y constrained between zero and f.  The line of code employing the
NIntegrate command, the application of the N[] to each Integrate command, or the N[]
around the entire line of code which contains only Integrate commands are used to
compute the standard deviation non-analytically.  The result from using the above lines of
code is a non-analytical approximate value of the standard deviation equaling 0.931598.
This result is the standard deviation extracted from a normal distribution with the m=2
and the s=1, as shown in the example we considered in Section 7.1.2, which has a range
of true grain size diameters, y, that go from f=0 to f=6, as chosen in Section 7.1.3.
Although this result is close to the result obtained for the non-analytical formula with a
range of true grain size diameters from f=0 to f=Infinity, it is not equal to it.  When the
limit of true grain size diameters is f=Infinity, the standard deviation of the normal
distribution curve with a m=2 and s=1 is 0.931891, but when the limit of true grain size
diameters is f=6, as shown in Section 7.1.3, the standard deviation of the normal
distribution curve with a m=2 and s=1 is 0.931598.  While the standard deviation value
obtained for the limit of y being f=6 is close to the standard deviation value obtained for
the limit of y being f=Infinity, it could be closer. This shows the importance of selecting
the appropriate value of f.  The PNorm[m,s,y] distribution function is integrated over the
range of true particle size diameters.  If the chosen range is not large enough, then upon
taking the sum of the infinite number of differential true particle sized diameters that is
not equivalent to the entire true PDF, but only the partial true PDF, then all of the
statistical parameters will represent the partial true PDF, not the entire true PDF. So, now
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the f value needs to be changed to a larger number until the standard deviation matches
that of the standard deviation derived from the normal distribution with a range of true
grain size diameters with a limit of infinity.
7.1.5 Find The Correct Value Of The Plot Range Variable
7.1.5.1  Another Attempt At Choosing The Correct f Variable
Fifth, the f variable is increased to a new value.  Since the f value, for the example
included in Section 7.1.3 was equal to 6, the next try could be f=7.  So this is the line of
code that ought to be run:
f=7;
After f=7 line of code is run, the following lines of code are run again:
Sqrt[NIntegrate[(y-NIntegrate[y*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}])^2*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]]
or
Sqrt[N[Integrate[(y-
N[Integrate[y*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]])^2*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]]]
or
N[Sqrt[Integrate[(y-Integrate[y*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}])^2*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]]]
The result from using the above lines of code is a non-analytical approximate value of the
standard deviation equaling 0.931887.  This result is the standard deviation extracted
from a normal distribution with the m=2 and the s=1, as shown in the example we
considered in Section 7.1.2, which has a range of true grain size diameters, y, that go
from f=0 to f=7, as chosen here in Section 7.1.5.1.  Although this result is close to the
result obtained for the non-analytical formula with a range of true grain size diameters
from f=0 to f=Infinity, it is not equal to it.  When the limit of true grain size diameters is
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f=Infinity, the standard deviation of the normal distribution curve with a m=2 and s=1 is
0.931891, but when the limit of true grain size diameters is f=7, as shown here in Section
7.1.5, the standard deviation of the normal distribution curve with a m=2 and s=1 is
0.931887.  While the standard deviation value obtained for the limit of y being f=7 is
closer to the standard deviation value obtained for the limit of y being f=Infinity, it could
be closer.
Generally, Section 7.1.5.1 should be repeated for each new increased value of the
f variable.  The three non-analytical standard deviation formulas should be rerun so that
the standard deviation for the f value of Section 7.1.3 will grow closer and closer to the
standard deviation for the f=Infinity.
7.1.5.2 Acquisition Of The Correct f Variable By Verifying Accuracy Of The Standard
Deviation
Sixth, the f variable is increased to a new value.  Since the f value was increased
to 7.  The next try could be f=8.  So this is the line of code that ought to be run:
f=8;
After f=8 line of code is run, the following lines of code are run again:
Sqrt[NIntegrate[(y-NIntegrate[y*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}])^2*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]]
or
Sqrt[N[Integrate[(y-
N[Integrate[y*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]])^2*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]]]
or
N[Sqrt[Integrate[(y-Integrate[y*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}])^2*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]]]
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The result from using the above lines of code is a non-analytical approximate value of the
standard deviation equaling 0.931891. This result is the standard deviation extracted
from a normal distribution with the m=2 and the s=1, as shown in the example we
considered in Section 7.1.2, which has a range of true grain size diameters, y, that go
from f=0 to f=8, as chosen here in Section 7.1.5.2.  This result matches exactly the result
obtained for the non-analytical formula with a range of true grain size diameters from f=0
to f=Infinity.  The f=Infinity limit of true grain size diameters with a standard deviation
of the normal distribution curve with a m=2 and s=1 equaling 0.931891 matches the f=8
limit of true grain size diameters, as shown here in Section 7.1.5.2.  Since the standard
deviation value obtained for the limit of y being f=8 matches the standard deviation value
obtained for the limit of y being f=Infinity, there is no need to make any additional
revisions to the f value.
7.1.6  Using The Correct Value Of The Plot Range Variable, Find The Mean
And Verify Its Accuracy
Seventh, using the correct value of f found in 7.1.5.2, the remaining statistical
parameters can be obtained.  The mean of the normal distribution with the chosen m and
s values will first be determined analytically or non-analytically for a plot range of
infinity.  This is essential to verifying the accuracy of the mean of the normal distribution
with the chosen m and s values determined analytically or non-analytically for a plot
range of the correct value of the f variable obtained in Section 7.1.3.
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7.1.6.1  Find The Mean Using A Plot Range Of Infinity
The mean is obtained by applying the Integrate or NIntegrate commands to the
PNorm function.  Initially, the mean of the PNorm[m,s,y] distribution where the mean
equals m and the standard deviation equals s is analytically calculated over an infinite
range of true particle size diameters.  An infinite range of true particle size diameters is
considered first in order to later verify that its value of the mean does equal or is
extremely close to the mean obtained upon limiting the true particle size diameters to the
correct value f obtained in Section 7.1.3.  This is ascertained analytically at first because
sometimes, although rarely, an exact number results.  The following line of code is input
into Mathematica ®:
Integrate[y*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,Infinity}]
where PNorm[m,s,y] is the normal distribution function with a mean equal to m, a
standard deviation equal to s, and a range of true particle size diameters equal to y, with
the values of y constrained between zero and infinity.  The Integrate command is used to
compute the mean analytically.  The result that is obtained is analytical, employing the
error function.  Since the result is not an exact number, which is what is needed, and
since the error function can only be numerically approximated, then it is best to try again
using a non-analytical function.  The mean of the PNorm[m,s,y] distribution when the
mean equals m and the standard deviation equals s is non-analytically calculated using
the following revised line of code:
NIntegrate[y*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,Infinity}]
where PNorm[m,s,y] is the normal distribution function with a mean equal to m, a
standard deviation equal to s, and a range of true particle size diameters equal to y, with
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the values of y constrained between zero and infinity.  The NIntegrate function is used to
compute the mean non-analytically.  The result that is obtained is a non-analytical
approximate value equal to 2.00849 based on the values for m and s chosen in Section
7.1.2.  An alternative version to using the NIntegrate function is to apply an N[] to the
first line of code yielding,
N[Integrate[y*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,Infinity}]]
where this alternative seemingly produces the same result.  While in this case, both of
these codes produce the same approximate mean value, the alternative was included just
in case an error is randomly encountered.  The approximate value of the mean for a
normal distribution with the m=2 and the s=1, as shown in the example we considered in
Section 7.1.2, that was obtained using each of the two previous non-analytical line of
codes that employed limits of y to infinity yields a result of 2.00849.  Since the most
approximate value for the mean has been obtained for the PNorm[m,s,y] distribution
confined to an infinite range of true particle size diameters, now the most approximate
value for the mean can been obtained for the PNorm[m,s,y] distribution confined to the
corrected f value obtained in Section 7.1.5.2.
7.1.6.2 Find Mean Using A Plot Range Of Final Choice Of f Variable As Declared In
Section 7.1.5.2
The value of the mean upon limiting the true particle size diameters to some value
f is obtained using the following analytical version of the line of code is input:
Integrate[y*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]
where PNorm[m,s,y] is the normal distribution function with a mean equal to m, a
standard deviation equal to s, and a range of true particle size diameters equal to y, with
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the values of y constrained between zero and f.  Once again, the Integrate function causes
this line of code to be analytical.  And also, an analytical result containing the error
function appears, so instead the non-analytical version of the line of code is tried next.
The mean of the PNorm[m,s,y] distribution when the mean equals m and the
standard deviation equals s over a y range of zero to f is non-analytically calculated using
either of the two following revised line of codes:
NIntegrate[y*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]
or
N[Integrate[y*PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]]
where PNorm[m,s,y] is the normal distribution function with a mean equal to m, a
standard deviation equal to s, and a range of true particle size diameters equal to y, with
the values of y constrained between zero and f.  The line of code employing the
NIntegrate command and the application of the N[] to the code employing the Integrate
command, are used to compute the mean non-analytically.  The result from using the
above lines of code is a non-analytical approximate value of the mean equaling 2.00849.
This result is the mean extracted from a normal distribution with the m=2 and the s=1, as
shown in the example we considered in Section 7.1.2, which has a range of true grain size
diameters, y, that go from f=0 to f=8, as corrected in Section 7.1.5.2.
7.1.6.3  Verify Accuracy Of Mean Obtained Using Corrected f Value As Declared In
Section 7.1.5.2
The resultant mean obtained in Section 7.1.6.2 for the non-analytical formula with
a range of true grain size diameters for the corrected f variable matches exactly the
resultant mean obtained in Section 7.1.6.1 for the non-analytical formula with a range of
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true grain size diameters of up to f=Infinity.  The f=Infinity limit of true grain size
diameters with a mean of the normal distribution curve with a m=2 and s=1 equaling
2.00849 matches the mean with a f=8 limit of true grain size diameters, as shown in
Section 7.1.6.2.  Since the mean value obtained for the limit of y being f=8 matches the
mean value obtained for the limit of y being f=Infinity, we have verified the accuracy of
the f value using the mean formulas for the two different f values.  Even if the mean
values are extremely close, but do not quite look the same, remember that all of these
numbers are merely rounded approximations anyway.
7.1.7  Using The Correct Value Of The Plot Range Variable Find The Mode
And Verify Its Accuracy
Eighth, using the correct value of f found in 7.1.5.2, additional statistical
parameters besides the standard deviation and the mean can be obtained.  The mode of
the normal distribution with the chosen m and s values will first be determined
analytically or non-analytically for a plot range of infinity.  This is essential to verifying
the accuracy of the mode of the normal distribution with the chosen m and s values
determined analytically or non-analytically for a plot range of the correct value of the f
variable obtained in Section 7.1.3.
7.1.7.1  Find The Mode Using A Plot Range Of f As Found In Section 7.1.3
The mode is obtained by applying the FindMaximum command to the PNorm
function.  The mode of the PNorm[m,s,y] distribution where the mean equals m and the
standard deviation equals s cannot be analytically calculated over an infinite range of true
particle size diameters.  When infinity is used for the limit of the range of true particle
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size diameters, an error results.  So, there is only one line of code necessary for obtaining
the mode upon limiting the true particle size diameters to the corrected value for f
obtained in Section 7.1.3.  The mode of the PNorm[m,s,y] distribution when the mean
equals m and the standard deviation equals s is non-analytically calculated using the
following revised line of code:
FindMaximum[PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]
where PNorm[m,s,y] is the normal distribution function with a mean equal to m, a
standard deviation equal to s, and a range of true particle size diameters equal to y, with
the values of y constrained between zero and f.  The FindMaximum command is used to
find the value of y that has the largest value of the probability density.  The output looks
like: {0.398942, {y  2.}}.  The value of the true particle size diameters that has the
largest value of the probability density is y=2.  Therefore, the mode equals 2.  The
0.398942 number gives the value of the probability density at y=2.
7.1.7.2  Verify Accuracy Of Mode Obtained Using Corrected f Value As Declared In
Section 7.1.5.2
It should be noted that sometimes the corrected f value is too large to use with the
FindMaximum formula, thus causing erroneous results appear. So, replace the f in the
above formula with a reduced number until, the correct value of the mode appears. For
example, for a corrected f value that was found to be equal to 8, the following line of
code can be run:
FindMaximum[PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,7}]
This can be repeated until a decent value of the mode appears. To verify that the value of
the mode is correct, use the fact that the mode of a normal distribution curve does not
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change just because it is truncated by the removal of true grain size diameters that include
negative numbers.  The mode of a normal distribution curve, whether truncated or not,
must equal the input mean, m of the curve.  So, for the example that was used in Section
7.1.2, where the m=2, it is discovered that m=mode=2.
7.1.8  Using The Correct Value Of The Plot Range Variable Find The Area
And Verify Its Accuracy
Ninth, using the correct value of f found in 7.1.5.2, the last statistical parameter,
the area, can be obtained.  The area of the normal distribution with the chosen m and s
values will first be determined analytically or non-analytically for a plot range of infinity.
This is essential to verifying the accuracy of the area of the normal distribution with the
chosen m and s values determined analytically or non-analytically for a plot range of the
correct value of the f variable obtained in Section 7.1.3.
7.1.8.1  Find The Area Using A Plot Range Of Infinity
The area is obtained by applying the Integrate or NIntegrate commands to the
PNorm function.  Initially, the area of the PNorm[m,s,y] distribution where the mean
equals m and the standard deviation equals s is analytically calculated over an infinite
range of true particle size diameters.  An infinite range of true particle size diameters is
considered first in order to later verify that its value of the area does equal or is extremely
close to the area obtained upon limiting the true particle size diameters to the correct
value f obtained in Section 7.1.3.  This is ascertained analytically at first because
sometimes, although rarely, an exact number results.  The following line of code is input
into Mathematica ®:
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Integrate[PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,Infinity}]
where PNorm[m,s,y] is the normal distribution function with a mean equal to m, a
standard deviation equal to s, and a range of true particle size diameters equal to y, with
the values of y constrained between zero and infinity.  The Integrate command is used to
compute the area analytically.  The result that is obtained is analytical, employing the
error function.  Since the result is not an exact number, which is what is needed, and
since the error function can only be numerically approximated, then it is best to try again
using a non-analytical function.  The area of the PNorm[m,s,y] distribution when the
mean equals m and the standard deviation equals s is non-analytically calculated using
the following revised line of code:
NIntegrate[PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,Infinity}]
where PNorm[m,s,y] is the normal distribution function with a mean equal to m, a
standard deviation equal to s, and a range of true particle size diameters equal to y, with
the values of y constrained between zero and infinity.  The NIntegrate function is used to
compute the area non-analytically.  The result that is obtained is a non-analytical
approximate value equal to 0.97725 based on the values for m and s chosen in Section
7.1.2.  An alternative version to using the NIntegrate function is to apply an N[] to the
first line of code yielding,
N[Integrate[PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,Infinity}]]
where this alternative seemingly produces the same result.  While in this case, both of
these codes produce the same approximate area value, the alternative was included just in
case an error is randomly encountered.  The approximate value of the area for a normal
distribution with the m=2 and the s=1, as shown in the example we considered in Section
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7.1.2, that was obtained using each of the two previous non-analytical line of codes that
employed limits of y to infinity yields a result of 0.97725.  Since the most approximate
value for the area has been obtained for the PNorm[m,s,y] distribution confined to an
infinite range of true particle size diameters, now the most approximate value for the area
can been obtained for the PNorm[m,s,y] distribution confined to the corrected f value
obtained in Section 7.1.5.2.
7.1.8.2  Find The Area Using A Plot Range Of Final Choice Of f Variable As Declared In
Section 7.1.5.2
The value of the area upon limiting the true particle size diameters to some value f
is obtained using the following analytical version of the line of code is input:
Integrate[PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]
where PNorm[m,s,y] is the normal distribution function with an area equal to m, a
standard deviation equal to s, and a range of true particle size diameters equal to y, with
the values of y constrained between zero and f.  Once again, the Integrate function causes
this line of code to be analytical.  And also, an analytical result containing the error
function appears, so instead the non-analytical version of the line of code is tried next.
The area of the PNorm[m,s,y] distribution when the mean equals m and the
standard deviation equals s over a y range of zero to f is non-analytically calculated using
either of the two following revised line of codes:
NIntegrate[PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]
or
N[Integrate[PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]]
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where PNorm[m,s,y] is the normal distribution function with a mean equal to m, a
standard deviation equal to s, and a range of true particle size diameters equal to y, with
the values of y constrained between zero and f.  The line of code employing the
NIntegrate command and the application of the N[] to the code employing the Integrate
command, are used to compute the area non-analytically.  The result from using the
above lines of code is a non-analytical approximate value of the area equaling 0.97725.
This result is the area extracted from a normal distribution with the m=2 and the s=1, as
shown in the example we considered in Section 7.1.2, which has a range of true grain size
diameters, y, that go from f=0 to f=8, as corrected in Section 7.1.5.2.
7.1.8.3  Verify Accuracy Of Area Obtained Using Corrected f Value As Declared In
Section 7.1.5.2
The resultant area obtained in Section 7.1.6.2 for the non-analytical formula with
a range of true grain size diameters for the corrected f variable matches exactly the
resultant area obtained in Section 7.1.6.1 for the non-analytical formula with a range of
true grain size diameters of up to f=Infinity.  The f=Infinity limit of true grain size
diameters with an area of the normal distribution curve with a m=2 and s=1 equaling
0.97725 matches the area for the f=8 limit of true grain size diameters, as shown in
Section 7.1.8.2.  Since the area value obtained for the limit of y being f=8 matches the
area value obtained for the limit of y being f=Infinity, we have verified the accuracy of
the f value using the area formulas for the two different f values.  Even if the area values
are extremely close, but do not quite look the same, remember that all of these numbers
are merely rounded approximations anyway.
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7.1.9 Document Statistical Parameters For The Correct Value Of The Plot
Range Variable
Tenth, it is necessary to document the statistical parameters derived in Sections
7.1.4, 7.1.6, 7.1.7, and 7.1.8 for the corrected f value obtained in Section 7.1.5.2.  This
can be accomplished using a spreadsheet.
7.1.9.1  Standard Deviation
Using the three non-analytical standard deviation lines of code, the standard
deviation for the corrected f value was found in Section 7.1.5.2.  Using the example for a
normal distribution with a m=2, s=1, and f=8, the standard deviation was found to be
0.931891.  This standard deviation value also matches the standard deviation obtained for
a normal distribution with a m=2, s=1, and f=Infinity.
7.1.9.2  Mean
Using the two non-analytical mean lines of code, the mean for the corrected f
value was found in Section 7.1.6.2.  Using the example for a normal distribution with a
m=2, s=1, and f=8, the mean was found to be 2.00849.  This mean value also matches the
mean obtained for a normal distribution with a m=2, s=1, and f=Infinity.
7.1.9.3  Mode
Using the mode line of code, the mode for the corrected f value was found in
Section 7.1.7.1.  Using the example for a normal distribution with a m=2, s=1, and f=8,
the mode was found to be 2.  This mode value also matches the mean, m, of the normal
distribution curve where m=2.
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7.1.9.4 Area
Using the two non-analytical area lines of code, the area for the corrected f value
was found in Section 7.1.8.2.  Using the example for a normal distribution with a m=2,
s=1, and f=8, the area was found to be 0.97725.  This area value also matches the area
obtained for a normal distribution with a m=2, s=1, and f=Infinity.
7.1.10 Guess And Check The Number Of Plot Points
7.1.10.1 Guess The Number Of Plot Points
Eleventh, the h variable is defined before the next line of code is run. The
variable h is the number of plot points. The value of h may or may not be different for
every m and s combination.  For example, when the value of m is 1 and s is 2 or when the
value of m is 2 and s is 1, the value of h was chosen to be 1000.  The value of h needs to
be determined based on the accuracy of the statistical parameters derived using the
approximation methods that follow in Sections 7.1.11-7.1.14.  Hence, since the definition
of m is 2 and s is 1 (as indicated in Section 7.1.2), then the following line of code would
be entered into Mathematica ®:
h=1000;
where the use of the semicolon, ;, at the end of the line of code prevents the output from
being shown.
7.1.10.2 Check The Number Of Plot Points
Next, the value of h needs to be checked. The following lines of code in Sections
7.1.11-7.1.14 seek to verify if the guessed value of h is appropriate for the defined m and
s combination of values.  If the guessed value of h is discovered to be appropriate for the
defined m and s combination of values after completing Sections 7.1.11-7.1.14, then the
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statistical parameters extracted from the PNorm function in Section 7.1.14 will be
included in the graphical “look-up” tables.  If the guessed value of h is discovered to be
inappropriate for the defined m and s combination of values after completing Sections
7.1.11-7.1.14, then the researcher must redo Section 7.1.10 for a higher number of plot
points and then redo sections 7.1.11-7.1.14.
7.1.11 Plot The PNorm Function
Twelfth, the normal distribution with the defined m value from Section 7.1.2,
defined s value from Section 7.1.2, corrected f value from Section 7.1.5.2, and guessed h
value from Section 7.1.10.1 is plotted using the following line of code:
PNormPlot=Plot[PNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f},PlotStyle->{Thickness[0.01]},PlotPoints-
>h,PlotRange->Full,MaxRecursion->0]
where PNormPlot is the plot of the true 3D distribution of grain diameters possessing a
Figure 7-2:  Plot showing the output normal distribution curve when the prior lines of
code are run for m=2, s=1, f=8, and h=1000.
Output Normal Distribution Curve when m=2,
s=1, f=8, and h=1000
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normal distribution of mean, m, and standard deviation, s, over a plot range from 0 to f.
The total number of plot points that make up the curve is the number h.  If the entire
curve looks smooth, then the next line of code can be evaluated. But, if the entire curve
does not look smooth, then a greater value of h must be guessed.  Then, the line of code
in Section 7.1.10.1 must be rerun using the greater guessed value of h.  The value of h
must be increased until the curve looks smooth.  Hence, using the prior example of the
defined m=2 value from Section 7.1.2, defined s=1 value from Section 7.1.2, corrected
f=8 value from Section 7.1.5.2, and guessed h=1000 value from Section 7.1.10.1, Figure
7-2 is a display of the output curve.  It is clear that for this case, the output curve is
smooth.  Therefore, the next line of code can be run.
7.1.12 Extract The Dataset From PNormPlot
Thirteenth, the data set containing the points that comprise the PNormPlot curve
is extracted using the following line of code:
PNormN=Flatten[Cases[PNormPlot,x_Line:>First@x,Infinity],1];
where the Flatten command removes the extra parenthesis, {}, surrounding the points that
are extracted from PNormPlot when Cases is used, and the Cases command gives a list of
the {horizontal axis, vertical axis} points with an extraneous {} extracted from the linear
graphic. Using the prior example of the defined m=2 value from Section 7.1.2, defined
s=1 value from Section 7.1.2, corrected f=8 value from Section 7.1.5.2, and guessed
h=1000 value from Section 7.1.10.1 and upon removal of the semicolon in the above line
of code, the output, which is truncated using an ellipsis to hide the rest of the data set to
save space, resembles:  {{8.00801×10-9, 0.053991}, {0.00770214, 0.0548275},
{0.0160521, 0.0557452},…{7.98436, 6.67277×10-9}, {7.99214, 6.36925×10-9}, {8.,
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6.07588×10-9}}.  Due to the fact that the output contains 1000 {horizontal axis, vertical
axis} points, a semicolon was added to the end of the above line of code, so that this large
output of the data set would not be automatically shown.
7.1.13 Split The PNormN Dataset Into Two Different Columns Of Data
Fourteenth, the first column of PNormN, which includes all of the true diameter
values from 0 to f, is printed using the following line of code:
PNormNcol1=PNormN[[All,1]];
where PNormNcol1 is the 1st column extracted from the table entitled PNormN. Using
the prior example of the defined m=2 value from Section 7.1.2, defined s=1 value from
Section 7.1.2, corrected f=8 value from Section 7.1.5.2, and guessed h=1000 value from
Section 7.1.10.1 and upon removal of the semicolon in the above line of code, the output,
which is truncated using an ellipsis to hide the rest of the data set to save space,
resembles: {8.00801×10-9, 0.00770214, 0.0160521,...7.98436, 7.99214, 8.}. The second
column of PNormN, which includes all the true population density values for each
different diameter value, is printed using the following line of code:
PNormNcol2=PNormN[[All,2]];
where PNormNcol2 is the 2nd column extracted from the table entitled PNormN. Using
the prior example of the defined m=2 value from Section 7.1.2, defined s=1 value from
Section 7.1.2, corrected f=8 value from Section 7.1.5.2, and guessed h=1000 value from
Section 7.1.10.1 and upon removal of the semicolon in the above line of code, the output,
which is truncated using an ellipsis to hide the rest of the data set to save space,
resembles: {0.053991, 0.0548275, 0.0557452,...6.67277×10-9, 6.36925×10-9,
6.07588×10-9}.
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7.1.14 Summary Of Non-Analytical Extraction Of Parameters Using
PNormNcol1 And PNormNcol2
Fifteenth, using the two previous lines of code from Section 7.1.5, the guessed
h=1000 value from Section 7.1.10.1, and the following non-analytical methods the four
parameters of the true PDF of grain diameters shown in PNormPlot were extracted
including: the area, mean, mode, and standard deviation. For this dissertation, these non-
analytical methods were used to extract these four parameters. This was done because it
is difficult or impossible to use the exact formulas for computing the definite integral that
comprises the conversion equation, Equation 4.1.  So, to remain consistent in how these
four parameters are derived throughout this dissertation, the following non-analytical
approximate numerical solutions were found using Mathematica. Next is presented the
results obtained using the non-analytical approach to extract the four parameters.
7.1.15  Non-Analytical Extraction Of Standard Deviation Using
PNormNcol1 And PNormNcol2
The standard deviation of the PNormPlot is calculated using the following line of
code:
Sqrt[Apply[Plus,(((Take[PNormNcol1,{1,h}]-
(Apply[Plus,(Take[PNormNcol1,{1,h}]*Take[PNormNcol2,{1,h}])]/Apply[Plus,Take
[PNormNcol2,{1,h}]]))^2)*Take[PNormNcol2,{1,h}])]/Apply[Plus,Take[PNormNcol
2,{1,h}]]]
where Take[PNormNcol1,{1,h}] gives elements 1 through h of the PNormNcol1 vector,
Take[PNormNcol2,{1,h}] gives elements 1 through h of the PNormNcol2 vector, and
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Apply[Plus, is used to sum over the members of some list to which it is applied.  Notice
that there’s a portion of the code that is actually the same line of code used to calculate
the mean.  So to calculate the standard deviation, first the difference between each
diameter found by using the Take[PNormNcol1,{1,h}] portion of the code and the mean
of the true distribution of grain diameters found is squared. Second, each of the squared
differences between each true diameter and the mean are averaged by being multiplied to
each corresponding element within the PNormNcol2 vector, which is the true population
density of each of the true diameters found in the PNormNcol1 vector, summing over all
of the results and then dividing by the total number of true population densities; this
yields the variance. Third, the square root is taken of the variance.  The standard
deviation is then the square root of the mean of the difference between each true grain
diameter and the mean of the true distribution of grain diameters. Here, the Apply[Plus,
and Take functions are used to obtain the standard deviation because it is only in this
form that one may consistently obtain speedy results.
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=2 value from Section
7.1.2, the defined s=1 value from Section 7.1.2, the guessed h=1000 value from Section
7.1.10.1, and the previously run line of codes from Sections 7.1.1-7.1.2 and 7.1.10-
7.1.13, the output value of the standard deviation obtained from the line of code run in
Section 7.1.15 is 0.941938.
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7.1.16  Check The Guessed Number Of Plot Points By Comparing The
Standard Deviation Values Obtained In Section 7.1.5.2 To Section 7.1.15
It is imperative that standard deviation parameter of the true PDF of grain
diameters that was extracted non-analytically from PNormPlot using the guessed h
variable in Section 7.1.10.1, be compared to the value of the standard deviation that was
either obtained analytically or non-analytically by applying the Integrate command to the
PNorm[m,s,y] distribution using the corrected f variable in Section 7.1.5.2.  This is done
to ensure that the selected value for the h variable is appropriate for the m and s
combination of values of the true PDF.  It is imperative to ensure that the selected h
values for computing the normal distribution with parameters m and s is correct.
Using the prior example of the defined m=2 value from Section 7.1.2, defined s=1
value from Section 7.1.2, corrected f=8 value from Section 7.1.5.2, and guessed h=1000
value from Section 7.1.10.1, we need to check that the standard deviation value obtained
in Section 7.1.15 is appropriate.  In order to do that, we need to compare the standard
deviation that was obtained using the guessed number of plot points, i.e. where h=1000
from Section 7.1.10.1, to the standard deviation value that was obtained using the
corrected value of the f variable, i.e. where f=8 from Section 7.1.5.2.  The value of the
standard deviation obtained using h=1000 in Section 7.1.15 is 0.941938, while the value
of the standard deviation obtained using f=8 in Section 7.1.5.2 is 0.931891.  While these
values are not exactly equal to each other, they are pretty close to each other.  So, using
h=1000 is an appropriate choice for the number of plot points. The standard deviation
value saturates at about 0.941 at h=1000 and beyond.  Although minor changes occurs to
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the standard deviation value in the tenths-thousandths place, the change is not significant
enough to warrant an increase in h value.  Hence, the standard deviation formula from
Section 7.1.15 is only accurate to the tenths place of the standard deviation value
obtained using f=8.  So, the guessed h=1000 value from Section 7.1.10.1 is a good choice
and the final choice for the h value.  If perhaps, when following this technique the chosen
h value from Section 7.1.10.1 is not suitable, whereas the extracted standard deviation
value for the guessed h value from Section 7.1.10.1 is not close enough to the standard
deviation value for the corrected f value from 7.1.5.2, then the researcher must return to
Section 7.1.10 choose a greater value for the h value, and then rerun the line of codes
from Sections 7.1.10-7.1.15.  Then, the researcher must once again compare the standard
deviation that was obtained using the new value for the guessed number of plot points
from Section 7.1.10.1, to the standard deviation value that was obtained using the
corrected value of the f variable from Section 7.1.5.2.  The researcher must repeat this
until the chosen h value yields a suitable standard deviation value that is quite close to the
standard deviation value obtained for the corrected value of the f variable from Section
7.1.5.2.
In addition, it has been observed that the standard deviation formula is most
sensitive to changes in the h value, so it’s imperative that verification of the h value
began with using the standard deviation formula.  That is, once the h value is verified
using the standard deviation formula from Section 7.1.15, that same h value is often
observed to be adequate when obtaining the mean, mode, and then area.  So, instead of
beginning the verification of the h value using the formulas for the area, the verification
process commenced with the standard deviation.
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7.1.17  Non-Analytical Extraction Of Mean Using PNormNcol1 And
PNormNcol2
The mean of the PNormPlot is calculated using the following line of code:
Sum[(Part[PNormNcol1,i]*Part[PNormNcol2,i]),{i,1,h}]/Sum[Part[PNormNcol2,i],{
i,1,h}]
where the Sum[(Part[PNormNcol1,i]*Part[PNormNcol2,i]),{i,1,h}] portion of the above
code, is a summation of each element within the PNormNcol1 vector multiplied to each
corresponding element within the PNormNcol2 vector, which is the true population
density of each of the diameters found in the PNormNcol1 vector, and the
Sum[Part[PNormNcol2,i],{i,1,h}] portion of the above code, is the total number of true
population densities.  The mean of the true distribution of grain diameters is found by
summing over every diameter weighted by the true population density of that diameter
divided by the total number of population densities.  An alternate form of the above line
of code is the following:
Apply[Plus,(Take[PNormNcol1,{1,h}]*Take[PNormNcol2,{1,h}])]/Apply[Plus,Take[
PNormNcol2,{1,h}]]
where Apply[Plus, replaces Sum in the prior code, Take replaces Part in the prior code,
and {1,h} replaces i and {i,1,h} in the prior code. This alternate version of the code is
included because it has been observed when computing standard deviation values
especially, that when the data sets are very enormous in size, the use of the code that
includes the Sum and Part functions can take from days to weeks to complete, or just
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stalls completely, never yielding an answer. So, it is best to utilize the Apply[Plus, and
Take functions in order to obtain speedy results.
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=2 value from Section
7.1.2, the defined s=1 value from Section 7.1.2, the guessed from Section 7.1.10.1 and
finalized from Section 7.1.16 value of h=1000, and the previously run line of codes from
Sections 7.1.1-7.1.2 and 7.1.10-7.1.13, the output value of the mean obtained from the
line of code run in Section 7.1.17 is 2.05469.
7.1.18  Verify Accuracy Of Mean Obtained Using Finalized h Value As
Declared In Section 7.1.16 With Mean Obtained In Section 7.1.6 Using
Corrected f Value As Declared In Section 7.1.5.2
Now that the h value has been finalized in Section 7.1.16, all that is left is to
verify that when coupled with the mean formula in Section 7.1.17, it produces a mean
that is close to the mean that was obtained using the corrected value of the f variable, i.e.
where f=8 from Section 7.1.5.2, with the mean formula in Section 7.1.6.2.  The value of
the mean obtained using h=1000 in Section 7.1.17 is 2.05469, while the value of the
mean obtained using f=8 in Section 7.1.6.2 is 2.00849.  Hence, the mean formula from
Section 7.1.17 is only accurate to the hundredths place of the mean value obtained using
f=8.  So, the h=1000 value that was finalized in Section 7.1.16 produces an accurate
value of the mean and remains consistent with having produced an accurate value of the
standard deviation.
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7.1.19  Non-Analytical Extraction Of Mode Using PNormNcol1 And
PNormNcol2
The mode of the PNormPlot is calculated using the following line of code:
Extract[PNormNcol1,(Position[PNormNcol2,Max[PNormNcol2]])]
where the Max[PNormNcol2] portion of the above code yields the largest number
found among the true population densities, while the portion of the above code that
includes Position[PNormNcol2,Max[PNormNcol2]] gives the position indicated by an
integer number from 1 to h at which the largest true population density is found, and the
entire line of code found above that starts with the Extract command gives the value
located in the PNormNcol1 vector that has the same position previously obtained for the
maximum true population density, which yields the mode.  The mode is the grain
diameter with the greatest true population density.
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=2 value from Section
7.1.2, the defined s=1 value from Section 7.1.2, the corrected f value from Section
7.1.5.2, the guessed h=1000 value from Section 7.1.10.1, and the previously run line of
codes from Sections 7.1.1-7.1.2 and 7.1.10-7.1.13, the output value of the mode obtained
from the line of code run in Section 7.1.19 is 2.00849.
7.1.20 Verify Accuracy Of Mode Obtained Using Finalized h Value As
Declared In Section 7.1.16 With Mode Obtained In Section 7.1.7 Using
Corrected f Value As Declared In Section 7.1.5.2
Since the h value has been finalized in Section 7.1.16, this section is devoted to
verifying that as a part of the mode formula in Section 7.1.17, it produces a mode that is
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close to the mode that was obtained using the corrected value of the f variable, i.e. where
f=8 from Section 7.1.5.2, with the mode formula in Section 7.1.7.1.  The value of the
mode obtained using h=1000 in Section 7.1.19 is 2.00849, while the value of the mode
obtained using f=8 in Section 7.1.7.1 is just 2.  Hence, the mode formula from Section
7.1.19 is accurate to the hundredths place of the mode value obtained using f=8.  So, the
h=1000 value that was finalized in Section 7.1.16 produces an accurate value of the mode
and remains consistent with having produced an accurate value of the standard deviation
and mean in the prior sections.
7.1.21 Non-Analytical Extraction Of Area Using PNormNcol1 And
PNormNcol2
The area under the PNormPlot curve is computed by applying the trapezoidal rule
using PNormNcol1 and PNormNcol2. The trapezoidal rule is represented by the
following line of code:
0.5*Sum[(Part[PNormNcol2,i+1]+Part[PNormNcol2,i])*(Part[PNormNcol1,i+1]-
Part[PNormNcol1,i]),{i,1,h-1}]
where Part[PNormNcol2,i+1] gives the ith+1 element in the vector PNormNcol2,
Part[PNormNcol1,i+1] gives the ith+1 element in the vector PNormNcol1,
Part[PNormNcol2,i] gives the ith element in the vector PNormNcol2,
Part[PNormNcol1,i] gives the ith element in the vector PNormNcol1, {i,1,h-1} produces
integer values of i that range from 1 to h-1, and Sum is the summation symbol.  The
trapezoidal rule is used to make trapezoids with heights equal to the incremental changes
in the values found between every two elements within the PNormNcol1 vector, which is
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found by using the following portion of the above line of code within the summation
symbol, (Part[PNormNcol1,i+1]-Part[PNormNcol1,i]). An alternate form of the above
line of code is the following:
Apply[Plus,0.5*(Take[PNormNcol2,{2,h}]+Take[PNormNcol2,{1,h-
1}])*(Take[PNormNcol1,{2,h}]-Take[PNormNcol1,{1,h-1}])]
where Apply[Plus, replaces Sum in the prior code, Take replaces Part in the prior code,
{1,h-1} replaces i and {i,1,h-1} in the prior code, and {2,h} replaces i+1 and {i,1,h-1} in
the prior code. This alternate version of the code is included because it has been
observed when computing standard deviation values especially, that when the data sets
are very enormous in size, the use of the code that includes the Sum and Part functions
can take from days to weeks to complete, or just stalls completely, never yielding an
answer. So, it is best to utilize the Apply[Plus, and Take functions in order to obtain
speedy results.
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=2 value from Section
7.1.2, the defined s=1 value from Section 7.1.2, the guessed h=1000 value from Section
7.1.10.1, and the previously run line of codes from Sections 7.1.1-7.1.2 and 7.1.10-
7.1.13, the output value of the area obtained from the line of code run in Section 7.1.21 is
0.977249.
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7.1.22 Verify Accuracy Of Area Obtained Using Finalized h Value As
Declared In Section 7.1.16 With Area Obtained In Section 7.1.8 Using
Corrected f Value As Declared In Section 7.1.5.2
Now that the h value has been finalized in Section 7.1.16, it is important to verify
that when coupled with the area formula in Section 7.1.21, it produces an area that is
close to the area that was obtained using the corrected value of the f variable, i.e. where
f=8 from Section 7.1.5.2, with the area formula in Section 7.1.8.2.  The value of the area
obtained using h=1000 in Section 7.1.21 is 0.977249, while the value of the area obtained
using f=8 in Section 7.1.8.2 is 0.97725.  Hence, the area formula from Section 7.1.17 is
accurate to the tenths-thousandths place of the area value obtained using f=8.  So, the
h=1000 value that was finalized in Section 7.1.16 produces an accurate value of the area
and remains consistent with having produced an accurate value of the standard deviation,
mean, and mode in the prior sections.
7.1.23  Document Statistical Parameters For The Correct Value Of The
Number Of Plot Points
Tenth, it is necessary to document the statistical parameters derived in Sections
7.1.15, 7.1.17, 7.1.19, and 7.1.21 for the finalized h value obtained in Section 7.1.16.
This can be accomplished using a spreadsheet.
7.1.23.1  Standard Deviation
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=2 value from Section
7.1.2, the defined s=1 value from Section 7.1.2, the guessed from Section 7.1.10.1 and
finalized from Section 7.1.16 value of h=1000, and the previously run line of codes from
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Sections 7.1.1-7.1.2 and 7.1.10-7.1.13, the output value of the standard deviation
obtained from the line of code run in Section 7.1.15 is 0.941938.  This standard deviation
value also quite accurate, within the tenths place, to the standard deviation obtained for a
normal distribution with a m=2, s=1, and f=8.
7.1.23.2  Mean
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=2 value from Section
7.1.2, the defined s=1 value from Section 7.1.2, the guessed from Section 7.1.10.1 and
finalized from Section 7.1.16 value of h=1000, and the previously run line of codes from
Sections 7.1.1-7.1.2 and 7.1.10-7.1.13, the output value of the mean obtained from the
line of code run in Section 7.1.17 is 2.05469.  This mean value is quite accurate, within
the hundredths place, to the mean obtained for a normal distribution with a m=2, s=1, and
f=8.
7.1.23.3  Mode
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=2 value from Section
7.1.2, the defined s=1 value from Section 7.1.2, the corrected f value from Section
7.1.5.2, the guessed from Section 7.1.10.1 and finalized from Section 7.1.16 value of
h=1000, and the previously run line of codes from Sections 7.1.1-7.1.2 and 7.1.10-7.1.13,
the output value of the mode obtained from the line of code run in Section 7.1.19 is
2.00849.  This mode value is quite accurate, within the hundredths place, to the mode
obtained for a normal distribution with a m=2, s=1, and f=8.
7.1.23.4  Area
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=2 value from Section
7.1.2, the defined s=1 value from Section 7.1.2, the guessed from Section 7.1.10.1 and
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finalized from Section 7.1.16 value of h=1000, and the previously run line of codes from
Sections 7.1.1-7.1.2 and 7.1.10-7.1.13, the output value of the area obtained from the line
of code run in Section 7.1.21 is 0.977249.  This area value is quite accurate, within the
tenths-thousandths place, to the area obtained for a normal distribution with a m=2, s=1,
and f=8.
7.1.24  Document Values Of The Statistical Parameters To Be Included In
The Graphical “Look-Up” Tables For The Normal Distribution True PDF
The purpose of the entire Section 7.1 was to find the appropriate f and h values to
couple with the selected m and s values that describe the normal distribution true PDF.
The reason why this had to be done was to remain consistent in how statistical parameters
are derived for all distributions used in this dissertation.  Even though non-analytical
formulas that derive statistical parameters directly from the PNorm[m,s,y] distribution as
shown in Sections 7.1.5.2, 7.1.6.2, 7.1.7.1, and 7.1.8.2 are useful in deriving statistical
parameters for the true PDFs, these same formulas often times produce inaccurate
resultant statistical parameters for the measured PDFs.  So, instead of deriving the
statistical parameters directly from the PNorm[m,s,y] distribution, the statistical
parameters were derived from the dataset extracted from the plot of the PNorm[m,s,y]
distribution, which not only must utilize the corrected value for the f variable, but also the
finalized value for the h variable.  However, the statistical parameters that were extracted
from the plot of the PNorm[m,s,y] distribution that utilize the corrected value for the f
variable and the finalized value for the h variable were compared to the statistical
parameters derived directly from the PNorm[m,s,y] distribution with a chosen f value that
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produced the same or similar results as did the f=Infinity.  So, this lends credence to the
extraction of statistical parameters from the plot of the PNorm[m,s,y] distribution that
utilize the corrected value for the f variable and the finalized value for the h variable.
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=2 value from Section
7.1.2, the defined s=1 value from Section 7.1.2, the corrected f value from Section
7.1.5.2, the guessed from Section 7.1.10.1 and finalized from Section 7.1.16 value of
h=1000, the previously run line of codes from Sections 7.1.1-7.1.2, 7.1.10-7.1.13, 7.1.15,
7.1.17, 7.1.19, and 7.1.21, and the fact that these values describe the normal distribution
true PDF, the output values of the standard deviation, mean, mode, and area were
obtained as shown in 7.1.23.  However, these values will not be included in the graphical
“look-up” tables for the normal distribution true PDF.  The values that will be included in
the graphical “look-up” tables to describe the normal distribution true PDF are the
defined m=2 value from Section 7.1.2, the defined s=1 value from Section 7.1.2, and the
calculated mode=m=2.  This is because it is easier to organize the graphical “look-up”
tables according to the untruncated values of the normal distribution true PDF, rather than
the truncated values of the statistical parameters that were extracted from the plotted
normal distribution true PDF and are summarized in Section 7.1.23.  Also, the truncated
normal distribution true PDF values of the statistical parameters can be calculated at any
time using the line of codes from Sections 7.1.5.2, 7.1.6.2, 7.1.7.1, and 7.1.8.2 or the line
of codes from Sections 7.1.1-7.1.2, 7.1.10-7.1.13, 7.1.15, 7.1.17, 7.1.19, and 7.1.21.
7.2 Lognormal Distribution
One of the three different types of mathematically and statistically derived
probability distribution functions (PDFs) of particle sizes is the true probability
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distribution function, P. The second of the two true diameter PDFs computationally
derived was the lognormal distribution. To start, some values of the lognormal
distribution’s variables are selected, including the mean and the standard deviation, input
into Equations 6.3 and 6.4, and then modified for inclusion into Equation 6.2.
Afterwards, other values of the lognormal distribution’s variables are guessed, checked
and then if necessary refined, including the plot range and later on the number of plot
points.  These values are checked by using them to derive various statistical parameters
including, the standard deviation, mean, mode, and area.  There are two different types of
approximation methods used in the determination of statistical parameters used in this
study.  The first type of approximation method uses the derived statistical parameters for
lognormal distribution true PDFs that include a plot range of infinity to check the
accuracy of the derived statistical parameters for lognormal distribution true PDFs that
include the guessed value of the plot range variable.  If the derived statistical parameters
for lognormal distribution true PDFs that include the guessed value of the plot range
variable are determined to have an acceptably high level of accuracy, then the guessed
value of the plot range variable is accepted as is, thus finalizing it.  But if it is not
determined to have an acceptably high level of accuracy, then the guessed value of the
plot range is increased and then rechecked until it becomes finalized.  The second type of
approximation method uses the derived statistical parameters for lognormal distribution
true PDFs that include indirectly, the finalized value of the plot range variable, and
directly, the guessed value of the number of plot points.   In order to check the accuracy
of the second type of approximation method, the derived statistical parameters for
lognormal distribution true PDFs that include the guessed value of the number of plot
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points are compared to the derived statistical parameters for lognormal distribution true
PDFs that include the finalized value of the plot range variable that arose from use of the
first type of approximation method.  If the derived statistical parameters for lognormal
distribution true PDFs that include the guessed value of the number of plot points are
determined to have an acceptably high level of accuracy, then the guessed value of the
number of plot points is accepted as is, thus finalizing it.  But if it is not determined to
have an acceptably high level of accuracy, then the guessed value of the number of plot
points is increased and then rechecked until it becomes finalized.  Next, once the values
for the lognormal distribution’s variables are finalized, they with the lognormal
distribution true PDF are inserted into the conversion equation, Equation 4.1, and used to
produce the measured PDF. Statistical parameters, including the standard deviation,
mean, mode, and area, are then extracted from the measured PDF using the second
approximation method that is greatly dependent on the value of the number of plot points.
The second approximation method is utilized for determination of all of the statistical
parameters utilized in this study, although the first approximation method can sometimes
be used to determine all of the statistical parameters for only the true PDFs used in this
dissertation. Ideally, it would be preferable to use the first approximation method to
derive the values of the area, mean, mode, and standard deviation for all of the
distributions used within this dissertation because it is not dependent on the number of
plot points, but inconsistencies in the accuracies of the first approximation method have
been discovered when used to derive statistical parameters of the measured distributions.
It has been found that it is difficult or impossible to use the first approximation method to
compute the definite integral that comprises the conversion equation, Equation 4.1.  So,
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in order to remain consistent in how the statistical parameters are derived across all of the
distributions used throughout this dissertation, the second approximation method was
used to extract these four parameters for all of the distributions.
7.2.1  The PLogNorm Function
In Mathematica, the lognormal distribution is first called using the following
code:
PLogNorm[µ_,σ_,y_]:=PDF[LogNormalDistribution[µ,σ],y]
where PLogNorm represents the lognormal distribution of particle sizes with a known µ
which represents the mean and a known σ which represents the standard deviation, y
represents the true particle size diameters, and the right hand side (rhs) of the above line
of code, PDF[LogNormalDistribution[µ,σ],y], is temporarily kept in an unevaluated form
with a delayed value equal to Equation 6.1 for the left hand side (lhs) of the above line of
code, PLogNorm[µ_,σ_,y_].
7.2.2 Define The Mean And Standard Deviation Variables
Second, before defining any variables, it is important to note that there are two
different means and two different standard deviations of interest.  They are the mean and
standard deviation values input into Equation 6.2 that create an output curve of the
lognormal distribution, and the mean and standard deviation values that describe the
output curve of the lognormal distribution. The mean and standard deviation values that
describe the output curve of the lognormal distribution are first selected including: σPLOT,
which is increased incrementally in integer fashion from zero to ten, and then is input into
Equation 6.3 and μPLOT, which is increased incrementally in integer fashion from one to
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ten, and then is input into Equation 6.3 and later Equation 6.4.  Once both σPLOT and
µPLOT are placed into Equation 6.3, σ is derived.  Then, the derived σ and the µPLOT are
placed into Equation 6.4. Once both σ and µPLOT are placed into Equation 6.4, µ is
derived.  Now that the desired values for the standard deviation and the mean to be
extracted from the data set or plot of the lognormal distribution are changed into the
statistical parameters to be input into the lognormal distribution, Equation 6.2, the
following variables are defined before the next line of code is run: m and s, where m is
the derived µ value and s is the derived σ value.
As stated earlier, the values of σPLOT and µPLOT are easily chosen based on mixing
and matching until all possible combinations are fulfilled.  For example, suppose the
chosen σPLOT is 1 and µPLOT is 2.  Then, the σPLOT equals one value and the µPLOT equals
two value are both input into Equation 6.3.  Upon solving Equation 6.3, σ is found to be
0.472380727077439.  Next, the derived σ equals 0.472380727077439 and the µPLOT
equals two are placed into Equation 6.4. Upon solving Equation 6.4, µ is found to be
0.58157540490284.  Now that σ and µ have been found, both of them are defined in
Mathematica ® before the next line of code is run.  The following lines of code would be
entered into Mathematica ®:
m=0.58157540490284;
s=0.472380727077439;
where the use of the semicolon, ;, at the end of each line of code prevents the output from
being shown.
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7.2.3  Guess And Initially Make A Plot Using The Value Of The Plot Range
Variable
7.2.3.1 Guess The Value Of The Plot Range Variable
Third, the f variable is guessed before the next line of code is run.  The variable f
is the plot range; it is a value that is well-beyond the full range of particle sizes (instead
of using infinity) that is in a particular material with a lognormal distribution of particle
sizes of mean, m, and standard deviation, s.  The value of f is different for every m and s
combination.  For example, since the value of m is 0.58157540490284 and s is
0.472380727077439, then the next line of code must attempt to guess the value of f.  So,
as an initial guess of the value of f, the following line of code should be run:
f=8;
where f=8 is just an initial, and you will later learn erroneous, guess at the appropriate f
value.
7.2.3.2  Initially Make A Plot Using The Guessed Value Of The Plot Range Variable
The lognormal distribution with the defined m value from Section 7.2.2, defined s
value from Section 7.2.2, guessed f value from Section 7.2.3.1 is plotted using the
following line of code:
Plot[PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]
This forms a plot of the true 3D distribution of grain diameters possessing a lognormal
distribution of mean, m, and standard deviation, s, over a plot range from 0 to f. There
are two basic conditions that must be met upon using the above line of code.  The peak of
the curve must be visible and the right side of the curve must go to zero.  If when the
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aforementioned line of code is run and the peak of the curve is not visible, then the
chosen f value is too large and needs to be reduced until the peak of the curve is seen.
Then, once the peak of the curve is seen, the next criterion that must be met is that the
right side of the curve must appear to go to zero. If the right side of the curve appears to
go to zero, then the next line of code can be evaluated. But, if the right side of the curve
does not appear to go to zero, then a greater value of f must be guessed.  Once a new
higher value of f is guessed, the line of code in Section 7.2.3.1 must be rerun using the
new higher guessed value of f. However, the greater value of f that is guessed must not
cause the peak of the curve to disappear from the view of the plot upon running the
Figure 7-3: Plot showing the output lognormal distribution curve when the prior line of
code is run for m=0.58157540490284, s=0.472380727077439, and f=8.  The right side of
the plot appears to go to zero.
aforementioned line of code again.  The value of f must be tweaked until it is observed
that the right side of the curve goes to zero and that the entire curve including the peak is
visible.  Hence, using the prior example of the defined m= 0.58157540490284 value from
Section 7.2.2, defined s= 0.472380727077439 value from Section 7.2.2, and guessed f=8
Output Lognormal Distribution Curve when
m=0.58157540490284, s=0.472380727077439, and f=8
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value from Section 7.2.3.1, Figure 7-3 is a display of the output curve.  It is clear that for
this case, the output curve goes to zero.  Therefore, the next line of code can be run.
7.2.4  Check The Chosen Value Of The Plot Range Variable Using The
Standard Deviation Formulas
Fourth, the value of f needs to be checked to ensure that it is appropriate for the m
and s combination of values that will be utilized to generate the lognormal distribution
based true PDF.  The value of f is verified by determining the accuracy of the statistical
parameters derived analytically whenever possible, or non-analytically.  The values of the
area, mean, mode, and standard deviation are obtained by integrating the PLogNorm
function which was introduced in Section 7.2.1.  The statistical parameters of the
lognormal distribution with the chosen m and s values will first be determined
analytically or non-analytically for a plot range of infinity.  Then, the statistical
parameters of the lognormal distribution with the chosen m and s values will be
determined analytically or non-analytically for a plot range of the chosen value of the f
variable as shown in Section 7.2.3.
7.2.4.1  Using A Plot Range Of Infinity
The standard deviation is obtained by first obtaining the mean of the lognormal
distribution true PDF.  Then the mean of the lognormal distribution true PDF is
subtracted from each of the true grain size diameters.  That result is squared.  The mean
of those squared differences is obtained. Lastly, the square root of that result is obtained.
In order to accomplish the standard deviation, the formulas apply the Integrate or
NIntegrate commands to the PLogNorm function.  It has been observed that these
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standard deviation formulas are most sensitive to changes in the f value.  That is, once the
f value is verified using the standard deviation formulas, that same f value is often
observed to be adequate when obtaining the mean, mode, and then area.  So, instead of
beginning the verification of the f value using the formulas for the area, the verification
process commences with the standard deviation.
Initially, the standard deviation of the PLogNorm[m,s,y] distribution when the
mean equals m and the standard deviation equals s is analytically calculated over an
infinite range of true particle size diameters.  An infinite range of true particle size
diameters is considered first in order to discover what the value of the standard deviation
should be remotely equal to upon limiting the true particle size diameters to some value f.
This is ascertained analytically at first because sometimes, although rarely, an exact
number results.  The following line of code is input into Mathematica ®:
Sqrt[Integrate[(y-
Integrate[y*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,Infinity}])^2*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,Infinity}]]
where PLogNorm[m,s,y] is the lognormal distribution function with a mean equal to m, a
standard deviation equal to s, and a range of true particle size diameters equal to y, with
the values of y constrained between zero and infinity.  The Integrate function is used to
compute the standard deviation analytically.  The result that is obtained is a number equal
to 1.  If the result obtained was not an exact number, which is what is needed, then the
researcher can try again using any of the following non-analytical functions.  The
standard deviation of the PLogNorm[m,s,y] distribution when the mean equals m and the
standard deviation equals s is non-analytically calculated using the following revised line
of code:
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Sqrt[NIntegrate[(y-
NIntegrate[y*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,Infinity}])^2*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,Infinity}]]
where PLogNorm[m,s,y] is the lognormal distribution function with a mean equal to m, a
standard deviation equal to s, and a range of true particle size diameters equal to y, with
the values of y constrained between zero and infinity.  The NIntegrate function is used to
compute the standard deviation non-analytically.  The result that is obtained is a non-
analytical approximate value equal to 1 based on the values for m and s chosen in Section
7.2.2.  An alternative version to using the NIntegrate function is to apply an N[] to each
Integrate function within the first line of code yielding,
Sqrt[N[Integrate[(y-
N[Integrate[y*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,Infinity}]])^2*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,Infinity}
]]]
or to apply an N[] the entire first line of code yielding,
N[Sqrt[Integrate[(y-
Integrate[y*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,Infinity}])^2*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,Infinity}]]]
where both alternatives seemingly produce the same result.  While in this case, all of
these codes produce the same approximate standard deviation value, the alternatives were
included just in case an error is randomly encountered.  The approximate value of the
standard deviation for a lognormal distribution with the m=0.58157540490284 and the
s=0.472380727077439, as shown in the example we considered in Section 7.2.2, that was
obtained using each of the three previous non-analytical line of codes that employed
limits of y to infinity yields a result of 1.  Since the most approximate value for the
standard deviation has been obtained for the PLogNorm[m,s,y] distribution confined to
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an infinite range of true particle size diameters, now the most approximate value for the
standard deviation can been obtained for the PLogNorm[m,s,y] distribution confined to
the f value chosen in Section 7.2.3.
7.2.4.2  Using A Plot Range Of Initial Choice Of f Variable As Declared In Section 7.2.3
To discover the value of the standard deviation upon limiting the true particle size
diameters to some value f the following analytical version of the line of code is input:
Sqrt[Integrate[(y-
Integrate[y*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}])^2*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]]
where PLogNorm[m,s,y] is the lognormal distribution function with a mean equal to m, a
standard deviation equal to s, and a range of true particle size diameters equal to y, with
the values of y constrained between zero and f.  Once again, the Integrate function causes
this line of code to be analytical.  An analytical result containing a number equal to
0.979683 appears.  If this code did not yield a number, then instead the non-analytical
version of the line of code could be tried next.
The standard deviation of the PLogNorm[m,s,y] distribution when the mean
equals m and the standard deviation equals s over a y range of zero to f is non-
analytically calculated using any of the three following revised line of codes:
Sqrt[NIntegrate[(y-
NIntegrate[y*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}])^2*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]]
or
Sqrt[N[Integrate[(y-
N[Integrate[y*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]])^2*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]]]
or
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N[Sqrt[Integrate[(y-
Integrate[y*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}])^2*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]]]
where PLogNorm[m,s,y] is the lognormal distribution function with a mean equal to m, a
standard deviation equal to s, and a range of true particle size diameters equal to y, with
the values of y constrained between zero and f.  The line of code employing the
NIntegrate command, the application of the N[] to each Integrate command, or the N[]
around the entire line of code which contains only Integrate commands are used to
compute the standard deviation non-analytically.  The result from using the above lines of
code is a non-analytical approximate value of the standard deviation equaling 0.979683.
This result is the standard deviation extracted from a lognormal distribution with the
m=0.58157540490284 and the s=0.472380727077439, as shown in the example we
considered in Section 7.2.2, which has a range of true grain size diameters, y, that go
from f=0 to f=8, as chosen in Section 7.2.3.  Although this result is close to the result
obtained for the non-analytical formula with a range of true grain size diameters from f=0
to f=Infinity, it is not equal to it.  When the limit of true grain size diameters is f=Infinity,
the standard deviation of the lognormal distribution curve with a m=0.58157540490284
and s=0.472380727077439 is 1, but when the limit of true grain size diameters is f=8, as
shown in Section 7.2.3, the standard deviation of the lognormal distribution curve with a
m=0.58157540490284 and s=0.472380727077439 is 0.979683.  While the standard
deviation value obtained for the limit of y being f=8 is close to the standard deviation
value obtained for the limit of y being f=Infinity, it could be closer.  This shows the
importance of selecting the appropriate value of f.  The PLogNorm[m,s,y] distribution
function is integrated over the range of true particle size diameters.  If the chosen range is
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not large enough, then upon taking the sum of the infinite number of differential true
particle sized diameters that is not equivalent to the entire true PDF, but only the partial
true PDF, then all of the statistical parameters will represent the partial true PDF, not the
entire true PDF.  So, now the f value needs to be changed to a larger number until the
standard deviation matches that of the standard deviation derived from the lognormal
distribution with a range of true grain size diameters with a limit of infinity.
7.2.5 Find The Correct Value Of The Plot Range Variable
7.2.5.1 Another Attempt At Choosing The Correct f Variable
Fifth, the f variable is increased to a new value.  Since the f value, for the example
included in Section 7.2.3 was equal to 8, the next try could be f=20.  So this is the line of
code that ought to be run:
f=20;
After f=20 line of code is run, the following line of code is run again:
Sqrt[Integrate[(y-
Integrate[y*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}])^2*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]]
The result from using the above line of code is an analytical exact value of the standard
deviation equaling 0.999968.  But, if no number is obtained from the previously run line
of code, then the next three lines of code are run again:
Sqrt[NIntegrate[(y-
NIntegrate[y*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}])^2*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]]
or
Sqrt[N[Integrate[(y-
N[Integrate[y*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]])^2*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]]]
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or
N[Sqrt[Integrate[(y-
Integrate[y*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}])^2*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]]]
The result from using the above lines of code is a non-analytical approximate value of the
standard deviation equaling 0.999968.  This result is the standard deviation extracted
from a lognormal distribution with the m=0.58157540490284 and the
s=0.472380727077439, as shown in the example we considered in Section 7.2.2, which
has a range of true grain size diameters, y, that go from f=0 to f=20, as chosen here in
Section 7.2.5.1.  Although this result is close to the result obtained for the non-analytical
formula with a range of true grain size diameters from f=0 to f=Infinity, it is still not
equal to it.  When the limit of true grain size diameters is f=Infinity, the standard
deviation of the lognormal distribution curve with a m=0.58157540490284 and
s=0.472380727077439 is 1, but when the limit of true grain size diameters is f=20, as
shown here in Section 7.2.5, the standard deviation of the lognormal distribution curve
with a m=0.58157540490284 and s=0.472380727077439 is 0.999968.  While the
standard deviation value obtained for the limit of y being f=20 is closer to the standard
deviation value obtained for the limit of y being f=Infinity, it could be closer.
Generally, Section 7.2.5.1 should be repeated for each new increased value of the
f variable.  The three non-analytical standard deviation formulas should be rerun so that
the standard deviation for the f value of Section 7.2.3 will grow closer and closer to the
standard deviation for the f=Infinity.
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7.2.5.2  Acquisition Of The Correct f Variable By Verifying Accuracy Of The Standard
Deviation
Sixth, the f variable is increased to a new value.  Since the f value was increased
to 20.  The next try could be f=31.  So this is the line of code that ought to be run:
f=31;
After f=31 line of code is run, the following line of code is run again:
Sqrt[Integrate[(y-
Integrate[y*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}])^2*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]]
The result from using the above line of code is an analytical exact value of the standard
deviation equaling 1.  But, if no number is obtained from the previously run line of code,
then the next three lines of code are run again:
Sqrt[NIntegrate[(y-
NIntegrate[y*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}])^2*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]]
or
Sqrt[N[Integrate[(y-
N[Integrate[y*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]])^2*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]]]
or
N[Sqrt[Integrate[(y-
Integrate[y*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}])^2*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]]]
The result from using the above lines of code is a non-analytical approximate value of the
standard deviation equaling 1.  This result is the standard deviation extracted from a
lognormal distribution with the m=0.58157540490284 and the s=0.472380727077439, as
shown in the example we considered in Section 7.2.2, which has a range of true grain size
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diameters, y, that go from f=0 to f=31, as chosen here in Section 7.2.5.2.  This result
matches exactly the result obtained for the non-analytical formula with a range of true
grain size diameters from f=0 to f=Infinity.  The f=Infinity limit of true grain size
diameters with a standard deviation of the lognormal distribution curve with a
m=0.58157540490284 and s=0.472380727077439 equaling 1 matches the f=31 limit of
true grain size diameters, as shown here in Section 7.2.5.2.  Since the standard deviation
value obtained for the limit of y being f=31 matches the standard deviation value
obtained for the limit of y being f=Infinity, there is no need to make any additional
revisions to the f value.
7.2.6  Using The Correct Value Of The Plot Range Variable Find The Mean
And Verify Its Accuracy
Seventh, using the correct value of f found in 7.2.5.2, the remaining statistical
parameters can be obtained.  The mean of the lognormal distribution with the chosen m
and s values will first be determined analytically or non-analytically for a plot range of
infinity.  This is essential to verifying the accuracy of the mean of the lognormal
distribution with the chosen m and s values determined analytically or non-analytically
for a plot range of the correct value of the f variable obtained in Section 7.2.3.
7.2.6.1  Find The Mean Using A Plot Range Of Infinity
The mean is obtained by applying the Integrate or NIntegrate commands to the
PLogNorm function.  Initially, the mean of the PLogNorm[m,s,y] distribution where the
mean equals m and the standard deviation equals s is analytically calculated over an
infinite range of true particle size diameters.  An infinite range of true particle size
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diameters is considered first in order to later verify that its value of the mean does equal
or is extremely close to the mean obtained upon limiting the true particle size diameters
to the correct value f obtained in Section 7.2.3.  This is ascertained analytically at first
because sometimes, although rarely, an exact number results.  The following line of code
is input into Mathematica ®:
Integrate[y*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,Infinity}]
where PLogNorm[m,s,y] is the lognormal distribution function with a mean equal to m, a
standard deviation equal to s, and a range of true particle size diameters equal to y, with
the values of y constrained between zero and infinity.  The Integrate command is used to
compute the mean analytically.  The result that is obtained is a number equal to 2.  If the
result was not an exact number, which is what is needed, then the researcher can try again
using a non-analytical function.  The mean of the PLogNorm[m,s,y] distribution when
the mean equals m and the standard deviation equals s is non-analytically calculated
using the following revised line of code:
NIntegrate[y*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,Infinity}]
where PLogNorm[m,s,y] is the lognormal distribution function with a mean equal to m, a
standard deviation equal to s, and a range of true particle size diameters equal to y, with
the values of y constrained between zero and infinity.  The NIntegrate function is used to
compute the mean non-analytically.  The result that is obtained is a non-analytical
approximate value equal to 2 based on the values for m and s chosen in Section 7.2.2.  An
alternative version to using the NIntegrate function is to apply an N[] to the first line of
code yielding,
N[Integrate[y*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,Infinity}]]
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where this alternative seemingly produces the same result.  While in this case, both of
these codes produce the same approximate mean value, the alternative was included just
in case an error is randomly encountered.  The approximate value of the mean for a
lognormal distribution with the m=0.58157540490284 and the s=0.472380727077439, as
shown in the example we considered in Section 7.2.2, that was obtained using each of the
two previous non-analytical line of codes that employed limits of y to infinity yields a
result of 2.  Since the most approximate value for the mean has been obtained for the
PLogNorm[m,s,y] distribution confined to an infinite range of true particle size
diameters, now the most approximate value for the mean can been obtained for the
PLogNorm[m,s,y] distribution confined to the corrected f value obtained in Section
7.2.5.2.
7.2.6.2  Find Mean Using A Plot Range Of Final Choice Of f Variable As Declared In
Section 7.2.5.2
The value of the mean upon limiting the true particle size diameters to some value
f is obtained using the following analytical version of the line of code is input:
Integrate[y*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]
where PLogNorm[m,s,y] is the lognormal distribution function with a mean equal to m, a
standard deviation equal to s, and a range of true particle size diameters equal to y, with
the values of y constrained between zero and f.  Once again, the Integrate function causes
this line of code to be a number equaling 2.  If the result was not an exact number, which
is what is needed, then the researcher can try again using a non-analytical function.
The mean of the PLogNorm[m,s,y] distribution when the mean equals m and the
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standard deviation equals s over a y range of zero to f is non-analytically calculated using
either of the two following revised line of codes:
NIntegrate[y*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]
or
N[Integrate[y*PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]]
where PLogNorm[m,s,y] is the lognormal distribution function with a mean equal to m, a
standard deviation equal to s, and a range of true particle size diameters equal to y, with
the values of y constrained between zero and f.  The line of code employing the
NIntegrate command and the application of the N[] to the code employing the Integrate
command, are used to compute the mean non-analytically.  The result from using the
above lines of code is a non-analytical approximate value of the mean equaling 2.  This
result is the mean extracted from a lognormal distribution with the m=0.58157540490284
and the s=0.472380727077439, as shown in the example we considered in Section 7.2.2,
which has a range of true grain size diameters, y, that go from f=0 to f=31, as corrected in
Section 7.2.5.2.
7.2.6.3 Verify Accuracy Of Mean Obtained Using Corrected f Value As Declared In
Section 7.2.5.2
The resultant mean obtained in Section 7.2.6.2 for the non-analytical formula with
a range of true grain size diameters for the corrected f variable matches exactly the
resultant mean obtained in Section 7.2.6.1 for the non-analytical formula with a range of
true grain size diameters of up to f=Infinity.  The f=Infinity limit of true grain size
diameters with a mean of the lognormal distribution curve with a m=0.58157540490284
and s=0.472380727077439 equaling 2 matches the mean with a f=31 limit of true grain
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size diameters, as shown in Section 7.2.6.2.  Since the mean value obtained for the limit
of y being f=31 matches the mean value obtained for the limit of y being f=Infinity, we
have verified the accuracy of the f value using the mean formulas for the two different f
values.  Even if the mean values are extremely close, but do not quite look the same,
remember that all of these numbers are merely rounded approximations anyway.
7.2.7  Using The Correct Value Of The Plot Range Variable Find The Mode
And Verify Its Accuracy
Eighth, using the correct value of f found in 7.2.5.2, additional statistical
parameters besides the standard deviation and the mean can be obtained. The mode of
the lognormal distribution with the chosen m and s values will first be determined
analytically or non-analytically for a plot range of infinity.  This is essential to verifying
the accuracy of the mode of the lognormal distribution with the chosen m and s values
determined analytically or non-analytically for a plot range of the correct value of the f
variable obtained in Section 7.2.3.
7.2.7.1  Find The Mode Using A Plot Range Of f As Found In Section 7.2.3
The mode is obtained by applying the FindMaximum command to the PLogNorm
function.  The mode of the PLogNorm[m,s,y] distribution where the mean equals m and
the standard deviation equals s cannot be analytically calculated over an infinite range of
true particle size diameters.  When infinity is used for the limit of the range of true
particle size diameters, an error results.  So, there is only one line of code necessary for
obtaining the mode upon limiting the true particle size diameters to the corrected value
for f obtained in Section 7.2.3.  The mode of the PLogNorm[m,s,y] distribution when the
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mean equals m and the standard deviation equals s is non-analytically calculated using
the following revised line of code:
FindMaximum[PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]
where PLogNorm[m,s,y] is the lognormal distribution function with a mean equal to m, a
standard deviation equal to s, and a range of true particle size diameters equal to y, with
the values of y constrained between zero and f.  The FindMaximum command is used to
find the value of y that has the largest value of the probability density.  The output looks
like: {0.527835, {y -> 1.43108}}.  The value of the true particle size diameters that has
the largest value of the probability density is y=1.43108.  Therefore, the mode equals
1.43108. The 0.527835 number gives the value of the probability density at y=1.43108.
7.2.7.2  Verify Accuracy Of Mode Obtained Using Corrected f Value As Declared In
Section 7.2.5.2
It should be noted that sometimes the corrected f value is too large to use with the
FindMaximum formula, thus causing erroneous results appear.  So, replace the f in the
above formula with a reduced number until, the correct value of the mode appears. For
example, for a corrected f value that was found to be equal to 31, the following line of
code can be run:
FindMaximum[PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,20}]
This can be repeated until a decent value of the mode appears.  To verify that the value of
the mode is correct, evaluate Equation 6.5 by plugging in µ=0.58157540490284 and
σ=0.472380727077439.  When µ=0.58157540490284 and σ=0.472380727077439 are
plugged into Equation 6.5, modePLOT is found to equal 1.43108.  Hence the calculate
modePLOT value equals the derived value of the mode using the last line of code.
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7.2.8  Using The Correct Value Of The Plot Range Variable Find The Area
And Verify Its Accuracy
Ninth, using the correct value of f found in 7.2.5.2, the last statistical parameter,
the area, can be obtained.  The area of the lognormal distribution with the chosen m and s
values will first be determined analytically or non-analytically for a plot range of infinity.
This is essential to verifying the accuracy of the area of the lognormal distribution with
the chosen m and s values determined analytically or non-analytically for a plot range of
the correct value of the f variable obtained in Section 7.2.3.
7.2.8.1  Find The Area Using A Plot Range Of Infinity
The area is obtained by applying the Integrate or NIntegrate commands to the
PLogNorm function.  Initially, the area of the PLogNorm[m,s,y] distribution where the
mean equals m and the standard deviation equals s is analytically calculated over an
infinite range of true particle size diameters.  An infinite range of true particle size
diameters is considered first in order to later verify that its value of the area does equal or
is extremely close to the area obtained upon limiting the true particle size diameters to the
correct value f obtained in Section 7.2.3.  This is ascertained analytically at first because
sometimes, although rarely, an exact number results.  The following line of code is input
into Mathematica ®:
Integrate[PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,Infinity}]
where PLogNorm[m,s,y] is the lognormal distribution function with a mean equal to m, a
standard deviation equal to s, and a range of true particle size diameters equal to y, with
the values of y constrained between zero and infinity.  The Integrate command is used to
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compute the area analytically.  The result that is obtained is a number equal to 1. If the
result was not an exact number, which is what is needed, then the researcher can try again
using a non-analytical function. The area of the PLogNorm[m,s,y] distribution when the
mean equals m and the standard deviation equals s is non-analytically calculated using
the following revised line of code:
NIntegrate[PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,Infinity}]
where PLogNorm[m,s,y] is the lognormal distribution function with a mean equal to m, a
standard deviation equal to s, and a range of true particle size diameters equal to y, with
the values of y constrained between zero and infinity.  The NIntegrate function is used to
compute the area non-analytically.  The result that is obtained is a non-analytical
approximate value equal to 1 based on the values for m and s chosen in Section 7.2.2.  An
alternative version to using the NIntegrate function is to apply an N[] to the first line of
code yielding,
N[Integrate[PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,Infinity}]]
where this alternative seemingly produces the same result.  While in this case, both of
these codes produce the same approximate area value, the alternative was included just in
case an error is randomly encountered.  The approximate value of the area for a
lognormal distribution with the m=0.58157540490284 and the s=0.472380727077439, as
shown in the example we considered in Section 7.2.2, that was obtained using each of the
two previous non-analytical line of codes that employed limits of y to infinity yields a
result of 1.  Since the most approximate value for the area has been obtained for the
PLogNorm[m,s,y] distribution confined to an infinite range of true particle size
diameters, now the most approximate value for the area can been obtained for the
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PLogNorm[m,s,y] distribution confined to the corrected f value obtained in Section
7.2.5.2.
7.2.8.2  Find The Area Using A Plot Range Of Final Choice Of f Variable As Declared In
Section 7.2.5.2
The value of the area upon limiting the true particle size diameters to some value f
is obtained using the following analytical version of the line of code is input:
Integrate[PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]
where PLogNorm[m,s,y] is the lognormal distribution function with an area equal to m, a
standard deviation equal to s, and a range of true particle size diameters equal to y, with
the values of y constrained between zero and f.  The Integrate function causes this line of
code to yield a number equal to 1. If the result was not an exact number, which is what is
needed, then the researcher can try again using a non-analytical function.
The area of the PLogNorm[m,s,y] distribution when the mean equals m and the
standard deviation equals s over a y range of zero to f is non-analytically calculated using
either of the two following revised line of codes:
NIntegrate[PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]
or
N[Integrate[PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f}]]
where PLogNorm[m,s,y] is the lognormal distribution function with a mean equal to m, a
standard deviation equal to s, and a range of true particle size diameters equal to y, with
the values of y constrained between zero and f.  The line of code employing the
NIntegrate command and the application of the N[] to the code employing the Integrate
command, are used to compute the area non-analytically.  The result from using the
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above lines of code is a non-analytical approximate value of the area equaling 1.  This
result is the area extracted from a lognormal distribution with the m=0.58157540490284
and the s=0.472380727077439, as shown in the example we considered in Section 7.2.2,
which has a range of true grain size diameters, y, that go from f=0 to f=31, as corrected in
Section 7.2.5.2.
7.2.8.3  Verify Accuracy Of Area Obtained Using Corrected f Value As Declared In
Section 7.2.5.2
The resultant area obtained in Section 7.2.6.2 for the non-analytical formula with
a range of true grain size diameters for the corrected f variable matches exactly the
resultant area obtained in Section 7.2.6.1 for the non-analytical formula with a range of
true grain size diameters of up to f=Infinity.  The f=Infinity limit of true grain size
diameters with an area of the lognormal distribution curve with a m=0.58157540490284
and s=0.472380727077439 equaling 1 matches the area for the f=31 limit of true grain
size diameters, as shown in Section 7.2.8.2.  Since the area value obtained for the limit of
y being f=31 matches the area value obtained for the limit of y being f=Infinity, we have
verified the accuracy of the f value using the area formulas for the two different f values.
Even if the area values are extremely close, but do not quite look the same, remember
that all of these numbers are merely rounded approximations anyway.
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7.2.9 Document Statistical Parameters For The Correct Value Of The Plot
Range Variable
Tenth, it is necessary to document the statistical parameters derived in Sections
7.2.4, 7.2.6, 7.2.7, and 7.2.8 for the corrected f value obtained in Section 7.2.5.2.  This
can be accomplished using a spreadsheet.
7.2.9.1  Standard Deviation
Using the three non-analytical standard deviation lines of code, the standard
deviation for the corrected f value was found in Section 7.2.5.2.  Using the example for a
lognormal distribution with a m=0.58157540490284, s=0.472380727077439, and f=31,
the standard deviation was found to be 1.  This standard deviation value also matches the
standard deviation obtained for a lognormal distribution with a m=0.58157540490284,
s=0.472380727077439, and f=Infinity.
7.2.9.2  Mean
Using the two non-analytical mean lines of code, the mean for the corrected f
value was found in Section 7.2.6.2.  Using the example for a lognormal distribution with
a m=0.58157540490284, s=0.472380727077439, and f=31, the mean was found to be 2.
This mean value also matches the mean obtained for a lognormal distribution with a
m=0.58157540490284, s=0.472380727077439, and f=Infinity.
7.2.9.3  Mode
Using the mode line of code, the mode for the corrected f value was found in
Section 7.2.7.1.  Using the example for a lognormal distribution with a
m=0.58157540490284, s=0.472380727077439, and f=31, the mode was found to be
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1.43108.  This mode value also matches the mode found when Equation 6.5 is evaluated,
where modePLOT is found to equal 1.43108.
7.2.9.4  Area
Using the two non-analytical area lines of code, the area for the corrected f value
was found in Section 7.2.8.2.  Using the example for a lognormal distribution with a
m=0.58157540490284, s=0.472380727077439, and f=31, the area was found to be 1.
This area value also matches the area obtained for a lognormal distribution with a
m=0.58157540490284, s=0.472380727077439, and f=Infinity.
7.2.10 Guess And Check The Number Of Plot Points
7.2.10.1  Guess The Number Of Plot Points
Eleventh, the h variable is defined before the next line of code is run. The
variable h is the number of plot points. The value of h may or may not be different for
every m and s combination. Suppose when the value of m is 0.58157540490284 and s is
0.472380727077439, the value of h is chosen to be 50000.  The value of h needs to be
determined based on the accuracy of the statistical parameters derived using the
approximation methods that follow in Sections 7.2.11-7.2.14.  Hence, since the definition
of m is 0.58157540490284 and s is 0.472380727077439 (as indicated in Section 7.2.2),
then the following line of code would be entered into Mathematica ®:
h=50000;
where the use of the semicolon, ;, at the end of the line of code prevents the output from
being shown.
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7.2.10.2  Check The Number Of Plot Points
Next, the value of h needs to be checked. The following lines of code in Sections
7.2.11-7.2.14 seek to verify if the guessed value of h is appropriate for the defined m and
s combination of values.  If the guessed value of h is discovered to be appropriate for the
defined m and s combination of values after completing Sections 7.2.11-7.2.14, then the
statistical parameters extracted from the PLogNorm function in Section 7.2.14 will be
included in the graphical “look-up” tables.  If the guessed value of h is discovered to be
inappropriate for the defined m and s combination of values after completing Sections
7.2.11-7.2.14, then the researcher must redo Section 7.2.10 for a higher number of plot
points and then redo sections 7.2.11-7.2.14.
7.2.11 Plot The PLogNorm Function
Twelfth, the lognormal distribution with the defined m value from Section 7.2.2,
defined s value from Section 7.2.2, corrected f value from Section 7.2.5.2, and guessed h
value from Section 7.2.10.1 is plotted using the following line of code:
PLogNormPlot=Plot[PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,f},PlotStyle-
>{Thickness[0.01]},PlotPoints->h,PlotRange->Full,MaxRecursion->0]
where PLogNormPlot is the plot of the true 3D distribution of grain diameters possessing
a lognormal distribution of mean, m, and standard deviation, s, over a plot range from 0
to f.  The total number of plot points that make up the curve is the number h.  If the entire
curve looks smooth, then the next line of code can be evaluated. But, if the entire curve
does not look smooth, then a greater value of h must be guessed.  Then, the line of code
in Section 7.2.10.1 must be rerun using the greater guessed value of h.  The value of h
must be increased until the curve looks smooth.  Hence, using the prior example of the
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defined m=0.58157540490284 value from Section 7.2.2, defined s=0.472380727077439
value from Section 7.2.2, corrected f=31 value from Section 7.2.5.2, and guessed
h=50000 value from Section 7.2.10.1, Figure 7-4 is a display of the output curve.  It is
clear that for this case, the output curve is smooth.  Therefore, the next line of code can
be run.
Figure 7-4:  Plot showing the output lognormal distribution curve when the prior lines of
code are run for m=0.58157540490284, s=0.472380727077439, f=31, and h=50000.
7.2.12 Extract The Data Set From PLogNormPlot
Thirteenth, the data set containing the points that comprise the PLogNormPlot
curve is extracted using the following line of code:
PLogNormN=Flatten[Cases[PLogNormPlot,x_Line:>First@x,Infinity],1];
where the Flatten command removes the extra parenthesis, {}, surrounding the points that
are extracted from PLogNormPlot when Cases is used, and the Cases command gives a
list of the {horizontal axis, vertical axis} points with an extraneous {} extracted from the
Output Normal Distribution Curve when
m=0.58157540490284, s=0.472380727077439, f=31, and
h=50000
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linear graphic. Using the prior example of the defined m=0.58157540490284 value from
Section 7.2.2, defined s=0.472380727077439 value from Section 7.2.2, corrected f=31
value from Section 7.2.5.2, and guessed h=50000 value from Section 7.2.10.1 and upon
removal of the semicolon in the above line of code, the output, which is truncated using
an ellipsis to hide the rest of the data set to save space, resembles:  {{6.20012×10-10, 0.},
{0.000596331, 5.92862×10-60}, {0.00124282, 2.35515×10-49},…{30.9988, 3.29512×10-
10}, {30.9994, 3.29426×10-10}, {31., 3.29337×10-10}}.  Due to the fact that the output
contains 50000 {horizontal axis, vertical axis} points, a semicolon was added to the end
of the above line of code, so that this large output of the data set would not be
automatically shown.
7.2.13 Split The PLogNormN Dataset Into Two Different Columns Of Data
Fourteenth, the first column of PLogNormN, which includes all of the true
diameter values from 0 to f, is printed using the following line of code:
PLogNormNcol1=PLogNormN[[All,1]];
where PLogNormNcol1 is the 1st column extracted from the table entitled PLogNormN.
Using the prior example of the defined m=0.58157540490284 value from Section 7.2.2,
defined s=0.472380727077439 value from Section 7.2.2, corrected f=31 value from
Section 7.2.5.2, and guessed h=50000 value from Section 7.2.10.1 and upon removal of
the semicolon in the above line of code, the output, which is truncated using an ellipsis to
hide the rest of the data set to save space, resembles: {6.20012×10-10, 0.000596331,
0.00124282,...30.9988, 30.9994, 31.}. The second column of PLogNormN, which
includes all the true population density values for each different diameter value, is printed
using the following line of code:
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PLogNormNcol2=PLogNormN[[All,2]];
where PLogNormNcol2 is the 2nd column extracted from the table entitled PLogNormN.
Using the prior example of the defined m=0.58157540490284 value from Section 7.2.2,
defined s=0.472380727077439 value from Section 7.2.2, corrected f=31 value from
Section 7.2.5.2, and guessed h=50000 value from Section 7.2.10.1 and upon removal of
the semicolon in the above line of code, the output, which is truncated using an ellipsis to
hide the rest of the data set to save space, resembles: {0., 5.92862×10-60, 2.35515×10-
49,... 3.29512×10-10, 3.29426×10-10, 3.29337×10-10}.
7.2.14 Summary Of Non-Analytical Extraction Of Parameters Using
PLogNormNcol1 And PLogNormNcol2
Fifteenth, using the two previous lines of code from Section 7.2.5, the guessed
h=50000 value from Section 7.2.10.1, and the following non-analytical methods the four
parameters of the true PDF of grain diameters shown in PLogNormPlot were extracted
including: the area, mean, mode, and standard deviation. For this dissertation, these non-
analytical methods were used to extract these four parameters. This was done because it
is difficult or impossible to use the exact formulas for computing the definite integral that
comprises the conversion equation, Equation 4.1.  So, to remain consistent in how these
four parameters are derived throughout this dissertation, the following non-analytical
approximate numerical solutions were found using Mathematica. Next is presented the
results obtained using the non-analytical approach to extract the four parameters.
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7.2.15  Non-Analytical Extraction Of Standard Deviation Using
PLogNormNcol1 And PLogNormNcol2
The standard deviation of the PLogNormPlot is calculated using the following
line of code:
Sqrt[Apply[Plus,(((Take[PLogNormNcol1,{1,h}]-
(Apply[Plus,(Take[PLogNormNcol1,{1,h}]*Take[PLogNormNcol2,{1,h}])]/Apply[Pl
us,Take[PLogNormNcol2,{1,h}]]))^2)*Take[PLogNormNcol2,{1,h}])]/Apply[Plus,T
ake[PLogNormNcol2,{1,h}]]]
where Take[PLogNormNcol1,{1,h}] gives elements 1 through h of the PLogNormNcol1
vector, Take[PLogNormNcol2,{1,h}] gives elements 1 through h of the PLogNormNcol2
vector, and Apply[Plus, is used to sum over the members of some list to which it is
applied.  Notice that there’s a portion of the code that is actually the same line of code
used to calculate the mean.  So to calculate the standard deviation, first the difference
between each diameter found by using the Take[PLogNormNcol1,{1,h}] portion of the
code and the mean of the true distribution of grain diameters found is squared. Second,
each of the squared differences between each true diameter and the mean are averaged by
being multiplied to each corresponding element within the PLogNormNcol2 vector,
which is the true population density of each of the true diameters found in the
PLogNormNcol1 vector, summing over all of the results and then dividing by the total
number of true population densities; this yields the variance. Third, the square root is
taken of the variance.  The standard deviation is then the square root of the mean of the
difference between each true grain diameter and the mean of the true distribution of grain
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diameters. Here, the Apply[Plus, and Take functions are used to obtain the standard
deviation because it is only in this form that one may consistently obtain speedy results.
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=0.58157540490284 value
from Section 7.2.2, the defined s=0.472380727077439 value from Section 7.2.2, the
guessed h=50000 value from Section 7.2.10.1, and the previously run line of codes from
Sections 7.2.1-7.2.2 and 7.2.10-7.2.13, the output value of the standard deviation
obtained from the line of code run in Section 7.2.15 is 1.
7.2.16  Check The Guessed Number Of Plot Points By Comparing The
Standard Deviation Values Obtained In Section 7.2.5.2 To Section 7.2.15
It is imperative that standard deviation parameter of the true PDF of grain
diameters that was extracted non-analytically from PLogNormPlot using the guessed h
variable in Section 7.2.10.1, be compared to the value of the standard deviation that was
either obtained analytically or non-analytically by applying the Integrate command to the
PLogNorm[m,s,y] distribution using the corrected f variable in Section 7.2.5.2.  This is
done to ensure that the selected value for the h variable is appropriate for the m and s
combination of values of the true PDF.  It is imperative to ensure that the selected h
values for computing the lognormal distribution with parameters m and s is correct.
Using the prior example of the defined m=0.58157540490284 value from Section
7.2.2, defined s=0.472380727077439 value from Section 7.2.2, corrected f=31 value
from Section 7.2.5.2, and guessed h=50000 value from Section 7.2.10.1, we need to
check that the standard deviation value obtained in Section 7.2.15 is appropriate.  In order
to do that, we need to compare the standard deviation that was obtained using the guessed
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number of plot points, i.e. where h=50000 from Section 7.2.10.1, to the standard
deviation value that was obtained using the corrected value of the f variable, i.e. where
f=31 from Section 7.2.5.2.  The value of the standard deviation obtained using h=50000
in Section 7.2.15 is 1.  The value of the standard deviation obtained using f=31 in Section
7.2.5.2 is 1.  So, using h=50000 is an appropriate choice for the number of plot points.
These values are exactly equal to each other.  If these values are not exactly equal to each
other, but are pretty close to each other, then h=50000 would still be an appropriate
choice for the number of plot points. The standard deviation value saturates at about 1 at
h=50000 and beyond.  Hence, the standard deviation formula from Section 7.2.15 is quite
accurate when compared to the standard deviation value obtained using f=31.  So, the
guessed h=50000 value from Section 7.2.10.1 is a good choice and the final choice for
the h value.  If perhaps, when following this technique the chosen h value from Section
7.2.10.1 is not suitable, whereas the extracted standard deviation value for the guessed h
value from Section 7.2.10.1 is not close enough to the standard deviation value for the
corrected f value from 7.2.5.2, then the researcher must return to Section 7.2.10 choose a
greater value for the h value, and then rerun the line of codes from Sections 7.2.10-
7.2.15.  Then, the researcher must once again compare the standard deviation that was
obtained using the new value for the guessed number of plot points from Section
7.2.10.1, to the standard deviation value that was obtained using the corrected value of
the f variable from Section 7.2.5.2.  The researcher must repeat this until the chosen h
value yields a suitable standard deviation value that is quite close to the standard
deviation value obtained for the corrected value of the f variable from Section 7.2.5.2.
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In addition, it has been observed that the standard deviation formula is most
sensitive to changes in the h value, so it’s imperative that verification of the h value
began with using the standard deviation formula.  That is, once the h value is verified
using the standard deviation formula from Section 7.2.15, that same h value is often
observed to be adequate when obtaining the mean, mode, and then area.  So, instead of
beginning the verification of the h value using the formulas for the area, the verification
process commenced with the standard deviation.
7.2.17  Non-Analytical Extraction Of Mean Using PLogNormNcol1 And
PLogNormNcol2
The mean of the PLogNormPlot is calculated using the following line of code:
Sum[(Part[PLogNormNcol1,i]*Part[PLogNormNcol2,i]),{i,1,h}]/Sum[Part[PLogNor
mNcol2,i],{i,1,h}]
where the Sum[(Part[PLogNormNcol1,i]*Part[PLogNormNcol2,i]),{i,1,h}] portion of
the above code, is a summation of each element within the PLogNormNcol1 vector
multiplied to each corresponding element within the PLogNormNcol2 vector, which is
the true population density of each of the diameters found in the PLogNormNcol1 vector,
and the Sum[Part[PLogNormNcol2,i],{i,1,h}] portion of the above code, is the total
number of true population densities.  The mean of the true distribution of grain diameters
is found by summing over every diameter weighted by the true population density of that
diameter divided by the total number of population densities.  An alternate form of the
above line of code is the following:
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Apply[Plus,(Take[PLogNormNcol1,{1,h}]*Take[PLogNormNcol2,{1,h}])]/Apply[Plu
s,Take[PLogNormNcol2,{1,h}]]
where Apply[Plus, replaces Sum in the prior code, Take replaces Part in the prior code,
and {1,h} replaces i and {i,1,h} in the prior code. This alternate version of the code is
included because it has been observed when computing standard deviation values
especially, that when the data sets are very enormous in size, the use of the code that
includes the Sum and Part functions can take from days to weeks to complete, or just
stalls completely, never yielding an answer. So, it is best to utilize the Apply[Plus, and
Take functions in order to obtain speedy results.
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=0.58157540490284 value
from Section 7.2.2, the defined s=0.472380727077439 value from Section 7.2.2, the
guessed from Section 7.2.10.1 and finalized from Section 7.2.16 value of h=50000, and
the previously run line of codes from Sections 7.2.1-7.2.2 and 7.2.10-7.2.13, the output
value of the mean obtained from the line of code run in Section 7.2.17 is 2.
7.2.18 Verify Accuracy Of Mean Obtained Using Finalized h Value As
Declared In Section 7.2.16 With Mean Obtained In Section 7.2.6 Using
Corrected f Value As Declared In Section 7.2.5.2
Now that the h value has been finalized in Section 7.2.16, all that is left is to
verify that when coupled with the mean formula in Section 7.2.17, it produces a mean
that is close to the mean that was obtained using the corrected value of the f variable, i.e.
where f=31 from Section 7.2.5.2, with the mean formula in Section 7.2.6.2.  The value of
the mean obtained using h=50000 in Section 7.2.17 is 2.  The value of the mean obtained
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using f=31 in Section 7.2.6.2 is 2.  Hence, the mean formula from Section 7.2.17 is
accurate.  If at this point, the researcher finds that the mean formula from Section 7.2.1.7
is not as close as preferred to the mean formula in Section 7.2.6.2, then the researcher can
increase the value of h to an acceptable number in order to get the value of the mean
obtained using h=50000 in Section 7.2.17 to be as accurate as possible.  It is up to the
researcher to determine which value is best.  Since the mean value of 2, which was
obtained using h=50000, equals the mean value of 2, which was obtained using f=31,
then, the h=50000 value can remain the preferred choice for the number of plot points.
So, the h=50000 value that was finalized in Section 7.2.16 produces an accurate value of
the mean and remains consistent with having produced an accurate value of the standard
deviation.
7.2.19  Non-Analytical Extraction Of Mode Using PLogNormNcol1 And
PLogNormNcol2
The mode of the PLogNormPlot is calculated using the following line of code:
Extract[PLogNormNcol1,(Position[PLogNormNcol2,Max[PLogNormNcol2]])]
where the Max[PLogNormNcol2] portion of the above code yields the largest
number found among the true population densities, while the portion of the above code
that includes Position[PLogNormNcol2,Max[PLogNormNcol2]] gives the position
indicated by an integer number from 1 to h at which the largest true population density is
found, and the entire line of code found above that starts with the Extract command gives
the value located in the PLogNormNcol1 vector that has the same position previously
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obtained for the maximum true population density, which yields the mode.  The mode is
the grain diameter with the greatest true population density.
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=0.58157540490284 value
from Section 7.2.2, the defined s=0.472380727077439 value from Section 7.2.2, the
corrected f value from Section 7.2.5.2, the guessed h=50000 value from Section 7.2.10.1,
and the previously run line of codes from Sections 7.2.1-7.2.2 and 7.2.10-7.2.13, the
output value of the mode obtained from the line of code run in Section 7.2.19 is 1.4309.
7.2.20 Verify Accuracy Of Mode Obtained Using Finalized h Value As
Declared In Section 7.2.16 With Mode Obtained In Section 7.2.7 Using
Corrected f Value As Declared In Section 7.2.5.2
Since the h value has been finalized in Section 7.2.16, this section is devoted to
verifying that as a part of the mode formula in Section 7.2.17, it produces a mode that is
close to the mode that was obtained using the corrected value of the f variable, i.e. where
f=31 from Section 7.2.5.2, with the mode formula in Section 7.2.7.1.  The value of the
mode obtained using h=50000 in Section 7.2.19 is 1.4309, while the value of the mode
obtained using f=31 in Section 7.2.7.1 is just 1.43108.  Hence, the mode formula from
Section 7.2.19 is quite accurate with respect to the mode value obtained using f=31.  So,
the h=50000 value that was finalized in Section 7.2.16 produces an accurate value of the
mode and remains consistent with having produced an accurate value of the standard
deviation and mean in the prior sections.  Keep in mind that the mode value fluctuates
randomly, so increasing the h value to get a more accurate value of the mode, may prove
useless.
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7.2.21 Non-Analytical Extraction Of Area Using PLogNormNcol1 And
PLogNormNcol2
The area under the PLogNormPlot curve is computed by applying the trapezoidal
rule using PLogNormNcol1 and PLogNormNcol2. The trapezoidal rule is represented by
the following line of code:
0.5*Sum[(Part[PLogNormNcol2,i+1]+Part[PLogNormNcol2,i])*(Part[PLogNormNc
ol1,i+1]-Part[PLogNormNcol1,i]),{i,1,h-1}]
where Part[PLogNormNcol2,i+1] gives the ith+1 element in the vector PLogNormNcol2,
Part[PLogNormNcol1,i+1] gives the ith+1 element in the vector PLogNormNcol1,
Part[PLogNormNcol2,i] gives the ith element in the vector PLogNormNcol2,
Part[PLogNormNcol1,i] gives the ith element in the vector PLogNormNcol1, {i,1,h-1}
produces integer values of i that range from 1 to h-1, and Sum is the summation symbol.
The trapezoidal rule is used to make trapezoids with heights equal to the incremental
changes in the values found between every two elements within the PLogNormNcol1
vector, which is found by using the following portion of the above line of code within the
summation symbol, (Part[PLogNormNcol1,i+1]-Part[PLogNormNcol1,i]). An alternate
form of the above line of code is the following:
Apply[Plus,0.5*(Take[PLogNormNcol2,{2,h}]+Take[PLogNormNcol2,{1,h-
1}])*(Take[PLogNormNcol1,{2,h}]-Take[PLogNormNcol1,{1,h-1}])]
where Apply[Plus, replaces Sum in the prior code, Take replaces Part in the prior code,
{1,h-1} replaces i and {i,1,h-1} in the prior code, and {2,h} replaces i+1 and {i,1,h-1} in
the prior code. This alternate version of the code is included because it has been
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observed when computing standard deviation values especially, that when the data sets
are very enormous in size, the use of the code that includes the Sum and Part functions
can take from days to weeks to complete, or just stalls completely, never yielding an
answer. So, it is best to utilize the Apply[Plus, and Take functions in order to obtain
speedy results.
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=0.58157540490284 value
from Section 7.2.2, the defined s=0.472380727077439 value from Section 7.2.2, the
guessed h=50000 value from Section 7.2.10.1, and the previously run line of codes from
Sections 7.2.1-7.2.2 and 7.2.10-7.2.13, the output value of the area obtained from the line
of code run in Section 7.2.21 is 1.
7.2.22 Verify Accuracy Of Area Obtained Using Finalized h Value As
Declared In Section 7.2.16 With Area Obtained In Section 7.2.8 Using
Corrected f Value As Declared In Section 7.2.5.2
Now that the h value has been finalized in Section 7.2.16, it is important to verify
that when coupled with the area formula in Section 7.2.21, it produces an area that is
close to the area that was obtained using the corrected value of the f variable, i.e. where
f=31 from Section 7.2.5.2, with the area formula in Section 7.2.8.2.  The value of the area
obtained using h=50000 in Section 7.2.21 is 1, while the value of the area obtained using
f=31 in Section 7.2.8.2 is 1.  Hence, the area formula from Section 7.2.17 is the same as
the area value obtained using f=31.  So, the h=50000 value that was finalized in Section
7.2.16 produces an accurate value of the area and remains consistent with having
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produced an accurate value of the standard deviation, mean, and mode in the prior
sections.
7.2.23  Document Statistical Parameters For The Correct Value Of The
Number Of Plot Points
Tenth, it is necessary to document the statistical parameters derived in Sections
7.2.15, 7.2.17, 7.2.19, and 7.2.21 for the finalized h value obtained in Section 7.2.16.
This can be accomplished using a spreadsheet.
7.2.23.1  Standard Deviation
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=0.58157540490284 value
from Section 7.2.2, the defined s=0.472380727077439 value from Section 7.2.2, the
guessed from Section 7.2.10.1 and finalized from Section 7.2.16 value of h=50000, and
the previously run line of codes from Sections 7.2.1-7.2.2 and 7.2.10-7.2.13, the output
value of the standard deviation obtained from the line of code run in Section 7.2.15 is 1.
This standard deviation value equals the standard deviation obtained for a lognormal
distribution with a m=0.58157540490284, s=0.472380727077439, and f=31.
7.2.23.2  Mean
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=0.58157540490284 value
from Section 7.2.2, the defined s=0.472380727077439 value from Section 7.2.2, the
guessed from Section 7.2.10.1 and finalized from Section 7.2.16 value of h=50000, and
the previously run line of codes from Sections 7.2.1-7.2.2 and 7.2.10-7.2.13, the output
value of the mean obtained from the line of code run in Section 7.2.17 is 2. This mean
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value equals the mean obtained for a lognormal distribution with a
m=0.58157540490284, s=0.472380727077439, and f=31.
7.2.23.3  Mode
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=0.58157540490284 value
from Section 7.2.2, the defined s=0.472380727077439 value from Section 7.2.2, the
corrected f value from Section 7.2.5.2, the guessed from Section 7.2.10.1 and finalized
from Section 7.2.16 value of h=50000, and the previously run line of codes from Sections
7.2.1-7.2.2 and 7.2.10-7.2.13, the output value of the mode obtained from the line of code
run in Section 7.2.19 is 1.43108.  This mode value is quite close to the mode obtained for
a lognormal distribution with a m=0.58157540490284, s=0.472380727077439, and f=31.
7.2.23.4  Area
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=0.58157540490284 value
from Section 7.2.2, the defined s=0.472380727077439 value from Section 7.2.2, the
guessed from Section 7.2.10.1 and finalized from Section 7.2.16 value of h=50000, and
the previously run line of codes from Sections 7.2.1-7.2.2 and 7.2.10-7.2.13, the output
value of the area obtained from the line of code run in Section 7.2.21 is 1.  This area
value equals the area obtained for a lognormal distribution with a m=0.58157540490284,
s=0.472380727077439, and f=31.
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7.2.24  Document Values Of The Statistical Parameters To Be Included In
The Graphical “Look-Up” Tables For The Lognormal Distribution True
PDF
The purpose of the entire Section 7.1 was to find the appropriate f and h values to
couple with the selected m and s values that describe the lognormal distribution true PDF.
The reason why this had to be done was to remain consistent in how statistical parameters
are derived for all distributions used in this dissertation.  Even though non-analytical
formulas that derive statistical parameters directly from the PLogNorm[m,s,y]
distribution as shown in Sections 7.2.5.2, 7.2.6.2, 7.2.7.1, and 7.2.8.2 are useful in
deriving statistical parameters for the true PDFs, these same formulas often times
produce inaccurate resultant statistical parameters for the measured PDFs.  So, instead of
deriving the statistical parameters directly from the PLogNorm[m,s,y] distribution, the
statistical parameters were derived from the dataset extracted from the plot of the
PLogNorm[m,s,y] distribution, which not only must utilize the corrected value for the f
variable, but also the finalized value for the h variable.  However, the statistical
parameters that were extracted from the plot of the PLogNorm[m,s,y] distribution that
utilize the corrected value for the f variable and the finalized value for the h variable were
compared to the statistical parameters derived directly from the PLogNorm[m,s,y]
distribution with a chosen f value that produced the same or similar results as did the
f=Infinity.  So, this lends credence to the extraction of statistical parameters from the plot
of the PLogNorm[m,s,y] distribution that utilize the corrected value for the f variable and
the finalized value for the h variable.
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Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=0.58157540490284 value
from Section 7.2.2, the defined s=0.472380727077439 value from Section 7.2.2, the
corrected f value from Section 7.2.5.2, the guessed from Section 7.2.10.1 and finalized
from Section 7.2.16 value of h=50000, the previously run line of codes from Sections
7.2.1-7.2.2, 7.2.10-7.2.13, 7.2.15, 7.2.17, 7.2.19, and 7.2.21, and the fact that these values
describe the lognormal distribution true PDF, the output values of the standard deviation,
mean, mode, and area were obtained as shown in 7.2.23.  These values were obtained to
ensure that the correct f and h values were finalized for the chosen m and s values.  This
had to be done because the same f and h values will be used to obtain output values of
standard deviation, mean, mode, and area for the measured PDFs.  The values for the
statistical parameters that will be included in the graphical “look-up” tables to describe
the lognormal distribution true PDF are the chosen values of σPLOT for the standard
deviation, the chosen values of µPLOT for the mean and indirectly the calculated values of
modePLOT for the mode.  For example, for the defined m=0.58157540490284 value from
Section 7.2.2, the defined s=0.472380727077439 value from Section 7.2.2, and the
calculated mode=1.43108 upon use of Equation 6.5, the values included in the graphical
“look-up” tables to describe this particular lognormal distribution true PDF are the
σPLOT=1 and the µPLOT=2, while indirectly the researcher will be able to calculate the
modePLOT=1.43108 upon first plugging in the σPLOT=1 and the µPLOT=2 into Equations 6.3
and 6.4 and then, plugging in the answers to Equation 6.5.  This is because it is easier to
organize the graphical “look-up” tables according to the σPLOT and the µPLOT values of the
lognormal distribution true PDF, rather than the statistical parameters that were extracted
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from the plotted lognormal distribution true PDF and are summarized in Section 7.2.23.
Also, the lognormal distribution true PDF values of the statistical parameters can be
calculated at any time using the line of codes from Sections 7.2.5.2, 7.2.6.2, 7.2.7.1, and
7.2.8.2 or the line of codes from Sections 7.2.1-7.2.2, 7.2.10-7.2.13, 7.2.15, 7.2.17,
7.2.19, and 7.2.21.
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CHAPTER 8: COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS OF THE MEASURED
PDFs
The computer program employed to obtain the results of this study was
Mathematica ® by Wolfram Research, Inc. In the following computational chapters,
every line of code is in bold print.
Three different types of probability distribution functions (PDFs) of particle sizes
are involved in our calculations: the true probability distribution function, P, the
measured probability distribution function, M, and the sectioning function, Q, which
relates P and M to each other.
8.1 Measured PDF Of Sectioned Diameters Of The Normal Distribution
In this section, the sectioning function for equivalent diameters is computationally
applied to the normal distribution in order to obtain the measured PDF of sectioned
diameters of the normal distribution.
To start, in Mathematica, the normal distribution is called using the following
code:
PNorm[µ_,σ_,y_]:=PDF[NormalDistribution[µ,σ],y]
where PNorm represents the normal distribution of particle sizes with a known µ which
represents the mean and a known σ which represents the standard deviation, y represents
the true particle size diameters, and the right hand side (rhs) of the above line of code,
PDF[NormalDistribution[µ,σ],y], is temporarily kept in an unevaluated form with a
delayed value equal to Equation 6.1 for the left hand side (lhs) of the above line of code,
PNorm[µ_,σ_,y_].
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Computationally, the normal distribution of particle sizes is sectioned using one
of the two different sectioning functions explored in Chapter 3. Here, PNorm is
sectioned using the sectioning function for equivalent diameters represented by QDiam
according to Equation 3.7 in the following line of code:
QDiam[y_,x_]:=x/(y*Sqrt[y^2-x^2])
where y represents the true particle size diameters from the true distribution, x represents
the measured diameters obtained from the planar section, and the rhs of the above line of
code, x/(y*Sqrt[y^2-x^2]), is temporarily kept in an unevaluated form with a delayed
value equal to
for the lhs of the above line of code, QDiam[y_,x_].
The same variables that were chosen and finalized from Section 7.1 must be
recalled here.  For example, from Section 7.1, m=2, s=1, f=8, and h=1000 must be
recalled using the following line of codes:
m=2;
s=1;
f=8;
u=1000;
where the use of the semicolon, ;, at the end of each line of code prevents the output from
being shown. Notice that the variable has changed for h to u.  The h variable is used only
when dealing with the true PDFs, while the u variable is used for the measured PDFs, so
h = u.  The procedure to finding the value of u are the same as the steps to finding h and
2 2
x
y x y 
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are explained in Section 7.1.  The u variable is defined before the next line of code is run,
where u represents the total number of parts into which the value f is divided.
The resultant measured PDF of particle size (x), MNormDiam, when QDiam is
applied to PNorm according to the conversion equation found in Equation 4.1, was found
using the following line of code:
MNormDiam=Integrate[PNorm[m,s,q+A]*QDiam[(q+A),q],{A,0,f}];
where m is the mean, s is the standard deviation, q+A represents the true particle size
diameters, q represents the measured diameters obtained from the planar section, f is a
value that is exceeds the full range of particle sizes expected in a particular material.  In
the above line of code, PNorm[µ_,σ_,y_] and QDiam[y_,x_] are no longer in the
unevaluated forms with delayed values because µ_ has been replaced with the value m,
σ_ has been replaced with the value s, y_ has been replaced with the value q+A, and x_
has been replaced with the value q.  Now, PNorm[m,s,q+A] equals
QDiam[(q+A),q] equals
and MNormDiam equals
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A two column table of points based on the MNormDiam function is made using
the following line of code:
MNormDiamTbl=Table[{q,MNormDiam},{q,0,f,N[f/u]}];
where u represents the total number of parts into which the value of f is divided and
N[f/u] is the step size with which the value of q is incrementally determined past the
value of 0.  MNormDiamTbl remains unprinted until the following line of code is input
into Mathematica:
MNormDiamTblN=N[MNormDiamTbl]
where MNormDiamTblN is a large output of values that resembles {{0.,0.},…,{f,0.}}.
In place of the ellipsis is a whole range of two column values depending on the output.
The number of two column values in the ellipsis is equal to u-1.
A plot of the above table of values, MNormDiamTblN, is shown using the
following line of code:
MNormDiamPlot=ListPlot[MNormDiamTblN,PlotStyle-
>{Thickness[0.01],Purple},PlotRange->Full,Joined->True]
where MNormDiamPlot resembles the actual measured distribution of grain diameters
that a materials scientist should obtain if he or she measured the equivalent diameters on
a planar cross section of a 3D distribution of grain diameters possessing a normal
distribution of mean, µ, and standard deviation, σ.  In the above line of code,
MNormDiamTblN is plotted with the horizontal axis representing all q values from 0 to f
and the vertical axis representing all MNormDiam values for each different value of q.
The first column of MNormDiamTblN, which includes all of the q values from 0
to f in increments of N[f/u], is printed using the following line of code:
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MNormDiamTblNcol1=MNormDiamTblN[[All,1]]
where MNormDiamTblNcol1 is the 1st column extracted from the table entitled
MNormDiamTblN. The second column of MNormDiamTblN, which includes all of
the MNormDiam values for each different value of q, is printed using the following line
of code:
MNormDiamTblNcol2=MNormDiamTblN[[All,2]]
where MNormDiamTblNcol2 is the 2nd column extracted from the table entitled
MNormDiamTblN.
From the two previous lines of code the four parameters of the measured
distribution of grain diameters shown in MNormDiamPlot were extracted including: the
area, mean, mode, and standard deviation.  For this dissertation, a non-analytical method
was used to extract these four parameters instead of an analytical approach.  Because it is
difficult or impossible to use the exact formula for computing the definite MNormDiam
integral, non-analytical approximate numerical solutions were found using Mathematica.
I now present only the results obtained using the non-analytical approach.
The standard deviation of the MNormDiamPlot is calculated using the following
line of code:
Sqrt[Apply[Plus,(((Take[MNormDiamTblNcol1,{1,u}]-
(Apply[Plus,(Take[MNormDiamTblNcol1,{1,u}]*Take[MNormDiamTblNcol2,{1,u}]
)]/Apply[Plus,Take[MNormDiamTblNcol2,{1,u}]]))^2)*Take[MNormDiamTblNcol
2,{1,u}])]/Apply[Plus,Take[MNormDiamTblNcol2,{1,u}]]]
where Take[MNormDiamTblNcol1,{1,u}] gives elements 1 through u of the
MNormDiamTblNcol1 vector, Take[MNormDiamTblNcol2,{1,u}] gives elements 1
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through u of the MNormDiamTblNcol2 vector, and Apply[Plus, is used to sum over the
members of some list to which it is applied.  Notice that there’s a portion of the code that
is actually the same line of code used to calculate the mean.  So to calculate the standard
deviation, first the difference between each diameter found by using the
Take[MNormDiamTblNcol1,{1,u}] portion of the code and the mean of the measured
distribution of grain diameters found is squared. Second, each of the squared differences
between each measured diameter and the mean are averaged by being multiplied to each
corresponding element within the MNormDiamTblNcol2 vector, which is the probability
of measuring each of the measured diameters found in the MNormDiamTblNcol1 vector,
summing over all of the results and then dividing by the total number of measurement
probabilities; this yields the variance. Third, the square root is taken of the variance.  The
standard deviation is then the square root of the mean of the difference between each
measured grain diameter and the mean of the measured distribution of grain diameters.
Here, the Apply[Plus, and Take functions are used to obtain the standard deviation
because it is only in this form that one may consistently obtain speedy results.
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=2, s=1, f=8, and u=1000
values, the output value of the standard deviation of the measured PDF from running the
above line of code is 0.89485118733969.
The mean of the MNormDiamPlot is calculated using the following line of code:
Sum[(Part[MNormDiamTblNcol1,i]*Part[MNormDiamTblNcol2,i]),{i,1,u}]/Sum[Pa
rt[MNormDiamTblNcol2,i],{i,1,u}]
where the Sum[(Part[MNormDiamTblNcol1,i]*Part[MNormDiamTblNcol2,i]),{i,1,u}]
portion of the above code, is a summation of each element within the
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MNormDiamTblNcol1 vector multiplied to each corresponding element within the
MNormDiamTblNcol2 vector, which is the probability of measuring each of the
diameters found in the MNormDiamTblNcol1 vector, and the
Sum[Part[MNormDiamTblNcol2,i],{i,1,u}] portion of the above code, is the total
number of measurement probabilities.  The mean of the measured distribution of grain
diameters is found by summing over every diameter weighted by the probability of
measuring that diameter divided by the total number of measurement probabilities.  An
alternate form of the above line of code is the following:
Apply[Plus,(Take[MNormDiamTblNcol1,{1,u}]*Take[MNormDiamTblNcol2,{1,u}])
]/Apply[Plus,Take[MNormDiamTblNcol2,{1,u}]]
where Apply[Plus, replaces Sum in the prior code, Take replaces Part in the prior code,
and {1,u} replaces i and {i,1,u} in the prior code. This alternate version of the code is
included because it has been observed when computing standard deviation values
especially, that when the data sets are very enormous in size, the use of the code that
includes the Sum and Part functions can take from days to weeks to complete, or just
stalls completely, never yielding an answer. So, it is best to utilize the Apply[Plus, and
Take functions in order to obtain speedy results.
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=2, s=1, f=8, and u=1000
values, the output value of the mean of the measured PDF from running the above line of
code is 1.61475741264967.
The mode of the MNormDiamPlot is calculated using the following line of code:
Extract[MNormDiamTblNcol1,(Position[MNormDiamTblNcol2,Max[MNormDiam
TblNcol2]])]
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where the Max[MNormDiamTblNcol2] portion of the above code yields the largest
number found among the measurement probabilities, while the portion of the above code
that includes Position[MNormDiamTblNcol2,Max[MNormDiamTblNcol2]] gives the
position indicated by an integer number from 1 to u at which the largest measurement
probability is found, and the entire line of code found above that starts with the Extract
command gives the q value located in the MNormDiamTblNcol1 vector that has the same
position previously obtained for the maximum measurement probability, which yields the
mode.  The mode is the grain diameter with the greatest measurement probability.
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=2, s=1, f=8, and u=1000
values, the output value of the mode of the measured PDF from running the above line of
code is 1.352.
The area under the MNormDiamPlot curve is computed by applying the
trapezoidal rule using MNormDiamTblNcol1 and MNormDiamTblNcol2. The
trapezoidal rule is represented by the following line of code:
0.5*Sum[(Part[MNormDiamTblNcol2,i+1]+Part[MNormDiamTblNcol2,i])*(Part[M
NormDiamTblNcol1,i+1]-Part[MNormDiamTblNcol1,i]),{i,1,u-1}]
where Part[MNormDiamTblNcol2,i+1] gives the ith+1 element in the vector
MNormDiamTblNcol2, Part[MNormDiamTblNcol1,i+1] gives the ith+1 element in the
vector MNormDiamTblNcol1, Part[MNormDiamTblNcol2,i] gives the ith element in the
vector MNormDiamTblNcol2, Part[MNormDiamTblNcol1,i] gives the ith element in the
vector MNormDiamTblNcol1, {i,1,u-1} produces integer values of i that range from 1 to
u-1, and Sum is the summation symbol.  The trapezoidal rule is used to make trapezoids
with heights equal to the incremental changes in q values found between every two q
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values of the MNormDiamTblNcol1 vector, which is found by using the following
portion of the above line of code within the summation symbol,
(Part[MNormDiamTblNcol1,i+1]-Part[MNormDiamTblNcol1,i]). Since the small
change in q is always equal to N[f/u], N[f/u] can be factored out of the above line of
code.  An alternate form of the above line of code is the following:
0.5*Sum[(Part[MNormDiamTblNcol2,i+1]+Part[MNormDiamTblNcol2,i]),{i,1,u-
1}]*N[f/u]
where Sum[(Part[MNormDiamTblNcol2,i+1]+Part[MNormDiamTblNcol2,i]),{i,1,u-1}]
is the portion of the trapezoidal rule representing the parallel sides of the trapezoids equal
to the MNormDiam values found by adding each of the adjacent elements within the
MNormDiamTblNcol2 vector.  The approximate area under the MNormDiamPlot curve
is found by adding the area of each of the trapezoids found as the integer i increases from
1 to u-1.
An alternate form of the above line of codes is the following:
Apply[Plus,0.5*(Take[MNormDiamTblNcol2,{2,u}]+Take[MNormDiamTblNcol2,{1
,u-1}])*(Take[MNormDiamTblNcol1,{2,u}]-Take[MNormDiamTblNcol1,{1,u-1}])]
where Apply[Plus, replaces Sum in the prior code, Take replaces Part in the prior code,
{1,u-1} replaces i and {i,1,u-1} in the prior code, and {2,u} replaces i+1 and {i,1,u-1} in
the prior code. This alternate version of the code is included because it has been
observed when computing standard deviation values especially, that when the data sets
are very enormous in size, the use of the code that includes the Sum and Part functions
can take from days to weeks to complete, or just stalls completely, never yielding an
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answer. So, it is best to utilize the Apply[Plus, and Take functions in order to obtain
speedy results.
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=2, s=1, f=8, and u=1000
values, the output value of the area of the measured PDF from running the above line of
code is 0.976904891621604.
8.2 Measured PDF Of Sectioned Intercepts Of The Normal Distribution
In this section, the sectioning function for linear intercepts is computationally
applied to the normal distribution in order to obtain the measured PDF of sectioned
intercepts of the normal distribution.
To start, in Mathematica, the normal distribution is called using the following
code:
PNorm[µ_,σ_,y_]:=PDF[NormalDistribution[µ,σ],y]
where PNorm represents the normal distribution of particle sizes with a known µ which
represents the mean and a known σ which represents the standard deviation, y represents
the true particle size diameters, and the right hand side (rhs) of the above line of code,
PDF[NormalDistribution[µ,σ],y], is temporarily kept in an unevaluated form with a
delayed value equal to Equation 6.1 for the left hand side (lhs) of the above line of code,
PNorm[µ_,σ_,y_].
Computationally, the normal distribution of particle sizes is sectioned using one
of the two different sectioning functions explored in Chapter 3. Here, PNorm is
sectioned using the sectioning function for linear intercepts represented by QLIPoly7fit
according to Equation 3.12 and 3.13 in the following line of code:
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QLIPoly7fit[y_,x_]:=If[x<=y,(1/y)*(5.1248*(x/y)-19.172*(x/y)^2+63.78*(x/y)^3-
129.99*(x/y)^4+151.18*(x/y)^5-92.177*(x/y)^6+22.818*(x/y)^7),0]
where y represents the true particle size diameters from the true distribution, x represents
the measured intercepts obtained from the planar section, and the rhs of the above line of
code, If[x<=y,(1/y)*(5.1248*(x/y)-19.172*(x/y)^2+63.78*(x/y)^3-
129.99*(x/y)^4+151.18*(x/y)^5-92.177*(x/y)^6+22.818*(x/y)^7),0], is temporarily kept
in an unevaluated form with a delayed value equal to
if x ≤ y or
0 ,
if x > y
for the lhs of the above line of code, QLIPoly7fit[y_,x_].
The same variables that were chosen and finalized from Section 7.1 must be
recalled here.  For example, from Section 7.1, m=2, s=1, f=8, and h=1000 must be
recalled using the following line of codes:
m=2;
s=1;
f=8;
u=1000;
where the use of the semicolon, ;, at the end of each line of code prevents the output from
being shown.  Notice that the variable has changed for h to u.  The h variable is used only
when dealing with the true PDFs, while the u variable is used for the measured PDFs, so
h = u.  The procedure to finding the value of u are the same as the steps to finding h and
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are explained in Section 7.1.  The u variable is defined before the next line of code is run,
where u represents the total number of parts into which the value f is divided.
The resultant measured PDF of intercept size (x), MNormLI, when QLIPoly7fit is
applied to PNorm according to the conversion equation found in Equation 4.1, was found
using the following line of code:
MNormLI=Integrate[PNorm[m,s,q+A]*QLIPoly7fit[(q+A),q],{A,0,f}];
where m is the mean, s is the standard deviation, q+A represents the true particle size
diameters, q represents the measured intercepts obtained from the planar section, f is a
value that is exceeds the full range of particle sizes expected in a particular material.  In
the above line of code, PNorm[µ_,σ_,y_] and QLIPoly7fit[y_,x_] are no longer in the
unevaluated forms with delayed values because µ_ has been replaced with the value m,
σ_ has been replaced with the value s, y_ has been replaced with the value q+A, and x_
has been replaced with the value q.  Now, PNorm[m,s,q+A] equals
QLIPoly7fit[(q+A),q] equals
and MNormLI equals
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A two column table of points based on the MNormLI function is made using the
following line of code:
MNormLITbl=Table[{q,MNormLI},{q,0,f,N[f/u]}];
where u represents the total number of parts into which the value of f is divided and
N[f/u] is the step size with which the value of q is incrementally determined past the
value of 0. MNormLITbl remains unprinted until the following line of code is input into
Mathematica:
MNormLITblN=N[MNormLITbl]
where MNormLITblN is a large output of values that resembles {{0.,0.},…,{f,0.}}.  In
place of the ellipsis is a whole range of two column values depending on the output.  The
number of two column values in the ellipsis is equal to u-1.
A plot of the above table of values, MNormLITblN, is shown using the following
line of code:
MNormLIPlot=ListPlot[MNormLITblN,PlotStyle-
>{Thickness[0.01],Purple},PlotRange->Full,Joined->True]
where MNormLIPlot resembles the actual measured distribution of linear intercepts that a
materials scientist should obtain if he or she measured the linear intercepts on a planar
cross section of a 3D distribution of grain diameters possessing a normal distribution of
mean, µ, and standard deviation, σ.  In the above line of code, MNormLITblN is plotted
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with the horizontal axis representing all q values from 0 to f and the vertical axis
representing all MNormLI values for each different value of q.
The first column of MNormLITblN, which includes all of the q values from 0 to f
in increments of N[f/u], is printed using the following line of code:
MNormLITblNcol1=MNormLITblN[[All,1]]
where MNormLITblNcol1 is the 1st column extracted from the table entitled
MNormLITblN. The second column of MNormLITblN, which includes all of the
MNormLI values for each different value of q, is printed using the following line of code:
MNormLITblNcol2=MNormLITblN[[All,2]]
where MNormLITblNcol2 is the 2nd column extracted from the table entitled
MNormLITblN.
From the two previous lines of code the four parameters of the measured
distribution of linear intercepts shown in MNormLIPlot were extracted including: the
area, mean, mode, and standard deviation.  For this dissertation, a non-analytical method
was used to extract these four parameters instead of an analytical approach.  Because it is
difficult or impossible to use the exact formula for computing the definite MNormLI
integral, non-analytical approximate numerical solutions were found using Mathematica.
I now present only the results obtained using the non-analytical approach.
The standard deviation of the MNormLIPlot is calculated using the following line
of code:
Sqrt[Apply[Plus,(((Take[MNormLITblNcol1,{1,u}]-
(Apply[Plus,(Take[MNormLITblNcol1,{1,u}]*Take[MNormLITblNcol2,{1,u}])]/Ap
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ply[Plus,Take[MNormLITblNcol2,{1,u}]]))^2)*Take[MNormLITblNcol2,{1,u}])]/A
pply[Plus,Take[MNormLITblNcol2,{1,u}]]]
where Take[MNormLITblNcol1,{1,u}] gives elements 1 through u of the
MNormLITblNcol1 vector, Take[MNormLITblNcol2,{1,u}] gives elements 1 through u
of the MNormLITblNcol2 vector, and Apply[Plus, is used to sum over the members of
some list to which it is applied.  Notice that there’s a portion of the code that is actually
the same line of code used to calculate the mean.  So to calculate the standard deviation,
first the difference between each diameter found by using the
Take[MNormLITblNcol1,{1,u}] portion of the code and the mean of the measured
distribution of linear intercepts found is squared. Second, each of the squared differences
between each measured intercept and the mean are averaged by being multiplied to each
corresponding element within the MNormLITblNcol2 vector, which is the probability of
measuring each of the measured intercepts found in the MNormLITblNcol1 vector,
summing over all of the results and then dividing by the total number of measurement
probabilities; this yields the variance. Third, the square root is taken of the variance.  The
standard deviation is then the square root of the mean of the difference between each
measured linear intercept and the mean of the measured distribution of linear intercepts.
Here, the Apply[Plus, and Take functions are used to obtain the standard deviation
because it is only in this form that one may consistently obtain speedy results.
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=2, s=1, f=8, and u=1000
values, the output value of the standard deviation of the measured PDF from running the
above line of code is 0.814302862094171.
The mean of the MNormLIPlot is calculated using the following line of code:
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Sum[(Part[MNormLITblNcol1,i]*Part[MNormLITblNcol2,i]),{i,1,u}]/Sum[Part[M
NormLITblNcol2,i],{i,1,u}]
where the Sum[(Part[MNormLITblNcol1,i]*Part[MNormLITblNcol2,i]),{i,1,u}] portion
of the above code, is a summation of each element within the MNormLITblNcol1 vector
multiplied to each corresponding element within the MNormLITblNcol2 vector, which is
the probability of measuring each of the intercepts found in the MNormLITblNcol1
vector, and the Sum[Part[MNormLITblNcol2,i],{i,1,u}] portion of the above code, is the
total number of measurement probabilities.  The mean of the measured distribution of
linear intercepts is found by summing over every intercept weighted by the probability of
measuring that intercept divided by the total number of measurement probabilities.  An
alternate form of the above line of code is the following:
Apply[Plus,(Take[MNormLITblNcol1,{1,u}]*Take[MNormLITblNcol2,{1,u}])]/App
ly[Plus,Take[MNormLITblNcol2,{1,u}]]
where Apply[Plus, replaces Sum in the prior code, Take replaces Part in the prior code,
and {1,u} replaces i and {i,1,u} in the prior code. This alternate version of the code is
included because it has been observed when computing standard deviation values
especially, that when the data sets are very enormous in size, the use of the code that
includes the Sum and Part functions can take from days to weeks to complete, or just
stalls completely, never yielding an answer. So, it is best to utilize the Apply[Plus, and
Take functions in order to obtain speedy results.
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=2, s=1, f=8, and u=1000
values, the output value of the mean of the measured PDF from running the above line of
code is 1.26863934203316.
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The mode of the MNormLIPlot is calculated using the following line of code:
Extract[MNormLITblNcol1,(Position[MNormLITblNcol2,Max[MNormLITblNcol2
]])]
where the Max[MNormLITblNcol2] portion of the above code yields the largest number
found among the measurement probabilities, while the portion of the above code that
includes Position[MNormLITblNcol2,Max[MNormLITblNcol2]] gives the position
indicated by an integer number from 1 to u at which the largest measurement probability
is found, and the entire line of code found above that starts with the Extract command
gives the q value located in the MNormLITblNcol1 vector that has the same position
previously obtained for the maximum measurement probability, which yields the mode.
The mode is the linear intercept with the greatest measurement probability.
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=2, s=1, f=8, and u=1000
values, the output value of the mode of the measured PDF from running the above line of
code is 0.744.
The area under the MNormLIPlot curve is computed by applying the trapezoidal
rule using MNormLITblNcol1 and MNormLITblNcol2. The trapezoidal rule is
represented by the following line of code:
0.5*Sum[(Part[MNormLITblNcol2,i+1]+Part[MNormLITblNcol2,i])*(Part[MNorm
LITblNcol1,i+1]-Part[MNormLITblNcol1,i]),{i,1,u-1}]
where Part[MNormLITblNcol2,i+1] gives the ith+1 element in the vector
MNormLITblNcol2, Part[MNormLITblNcol1,i+1] gives the ith+1 element in the vector
MNormLITblNcol1, Part[MNormLITblNcol2,i] gives the ith element in the vector
MNormLITblNcol2, Part[MNormLITblNcol1,i] gives the ith element in the vector
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MNormLITblNcol1, {i,1,u-1} produces integer values of i that range from 1 to u-1, and
Sum is the summation symbol.  The trapezoidal rule is used to make trapezoids with
heights equal to the incremental changes in q values found between every two q values of
the MNormLITblNcol1 vector, which is found by using the following portion of the
above line of code within the summation symbol, (Part[MNormLITblNcol1,i+1]-
Part[MNormLITblNcol1,i]). Since the small change in q is always equal to N[f/u], N[f/u]
can be factored out of the above line of code.  An alternate form of the above line of code
is the following:
0.5*Sum[(Part[MNormLITblNcol2,i+1]+Part[MNormLITblNcol2,i]),{i,1,u-
1}]*N[f/u]
where Sum[(Part[MNormLITblNcol2,i+1]+Part[MNormLITblNcol2,i]),{i,1,u-1}] is the
portion of the trapezoidal rule representing the parallel sides of the trapezoids equal to the
MNormLI values found by adding each of the adjacent elements within the
MNormLITblNcol2 vector.  The approximate area under the MNormLIPlot curve is
found by adding the area of each of the trapezoids found as the integer i increases from 1
to u-1.
An alternate form of the above line of codes is the following:
Apply[Plus,0.5*(Take[MNormLITblNcol2,{2,u}]+Take[MNormLITblNcol2,{1,u-
1}])*(Take[MNormLITblNcol1,{2,u}]-Take[MNormLITblNcol1,{1,u-1}])]
where Apply[Plus, replaces Sum in the prior code, Take replaces Part in the prior code,
{1,u-1} replaces i and {i,1,u-1} in the prior code, and {2,u} replaces i+1 and {i,1,u-1} in
the prior code. This alternate version of the code is included because it has been
observed when computing standard deviation values especially, that when the data sets
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are very enormous in size, the use of the code that includes the Sum and Part functions
can take from days to weeks to complete, or just stalls completely, never yielding an
answer. So, it is best to utilize the Apply[Plus, and Take functions in order to obtain
speedy results.
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=2, s=1, f=8, and u=1000
values, the output value of the area of the measured PDF from running the above line of
code is 0.976219548124911.
8.3 Measured PDF Of Sectioned Diameters Of The Lognormal
Distribution
In this section, the sectioning function for equivalent diameters is computationally
applied to the lognormal distribution in order to obtain the measured PDF of sectioned
diameters of the lognormal distribution.
To start, in Mathematica, the lognormal distribution is called using the following
code:
PLogNorm[µ_,σ_,y_]:=PDF[LogNormalDistribution[µ,σ],y]
where PLogNorm represents the lognormal distribution of particle sizes with a known µ
which represents the mean and a known σ which represents the standard deviation, y
represents the true particle size diameters, and the right hand side (rhs) of the above line
of code, PDF[LogNormalDistribution[µ,σ],y], is temporarily kept in an unevaluated form
with a delayed value equal to Equation 6.2 for the left hand side (lhs) of the above line of
code, PLogNorm[µ_,σ_,y_].
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Computationally, the lognormal distribution of particle sizes is sectioned using
one of the two different sectioning functions explored in Chapter 3. Here, PLogNorm is
sectioned using the sectioning function for equivalent diameters represented by QDiam
according to Equation 3.7 in the following line of code:
QDiam[y_,x_]:=x/(y*Sqrt[y^2-x^2])
where y represents the true particle size diameters from the true distribution, x represents
the measured diameters obtained from the planar section, and the rhs of the above line of
code, x/(y*Sqrt[y^2-x^2]), is temporarily kept in an unevaluated form with a delayed
value equal to
for the lhs of the above line of code, QDiam[y_,x_].
The same variables that were chosen and finalized from Section 7.2 must be
recalled here.  For example, from Section 7.2, m=0.58157540490284,
s=0.472380727077439, f=31, and h=50000 must be recalled using the following line of
codes:
m=0.58157540490284;
s=0.472380727077439;
f=31;
u=50000;
where the use of the semicolon, ;, at the end of each line of code prevents the output from
being shown.  Notice that the variable has changed for h to u.  The h variable is used only
when dealing with the true PDFs, while the u variable is used for the measured PDFs, so
h = u.  The procedure to finding the value of u are the same as the steps to finding h and
2 2
x
y x y 
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are explained in Section 7.2.  The u variable is defined before the next line of code is run,
where u represents the total number of parts into which the value f is divided.
The resultant measured PDF of particle size (x), MLogNormDiam, when QDiam
is applied to PLogNorm according to the conversion equation found in Equation 4.1, was
found using the following line of code:
MLogNormDiam=Integrate[PLogNorm[m,s,q+A]*QDiam[(q+A),q],{A,0,f}];
where m is the mean, s is the standard deviation, q+A represents the true particle size
diameters, q represents the measured diameters obtained from the planar section, f is a
value that is exceeds the full range of particle sizes expected in a particular material.  In
the above line of code, PLogNorm[µ_,σ_,y_] and QDiam[y_,x_] are no longer in the
unevaluated forms with delayed values because µ_ has been replaced with the value m,
σ_ has been replaced with the value s, y_ has been replaced with the value q+A, and x_
has been replaced with the value q.  Now, PLogNorm[m,s,q+A] equals
QDiam[(q+A),q] equals
and MLogNormDiam equals
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It would have been convenient if a two column table of points based on the
MLogNormDiam function could be made using the following line of code:
MLogNormDiamTbl=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,0,f,N[f/u]}];
where u represents the total number of parts into which the value of f is divided and
N[f/u] is the step size with which the value of q is incrementally determined past the
value of 0. (A strikethrough was placed through the aforementioned line of code to
emphasize that it must not be used.  It is only displayed for informational purposes only.)
But, there are two major problems that arise from using this code.  The first is a problem
with memory management, while the second is a problem with the time necessary to
obtain all of the data.  The first problem that arises with using this code is that often times
Mathematica runs out of memory, displaying the following message:
No more memory available.
Mathematica kernel has shut down.
Try quitting other applications and then retry.
The reason why Mathematica runs out of memory has to do with the very large number
of plot points, represented by the u variable in Section 8.3 or the h variable in Section 7.2,
that comprises the table to be made using the aforementioned line of code.  So, instead of
running the previous line of code, the previous line of code is instead partitioned, run, and
then allowed to produce text files of its output which are saved for later use.  If
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Mathematica runs out of memory as it runs all of the partitioned lines of code, then
Mathematica can be closed and reopened.  Upon reopening Mathematica, then the first
seven lines of code in this section, Section 8.3, can be rerun and then the rest of the unrun
partitioned lines of code can be run.  In order to run all of the partitioned lines of code
and receive the output text files of the table of values within a reasonable amount of time,
the same Mathematica file would be opened on several computers and every several tens
of sets of partitioned lines of code would be run sequentially on each computer.  All of
this is explained in detail below. The second problem that arises with using the
MLogNormDiamTbl line of code is that it takes too long to process all of the data using
the total number of plot points, u.  So, to fix this problem, not only is the code
partitioned, but also many of plot points are removed for the portion of the measured PDF
curve that is very close to zero.  This is also elaborated upon below.
Before providing the new lines of code necessary to replace the aforementioned
line of code, several new variables must be defined first. In order to do that, it is
necessary to understand what and why additional variables need to be defined.
The first variable that needs to be defined is curve0.  The following line of code
should be input for a lognormal distribution with a m=0.58157540490284,
s=0.472380727077439, f=31, and h=50000:
curve0=8;
The value of curve0 was chosen to be 8 based on the results observed when the next line
of code is run. The lognormal distribution with the defined m value from Section 7.2.2,
defined s value from Section 7.2.2, and selected curve0 value from the aforementioned
line of code is plotted using the following line of code:
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Plot[PLogNorm[m,s,y],{y,0,curve0}]
This forms a plot of the true 3D distribution of grain diameters possessing a lognormal
distribution of mean, m, and standard deviation, s, over a reduced plot range from 0 to
curve0. There are two basic conditions that must be met upon using the above line of
code.  The peak of the curve must be visible and the right side of the curve must just go
to zero.  If when the aforementioned line of code is run and the peak of the curve is not
visible, then the selected curve0 value is too large and needs to be reduced until the peak
of the curve is seen.  Then, once the peak of the curve is seen, the next criterion that must
be met is that the right side of the curve must appear to just go to zero. If the right side of
the curve appears to just go to zero, then the next line of code can be evaluated. But, if
the right side of the curve does not appear to just go to zero, then a greater value of
curve0 must be guessed.  Once a new higher value of curve0 is guessed, the
aforementioned line of code must be rerun using the new higher guessed value of curve0.
However, the greater value of curve0 that is guessed must not cause the peak of the curve
to disappear from the view of the plot upon running the aforementioned line of code
again.  The value of curve0 must be tweaked until it is observed that the right side of the
curve just goes to zero and that the entire curve including the peak is visible.  Hence,
using the prior example of the defined m= 0.58157540490284 value from Section 7.2.2,
defined s= 0.472380727077439 value from Section 7.2.2, and selected curve0=8 value,
Figure 8-1 is a display of the output curve.  It is clear that for this case, the output curve
goes to zero. The reason why this value of curve0 is selected will be explained a little
later on.  But, for now, keep in mind that curve0 is a reduced value of the full plot range
f.  So, for the example used in this section, curve0=8, while f=31.
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Figure 8-1:  Plot showing the output lognormal distribution curve when the prior line of
code is run for m=0.58157540490284, s=0.472380727077439, and curve0=8.  The right
side of the plot appears to go to zero.
Before defining the next variable, the explanation of the solution to managing
Mathematica’s memory is presented. As explained earlier, in order to manage
Mathematica’s memory in an appropriate manner when applying the sectioning function
to the lognormal distribution, there must be a partitioning of several lines of code.  This
partitioning also allows for several computers to be used to each process several lines of
the partitioned code so that the results can be obtained faster than if only one computer
were used.  So, I’ve chosen to partition the code into 500 parts. Any researcher
mimicking what I’ve done can partition this code into any number of parts that are more
or less than 500 based on the computational resources at one’s disposal.  The
MLogNormDiamTbl line of code that has the strikethrough placed through it, shown
three lines of code ago, is not used when this code is partitioned into 500 parts.  Hence,
500 different lines of code replace the MLogNormDiamTbl line of code, among other
lines of code.
Output Lognormal Distribution Curve when
m=0.58157540490284, s=0.472380727077439, and curve0=8
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Now, the next variable that must be defined is called curve0over450.  The value
of curve0over450 is obtained using the following equation,
where curve0 is the value at which the lognormal distribution curve goes to zero that was
earlier chosen to equal 8, and the number 450 has to do with the first 450 out of 500 parts
of the partitioned lines of code.  The curve0over450 equation is defined in Mathematica
using the following line of code:
curve0over450=curve0/450;
Essentially the curve0 reduced plot range is divided by the first 450 parts of the code.
(And what will be detailed later is how the rest of the plot range, from curve0 to f will be
divided amongst the remaining 49 parts of the code.  This is done to aid in the splitting of
the number of plot points, so that a portion of the plot points with a small step size will be
used to make the reduced plot range from 0 to curve0 and the other portion of the plot
points with a large step size will be used to make the rest of the plot range from curve0 to
f.)
Next, the first out of the 450 two column tables of points based on the
MLogNormDiam function is made using the following line of code:
MLogNormDiamTbl1=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,0,N[curve0over450-
(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
where N[curve0over450-(f/u)] is the first partition of the curve0 reduced plot range minus
the full plot range f divided by u, u represents the total number of plot points or parts into
which the value of f is divided and N[f/u] is the step size with which the value of q is
curve0curve0over450= ,450
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incrementally determined past the value of 0. The curve0 reduced plot range is divided
amongst all 450 lines of code, including this line of code and the next 449 lines of code.
This means that at the 450th line of code, the last value of q will be a step before the
curve0=8 number.  Moreover, for the first 450 lines of code, the step size is N[f/u], where
f is used instead of curve0.  This is done so that for the first 450 lines of code, the step
size is the same as it would be if no curve0 reduced plot range were used.  To clarify, the
the N[f/u] step size is used in conjunction with the curve0 reduced plot range in order to
act as if all 50,000 plot points will be used, but really they will not be used.  All 50,000
plot points cannot be used because of the time constraints in obtaining the data as well as
memory management issues with Mathematica.  So, instead what is done is the plot range
f is reduced to curve0, but the step size remains the same, thus giving an illusion that all
plot points will be used.  For the remaining code from curve0 to the full plot range f,
which is where the measured PDF curve is infinitely approaching zero an even larger step
size is used.
An alternative to the aforementioned line of code that will allow the researcher to
learn the time it took to evaluate the MLogNormDiamTbl1 expression is displayed
below:
Timing[MLogNormDiamTbl1=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,0,N[curve0over450-
(f/u)],N[f/u]}];]
The output received running this line of code is as follows:
{461.234,Null}
where 461.234 is the time in seconds it took to obtain an answer for
MLogNormDiamTbl1 and Null appears due to the semicolon, ;, being placed at the end
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of the entire expression.  So, it took nearly 8 minutes just to run this one line of code
using the computational resources available to the author of this dissertation. This is
important for any researcher to know because there are 449 other lines of code (that have
not yet been shown) that will take similar timing to complete.  If all of these 450 lines of
code are done on only one Mathematica spreadsheet and on only one computer, then it
will take a combined nearly 58 hours to complete.  Now, it becomes clear why it is
important to partition this code and to run several parts of this code on several computers.
For example, if this code were split among a classroom of computers, which might
include 25 computers, then it would take nearly two hours and 30 minutes to complete all
450 similar lines of code. For any researcher using different computational resources, it
may take longer or shorter to run this one line of code.
MLogNormDiamTbl1 remains unprinted until the following line of code is input
into Mathematica:
MLogNormDiamTblN1=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl1]]
where Re is used to ensure imaginary numbers do not appear in the output of values and
MLogNormDiamTblN1 is the first partitioned output of values that resembles
{{0.,0.},…,{N[curve0over450-(f/u)],MLogNormDiam}}.  In place of the ellipsis is a
whole range of two column values depending on the output. The MLogNormDiam value
is for a q equal to N[curve0over450-(f/u)]. The number of two column values in the
ellipsis is equal to N[curve0over450/(f/u)]-2, whereas the total number of values output
equals N[curve0over450/(f/u)].  Keep in mind that the N[curve0over450-(f/u)] and the
N[curve0over450/(f/u)] are going to be approximated to the nearest possible values.  For
example, the output of MLogNormDiamTblN1 will not always yield the exact answer of
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N[curve0over450-(f/u)] as the last q value observed in the output of values because from
0, there is a step size of N[f/u] that is used to incrementally increase the q values.  So, it is
the q value that is nearest the N[curve0over450-(f/u)] value upon incrementally
increasing q using a step size of N[f/u].  In the case study used thus far where curve0=8
and N[curve0over450-(f/u)]=0.0171578, that last q value actually equals 0.01674, so that
the MLogNormDiamTblN1 output of values resembles
{{0.,0.},…,{0.01674,0.00817519}}. The last q value closest to N[curve0over450-
(f/u)]=0.0171578 is 0.01674, while the MLogNormDiam value for q=0.01674 is
0.00817519.
The first column of MLogNormDiamTblN1, which includes all of the q values
from 0 to N[curve0over450-(f/u)] in increments of N[f/u], is printed and saved as a text
file to the current working directory using the following line of code:
Export["N1col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN1c
ol1=MLogNormDiamTblN1[[All,1]]];
where MLogNormDiamTblN1col1 is the 1st column extracted from the table entitled
MLogNormDiamTblN1.  To find out where the newly saved file is located, one only has
to use the following command into Mathematica:
Directory[]
The second column of MLogNormDiamTblN1, which includes all of the
MLogNormDiam values for each different value of q, is printed using the following line
of code:
Export["N1col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN1c
ol2=MLogNormDiamTblN1[[All,2]]];
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where MLogNormDiamTblN1col2 is the 2nd column extracted from the table entitled
MLogNormDiamTblN1.
Next, the second out of the 450 two column tables of points based on the
MLogNormDiam function is made using the following line of code:
MLogNormDiamTbl2=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[curve0over450],N[(curve0o
ver450*2)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
where N[(curve0over450*2)-(f/u)] is the second partition of the curve0 reduced plot
range minus the full plot range f divided by u, u represents the total number of plot points
or parts into which the value of f is divided and N[f/u] is the step size with which the
value of q is incrementally determined past the value of N[curve0over450]. For the first
450 lines of code, including this line of code, the step size is N[f/u], where f is used
instead of curve0.  This is done so that for the first 450 lines of code, including this line
of code, the step size is the same as it would be if no curve0 reduced plot range were
used.  To clarify, the N[f/u] step size is used in conjunction with the curve0 reduced plot
range in order to act as if all 50,000 plot points will be used, but really they will not be
used. As was noted earlier, it took nearly 8 minutes to run this one line of code using one
type of computational resource available to the author of this dissertation.
MLogNormDiamTbl2 remains unprinted until the following line of code is input
into Mathematica:
MLogNormDiamTblN2=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl2]]
where Re is used to ensure imaginary numbers do not appear in the output of values and
MLogNormDiamTblN2 is the second set of partitioned output of values that resembles
{{N[curve0over450],MLogNormDiam}, … ,{N[(curve0over450*2)-
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(f/u)],MLogNormDiam}}.  In place of the ellipsis is a whole range of two column values
depending on the output. The first MLogNormDiam value is for a q equal to
N[curve0over450], while the last MLogNormDiam value is for a q equal to
N[(curve0over450*2)-(f/u)]. The number of two column values in the ellipsis is equal to
N[curve0over450/(f/u)]-2, whereas the total number of values output equals
N[curve0over450/(f/u)].  Keep in mind that the N[(curve0over450*2)-(f/u)] and the
N[curve0over450/(f/u)] are going to be approximated to the nearest possible values.  For
example, the output of MLogNormDiamTblN2 will not always yield the exact answer of
N[(curve0over450*2)-(f/u)] as the last q value observed in the output of values because
from N[curve0over450], there is a step size of N[f/u] that is used to incrementally
increase the q values.  So, it is the q value that is nearest the N[(curve0over450*2)-(f/u)]
value upon incrementally increasing q using a step size of N[f/u].  In the case study used
thus far where curve0=8 and N[(curve0over450*2)-(f/u)]=0.0349356, that last q value
actually equals 0.0345178, so that the MLogNormDiamTblN1 output of values resembles
{{0.0177778,0.00868219},…,{0.0345178,0.0168664}}. The last q value closest to
N[(curve0over450*2)-(f/u)]=0.0349356 is 0.0345178, while the MLogNormDiam value
for q=0.0345178 is 0.0168664.
The first column of MLogNormDiamTblN2, which includes all of the q values
from N[curve0over450] to N[(curve0over450*2)-(f/u)] in increments of N[f/u], is printed
and saved as a text file to the current working directory using the following line of code:
Export["N2col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN2c
ol1=MLogNormDiamTblN2[[All,1]]];
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where MLogNormDiamTblN2col1 is the 1st column extracted from the table entitled
MLogNormDiamTblN2. The second column of MLogNormDiamTblN2, which includes
all of the MLogNormDiam values for each different value of q, is printed using the
following line of code:
Export["N2col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN2c
ol2=MLogNormDiamTblN2[[All,2]]];
where MLogNormDiamTblN2col2 is the 2nd column extracted from the table entitled
MLogNormDiamTblN2.
Next, the third out of the 450 two column tables of points based on the
MLogNormDiam function is made using the following line of code:
MLogNormDiamTbl3=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*2)],N[(cur
ve0over450*3)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
where N[(curve0over450*3)-(f/u)] is the second partition of the curve0 reduced plot
range minus the full plot range f divided by u, u represents the total number of plot points
or parts into which the value of f is divided and N[f/u] is the step size with which the
value of q is incrementally determined past the value of N[(curve0over450*2)]. For the
first 450 lines of code, including this line of code, the step size is N[f/u], where f is used
instead of curve0.  This is done so that for the first 450 lines of code, including this line
of code, the step size is the same as it would be if no curve0 reduced plot range were
used.  To clarify, the N[f/u] step size is used in conjunction with the curve0 reduced plot
range in order to act as if all 50,000 plot points will be used, but really they will not be
used. As was noted earlier, it took nearly 8 minutes to run this one line of code using one
type of computational resource available to the author of this dissertation.
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MLogNormDiamTbl3 remains unprinted until the following line of code is input
into Mathematica:
MLogNormDiamTblN3=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl3]]
where Re is used to ensure imaginary numbers do not appear in the output of values and
MLogNormDiamTblN3 is the second set of partitioned output of values that resembles
{{N[(curve0over450*2)],MLogNormDiam}, … ,{N[(curve0over450*3)-
(f/u)],MLogNormDiam}}.  In place of the ellipsis is a whole range of two column values
depending on the output. The first MLogNormDiam value is for a q equal to
N[(curve0over450*2)], while the last MLogNormDiam value is for a q equal to
N[(curve0over450*3)-(f/u)]. The number of two column values in the ellipsis is equal to
N[curve0over450/(f/u)]-2, whereas the total number of values output equals
N[curve0over450/(f/u)].  Keep in mind that the N[(curve0over450*3)-(f/u)] and the
N[curve0over450/(f/u)] are going to be approximated to the nearest possible values.  For
example, the output of MLogNormDiamTblN3 will not always yield the exact answer of
N[(curve0over450*3)-(f/u)] as the last q value observed in the output of values because
from N[(curve0over450*2)], there is a step size of N[f/u] that is used to incrementally
increase the q values.  So, it is the q value that is nearest the N[(curve0over450*3)-(f/u)]
value upon incrementally increasing q using a step size of N[f/u].  In the case study used
thus far where curve0=8 and N[(curve0over450*3)-(f/u)]=0.0527133, that last q value
actually equals 0.0522956, so that the MLogNormDiamTblN3 output of values resembles
{{0.0355556,0.0173742},…,{0.0522956,0.0255768}}. Specifically, the last q value
closest to N[(curve0over450*3)-(f/u)]=0.0527133 is 0.0522956, while the
MLogNormDiam value for q=0.0522956 is 0.0255768.
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The first column of MLogNormDiamTblN3, which includes all of the q values
from N[(curve0over450*2)] to N[(curve0over450*3)-(f/u)] in increments of N[f/u], is
printed and saved as a text file to the current working directory using the following line
of code:
Export["N3col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN3c
ol1=MLogNormDiamTblN3[[All,1]]];
where MLogNormDiamTblN3col1 is the 1st column extracted from the table entitled
MLogNormDiamTblN3. The second column of MLogNormDiamTblN3, which includes
all of the MLogNormDiam values for each different value of q, is printed using the
following line of code:
Export["N3col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN3c
ol2=MLogNormDiamTblN3[[All,2]]];
where MLogNormDiamTblN3col2 is the 2nd column extracted from the table entitled
MLogNormDiamTblN3.
The pattern for creating the rest of the 450 partitioned lines of codes is the same
as what has been done for MLogNormDiamTbl3, with an incremental increase in certain
numbers as is shown in the lines of code presented in Appendix B.  All of the remaining
lines of codes are presented in Appendix B without any additional explanation, since the
explanation mirrors that for MLogNormDiamTbl3, with a change in certain values.
After the rest of the 450 partitioned lines of codes listed in Appendix B are run,
now the remaining 49 partitioned lines of codes can be run.  There are a couple of new
variables that must be defined before the remaining 49 partitioned lines of codes can be
run.
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In order to learn which new variables need to be defined, one must understand
what was previously done with the 450 lines of code that encompassed the plot range of 0
to curve0 and what must be done with the remaining 49 lines of code that will encompass
the plot range of curve0 to f.  As explained earlier there are a total of 500 partitioned lines
of code chosen to substitute the defunct MLogNormDiamTbl line of code. The first 450
partitioned lines of code, which represent the majority of the 500 partitioned lines of
code, were used over the shorter portion of the full plot range from 0 to 8, while the last
49 partitioned lines of code, which represent only a small portion of 500 partitioned lines
of code, will be used over the majority of the full plot range from 8 to 31.  In order to
restrict to 49 the number of lines of code used over the plot range of curve0 to f, first it is
necessary to know what would have been the number of lines of code used over that plot
range if the number of lines of code were consistent with the 450 lines of code used over
the plot range of 0 to curve0.  That is, if for a step size of f/u, 450 lines of code were
necessary for the plot range of 0 to curve0, then using that same step size, it is necessary
to learn the number of lines of code necessary for the plot range of curve0 to f. The new
variable that needs to be defined is found using the following line of code:
unmodifiedloc=((450*f)/curve0)-450
where f is the corrected f value for the plot range obtained in Section 7.2.5.2, which in
this case study equals 31 and curve0 is the plot range at which the lognormal distribution
and hence the measured PDF is pretty close to zero.  The measured PDF is sure to be near
to zero as the lognormal distribution at the plot range of curve0=8 because the measured
PDF always is shifted left of the lognormal distribution true PDF curve. When 450 lines
of code are used over the plot range of 0 to curve0=8, unmodifiedloc reveals that 1293.75
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lines of code would need to be used over the plot range of curve0=8 to f=31.  This is the
case only if the same step size would be used for the plot range of curve0=8 to f=31, as
was used for the plot range of 0 to curve0=8. But, as expressed earlier, due to
computational limitations, it’s best not to use the N[f/u] step size or the entire 1293.75
lines of code for the part of the measured PDF curve that is so close to zero, which
represents the plot range of curve0=8 to f=31, because that portion of the curve is slowly
approaching zero. For the portion of the curve that is slowly approaching zero, there is
not going to be very rapid changes in slope, so less than 1293.75 lines of code, preferably
49 lines of code, can be implemented for the plot range of curve0=8 to f=31. So, in order
to condense 1293.75 lines of code into only 49 lines of code, a new variable that needs to
be defined is found using the following line of code in Mathematica:
old2newloc=IntegerPart[unmodifiedloc/49];
where IntegerPart is used to remove the points to the right of the decimal point.  So,
dividing unmodifiedloc=1293.75 by 49 lines of code results in the number 26.  Now, all
of the variables are defined that are needed to create the 451st line of code.
Next, starting with the MLogNormDiamTbl451 line of code which is the first out
of the next 49 two column tables of points based on the MLogNormDiam function is
made using the following line of code:
MLogNormDiamTbl451=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*450)],N[
(curve0over450*(451+old2newloc)-((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
where N[(curve0over450*450)] is the next q value after the last q value used in
MLogNormDiamTbl450, N[(curve0over450*(451+old2newloc)-((f/u)*old2newloc))] is
the 451st partition of the remaining portion of the plot range from curve0 to f and
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N[((f/u)*old2newloc)] is the larger step size with which the value of q is incrementally
determined past the value of N[(curve0over450*450)].
MLogNormDiamTbl451 remains unprinted until the following line of code is
input into Mathematica:
MLogNormDiamTblN451=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl451]]
The first column of MLogNormDiamTblN451, which includes all of the q values
from N[(curve0over450*450)] to N[(curve0over450*(451+old2newloc)-
((f/u)*old2newloc))] in increments of N[((f/u)*old2newloc)], is printed and saved as a
text file to the current working directory using the following line of code:
Export["N451col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
451col1=MLogNormDiamTblN451[[All,1]]];
where MLogNormDiamTblN451col1 is the 1st column extracted from the table entitled
MLogNormDiamTblN451.
The second column of MLogNormDiamTblN451, which includes all of the
MLogNormDiam values for each different value of q, is printed using the following line
of code:
Export["N451col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
451col2=MLogNormDiamTblN451[[All,2]]];
where MLogNormDiamTblN451col2 is the 2nd column extracted from the table entitled
MLogNormDiamTblN451.
The pattern for creating the rest of the 49 partitioned lines of codes is the same as
what has been done for MLogNormDiamTbl451, with an incremental increase in certain
numbers as is shown in the lines of code presented in Appendix C.  All of the remaining
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lines of codes are presented in Appendix C without any additional explanation, since the
explanation mirrors that for MLogNormDiamTbl451, with a change in certain values.
If the researcher has split up this code among different computers, then, before
proceeding, the first column of the first partitioned line of code that was saved as a text
file must be recalled using the following command in Mathematica ®:
MLogNormDiamTblN1col1=ToExpression[Import[
Then, navigate to the Insert menu.  Then select the File Path menu item.  Navigate to the
location of the file.  Left click it once, then press Open.  Suppose the file path for
MLogNormDiamTblN1col1 is, \\root\N1col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt,
then the above line of code will be modified in the following way:
MLogNormDiamTblN1col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N1col1_MLogNormDi
amTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt"
Finish inputting this line of code, by adding ,"List"]]; to the above modified line of code.
When this is done, the above modified line of code will be displayed as:
MLogNormDiamTblN1col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N1col1_MLogNormDi
amTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
The same must be done to recall the second column of the first partitioned line of code.
When all of the above is repeated, the second column of the first partitioned line of code
will be recalled using the following line of code:
MLogNormDiamTblN1col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N1col2_MLogNormDi
amTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
The rest of the 499 lines of code are recalled according to the lines of code found
in Appendix D.
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After all of the saved text files are recalled, they must all be joined together to
make two separate columns of datasets.  The first column of all of the data points are
joined together using the following line of code:
MLogNormDiamTblNcol1=Join[MLogNormDiamTblN1col1,MLogNormDiamTblN
2col1,MLogNormDiamTblN3col1,MLogNormDiamTblN4col1,MLogNormDiamTbl
N5col1,MLogNormDiamTblN6col1,MLogNormDiamTblN7col1,MLogNormDiamT
blN8col1,MLogNormDiamTblN9col1,MLogNormDiamTblN10col1,MLogNormDia
mTblN11col1,MLogNormDiamTblN12col1,MLogNormDiamTblN13col1,MLogNor
mDiamTblN14col1,MLogNormDiamTblN15col1,MLogNormDiamTblN16col1,MLo
gNormDiamTblN17col1,MLogNormDiamTblN18col1,MLogNormDiamTblN19col1,
MLogNormDiamTblN20col1,MLogNormDiamTblN21col1,MLogNormDiamTblN22
col1,MLogNormDiamTblN23col1,MLogNormDiamTblN24col1,MLogNormDiamTb
lN25col1,MLogNormDiamTblN26col1,MLogNormDiamTblN27col1,MLogNormDia
mTblN28col1,MLogNormDiamTblN29col1,MLogNormDiamTblN30col1,MLogNor
mDiamTblN31col1,MLogNormDiamTblN32col1,MLogNormDiamTblN33col1,MLo
gNormDiamTblN34col1,MLogNormDiamTblN35col1,MLogNormDiamTblN36col1,
MLogNormDiamTblN37col1,MLogNormDiamTblN38col1,MLogNormDiamTblN39
col1,MLogNormDiamTblN40col1,MLogNormDiamTblN41col1,MLogNormDiamTb
lN42col1,MLogNormDiamTblN43col1,MLogNormDiamTblN44col1,MLogNormDia
mTblN45col1,MLogNormDiamTblN46col1,MLogNormDiamTblN47col1,MLogNor
mDiamTblN48col1,MLogNormDiamTblN49col1,MLogNormDiamTblN50col1,MLo
gNormDiamTblN51col1,MLogNormDiamTblN52col1,MLogNormDiamTblN53col1,
MLogNormDiamTblN54col1,MLogNormDiamTblN55col1,MLogNormDiamTblN56
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col1,MLogNormDiamTblN57col1,MLogNormDiamTblN58col1,MLogNormDiamTb
lN59col1,MLogNormDiamTblN60col1,MLogNormDiamTblN61col1,MLogNormDia
mTblN62col1,MLogNormDiamTblN63col1,MLogNormDiamTblN64col1,MLogNor
mDiamTblN65col1,MLogNormDiamTblN66col1,MLogNormDiamTblN67col1,MLo
gNormDiamTblN68col1,MLogNormDiamTblN69col1,MLogNormDiamTblN70col1,
MLogNormDiamTblN71col1,MLogNormDiamTblN72col1,MLogNormDiamTblN73
col1,MLogNormDiamTblN74col1,MLogNormDiamTblN75col1,MLogNormDiamTb
lN76col1,MLogNormDiamTblN77col1,MLogNormDiamTblN78col1,MLogNormDia
mTblN79col1,MLogNormDiamTblN80col1,MLogNormDiamTblN81col1,MLogNor
mDiamTblN82col1,MLogNormDiamTblN83col1,MLogNormDiamTblN84col1,MLo
gNormDiamTblN85col1,MLogNormDiamTblN86col1,MLogNormDiamTblN87col1,
MLogNormDiamTblN88col1,MLogNormDiamTblN89col1,MLogNormDiamTblN90
col1,MLogNormDiamTblN91col1,MLogNormDiamTblN92col1,MLogNormDiamTb
lN93col1,MLogNormDiamTblN94col1,MLogNormDiamTblN95col1,MLogNormDia
mTblN96col1,MLogNormDiamTblN97col1,MLogNormDiamTblN98col1,MLogNor
mDiamTblN99col1,MLogNormDiamTblN100col1,MLogNormDiamTblN101col1,M
LogNormDiamTblN102col1,MLogNormDiamTblN103col1,MLogNormDiamTblN10
4col1,MLogNormDiamTblN105col1,MLogNormDiamTblN106col1,MLogNormDia
mTblN107col1,MLogNormDiamTblN108col1,MLogNormDiamTblN109col1,MLog
NormDiamTblN110col1,MLogNormDiamTblN111col1,MLogNormDiamTblN112co
l1,MLogNormDiamTblN113col1,MLogNormDiamTblN114col1,MLogNormDiamTb
lN115col1,MLogNormDiamTblN116col1,MLogNormDiamTblN117col1,MLogNorm
DiamTblN118col1,MLogNormDiamTblN119col1,MLogNormDiamTblN120col1,ML
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ogNormDiamTblN121col1,MLogNormDiamTblN122col1,MLogNormDiamTblN123
col1,MLogNormDiamTblN124col1,MLogNormDiamTblN125col1,MLogNormDiam
TblN126col1,MLogNormDiamTblN127col1,MLogNormDiamTblN128col1,MLogNo
rmDiamTblN129col1,MLogNormDiamTblN130col1,MLogNormDiamTblN131col1,
MLogNormDiamTblN132col1,MLogNormDiamTblN133col1,MLogNormDiamTblN
134col1,MLogNormDiamTblN135col1,MLogNormDiamTblN136col1,MLogNormDi
amTblN137col1,MLogNormDiamTblN138col1,MLogNormDiamTblN139col1,MLog
NormDiamTblN140col1,MLogNormDiamTblN141col1,MLogNormDiamTblN142co
l1,MLogNormDiamTblN143col1,MLogNormDiamTblN144col1,MLogNormDiamTb
lN145col1,MLogNormDiamTblN146col1,MLogNormDiamTblN147col1,MLogNorm
DiamTblN148col1,MLogNormDiamTblN149col1,MLogNormDiamTblN150col1,ML
ogNormDiamTblN151col1,MLogNormDiamTblN152col1,MLogNormDiamTblN153
col1,MLogNormDiamTblN154col1,MLogNormDiamTblN155col1,MLogNormDiam
TblN156col1,MLogNormDiamTblN157col1,MLogNormDiamTblN158col1,MLogNo
rmDiamTblN159col1,MLogNormDiamTblN160col1,MLogNormDiamTblN161col1,
MLogNormDiamTblN162col1,MLogNormDiamTblN163col1,MLogNormDiamTblN
164col1,MLogNormDiamTblN165col1,MLogNormDiamTblN166col1,MLogNormDi
amTblN167col1,MLogNormDiamTblN168col1,MLogNormDiamTblN169col1,MLog
NormDiamTblN170col1,MLogNormDiamTblN171col1,MLogNormDiamTblN172co
l1,MLogNormDiamTblN173col1,MLogNormDiamTblN174col1,MLogNormDiamTb
lN175col1,MLogNormDiamTblN176col1,MLogNormDiamTblN177col1,MLogNorm
DiamTblN178col1,MLogNormDiamTblN179col1,MLogNormDiamTblN180col1,ML
ogNormDiamTblN181col1,MLogNormDiamTblN182col1,MLogNormDiamTblN183
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col1,MLogNormDiamTblN184col1,MLogNormDiamTblN185col1,MLogNormDiam
TblN186col1,MLogNormDiamTblN187col1,MLogNormDiamTblN188col1,MLogNo
rmDiamTblN189col1,MLogNormDiamTblN190col1,MLogNormDiamTblN191col1,
MLogNormDiamTblN192col1,MLogNormDiamTblN193col1,MLogNormDiamTblN
194col1,MLogNormDiamTblN195col1,MLogNormDiamTblN196col1,MLogNormDi
amTblN197col1,MLogNormDiamTblN198col1,MLogNormDiamTblN199col1,MLog
NormDiamTblN200col1,MLogNormDiamTblN201col1,MLogNormDiamTblN202co
l1,MLogNormDiamTblN203col1,MLogNormDiamTblN204col1,MLogNormDiamTb
lN205col1,MLogNormDiamTblN206col1,MLogNormDiamTblN207col1,MLogNorm
DiamTblN208col1,MLogNormDiamTblN209col1,MLogNormDiamTblN210col1,ML
ogNormDiamTblN211col1,MLogNormDiamTblN212col1,MLogNormDiamTblN213
col1,MLogNormDiamTblN214col1,MLogNormDiamTblN215col1,MLogNormDiam
TblN216col1,MLogNormDiamTblN217col1,MLogNormDiamTblN218col1,MLogNo
rmDiamTblN219col1,MLogNormDiamTblN220col1,MLogNormDiamTblN221col1,
MLogNormDiamTblN222col1,MLogNormDiamTblN223col1,MLogNormDiamTblN
224col1,MLogNormDiamTblN225col1,MLogNormDiamTblN226col1,MLogNormDi
amTblN227col1,MLogNormDiamTblN228col1,MLogNormDiamTblN229col1,MLog
NormDiamTblN230col1,MLogNormDiamTblN231col1,MLogNormDiamTblN232co
l1,MLogNormDiamTblN233col1,MLogNormDiamTblN234col1,MLogNormDiamTb
lN235col1,MLogNormDiamTblN236col1,MLogNormDiamTblN237col1,MLogNorm
DiamTblN238col1,MLogNormDiamTblN239col1,MLogNormDiamTblN240col1,ML
ogNormDiamTblN241col1,MLogNormDiamTblN242col1,MLogNormDiamTblN243
col1,MLogNormDiamTblN244col1,MLogNormDiamTblN245col1,MLogNormDiam
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TblN246col1,MLogNormDiamTblN247col1,MLogNormDiamTblN248col1,MLogNo
rmDiamTblN249col1,MLogNormDiamTblN250col1,MLogNormDiamTblN251col1,
MLogNormDiamTblN252col1,MLogNormDiamTblN253col1,MLogNormDiamTblN
254col1,MLogNormDiamTblN255col1,MLogNormDiamTblN256col1,MLogNormDi
amTblN257col1,MLogNormDiamTblN258col1,MLogNormDiamTblN259col1,MLog
NormDiamTblN260col1,MLogNormDiamTblN261col1,MLogNormDiamTblN262co
l1,MLogNormDiamTblN263col1,MLogNormDiamTblN264col1,MLogNormDiamTb
lN265col1,MLogNormDiamTblN266col1,MLogNormDiamTblN267col1,MLogNorm
DiamTblN268col1,MLogNormDiamTblN269col1,MLogNormDiamTblN270col1,ML
ogNormDiamTblN271col1,MLogNormDiamTblN272col1,MLogNormDiamTblN273
col1,MLogNormDiamTblN274col1,MLogNormDiamTblN275col1,MLogNormDiam
TblN276col1,MLogNormDiamTblN277col1,MLogNormDiamTblN278col1,MLogNo
rmDiamTblN279col1,MLogNormDiamTblN280col1,MLogNormDiamTblN281col1,
MLogNormDiamTblN282col1,MLogNormDiamTblN283col1,MLogNormDiamTblN
284col1,MLogNormDiamTblN285col1,MLogNormDiamTblN286col1,MLogNormDi
amTblN287col1,MLogNormDiamTblN288col1,MLogNormDiamTblN289col1,MLog
NormDiamTblN290col1,MLogNormDiamTblN291col1,MLogNormDiamTblN292co
l1,MLogNormDiamTblN293col1,MLogNormDiamTblN294col1,MLogNormDiamTb
lN295col1,MLogNormDiamTblN296col1,MLogNormDiamTblN297col1,MLogNorm
DiamTblN298col1,MLogNormDiamTblN299col1,MLogNormDiamTblN300col1,ML
ogNormDiamTblN301col1,MLogNormDiamTblN302col1,MLogNormDiamTblN303
col1,MLogNormDiamTblN304col1,MLogNormDiamTblN305col1,MLogNormDiam
TblN306col1,MLogNormDiamTblN307col1,MLogNormDiamTblN308col1,MLogNo
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rmDiamTblN309col1,MLogNormDiamTblN310col1,MLogNormDiamTblN311col1,
MLogNormDiamTblN312col1,MLogNormDiamTblN313col1,MLogNormDiamTblN
314col1,MLogNormDiamTblN315col1,MLogNormDiamTblN316col1,MLogNormDi
amTblN317col1,MLogNormDiamTblN318col1,MLogNormDiamTblN319col1,MLog
NormDiamTblN320col1,MLogNormDiamTblN321col1,MLogNormDiamTblN322co
l1,MLogNormDiamTblN323col1,MLogNormDiamTblN324col1,MLogNormDiamTb
lN325col1,MLogNormDiamTblN326col1,MLogNormDiamTblN327col1,MLogNorm
DiamTblN328col1,MLogNormDiamTblN329col1,MLogNormDiamTblN330col1,ML
ogNormDiamTblN331col1,MLogNormDiamTblN332col1,MLogNormDiamTblN333
col1,MLogNormDiamTblN334col1,MLogNormDiamTblN335col1,MLogNormDiam
TblN336col1,MLogNormDiamTblN337col1,MLogNormDiamTblN338col1,MLogNo
rmDiamTblN339col1,MLogNormDiamTblN340col1,MLogNormDiamTblN341col1,
MLogNormDiamTblN342col1,MLogNormDiamTblN343col1,MLogNormDiamTblN
344col1,MLogNormDiamTblN345col1,MLogNormDiamTblN346col1,MLogNormDi
amTblN347col1,MLogNormDiamTblN348col1,MLogNormDiamTblN349col1,MLog
NormDiamTblN350col1,MLogNormDiamTblN351col1,MLogNormDiamTblN352co
l1,MLogNormDiamTblN353col1,MLogNormDiamTblN354col1,MLogNormDiamTb
lN355col1,MLogNormDiamTblN356col1,MLogNormDiamTblN357col1,MLogNorm
DiamTblN358col1,MLogNormDiamTblN359col1,MLogNormDiamTblN360col1,ML
ogNormDiamTblN361col1,MLogNormDiamTblN362col1,MLogNormDiamTblN363
col1,MLogNormDiamTblN364col1,MLogNormDiamTblN365col1,MLogNormDiam
TblN366col1,MLogNormDiamTblN367col1,MLogNormDiamTblN368col1,MLogNo
rmDiamTblN369col1,MLogNormDiamTblN370col1,MLogNormDiamTblN371col1,
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MLogNormDiamTblN372col1,MLogNormDiamTblN373col1,MLogNormDiamTblN
374col1,MLogNormDiamTblN375col1,MLogNormDiamTblN376col1,MLogNormDi
amTblN377col1,MLogNormDiamTblN378col1,MLogNormDiamTblN379col1,MLog
NormDiamTblN380col1,MLogNormDiamTblN381col1,MLogNormDiamTblN382co
l1,MLogNormDiamTblN383col1,MLogNormDiamTblN384col1,MLogNormDiamTb
lN385col1,MLogNormDiamTblN386col1,MLogNormDiamTblN387col1,MLogNorm
DiamTblN388col1,MLogNormDiamTblN389col1,MLogNormDiamTblN390col1,ML
ogNormDiamTblN391col1,MLogNormDiamTblN392col1,MLogNormDiamTblN393
col1,MLogNormDiamTblN394col1,MLogNormDiamTblN395col1,MLogNormDiam
TblN396col1,MLogNormDiamTblN397col1,MLogNormDiamTblN398col1,MLogNo
rmDiamTblN399col1,MLogNormDiamTblN400col1,MLogNormDiamTblN401col1,
MLogNormDiamTblN402col1,MLogNormDiamTblN403col1,MLogNormDiamTblN
404col1,MLogNormDiamTblN405col1,MLogNormDiamTblN406col1,MLogNormDi
amTblN407col1,MLogNormDiamTblN408col1,MLogNormDiamTblN409col1,MLog
NormDiamTblN410col1,MLogNormDiamTblN411col1,MLogNormDiamTblN412co
l1,MLogNormDiamTblN413col1,MLogNormDiamTblN414col1,MLogNormDiamTb
lN415col1,MLogNormDiamTblN416col1,MLogNormDiamTblN417col1,MLogNorm
DiamTblN418col1,MLogNormDiamTblN419col1,MLogNormDiamTblN420col1,ML
ogNormDiamTblN421col1,MLogNormDiamTblN422col1,MLogNormDiamTblN423
col1,MLogNormDiamTblN424col1,MLogNormDiamTblN425col1,MLogNormDiam
TblN426col1,MLogNormDiamTblN427col1,MLogNormDiamTblN428col1,MLogNo
rmDiamTblN429col1,MLogNormDiamTblN430col1,MLogNormDiamTblN431col1,
MLogNormDiamTblN432col1,MLogNormDiamTblN433col1,MLogNormDiamTblN
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434col1,MLogNormDiamTblN435col1,MLogNormDiamTblN436col1,MLogNormDi
amTblN437col1,MLogNormDiamTblN438col1,MLogNormDiamTblN439col1,MLog
NormDiamTblN440col1,MLogNormDiamTblN441col1,MLogNormDiamTblN442co
l1,MLogNormDiamTblN443col1,MLogNormDiamTblN444col1,MLogNormDiamTb
lN445col1,MLogNormDiamTblN446col1,MLogNormDiamTblN447col1,MLogNorm
DiamTblN448col1,MLogNormDiamTblN449col1,MLogNormDiamTblN450col1,ML
ogNormDiamTblN451col1,MLogNormDiamTblN452col1,MLogNormDiamTblN453
col1,MLogNormDiamTblN454col1,MLogNormDiamTblN455col1,MLogNormDiam
TblN456col1,MLogNormDiamTblN457col1,MLogNormDiamTblN458col1,MLogNo
rmDiamTblN459col1,MLogNormDiamTblN460col1,MLogNormDiamTblN461col1,
MLogNormDiamTblN462col1,MLogNormDiamTblN463col1,MLogNormDiamTblN
464col1,MLogNormDiamTblN465col1,MLogNormDiamTblN466col1,MLogNormDi
amTblN467col1,MLogNormDiamTblN468col1,MLogNormDiamTblN469col1,MLog
NormDiamTblN470col1,MLogNormDiamTblN471col1,MLogNormDiamTblN472co
l1,MLogNormDiamTblN473col1,MLogNormDiamTblN474col1,MLogNormDiamTb
lN475col1,MLogNormDiamTblN476col1,MLogNormDiamTblN477col1,MLogNorm
DiamTblN478col1,MLogNormDiamTblN479col1,MLogNormDiamTblN480col1,ML
ogNormDiamTblN481col1,MLogNormDiamTblN482col1,MLogNormDiamTblN483
col1,MLogNormDiamTblN484col1,MLogNormDiamTblN485col1,MLogNormDiam
TblN486col1,MLogNormDiamTblN487col1,MLogNormDiamTblN488col1,MLogNo
rmDiamTblN489col1,MLogNormDiamTblN490col1,MLogNormDiamTblN491col1,
MLogNormDiamTblN492col1,MLogNormDiamTblN493col1,MLogNormDiamTblN
494col1,MLogNormDiamTblN495col1,MLogNormDiamTblN496col1,MLogNormDi
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amTblN497col1,MLogNormDiamTblN498col1,MLogNormDiamTblN499col1,MLog
NormDiamTblN500col1];
The second column of all of the data points are joined together using the
following line of code:
MLogNormDiamTblNcol2=Join[MLogNormDiamTblN1col2,MLogNormDiamTblN
2col2,MLogNormDiamTblN3col2,MLogNormDiamTblN4col2,MLogNormDiamTbl
N5col2,MLogNormDiamTblN6col2,MLogNormDiamTblN7col2,MLogNormDiamT
blN8col2,MLogNormDiamTblN9col2,MLogNormDiamTblN10col2,MLogNormDia
mTblN11col2,MLogNormDiamTblN12col2,MLogNormDiamTblN13col2,MLogNor
mDiamTblN14col2,MLogNormDiamTblN15col2,MLogNormDiamTblN16col2,MLo
gNormDiamTblN17col2,MLogNormDiamTblN18col2,MLogNormDiamTblN19col2,
MLogNormDiamTblN20col2,MLogNormDiamTblN21col2,MLogNormDiamTblN22
col2,MLogNormDiamTblN23col2,MLogNormDiamTblN24col2,MLogNormDiamTb
lN25col2,MLogNormDiamTblN26col2,MLogNormDiamTblN27col2,MLogNormDia
mTblN28col2,MLogNormDiamTblN29col2,MLogNormDiamTblN30col2,MLogNor
mDiamTblN31col2,MLogNormDiamTblN32col2,MLogNormDiamTblN33col2,MLo
gNormDiamTblN34col2,MLogNormDiamTblN35col2,MLogNormDiamTblN36col2,
MLogNormDiamTblN37col2,MLogNormDiamTblN38col2,MLogNormDiamTblN39
col2,MLogNormDiamTblN40col2,MLogNormDiamTblN41col2,MLogNormDiamTb
lN42col2,MLogNormDiamTblN43col2,MLogNormDiamTblN44col2,MLogNormDia
mTblN45col2,MLogNormDiamTblN46col2,MLogNormDiamTblN47col2,MLogNor
mDiamTblN48col2,MLogNormDiamTblN49col2,MLogNormDiamTblN50col2,MLo
gNormDiamTblN51col2,MLogNormDiamTblN52col2,MLogNormDiamTblN53col2,
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MLogNormDiamTblN54col2,MLogNormDiamTblN55col2,MLogNormDiamTblN56
col2,MLogNormDiamTblN57col2,MLogNormDiamTblN58col2,MLogNormDiamTb
lN59col2,MLogNormDiamTblN60col2,MLogNormDiamTblN61col2,MLogNormDia
mTblN62col2,MLogNormDiamTblN63col2,MLogNormDiamTblN64col2,MLogNor
mDiamTblN65col2,MLogNormDiamTblN66col2,MLogNormDiamTblN67col2,MLo
gNormDiamTblN68col2,MLogNormDiamTblN69col2,MLogNormDiamTblN70col2,
MLogNormDiamTblN71col2,MLogNormDiamTblN72col2,MLogNormDiamTblN73
col2,MLogNormDiamTblN74col2,MLogNormDiamTblN75col2,MLogNormDiamTb
lN76col2,MLogNormDiamTblN77col2,MLogNormDiamTblN78col2,MLogNormDia
mTblN79col2,MLogNormDiamTblN80col2,MLogNormDiamTblN81col2,MLogNor
mDiamTblN82col2,MLogNormDiamTblN83col2,MLogNormDiamTblN84col2,MLo
gNormDiamTblN85col2,MLogNormDiamTblN86col2,MLogNormDiamTblN87col2,
MLogNormDiamTblN88col2,MLogNormDiamTblN89col2,MLogNormDiamTblN90
col2,MLogNormDiamTblN91col2,MLogNormDiamTblN92col2,MLogNormDiamTb
lN93col2,MLogNormDiamTblN94col2,MLogNormDiamTblN95col2,MLogNormDia
mTblN96col2,MLogNormDiamTblN97col2,MLogNormDiamTblN98col2,MLogNor
mDiamTblN99col2,MLogNormDiamTblN100col2,MLogNormDiamTblN101col2,M
LogNormDiamTblN102col2,MLogNormDiamTblN103col2,MLogNormDiamTblN10
4col2,MLogNormDiamTblN105col2,MLogNormDiamTblN106col2,MLogNormDia
mTblN107col2,MLogNormDiamTblN108col2,MLogNormDiamTblN109col2,MLog
NormDiamTblN110col2,MLogNormDiamTblN111col2,MLogNormDiamTblN112co
l2,MLogNormDiamTblN113col2,MLogNormDiamTblN114col2,MLogNormDiamTb
lN115col2,MLogNormDiamTblN116col2,MLogNormDiamTblN117col2,MLogNorm
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DiamTblN118col2,MLogNormDiamTblN119col2,MLogNormDiamTblN120col2,ML
ogNormDiamTblN121col2,MLogNormDiamTblN122col2,MLogNormDiamTblN123
col2,MLogNormDiamTblN124col2,MLogNormDiamTblN125col2,MLogNormDiam
TblN126col2,MLogNormDiamTblN127col2,MLogNormDiamTblN128col2,MLogNo
rmDiamTblN129col2,MLogNormDiamTblN130col2,MLogNormDiamTblN131col2,
MLogNormDiamTblN132col2,MLogNormDiamTblN133col2,MLogNormDiamTblN
134col2,MLogNormDiamTblN135col2,MLogNormDiamTblN136col2,MLogNormDi
amTblN137col2,MLogNormDiamTblN138col2,MLogNormDiamTblN139col2,MLog
NormDiamTblN140col2,MLogNormDiamTblN141col2,MLogNormDiamTblN142co
l2,MLogNormDiamTblN143col2,MLogNormDiamTblN144col2,MLogNormDiamTb
lN145col2,MLogNormDiamTblN146col2,MLogNormDiamTblN147col2,MLogNorm
DiamTblN148col2,MLogNormDiamTblN149col2,MLogNormDiamTblN150col2,ML
ogNormDiamTblN151col2,MLogNormDiamTblN152col2,MLogNormDiamTblN153
col2,MLogNormDiamTblN154col2,MLogNormDiamTblN155col2,MLogNormDiam
TblN156col2,MLogNormDiamTblN157col2,MLogNormDiamTblN158col2,MLogNo
rmDiamTblN159col2,MLogNormDiamTblN160col2,MLogNormDiamTblN161col2,
MLogNormDiamTblN162col2,MLogNormDiamTblN163col2,MLogNormDiamTblN
164col2,MLogNormDiamTblN165col2,MLogNormDiamTblN166col2,MLogNormDi
amTblN167col2,MLogNormDiamTblN168col2,MLogNormDiamTblN169col2,MLog
NormDiamTblN170col2,MLogNormDiamTblN171col2,MLogNormDiamTblN172co
l2,MLogNormDiamTblN173col2,MLogNormDiamTblN174col2,MLogNormDiamTb
lN175col2,MLogNormDiamTblN176col2,MLogNormDiamTblN177col2,MLogNorm
DiamTblN178col2,MLogNormDiamTblN179col2,MLogNormDiamTblN180col2,ML
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ogNormDiamTblN181col2,MLogNormDiamTblN182col2,MLogNormDiamTblN183
col2,MLogNormDiamTblN184col2,MLogNormDiamTblN185col2,MLogNormDiam
TblN186col2,MLogNormDiamTblN187col2,MLogNormDiamTblN188col2,MLogNo
rmDiamTblN189col2,MLogNormDiamTblN190col2,MLogNormDiamTblN191col2,
MLogNormDiamTblN192col2,MLogNormDiamTblN193col2,MLogNormDiamTblN
194col2,MLogNormDiamTblN195col2,MLogNormDiamTblN196col2,MLogNormDi
amTblN197col2,MLogNormDiamTblN198col2,MLogNormDiamTblN199col2,MLog
NormDiamTblN200col2,MLogNormDiamTblN201col2,MLogNormDiamTblN202co
l2,MLogNormDiamTblN203col2,MLogNormDiamTblN204col2,MLogNormDiamTb
lN205col2,MLogNormDiamTblN206col2,MLogNormDiamTblN207col2,MLogNorm
DiamTblN208col2,MLogNormDiamTblN209col2,MLogNormDiamTblN210col2,ML
ogNormDiamTblN211col2,MLogNormDiamTblN212col2,MLogNormDiamTblN213
col2,MLogNormDiamTblN214col2,MLogNormDiamTblN215col2,MLogNormDiam
TblN216col2,MLogNormDiamTblN217col2,MLogNormDiamTblN218col2,MLogNo
rmDiamTblN219col2,MLogNormDiamTblN220col2,MLogNormDiamTblN221col2,
MLogNormDiamTblN222col2,MLogNormDiamTblN223col2,MLogNormDiamTblN
224col2,MLogNormDiamTblN225col2,MLogNormDiamTblN226col2,MLogNormDi
amTblN227col2,MLogNormDiamTblN228col2,MLogNormDiamTblN229col2,MLog
NormDiamTblN230col2,MLogNormDiamTblN231col2,MLogNormDiamTblN232co
l2,MLogNormDiamTblN233col2,MLogNormDiamTblN234col2,MLogNormDiamTb
lN235col2,MLogNormDiamTblN236col2,MLogNormDiamTblN237col2,MLogNorm
DiamTblN238col2,MLogNormDiamTblN239col2,MLogNormDiamTblN240col2,ML
ogNormDiamTblN241col2,MLogNormDiamTblN242col2,MLogNormDiamTblN243
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col2,MLogNormDiamTblN244col2,MLogNormDiamTblN245col2,MLogNormDiam
TblN246col2,MLogNormDiamTblN247col2,MLogNormDiamTblN248col2,MLogNo
rmDiamTblN249col2,MLogNormDiamTblN250col2,MLogNormDiamTblN251col2,
MLogNormDiamTblN252col2,MLogNormDiamTblN253col2,MLogNormDiamTblN
254col2,MLogNormDiamTblN255col2,MLogNormDiamTblN256col2,MLogNormDi
amTblN257col2,MLogNormDiamTblN258col2,MLogNormDiamTblN259col2,MLog
NormDiamTblN260col2,MLogNormDiamTblN261col2,MLogNormDiamTblN262co
l2,MLogNormDiamTblN263col2,MLogNormDiamTblN264col2,MLogNormDiamTb
lN265col2,MLogNormDiamTblN266col2,MLogNormDiamTblN267col2,MLogNorm
DiamTblN268col2,MLogNormDiamTblN269col2,MLogNormDiamTblN270col2,ML
ogNormDiamTblN271col2,MLogNormDiamTblN272col2,MLogNormDiamTblN273
col2,MLogNormDiamTblN274col2,MLogNormDiamTblN275col2,MLogNormDiam
TblN276col2,MLogNormDiamTblN277col2,MLogNormDiamTblN278col2,MLogNo
rmDiamTblN279col2,MLogNormDiamTblN280col2,MLogNormDiamTblN281col2,
MLogNormDiamTblN282col2,MLogNormDiamTblN283col2,MLogNormDiamTblN
284col2,MLogNormDiamTblN285col2,MLogNormDiamTblN286col2,MLogNormDi
amTblN287col2,MLogNormDiamTblN288col2,MLogNormDiamTblN289col2,MLog
NormDiamTblN290col2,MLogNormDiamTblN291col2,MLogNormDiamTblN292co
l2,MLogNormDiamTblN293col2,MLogNormDiamTblN294col2,MLogNormDiamTb
lN295col2,MLogNormDiamTblN296col2,MLogNormDiamTblN297col2,MLogNorm
DiamTblN298col2,MLogNormDiamTblN299col2,MLogNormDiamTblN300col2,ML
ogNormDiamTblN301col2,MLogNormDiamTblN302col2,MLogNormDiamTblN303
col2,MLogNormDiamTblN304col2,MLogNormDiamTblN305col2,MLogNormDiam
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TblN306col2,MLogNormDiamTblN307col2,MLogNormDiamTblN308col2,MLogNo
rmDiamTblN309col2,MLogNormDiamTblN310col2,MLogNormDiamTblN311col2,
MLogNormDiamTblN312col2,MLogNormDiamTblN313col2,MLogNormDiamTblN
314col2,MLogNormDiamTblN315col2,MLogNormDiamTblN316col2,MLogNormDi
amTblN317col2,MLogNormDiamTblN318col2,MLogNormDiamTblN319col2,MLog
NormDiamTblN320col2,MLogNormDiamTblN321col2,MLogNormDiamTblN322co
l2,MLogNormDiamTblN323col2,MLogNormDiamTblN324col2,MLogNormDiamTb
lN325col2,MLogNormDiamTblN326col2,MLogNormDiamTblN327col2,MLogNorm
DiamTblN328col2,MLogNormDiamTblN329col2,MLogNormDiamTblN330col2,ML
ogNormDiamTblN331col2,MLogNormDiamTblN332col2,MLogNormDiamTblN333
col2,MLogNormDiamTblN334col2,MLogNormDiamTblN335col2,MLogNormDiam
TblN336col2,MLogNormDiamTblN337col2,MLogNormDiamTblN338col2,MLogNo
rmDiamTblN339col2,MLogNormDiamTblN340col2,MLogNormDiamTblN341col2,
MLogNormDiamTblN342col2,MLogNormDiamTblN343col2,MLogNormDiamTblN
344col2,MLogNormDiamTblN345col2,MLogNormDiamTblN346col2,MLogNormDi
amTblN347col2,MLogNormDiamTblN348col2,MLogNormDiamTblN349col2,MLog
NormDiamTblN350col2,MLogNormDiamTblN351col2,MLogNormDiamTblN352co
l2,MLogNormDiamTblN353col2,MLogNormDiamTblN354col2,MLogNormDiamTb
lN355col2,MLogNormDiamTblN356col2,MLogNormDiamTblN357col2,MLogNorm
DiamTblN358col2,MLogNormDiamTblN359col2,MLogNormDiamTblN360col2,ML
ogNormDiamTblN361col2,MLogNormDiamTblN362col2,MLogNormDiamTblN363
col2,MLogNormDiamTblN364col2,MLogNormDiamTblN365col2,MLogNormDiam
TblN366col2,MLogNormDiamTblN367col2,MLogNormDiamTblN368col2,MLogNo
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rmDiamTblN369col2,MLogNormDiamTblN370col2,MLogNormDiamTblN371col2,
MLogNormDiamTblN372col2,MLogNormDiamTblN373col2,MLogNormDiamTblN
374col2,MLogNormDiamTblN375col2,MLogNormDiamTblN376col2,MLogNormDi
amTblN377col2,MLogNormDiamTblN378col2,MLogNormDiamTblN379col2,MLog
NormDiamTblN380col2,MLogNormDiamTblN381col2,MLogNormDiamTblN382co
l2,MLogNormDiamTblN383col2,MLogNormDiamTblN384col2,MLogNormDiamTb
lN385col2,MLogNormDiamTblN386col2,MLogNormDiamTblN387col2,MLogNorm
DiamTblN388col2,MLogNormDiamTblN389col2,MLogNormDiamTblN390col2,ML
ogNormDiamTblN391col2,MLogNormDiamTblN392col2,MLogNormDiamTblN393
col2,MLogNormDiamTblN394col2,MLogNormDiamTblN395col2,MLogNormDiam
TblN396col2,MLogNormDiamTblN397col2,MLogNormDiamTblN398col2,MLogNo
rmDiamTblN399col2,MLogNormDiamTblN400col2,MLogNormDiamTblN401col2,
MLogNormDiamTblN402col2,MLogNormDiamTblN403col2,MLogNormDiamTblN
404col2,MLogNormDiamTblN405col2,MLogNormDiamTblN406col2,MLogNormDi
amTblN407col2,MLogNormDiamTblN408col2,MLogNormDiamTblN409col2,MLog
NormDiamTblN410col2,MLogNormDiamTblN411col2,MLogNormDiamTblN412co
l2,MLogNormDiamTblN413col2,MLogNormDiamTblN414col2,MLogNormDiamTb
lN415col2,MLogNormDiamTblN416col2,MLogNormDiamTblN417col2,MLogNorm
DiamTblN418col2,MLogNormDiamTblN419col2,MLogNormDiamTblN420col2,ML
ogNormDiamTblN421col2,MLogNormDiamTblN422col2,MLogNormDiamTblN423
col2,MLogNormDiamTblN424col2,MLogNormDiamTblN425col2,MLogNormDiam
TblN426col2,MLogNormDiamTblN427col2,MLogNormDiamTblN428col2,MLogNo
rmDiamTblN429col2,MLogNormDiamTblN430col2,MLogNormDiamTblN431col2,
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MLogNormDiamTblN432col2,MLogNormDiamTblN433col2,MLogNormDiamTblN
434col2,MLogNormDiamTblN435col2,MLogNormDiamTblN436col2,MLogNormDi
amTblN437col2,MLogNormDiamTblN438col2,MLogNormDiamTblN439col2,MLog
NormDiamTblN440col2,MLogNormDiamTblN441col2,MLogNormDiamTblN442co
l2,MLogNormDiamTblN443col2,MLogNormDiamTblN444col2,MLogNormDiamTb
lN445col2,MLogNormDiamTblN446col2,MLogNormDiamTblN447col2,MLogNorm
DiamTblN448col2,MLogNormDiamTblN449col2,MLogNormDiamTblN450col2,ML
ogNormDiamTblN451col2,MLogNormDiamTblN452col2,MLogNormDiamTblN453
col2,MLogNormDiamTblN454col2,MLogNormDiamTblN455col2,MLogNormDiam
TblN456col2,MLogNormDiamTblN457col2,MLogNormDiamTblN458col2,MLogNo
rmDiamTblN459col2,MLogNormDiamTblN460col2,MLogNormDiamTblN461col2,
MLogNormDiamTblN462col2,MLogNormDiamTblN463col2,MLogNormDiamTblN
464col2,MLogNormDiamTblN465col2,MLogNormDiamTblN466col2,MLogNormDi
amTblN467col2,MLogNormDiamTblN468col2,MLogNormDiamTblN469col2,MLog
NormDiamTblN470col2,MLogNormDiamTblN471col2,MLogNormDiamTblN472co
l2,MLogNormDiamTblN473col2,MLogNormDiamTblN474col2,MLogNormDiamTb
lN475col2,MLogNormDiamTblN476col2,MLogNormDiamTblN477col2,MLogNorm
DiamTblN478col2,MLogNormDiamTblN479col2,MLogNormDiamTblN480col2,ML
ogNormDiamTblN481col2,MLogNormDiamTblN482col2,MLogNormDiamTblN483
col2,MLogNormDiamTblN484col2,MLogNormDiamTblN485col2,MLogNormDiam
TblN486col2,MLogNormDiamTblN487col2,MLogNormDiamTblN488col2,MLogNo
rmDiamTblN489col2,MLogNormDiamTblN490col2,MLogNormDiamTblN491col2,
MLogNormDiamTblN492col2,MLogNormDiamTblN493col2,MLogNormDiamTblN
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494col2,MLogNormDiamTblN495col2,MLogNormDiamTblN496col2,MLogNormDi
amTblN497col2,MLogNormDiamTblN498col2,MLogNormDiamTblN499col2,MLog
NormDiamTblN500col2];
As a result of all of the modification of the plot points, a new line of code is
devised to provide the total number of revised plot points.
unew=((IntegerPart[((curve0over450-
(f/u))/(f/u))]+1)*499)+(IntegerPart[((N[(curve0over450*(451+unmodifiedloc))-
curve0over450])-
(N[(curve0over450*(451+(49*old2newloc)))]))/N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]]+1)
As a result, unew in this case study equals 13993.  This is a big difference from the
original number of plot points which was u=50000.  But, the process to obtaining unew
helps to reduce the computational time necessary to obtain the statistical parameters and
the plot, which are shown below.
Using the three previous lines of code, the four parameters of the measured
distribution of grain diameters were extracted including: the area, mean, mode, and
standard deviation.  For this dissertation, a non-analytical method was used to extract
these four parameters instead of an analytical approach.  Because it is difficult or
impossible to use the exact formula for computing the definite MLogNormDiam integral,
non-analytical approximate numerical solutions were found using Mathematica.  I now
present only the results obtained using the non-analytical approach.
The standard deviation of the each of the MLogNormDiamTblNcol1 and
MLogNormDiamTblNcol2 columns that combine to form the measured PDF dataset is
calculated using the following line of code:
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Sqrt[Apply[Plus,(((Take[MLogNormDiamTblNcol1,{1,unew}]-
(Apply[Plus,(Take[MLogNormDiamTblNcol1,{1,unew}]*Take[MLogNormDiamTbl
Ncol2,{1,unew}])]/Apply[Plus,Take[MLogNormDiamTblNcol2,{1,unew}]]))^2)*Tak
e[MLogNormDiamTblNcol2,{1,unew}])]/Apply[Plus,Take[MLogNormDiamTblNcol
2,{1,unew}]]]
where Take[MLogNormDiamTblNcol1,{1,unew}] gives elements 1 through unew of the
MLogNormDiamTblNcol1 vector, Take[MLogNormDiamTblNcol2,{1,unew}] gives
elements 1 through unew of the MLogNormDiamTblNcol2 vector, and Apply[Plus, is
used to sum over the members of some list to which it is applied.  Notice that there’s a
portion of the code that is actually the same line of code used to calculate the mean.  So
to calculate the standard deviation, first the difference between each diameter found by
using the Take[MLogNormDiamTblNcol1,{1,unew}] portion of the code and the mean
of the measured distribution of grain diameters found is squared. Second, each of the
squared differences between each measured diameter and the mean are averaged by being
multiplied to each corresponding element within the MLogNormDiamTblNcol2 vector,
which is the probability of measuring each of the measured diameters found in the
MLogNormDiamTblNcol1 vector, summing over all of the results and then dividing by
the total number of measurement probabilities; this yields the variance. Third, the square
root is taken of the variance.  The standard deviation is then the square root of the mean
of the difference between each measured grain diameter and the mean of the measured
distribution of grain diameters.  Here, the Apply[Plus, and Take functions are used to
obtain the standard deviation because it is only in this form that one may consistently
obtain speedy results.
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Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=0.58157540490284,
s=0.472380727077439, f=31, and unew=13993 values, the output value of the standard
deviation of the measured PDF from running the above line of code is approximately
0.93.
The mean of the MLogNormDiamTblNcol1 and MLogNormDiamTblNcol2
columns that combine to form the measured PDF dataset is calculated using the following
line of code:
Sum[(Part[MLogNormDiamTblNcol1,i]*Part[MLogNormDiamTblNcol2,i]),{i,1,une
w}]/Sum[Part[MLogNormDiamTblNcol2,i],{i,1,unew}]
where the
Sum[(Part[MLogNormDiamTblNcol1,i]*Part[MLogNormDiamTblNcol2,i]),{i,1,unew}]
portion of the above code, is a summation of each element within the
MLogNormDiamTblNcol1 vector multiplied to each corresponding element within the
MLogNormDiamTblNcol2 vector, which is the probability of measuring each of the
diameters found in the MLogNormDiamTblNcol1 vector, and the
Sum[Part[MLogNormDiamTblNcol2,i],{i,1,unew}] portion of the above code, is the total
number of measurement probabilities.  The mean of the measured distribution of grain
diameters is found by summing over every diameter weighted by the probability of
measuring that diameter divided by the total number of measurement probabilities.  An
alternate form of the above line of code is the following:
Apply[Plus,(Take[MLogNormDiamTblNcol1,{1,unew}]*Take[MLogNormDiamTbl
Ncol2,{1,unew}])]/Apply[Plus,Take[MLogNormDiamTblNcol2,{1,unew}]]
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where Apply[Plus, replaces Sum in the prior code, Take replaces Part in the prior code,
and {1,unew} replaces i and {i,1,unew} in the prior code. This alternate version of the
code is included because it has been observed when computing standard deviation values
especially, that when the data sets are very enormous in size, the use of the code that
includes the Sum and Part functions can take from days to weeks to complete, or just
stalls completely, never yielding an answer. So, it is best to utilize the Apply[Plus, and
Take functions in order to obtain speedy results.
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=0.58157540490284,
s=0.472380727077439, f=31, and u=13993 values, the output value of the mean of the
measured PDF from running the above line of code is approximately 1.57.
The mode of the MLogNormDiamTblNcol1 and MLogNormDiamTblNcol2
columns that combine to form the measured PDF dataset is calculated using the following
line of code:
Extract[MLogNormDiamTblNcol1,(Position[MLogNormDiamTblNcol2,Max[MLog
NormDiamTblNcol2]])]
where the Max[MLogNormDiamTblNcol2] portion of the above code yields the largest
number found among the measurement probabilities, while the portion of the above code
that includes Position[MLogNormDiamTblNcol2,Max[MLogNormDiamTblNcol2]]
gives the position indicated by an integer number from 1 to unew at which the largest
measurement probability is found, and the entire line of code found above that starts with
the Extract command gives the q value located in the MLogNormDiamTblNcol1 vector
that has the same position previously obtained for the maximum measurement
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probability, which yields the mode.  The mode is the grain diameter with the greatest
measurement probability.
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=0.58157540490284,
s=0.472380727077439, f=31, and u=13993 values, the output value of the mode of the
measured PDF from running the above line of code is approximately 1.09.
The area of the MLogNormDiamTblNcol1 and MLogNormDiamTblNcol2
columns that combine to form the measured PDF dataset is computed by applying the
trapezoidal rule using MLogNormDiamTblNcol1 and MLogNormDiamTblNcol2. The
trapezoidal rule is represented by the following line of code:
0.5*Sum[(Part[MLogNormDiamTblNcol2,i+1]+Part[MLogNormDiamTblNcol2,i])*
(Part[MLogNormDiamTblNcol1,i+1]-Part[MLogNormDiamTblNcol1,i]),{i,1,unew-
1}]
where Part[MLogNormDiamTblNcol2,i+1] gives the ith+1 element in the vector
MLogNormDiamTblNcol2, Part[MLogNormDiamTblNcol1,i+1] gives the ith+1 element
in the vector MLogNormDiamTblNcol1, Part[MLogNormDiamTblNcol2,i] gives the ith
element in the vector MLogNormDiamTblNcol2, Part[MLogNormDiamTblNcol1,i]
gives the ith element in the vector MLogNormDiamTblNcol1, {i,1,unew-1} produces
integer values of i that range from 1 to unew-1, and Sum is the summation symbol.  The
trapezoidal rule is used to make trapezoids with heights equal to the incremental changes
in q values found between every two q values of the MLogNormDiamTblNcol1 vector,
which is found by using the following portion of the above line of code within the
summation symbol, (Part[MLogNormDiamTblNcol1,i+1]-
Part[MLogNormDiamTblNcol1,i]). The approximate area under the
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MLogNormDiamPlot curve is found by adding the area of each of the trapezoids found as
the integer i increases from 1 to unew-1.
An alternate form of the above line of codes is the following:
Apply[Plus,0.5*(Take[MLogNormDiamTblNcol2,{2,unew}]+Take[MLogNormDiam
TblNcol2,{1,unew-1}])*(Take[MLogNormDiamTblNcol1,{2,unew}]-
Take[MLogNormDiamTblNcol1,{1,unew-1}])]
where Apply[Plus, replaces Sum in the prior code, Take replaces Part in the prior code,
{1,unew-1} replaces i and {i,1,unew-1} in the prior code, and {2,unew} replaces i+1 and
{i,1,unew-1} in the prior code. This alternate version of the code is included because it
has been observed when computing standard deviation values especially, that when the
data sets are very enormous in size, the use of the code that includes the Sum and Part
functions can take from days to weeks to complete, or just stalls completely, never
yielding an answer. So, it is best to utilize the Apply[Plus, and Take functions in order to
obtain speedy results.
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=0.58157540490284,
s=0.472380727077439, f=31, and u=13993 values, the output value of the area of the
measured PDF from running the above line of code is approximately 1.00.
The MLogNormDiamTblNcol1 and MLogNormDiamTblNcol2 columns are
recombined using the following line of code:
MLogNormDiamTblN=Transpose[{MLogNormDiamTblNcol1,MLogNormDiamTbl
Ncol2}];
A plot of the above table of values, MLogNormDiamTblN, is shown using the
following line of code:
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MLogNormDiamPlot=ListPlot[MLogNormDiamTblN,PlotStyle-
>{Thickness[0.01],Purple},PlotRange->Full,Joined->True]
where MLogNormDiamPlot resembles the actual measured distribution of grain
diameters that a materials scientist should obtain if he or she measured the equivalent
diameters on a planar cross section of a 3D distribution of grain diameters possessing a
lognormal distribution of mean, µ, and standard deviation, σ.  In the above line of code,
MLogNormDiamTblN is plotted with the horizontal axis representing all q values from 0
to f and the vertical axis representing all MLogNormDiam values for each different value
of q.
8.4 Measured PDF Of Sectioned Intercepts Of The Lognormal
Distribution
In this section, the sectioning function for linear intercepts is computationally
applied to the lognormal distribution in order to obtain the measured PDF of sectioned
intercepts of the lognormal distribution.
To start, in Mathematica, the lognormal distribution is called using the following
code:
PLogNorm[µ_,σ_,y_]:=PDF[LogNormalDistribution[µ,σ],y]
where PLogNorm represents the lognormal distribution of particle sizes with a known µ
which represents the mean and a known σ which represents the standard deviation, y
represents the true particle size diameters, and the right hand side (rhs) of the above line
of code, PDF[LogNormalDistribution[µ,σ],y], is temporarily kept in an unevaluated form
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with a delayed value equal to Equation 6.2 for the left hand side (lhs) of the above line of
code, PLogNorm[µ_,σ_,y_].
Computationally, the lognormal distribution of particle sizes is sectioned using
one of the two different sectioning functions explored in Chapter 3. Here, PLogNorm is
sectioned using the sectioning function for linear intercepts represented by QLIPowerfit
according to Equation 3.12 and 3.13 in the following line of code:
QLIPowerfit[y_,x_]:=If[x<=y,(1/y)*(1.6049*(x/y)^0.60122),0]
where y represents the true particle size diameters from the true distribution, x represents
the measured intercepts obtained from the planar section, and the rhs of the above line of
code, If[x<=y,(1/y)*(1.6049*(x/y)^0.60122),0], is temporarily kept in an unevaluated
form with a delayed value equal to
if x ≤ y or
0 ,
if x > y
for the lhs of the above line of code, QLIPowerfit[y_,x_].
The same variables that were chosen and finalized from Section 7.2 must be
recalled here.  For example, from Section 7.2, m=0.58157540490284,
s=0.472380727077439, f=31, and h=50000 must be recalled using the following line of
codes:
m=0.58157540490284;
s=0.472380727077439;
0.601221 1.6049 xy y
       
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f=31;
u=50000;
where the use of the semicolon, ;, at the end of each line of code prevents the output from
being shown.  Notice that the variable has changed for h to u.  The h variable is used only
when dealing with the true PDFs, while the u variable is used for the measured PDFs, so
h = u.  The procedure to finding the value of u are the same as the steps to finding h and
are explained in Section 7.2.  The u variable is defined before the next line of code is run,
where u represents the total number of parts into which the value f is divided.
The resultant measured PDF of intercept size (x), MLogNormLI, when
QLIPowerfit is applied to PLogNorm according to the conversion equation found in
Equation 4.1, was found using the following line of code:
MLogNormLI=Integrate[PLogNorm[m,s,q+A]*QLIPowerfit[(q+A),q],{A,0,f}];
where m is the mean, s is the standard deviation, q+A represents the true particle size
diameters, q represents the measured intercepts obtained from the planar section, f is a
value that is exceeds the full range of particle sizes expected in a particular material.  In
the above line of code, PLogNorm[µ_,σ_,y_] and QLIPowerfit[y_,x_] are no longer in
the unevaluated forms with delayed values because µ_ has been replaced with the value
m, σ_ has been replaced with the value s, y_ has been replaced with the value q+A, and
x_ has been replaced with the value q.  Now, PLogNorm[m,s,q+A] equals
  
 
2
22 0  ,2
0 True
m Log A q
se A qA q s 
     
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QLIPowerfit[(q+A),q] equals
and MLogNormLI equals
At this point, depending on the researcher’s computational resources, he or she
may either partition the code, using the same method found in Section 8.3, or not
partition the code using the following steps.
A two column table of points based on the MLogNormLI function is made using
the following line of code:
MLogNormLITbl=Table[{q,MLogNormLI},{q,0,f,N[f/u]}];
where u represents the total number of parts into which the value of f is divided and
N[f/u] is the step size with which the value of q is incrementally determined past the
value of 0. MLogNormLITbl remains unprinted until the following line of code is input
into Mathematica:
MLogNormLITblN=N[MLogNormLITbl]
where MLogNormLITblN is a large output of values that resembles {{0.,0.},…,{f,0.}}.
In place of the ellipsis is a whole range of two column values depending on the output.
The number of two column values in the ellipsis is equal to u-1.
0.601221If , 1.6049 ,0qq A q A q A q
              
  
 
2
2
0.60122
2
0
1.6049
0If , ,0  dA .2
0 True
m Log A q
sf
q
eA q A qq A q A q sA q 
  
                             

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A plot of the above table of values, MLogNormLITblN, is shown using the
following line of code:
MLogNormLIPlot=ListPlot[MLogNormLITblN,PlotStyle-
>{Thickness[0.01],Purple},PlotRange->Full,Joined->True]
where MLogNormLIPlot resembles the actual measured distribution of linear intercepts
that a materials scientist should obtain if he or she measured the linear intercepts on a
planar cross section of a 3D distribution of grain diameters possessing a lognormal
distribution of mean, µ, and standard deviation, σ.  In the above line of code,
MLogNormLITblN is plotted with the horizontal axis representing all q values from 0 to
f and the vertical axis representing all MLogNormLI values for each different value of q.
The first column of MLogNormLITblN, which includes all of the q values from 0
to f in increments of N[f/u], is printed using the following line of code:
MLogNormLITblNcol1=MLogNormLITblN[[All,1]]
where MLogNormLITblNcol1 is the 1st column extracted from the table entitled
MLogNormLITblN. The second column of MLogNormLITblN, which includes all of
the MLogNormLI values for each different value of q, is printed using the following line
of code:
MLogNormLITblNcol2=MLogNormLITblN[[All,2]]
where MLogNormLITblNcol2 is the 2nd column extracted from the table entitled
MLogNormLITblN.
From the two previous lines of code the four parameters of the measured
distribution of linear intercepts shown in MLogNormLIPlot were extracted including: the
area, mean, mode, and standard deviation.  For this dissertation, a non-analytical method
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was used to extract these four parameters instead of an analytical approach.  Because it is
difficult or impossible to use the exact formula for computing the definite MLogNormLI
integral, non-analytical approximate numerical solutions were found using Mathematica.
I now present only the results obtained using the non-analytical approach.
The standard deviation of the MLogNormLIPlot is calculated using the following
line of code:
Sqrt[Apply[Plus,(((Take[MLogNormLITblNcol1,{1,u}]-
(Apply[Plus,(Take[MLogNormLITblNcol1,{1,u}]*Take[MLogNormLITblNcol2,{1,
u}])]/Apply[Plus,Take[MLogNormLITblNcol2,{1,u}]]))^2)*Take[MLogNormLITbl
Ncol2,{1,u}])]/Apply[Plus,Take[MLogNormLITblNcol2,{1,u}]]]
where Take[MLogNormLITblNcol1,{1,u}] gives elements 1 through u of the
MLogNormLITblNcol1 vector, Take[MLogNormLITblNcol2,{1,u}] gives elements 1
through u of the MLogNormLITblNcol2 vector, and Apply[Plus, is used to sum over the
members of some list to which it is applied.  Notice that there’s a portion of the code that
is actually the same line of code used to calculate the mean.  So to calculate the standard
deviation, first the difference between each diameter found by using the
Take[MLogNormLITblNcol1,{1,u}] portion of the code and the mean of the measured
distribution of linear intercepts found is squared. Second, each of the squared differences
between each measured intercept and the mean are averaged by being multiplied to each
corresponding element within the MLogNormLITblNcol2 vector, which is the probability
of measuring each of the measured intercepts found in the MLogNormLITblNcol1
vector, summing over all of the results and then dividing by the total number of
measurement probabilities; this yields the variance. Third, the square root is taken of the
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variance.  The standard deviation is then the square root of the mean of the difference
between each measured linear intercept and the mean of the measured distribution of
linear intercepts.  Here, the Apply[Plus, and Take functions are used to obtain the
standard deviation because it is only in this form that one may consistently obtain speedy
results.
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=0.58157540490284,
s=0.472380727077439, f=31, and u=50000 values, the output value of the standard
deviation of the measured PDF from running the above line of code is approximately
0.84.
The mean of the MLogNormLIPlot is calculated using the following line of code:
Sum[(Part[MLogNormLITblNcol1,i]*Part[MLogNormLITblNcol2,i]),{i,1,u}]/Sum[
Part[MLogNormLITblNcol2,i],{i,1,u}]
where the Sum[(Part[MLogNormLITblNcol1,i]*Part[MLogNormLITblNcol2,i]),{i,1,u}]
portion of the above code, is a summation of each element within the
MLogNormLITblNcol1 vector multiplied to each corresponding element within the
MLogNormLITblNcol2 vector, which is the probability of measuring each of the
intercepts found in the MLogNormLITblNcol1 vector, and the
Sum[Part[MLogNormLITblNcol2,i],{i,1,u}] portion of the above code, is the total
number of measurement probabilities.  The mean of the measured distribution of linear
intercepts is found by summing over every intercept weighted by the probability of
measuring that intercept divided by the total number of measurement probabilities.  An
alternate form of the above line of code is the following:
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Apply[Plus,(Take[MLogNormLITblNcol1,{1,u}]*Take[MLogNormLITblNcol2,{1,u
}])]/Apply[Plus,Take[MLogNormLITblNcol2,{1,u}]]
where Apply[Plus, replaces Sum in the prior code, Take replaces Part in the prior code,
and {1,u} replaces i and {i,1,u} in the prior code. This alternate version of the code is
included because it has been observed when computing standard deviation values
especially, that when the data sets are very enormous in size, the use of the code that
includes the Sum and Part functions can take from days to weeks to complete, or just
stalls completely, never yielding an answer. So, it is best to utilize the Apply[Plus, and
Take functions in order to obtain speedy results.
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=0.58157540490284,
s=0.472380727077439, f=31, and u=50000 values, the output value of the mean of the
measured PDF from running the above line of code is approximately 1.23.
The mode of the MLogNormLIPlot is calculated using the following line of code:
Extract[MLogNormLITblNcol1,(Position[MLogNormLITblNcol2,Max[MLogNorm
LITblNcol2]])]
where the Max[MLogNormLITblNcol2] portion of the above code yields the largest
number found among the measurement probabilities, while the portion of the above code
that includes Position[MLogNormLITblNcol2,Max[MLogNormLITblNcol2]] gives the
position indicated by an integer number from 1 to u at which the largest measurement
probability is found, and the entire line of code found above that starts with the Extract
command gives the q value located in the MLogNormLITblNcol1 vector that has the
same position previously obtained for the maximum measurement probability, which
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yields the mode.  The mode is the linear intercept with the greatest measurement
probability.
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=0.58157540490284,
s=0.472380727077439, f=31, and u=50000 values, the output value of the mode of the
measured PDF from running the above line of code is approximately 0.78.
The area under the MLogNormLIPlot curve is computed by applying the
trapezoidal rule using MLogNormLITblNcol1 and MLogNormLITblNcol2. The
trapezoidal rule is represented by the following line of code:
0.5*Sum[(Part[MLogNormLITblNcol2,i+1]+Part[MLogNormLITblNcol2,i])*(Part[
MLogNormLITblNcol1,i+1]-Part[MLogNormLITblNcol1,i]),{i,1,u-1}]
where Part[MLogNormLITblNcol2,i+1] gives the ith+1 element in the vector
MLogNormLITblNcol2, Part[MLogNormLITblNcol1,i+1] gives the ith+1 element in the
vector MLogNormLITblNcol1, Part[MLogNormLITblNcol2,i] gives the ith element in
the vector MLogNormLITblNcol2, Part[MLogNormLITblNcol1,i] gives the ith element
in the vector MLogNormLITblNcol1, {i,1,u-1} produces integer values of i that range
from 1 to u-1, and Sum is the summation symbol.  The trapezoidal rule is used to make
trapezoids with heights equal to the incremental changes in q values found between every
two q values of the MLogNormLITblNcol1 vector, which is found by using the following
portion of the above line of code within the summation symbol,
(Part[MLogNormLITblNcol1,i+1]-Part[MLogNormLITblNcol1,i]). Since the small
change in q is always equal to N[f/u], N[f/u] can be factored out of the above line of
code.  An alternate form of the above line of code is the following:
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0.5*Sum[(Part[MLogNormLITblNcol2,i+1]+Part[MLogNormLITblNcol2,i]),{i,1,u-
1}]*N[f/u]
where Sum[(Part[MLogNormLITblNcol2,i+1]+Part[MLogNormLITblNcol2,i]),{i,1,u-
1}] is the portion of the trapezoidal rule representing the parallel sides of the trapezoids
equal to the MLogNormLI values found by adding each of the adjacent elements within
the MLogNormLITblNcol2 vector.  The approximate area under the MLogNormLIPlot
curve is found by adding the area of each of the trapezoids found as the integer i
increases from 1 to u-1.
An alternate form of the above line of codes is the following:
Apply[Plus,0.5*(Take[MLogNormLITblNcol2,{2,u}]+Take[MLogNormLITblNcol2,
{1,u-1}])*(Take[MLogNormLITblNcol1,{2,u}]-Take[MLogNormLITblNcol1,{1,u-
1}])]
where Apply[Plus, replaces Sum in the prior code, Take replaces Part in the prior code,
{1,u-1} replaces i and {i,1,u-1} in the prior code, and {2,u} replaces i+1 and {i,1,u-1} in
the prior code. This alternate version of the code is included because it has been
observed when computing standard deviation values especially, that when the data sets
are very enormous in size, the use of the code that includes the Sum and Part functions
can take from days to weeks to complete, or just stalls completely, never yielding an
answer. So, it is best to utilize the Apply[Plus, and Take functions in order to obtain
speedy results.
Using the example in this dissertation of the defined m=0.58157540490284,
s=0.472380727077439, f=31, and u=50000 values, the output value of the area of the
measured PDF from running the above line of code is approximately 1.00.
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CHAPTER 9: GRAPHICAL “LOOK-UP” TABLE RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION
In this chapter is presented the computed parameters of measured size
distributions that should be obtained for various true size distributions.  It is not possible
to compute the measured value of a single parameter, such as the mean, mode, and
standard deviation from the true value of the same parameter, since various results can be
obtained, depending on the values of the other parameters.  However, for either the mean
and standard deviation parameters or the mode and standard deviation parameters, it is
possible to compute uniquely, the correspondence between the true and measured values,
if the form of the distribution is correctly attributed.
9.1 Organization Of Statistical Parameters Into Graphical “Look-Up”
Tables
The statistical parameters included in the graphical “look-up” tables are the mean,
mode, and standard deviation. These statistical parameters need to be organized in a way
that provides a reliable and unique solution to the problem of determining true particle
size distributions from measurements on cross sectioned microstructures. When
determining true statistical parameters from measured ones in graphical “look-up” tables,
it is important to note that it is not possible to predict the true value of a single parameter,
such as the mean, mode, and standard deviation from the measured value of the same
parameter. For instance, materials scientists commonly measure sectioned materials
using linear intercepts and report the mean measured grain sizes in literature. Figure 9-1
is a plot relating measured mean linear intercepts to materials with a normal distribution
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Figure 9-1: Plot of mean linear intercepts related to means and standard deviations of
the normal distribution of true grain sizes.
of true grain sizes. When the standard deviations of the normal distribution of true grain
sizes increase above zero, the correlation between the measured mean linear intercepts
and true mean deviates from linearity and decreases in slope. So, for a single measured
mean linear intercept value, various resultant true means can be obtained, depending on
the values of the true standard deviation. This results in measured mean linear intercepts
alone being insufficient for ascertaining true mean size distributions in materials. More
measured parameters are necessary for deriving true mean grain sizes from mean linear
intercept measurements. Subsequently, various graphical “look-up” tables must be
compiled so that any observed parameters obtained from measurements of particle size
distributions may be found in the database and related back to the true PDF parameters.
To compile the red lines found on various graphical “look-up” tables, the
measured standard deviation for all data that originated from a true mean or mode of one
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and a true standard deviation that increased incrementally from zero to ten were grouped
in one column in an Excel spreadsheet, while the measured mean or mode for all data that
originated from a true mean or mode of one and a true standard deviation that increased
incrementally from zero to ten were grouped in the second column.   When these two
columns are plotted, the true mean or mode line equaling one is placed on the graph.
This procedure is done for increasing values of the true mean or mode from one to ten.
To compile the gray lines found on various graphical “look-up” tables, the measured
standard deviation for all data that originated from a true standard deviation of zero and a
true mean or mode that increased incrementally from one to ten were grouped in one
column in an Excel spreadsheet, while the measured mean or mode for all data that
originated from a true standard deviation of zero and a true mean or mode that increased
incrementally from one to ten were grouped in the second column.   When these two
columns are plotted, the true standard deviation line equaling zero is placed on the graph.
This procedure is done for increasing values of the true standard deviation from zero to
ten.  The intersection of the red lines with the gray lines form the graphical “look-up”
tables.
9.2   Results Of The Graphical “Look-Up” Tables
The results are presented as a series of two-dimensional plots, relating true and
measured values of pairs of parameters, for normal and lognormal distributions.  In each
case our axes represent the measured values, and the corresponding true values are
interpolated from the plot.
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9.2.1  Measured PDF Of Sectioned Diameters Of The Normal Distribution
There are two different types of graphical “look-up” tables formed when the
normal distribution true PDF is sectioned using the sectioning function for equivalent
diameters technique.  The first graphical “look-up” table formed permits the researcher to
use the mean and standard deviation of measured particle diameters to graphically “look-
up” the mean and standard deviation of the normal distribution of true particle diameters.
While the second graphical “look-up” table formed permits the researcher to use the
mode and standard deviation of measured particle diameters to graphically “look-up” the
mode and standard deviation of the normal distribution of true particle diameters. Only
one of these tables is necessary for arriving at the conclusion of the proper true PDF
values.
9.2.1.1 Use Mean And Standard Deviation Of Measured Particle Diameters To
Graphically “Look-Up” The Mean And Standard Deviation Of The Normal Distribution
Of True Particle Diameters
Figure 9-2 shows the graphical “look-up” table that allows the researcher to
convert from the two-dimensional mean and standard deviation of the measured particle
diameter values to the three-dimensional mean and standard deviation of the normal
distribution of true particle diameter values. There are two axes on this table.  The
vertical axis represents the mean of the measured particle diameters, while the horizontal
axis represents the standard deviation of the measured particle diameters.  There are also
two different colors of lines represented in the table.  The ten thicker red lines that run
nearly parallel to the horizontal axis represent the means of the normal distribution of true
particle diameters, with each line representing an integer value of the mean from one to
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ten. While the eleven thicker and nine thinner gray lines that run nearly perpendicular to
the horizontal axis represent the standard deviations of the normal distribution of true
particle diameters, with each thick line representing an integer value of the standard
deviation from zero to ten and each thin line representing an incremental increase in steps
of 0.10 in the value of the standard deviation from 0.10 to 0.90.  In order to use this
graphical “look-up” table, a researcher who sectioned a microstructural material, took
measurements of particle sizes, and extracted statistical parameters from the measured
PDF, must first begin by using the two axes to find the intersection of the mean of the
measured particle diameters with the standard deviation of the measured particle
diameters.  At the point at which these two values read off of these two axes intersect, the
researcher then must read off the mean and the standard deviation of the normal
distribution of true particle diameters.  If the intersection of the mean of the measured
particle diameters with the standard deviation of the measured particle diameters falls
directly on a red nearly horizontal curved line, then the mean of the normal distribution of
true particle diameters is the exact number listed to the left of the line.  However, if the
intersection of the mean of the measured particle diameters with the standard deviation of
the measured particle diameters falls somewhere between two red nearly horizontal
curved lines, then the mean of the normal distribution of true particle diameters must be
calculated based on the fraction of the distance between the two red curves that the
intersected point lies.  Likewise, if the intersection of the mean of the measured particle
diameters with the standard deviation of the measured particle diameters falls directly on
a gray nearly vertical curved thick line, then the standard deviation of the normal
distribution of true particle diameters is the exact number listed at the top of the line. But,
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if it falls on any gray nearly vertical curved thin line, then the standard deviation of the
normal distribution of true particle diameters is any value between 0.10 to 0.90 in
increments of 0.10, since each thin gray line represents 1/10th of the value of the standard
deviation between the σ=0 and σ=1 lines.  The gray nearly vertical curved line with the
standard deviation of the normal distribution of true particle diameters equaling σ=0, is
also the delta distribution of true particle diameters, since it represents the limit of the
normal distribution.  Even though the entire graphical “look-up” table of Figure 9-2 is
used to convert between the mean and standard deviation of the measured particle
diameters and the mean and standard deviation of the normal distribution of true particle
diameters, the gray nearly vertical curved line with the standard deviation of the normal
distribution of true particle diameters equaling σ=0 is the only line used to convert
between the mean and standard deviation of the measured particle diameters and the
mean and standard deviation of the delta distribution of true particle diameters.
Furthermore, if the intersection of the mean of the measured particle diameters with the
standard deviation of the measured particle diameters falls somewhere between two gray
nearly vertical curved lines, then the standard deviation of the normal distribution of true
particle diameters must be calculated based on the fraction of the distance between the
two gray curves within which the intersected point lies.
9.2.1.2  Use Mode And Standard Deviation Of Measured Particle Diameters To
Graphically “Look-Up” The Mode And Standard Deviation Of The Normal Distribution
Of True Particle Diameters
Figure 9-3 shows the graphical “look-up” table that allows the researcher to
convert from the two-dimensional mode and standard deviation of the measured particle
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diameter values to the three-dimensional mode and standard deviation of the normal
distribution of true particle diameter values.  There are two axes on this table.  The
vertical axis represents the mode of the measured particle diameters, while the horizontal
axis represents the standard deviation of the measured particle diameters.  There are also
two different colors of lines represented in the table.  The ten thicker red lines that run
nearly parallel to the horizontal axis represent the modes of the normal distribution of
true particle diameters, with each line representing an integer value of the mode from one
to ten. While the eleven thicker and nine thinner gray lines that run nearly perpendicular
to the horizontal axis represent the standard deviations of the normal distribution of true
particle diameters, with each thick line representing an integer value of the standard
deviation from zero to ten and each thin line representing an incremental increase in steps
of 0.10 in the value of the standard deviation from 0.10 to 0.90.  In order to use this
graphical “look-up” table, a researcher who sectioned a microstructural material, took
measurements of particle sizes, and extracted statistical parameters from the measured
PDF, must first begin by using the two axes to find the intersection of the mode of the
measured particle diameters with the standard deviation of the measured particle
diameters.  At the point at which these two values read off of these two axes intersect, the
researcher then must read off the mode and the standard deviation of the normal
distribution of true particle diameters.  If the intersection of the mode of the measured
particle diameters with the standard deviation of the measured particle diameters falls
directly on a red nearly horizontal curved line, then the mode of the normal distribution
of true particle diameters is the exact number listed to the left of the line.  However, if the
intersection of the mode of the measured particle diameters with the standard deviation of
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the measured particle diameters falls somewhere between two red nearly horizontal
curved lines, then the mode of the normal distribution of true particle diameters must be
calculated based on the fraction of the distance between the two red curves that the
intersected point lies.  Likewise, if the intersection of the mode of the measured particle
diameters with the standard deviation of the measured particle diameters falls directly on
a gray nearly vertical curved thick line, then the standard deviation of the normal
distribution of true particle diameters is the exact number listed at the top of the line. But,
if it falls on any gray nearly vertical curved thin line, then the standard deviation of the
normal distribution of true particle diameters is any value between 0.10 to 0.90 in
increments of 0.10, since each thin gray line represents 1/10th of the value of the standard
deviation between the σ=0 and σ=1 lines.  The gray nearly vertical curved line with the
standard deviation of the normal distribution of true particle diameters equaling σ=0, is
also the delta distribution of true particle diameters, since it represents the limit of the
normal distribution.  Even though the entire graphical “look-up” table of Figure 9-3 is
used to convert between the mode and standard deviation of the measured particle
diameters and the mode and standard deviation of the normal distribution of true particle
diameters, the gray nearly vertical curved line with the standard deviation of the normal
distribution of true particle diameters equaling σ=0 is the only line used to convert
between the mode and standard deviation of the measured particle diameters and the
mode and standard deviation of the delta distribution of true particle diameters.
Furthermore, if the intersection of the mode of the measured particle diameters with the
standard deviation of the measured particle diameters falls somewhere between two gray
nearly vertical curved lines, then the standard deviation of the normal distribution of true
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particle diameters must be calculated based on the fraction of the distance between the
two gray curves within which the intersected point lies.
9.2.2 Measured PDF Of Sectioned Intercepts Of The Normal Distribution
There are two different types of graphical “look-up” tables formed when the
normal distribution true PDF is sectioned using the sectioning function for linear
intercepts technique.  The first graphical “look-up” table formed permits the researcher to
use the mean and standard deviation of measured linear intercepts to graphically “look-
up” the mean and standard deviation of the normal distribution of true particle diameters.
While the second graphical “look-up” table formed permits the researcher to use the
mode and standard deviation of measured linear intercepts to graphically “look-up” the
mode and standard deviation of the normal distribution of true particle diameters.  Only
one of these tables is necessary for arriving at the conclusion of the proper true PDF
values.
9.2.2.1  Use Mean And Standard Deviation Of Measured Linear Intercepts To
Graphically “Look-Up” The Mean And Standard Deviation Of The Normal Distribution
Of True Particle Diameters
Figure 9-4 shows the graphical “look-up” table that allows the researcher to
convert from the two-dimensional mean and standard deviation of the measured linear
intercept values to the three-dimensional mean and standard deviation of the normal
distribution of true particle diameter values.  There are two axes on this table.  The
vertical axis represents the mean of the measured linear intercepts, while the horizontal
axis represents the standard deviation of the measured linear intercepts.  There are also
two different colors of lines represented in the table.  The ten thicker red lines that run
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nearly parallel to the horizontal axis represent the means of the normal distribution of true
particle diameters, with each line representing an integer value of the mean from one to
ten. While the eleven thicker and nine thinner gray lines that run nearly perpendicular to
the horizontal axis represent the standard deviations of the normal distribution of true
particle diameters, with each thick line representing an integer value of the standard
deviation from zero to ten and each thin line representing an incremental increase in steps
of 0.10 in the value of the standard deviation from 0.10 to 0.90.  In order to use this
graphical “look-up” table, a researcher who sectioned a microstructural material, took
measurements of linear intercept sizes, and extracted statistical parameters from the
measured PDF, must first begin by using the two axes to find the intersection of the mean
of the measured linear intercepts with the standard deviation of the measured linear
intercepts.  At the point at which these two values read off of these two axes intersect, the
researcher then must read off the mean and the standard deviation of the normal
distribution of true particle diameters.  If the intersection of the mean of the measured
linear intercepts with the standard deviation of the measured linear intercepts falls
directly on a red nearly horizontal curved line, then the mean of the normal distribution of
true particle diameters is the exact number listed to the left of the line.  However, if the
intersection of the mean of the measured linear intercepts with the standard deviation of
the measured linear intercepts falls somewhere between two red nearly horizontal curved
lines, then the mean of the normal distribution of true particle diameters must be
calculated based on the fraction of the distance between the two red curves that the
intersected point lies.  Likewise, if the intersection of the mean of the measured linear
intercepts with the standard deviation of the measured linear intercepts falls directly on a
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gray nearly vertical curved thick line, then the standard deviation of the normal
distribution of true particle diameters is the exact number listed at the top of the line. But,
if it falls on any gray nearly vertical curved thin line, then the standard deviation of the
normal distribution of true particle diameters is any value between 0.10 to 0.90 in
increments of 0.10, since each thin gray line represents 1/10th of the value of the standard
deviation between the σ=0 and σ=1 lines.  The gray nearly vertical curved line with the
standard deviation of the normal distribution of true particle diameters equaling σ=0, is
also the delta distribution of true particle diameters, since it represents the limit of the
normal distribution.  Even though the entire graphical “look-up” table of Figure 9-4 is
used to convert between the mean and standard deviation of the measured linear
intercepts and the mean and standard deviation of the normal distribution of true particle
diameters, the gray nearly vertical curved line with the standard deviation of the normal
distribution of true particle diameters equaling σ=0 is the only line used to convert
between the mean and standard deviation of the measured linear intercepts and the mean
and standard deviation of the delta distribution of true particle diameters.  Furthermore, if
the intersection of the mean of the measured linear intercepts with the standard deviation
of the measured linear intercepts falls somewhere between two gray nearly vertical
curved lines, then the standard deviation of the normal distribution of true particle
diameters must be calculated based on the fraction of the distance between the two gray
curves within which the intersected point lies.
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9.2.2.2  Use Mode And Standard Deviation Of Measured Linear Intercepts To
Graphically “Look-Up” The Mode And Standard Deviation Of The Normal Distribution
Of True Particle Diameters
Figure 9-5 shows the graphical “look-up” table that allows the researcher to
convert from the two-dimensional mode and standard deviation of the measured linear
intercept values to the three-dimensional mode and standard deviation of the normal
distribution of true particle diameter values.  There are two axes on this table.  The
vertical axis represents the mode of the measured linear intercepts, while the horizontal
axis represents the standard deviation of the measured linear intercepts.  There are also
two different colors of lines represented in the table.  The ten thicker red lines that run
nearly parallel to the horizontal axis represent the modes of the normal distribution of
true particle diameters, with each line representing an integer value of the mode from one
to ten. While the eleven thicker and nine thinner gray lines that run nearly perpendicular
to the horizontal axis represent the standard deviations of the normal distribution of true
particle diameters, with each thick line representing an integer value of the standard
deviation from zero to ten and each thin line representing an incremental increase in steps
of 0.10 in the value of the standard deviation from 0.10 to 0.90.  In order to use this
graphical “look-up” table, a researcher who sectioned a microstructural material, took
measurements of linear intercept sizes, and extracted statistical parameters from the
measured PDF, must first begin by using the two axes to find the intersection of the mode
of the measured linear intercepts with the standard deviation of the measured linear
intercepts.  At the point at which these two values read off of these two axes intersect, the
researcher then must read off the mode and the standard deviation of the normal
240
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distribution of true particle diameters.  If the intersection of the mode of the measured
linear intercepts with the standard deviation of the measured linear intercepts falls
directly on a red nearly horizontal curved line, then the mode of the normal distribution
of true particle diameters is the exact number listed to the left of the line.  However, if the
intersection of the mode of the measured linear intercepts with the standard deviation of
the measured linear intercepts falls somewhere between two red nearly horizontal curved
lines, then the mode of the normal distribution of true particle diameters must be
calculated based on the fraction of the distance between the two red curves that the
intersected point lies.  Likewise, if the intersection of the mode of the measured linear
intercepts with the standard deviation of the measured linear intercepts falls directly on a
gray nearly vertical curved thick line, then the standard deviation of the normal
distribution of true particle diameters is the exact number listed at the top of the line. But,
if it falls on any gray nearly vertical curved thin line, then the standard deviation of the
normal distribution of true particle diameters is any value between 0.10 to 0.90 in
increments of 0.10, since each thin gray line represents 1/10th of the value of the standard
deviation between the σ=0 and σ=1 lines.  The gray nearly vertical curved line with the
standard deviation of the normal distribution of true particle diameters equaling σ=0, is
also the delta distribution of true particle diameters, since it represents the limit of the
normal distribution.  Even though the entire graphical “look-up” table of Figure 9-5 is
used to convert between the mode and standard deviation of the measured linear
intercepts and the mode and standard deviation of the normal distribution of true particle
diameters, the gray nearly vertical curved line with the standard deviation of the normal
distribution of true particle diameters equaling σ=0 is the only line used to convert
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between the mode and standard deviation of the measured linear intercepts and the mode
and standard deviation of the delta distribution of true particle diameters.  Furthermore, if
the intersection of the mode of the measured linear intercepts with the standard deviation
of the measured linear intercepts falls somewhere between two gray nearly vertical
curved lines, then the standard deviation of the normal distribution of true particle
diameters must be calculated based on the fraction of the distance between the two gray
curves within which the intersected point lies.
9.2.3 Measured PDF Of Sectioned Diameters Of The Lognormal
Distribution
There are two different types of graphical “look-up” tables formed when the
lognormal distribution true PDF is sectioned using the sectioning function for equivalent
diameters technique.  The first graphical “look-up” table formed permits the researcher to
use the mean and standard deviation of measured particle diameters to graphically “look-
up” the mean and standard deviation of the lognormal distribution of true particle
diameters.  While the second graphical “look-up” table formed permits the researcher to
use the mode and standard deviation of measured particle diameters to graphically “look-
up” the mode and standard deviation of the lognormal distribution of true particle
diameters.  Only one of these tables is necessary for arriving at the conclusion of the
proper true PDF values.
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9.2.3.1 Use Mean And Standard Deviation Of Measured Particle Diameters To
Graphically “Look-Up” The Mean And Standard Deviation Of The Lognormal
Distribution Of True Particle Diameters
Figure 9-6 shows the graphical “look-up” table that allows the researcher to
convert from the two-dimensional mean and standard deviation of the measured particle
diameter values to the three-dimensional mean and standard deviation of the lognormal
distribution of true particle diameter values.  There are two axes on this table.  The
vertical axis represents the mean of the measured particle diameters, while the horizontal
axis represents the standard deviation of the measured particle diameters.  There are also
two different colors of lines represented in the table.  The ten thick red lines that run
nearly parallel to the horizontal axis represent the means of the lognormal distribution of
true particle diameters, with each line representing an integer value of the mean from one
to ten. While the eleven thick gray lines that run nearly perpendicular to the horizontal
axis represent the standard deviations of the lognormal distribution of true particle
diameters, with each line representing an integer value of the standard deviation from
zero to ten.  In order to use this graphical “look-up” table, a researcher who sectioned a
microstructural material, took measurements of particle sizes, and extracted statistical
parameters from the measured PDF, must first begin by using the two axes to find the
intersection of the mean of the measured particle diameters with the standard deviation of
the measured particle diameters.  At the point at which these two values read off of these
two axes intersect, the researcher then must read off the mean and the standard deviation
of the lognormal distribution of true particle diameters.  If the intersection of the mean of
244
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the measured particle diameters with the standard deviation of the measured particle
diameters falls directly on a red nearly horizontal curved line, then the mean of the
lognormal distribution of true particle diameters is the exact number listed to the left of
the line.  However, if the intersection of the mean of the measured particle diameters with
the standard deviation of the measured particle diameters falls somewhere between two
red nearly horizontal curved lines, then the mean of the lognormal distribution of true
particle diameters must be calculated based on the fraction of the distance between the
two red curves that the intersected point lies.  Likewise, if the intersection of the mean of
the measured particle diameters with the standard deviation of the measured particle
diameters falls directly on a gray nearly vertical curved thick line, then the standard
deviation of the lognormal distribution of true particle diameters is the exact number
listed at the top of the line. The gray nearly vertical curved line with the standard
deviation of the lognormal distribution of true particle diameters equaling σ=0, is also the
delta distribution of true particle diameters, since it represents the limit of the lognormal
distribution.  Even though the entire graphical “look-up” table of Figure 9-6 is used to
convert between the mean and standard deviation of the measured particle diameters and
the mean and standard deviation of the lognormal distribution of true particle diameters,
the gray nearly vertical curved line with the standard deviation of the lognormal
distribution of true particle diameters equaling σ=0 is the only line used to convert
between the mean and standard deviation of the measured particle diameters and the
mean and standard deviation of the delta distribution of true particle diameters.
Furthermore, if the intersection of the mean of the measured particle diameters with the
standard deviation of the measured particle diameters falls somewhere between two gray
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nearly vertical curved lines, then the standard deviation of the lognormal distribution of
true particle diameters must be calculated based on the fraction of the distance between
the two gray curves within which the intersected point lies.
9.2.3.2 Use Mode And Standard Deviation Of Measured Particle Diameters To
Graphically “Look-Up” The Mode And Standard Deviation Of The Lognormal
Distribution Of True Particle Diameters
Figure 9-7 shows the graphical “look-up” table that allows the researcher to
convert from the two-dimensional mode and standard deviation of the measured particle
diameter values to the three-dimensional mode and standard deviation of the lognormal
distribution of true particle diameter values.  There are two axes on this table.  The
vertical axis represents the mode of the measured particle diameters, while the horizontal
axis represents the standard deviation of the measured particle diameters.  There are also
two different colors of lines represented in the table.  The ten thick red lines that run
nearly parallel to the horizontal axis represent the equations for the modes of the
lognormal distribution of true particle diameters, with each line representing an integer
value of the mean of the true particle diameters, µPLOT, from one to ten.  The µPLOT value
read off the graphical “look-up” table has to be plugged into Equation 6.6, in order to
obtain a value for the mode of the true particle diameters. While the eleven thick gray
lines that run nearly perpendicular to the horizontal axis represent the standard deviations
of the lognormal distribution of true particle diameters, with each thick line representing
an integer value of the standard deviation from zero to ten.  In order to use this graphical
“look-up” table, a researcher who sectioned a microstructural material, took
measurements of particle sizes, and extracted statistical parameters from the measured
247
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PDF, must first begin by using the two axes to find the intersection of the mode of the
measured particle diameters with the standard deviation of the measured particle
diameters.  At the point at which these two values read off of these two axes intersect, the
researcher then must read off the µPLOT and the standard deviation of the lognormal
distribution of true particle diameters.  If the intersection of the mode of the measured
particle diameters with the standard deviation of the measured particle diameters falls
directly on a red nearly horizontal curved line, then the µPLOT is the exact number listed to
the left of the line.  However, if the intersection of the mode of the measured particle
diameters with the standard deviation of the measured particle diameters falls somewhere
between two red nearly horizontal curved lines, then the µPLOT must be calculated based
on the fraction of the distance between the two red curves that the intersected point lies.
Likewise, if the intersection of the mode of the measured particle diameters with the
standard deviation of the measured particle diameters falls directly on a gray nearly
vertical curved line, then the standard deviation of the lognormal distribution of true
particle diameters is the exact number listed at the top of the line. The gray nearly
vertical curved line with the standard deviation of the lognormal distribution of true
particle diameters equaling σ=0, is also the delta distribution of true particle diameters,
since it represents the limit of the lognormal distribution. Once both the values of the
µPLOT and the standard deviation of the lognormal distribution of true particle diameters
are known, both of those values must be plugged into Equation 6.6 in order to obtain a
value for the mode of the lognormal distribution of true particle diameters. Even though
the entire graphical “look-up” table of Figure 9-7 is used to convert between the mode
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and standard deviation of the measured particle diameters and the mode and standard
deviation of the lognormal distribution of true particle diameters, the gray nearly vertical
curved line with the standard deviation of the lognormal distribution of true particle
diameters equaling σ=0 is the only line used to convert between the mode and standard
deviation of the measured particle diameters and the mode and standard deviation of the
delta distribution of true particle diameters.  Furthermore, if the intersection of the mode
of the measured particle diameters with the standard deviation of the measured particle
diameters falls somewhere between two gray nearly vertical curved lines, then the
standard deviation of the lognormal distribution of true particle diameters must be
calculated based on the fraction of the distance between the two gray curves within which
the intersected point lies.
9.2.4 Measured PDF Of Sectioned Intercepts Of The Lognormal
Distribution
There are two different types of graphical “look-up” tables formed when the
lognormal distribution true PDF is sectioned using the sectioning function for linear
intercepts technique.  The first graphical “look-up” table formed permits the researcher to
use the mean and standard deviation of measured linear intercepts to graphically “look-
up” the mean and standard deviation of the lognormal distribution of true particle
diameters.  While the second graphical “look-up” table formed permits the researcher to
use the mode and standard deviation of measured linear intercepts to graphically “look-
up” the mode and standard deviation of the lognormal distribution of true particle
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diameters.  Only one of these tables is necessary for arriving at the conclusion of the
proper true PDF values.
9.2.4.1 Use Mean And Standard Deviation Of Measured Linear Intercepts To
Graphically “Look-Up” The Mean And Standard Deviation Of The Lognormal
Distribution Of True Particle Diameters
Figure 9-8 shows the graphical “look-up” table that allows the researcher to
convert from the two-dimensional mean and standard deviation of the measured linear
intercept values to the three-dimensional mean and standard deviation of the lognormal
distribution of true particle diameter values.  There are two axes on this table.  The
vertical axis represents the mean of the measured linear intercepts, while the horizontal
axis represents the standard deviation of the measured linear intercepts.  There are also
two different colors of lines represented in the table.  The ten thick red lines that run
nearly parallel to the horizontal axis represent the means of the lognormal distribution of
true particle diameters, with each line representing an integer value of the mean from one
to ten. While the eleven thick gray lines that run nearly perpendicular to the horizontal
axis represent the standard deviations of the lognormal distribution of true particle
diameters, with each thick line representing an integer value of the standard deviation
from zero to ten.  In order to use this graphical “look-up” table, a researcher who
sectioned a microstructural material, took measurements of linear intercept sizes, and
extracted statistical parameters from the measured PDF, must first begin by using the two
axes to find the intersection of the mean of the measured linear intercepts with the
standard deviation of the measured linear intercepts.  At the point at which these two
values read off of these two axes intersect, the researcher then must read off the mean and
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the standard deviation of the lognormal distribution of true particle diameters.  If the
intersection of the mean of the measured linear intercepts with the standard deviation of
the measured linear intercepts falls directly on a red nearly horizontal curved line, then
the mean of the lognormal distribution of true particle diameters is the exact number
listed to the left of the line.  However, if the intersection of the mean of the measured
linear intercepts with the standard deviation of the measured linear intercepts falls
somewhere between two red nearly horizontal curved lines, then the mean of the
lognormal distribution of true particle diameters must be calculated based on the fraction
of the distance between the two red curves that the intersected point lies.  Likewise, if the
intersection of the mean of the measured linear intercepts with the standard deviation of
the measured linear intercepts falls directly on a gray nearly vertical curved thick line,
then the standard deviation of the lognormal distribution of true particle diameters is the
exact number listed at the top of the line. The gray nearly vertical curved line with the
standard deviation of the lognormal distribution of true particle diameters equaling σ=0,
is also the delta distribution of true particle diameters, since it represents the limit of the
lognormal distribution.  Even though the entire graphical “look-up” table of Figure 9-8 is
used to convert between the mean and standard deviation of the measured linear
intercepts and the mean and standard deviation of the lognormal distribution of true
particle diameters, the gray nearly vertical curved line with the standard deviation of the
lognormal distribution of true particle diameters equaling σ=0 is the only line used to
convert between the mean and standard deviation of the measured linear intercepts and
the mean and standard deviation of the delta distribution of true particle diameters.
Furthermore, if the intersection of the mean of the measured linear intercepts with the
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standard deviation of the measured linear intercepts falls somewhere between two gray
nearly vertical curved lines, then the standard deviation of the lognormal distribution of
true particle diameters must be calculated based on the fraction of the distance between
the two gray curves within which the intersected point lies.
9.2.4.2 Use Mode And Standard Deviation Of Measured Linear Intercepts To
Graphically “Look-Up” The Mode And Standard Deviation Of The Lognormal
Distribution Of True Particle Diameters
Figure 9-9 shows the graphical “look-up” table that allows the researcher to
convert from the two-dimensional mode and standard deviation of the measured linear
intercept values to the three-dimensional mode and standard deviation of the lognormal
distribution of true particle diameter values.  There are two axes on this table.  The
vertical axis represents the mode of the measured linear intercepts, while the horizontal
axis represents the standard deviation of the measured linear intercepts.  There are also
two different colors of lines represented in the table.  The ten thick red lines that run
nearly parallel to the horizontal axis represent the equations for the modes of the
lognormal distribution of true particle diameters, with each line representing an integer
value of the mean of the true particle diameters, µPLOT, from one to ten. The µPLOT value
read off the graphical “look-up” table has to be plugged into Equation 6.6, in order to
obtain a value for the mode of the true particle diameters. While the eleven thick gray
lines that run nearly perpendicular to the horizontal axis represent the standard deviations
of the lognormal distribution of true particle diameters, with each thick line representing
an integer value of the standard deviation from zero to ten.  In order to use this graphical
“look-up” table, a researcher who sectioned a microstructural material, took
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measurements of linear intercept sizes, and extracted statistical parameters from the
measured PDF, must first begin by using the two axes to find the intersection of the mode
of the measured linear intercepts with the standard deviation of the measured linear
intercepts.  At the point at which these two values read off of these two axes intersect, the
researcher then must read off the µPLOT and the standard deviation of the lognormal
distribution of true particle diameters.  If the intersection of the mode of the measured
linear intercepts with the standard deviation of the measured linear intercepts falls
directly on a red nearly horizontal curved line, then the µPLOT is the exact number listed to
the left of the line.  However, if the intersection of the mode of the measured linear
intercepts with the standard deviation of the measured linear intercepts falls somewhere
between two red nearly horizontal curved lines, then the µPLOT must be calculated based
on the fraction of the distance between the two red curves that the intersected point lies.
Likewise, if the intersection of the mode of the measured linear intercepts with the
standard deviation of the measured linear intercepts falls directly on a gray nearly vertical
curved thick line, then the standard deviation of the lognormal distribution of true particle
diameters is the exact number listed at the top of the line. The gray nearly vertical curved
line with the standard deviation of the lognormal distribution of true particle diameters
equaling σ=0, is also the delta distribution of true particle diameters, since it represents
the limit of the lognormal distribution. Once both the values of the µPLOT and the
standard deviation of the lognormal distribution of true particle diameters are known,
both of those values must be plugged into Equation 6.6 in order to obtain a value for the
mode of the lognormal distribution of true particle diameters. Even though the entire
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graphical “look-up” table of Figure 9-9 is used to convert between the mode and standard
deviation of the measured linear intercepts and the mode and standard deviation of the
lognormal distribution of true particle diameters, the gray nearly vertical curved line with
the standard deviation of the lognormal distribution of true particle diameters equaling
σ=0 is the only line used to convert between the mode and standard deviation of the
measured linear intercepts and the mode and standard deviation of the delta distribution
of true particle diameters.  Furthermore, if the intersection of the mode of the measured
linear intercepts with the standard deviation of the measured linear intercepts falls
somewhere between two gray nearly vertical curved lines, then the standard deviation of
the lognormal distribution of true particle diameters must be calculated based on the
fraction of the distance between the two gray curves within which the intersected point
lies.
9.3 Discussion Of The Graphical “Look-Up” Tables
The discussion of the graphical “look-up” tables is presented. Specifically,
analyses of the visual properties of the graphical “look-up” tables are described.
Moreover, the sensitivity of each of the graphical “look-up” tables to certain statistical
parameters is investigated.
9.3.1 Measured PDF Of Sectioned Diameters Of The Normal Distribution
9.3.1.1  Use Mean And Standard Deviation Of Measured Particle Diameters To
Graphically “Look-Up” The Mean And Standard Deviation Of The Normal Distribution
Of True Particle Diameters
The graphical “look-up” table in Figure 9-2 permits the researcher to use the
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mean and standard deviation of measured particle diameters to graphically “look-up” the
mean and standard deviation of the normal distribution of true particle diameters.  One of
the more evident visual properties of Figure 9-2 is that each of the red true particle
diameter mean lines start out exactly horizontal, but quickly swing up.  This upswing is
attributed to the nature of the truncated normal distribution.  As explained in Section
6.1.3, often times the negative tail of the normal distribution is cut off because true
particle size diameters can only take on positive values.  When this happens, the output
normal distribution curves have mean and standard deviation parameters that differ from
the statistical parameters input into Equation 6.1 to produce that curve.  Specifically, for
truncated normal distribution curves the output mean is always greater than the input
mean and the output standard deviation is always smaller than the input standard
deviation.  So, when the truncated normal distribution is sectioned using the sectioning
function for equivalent diameters to formulate the measured PDF, although the measured
PDF has a lower value of the mean than that of the truncated normal distribution, the
mean of the measured PDF is still higher than would be expected since it originated from
the sectioning of a truncated normal distribution.  This is most evident when observing
the intersection of the red true particle mean line equaling ten and the gray true particle
standard deviation line equaling ten.  A plot of the truncated normal distribution with a
mean of ten and a standard deviation of ten are shown in Figure 6-1b and explained in
Section 6.1.3.  The mean of the measured PDF is observed to be greater than the input
mean of ten. This is because although the input mean used to create the truncated normal
distribution is ten, the output mean of the truncated normal distribution, is much greater,
at a value of 12.86, than the input mean, at a value of 10, used to create it.  Consequently,
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for truncated normal distributions that are typically broad, indicating a larger standard
deviation, and closer to the origin, indicating a smaller mean, the upswing in Figure 9-2 is
relevant.  The upswing is also relevant for truncated normal distributions that are
typically broad, indicating a larger standard deviation, and far from the origin, indicating
a larger mean, since the distance from the origin is not far enough to prevent cutoff of a
normal distribution with even the largest mean of ten.  This upswing is not observed on
the left side of Figure 9-2 because narrow normal distributions that are exceedingly far
from the origin and far off to the right of the axis do not have negative true particle
diameters that have to be cut off by the origin.
The sensitivity of Figure 9-2 to certain statistical parameters is illustrated in
Figure 9-10. Specifically, there are two lines on the graphical “look-up” table presented
in Figure 9-10 that relate certain measured statistical parameters obtained from the
sectioned diameters to certain true statistical parameters of the normal distribution.  The
constant standard deviation line, which is the green leftmost diagonal line on the
graphical “look-up” table in Figure 9-10, is where the measured standard deviation (σM)
equals the true standard deviation (σT). The equation of the constant standard deviation
line is µM=2.095σM+0.0267. To the left of the green constant standard deviation line, σM
> σT, while to the right of the green constant standard deviation line, σM < σT.  An
additional finding is that to the left of the green constant standard deviation line, the
normal distributions are not cut off by the origin, while to the right of the green constant
standard deviation line, the normal distributions are truncated by the origin.  As a
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Figure 9-10: Constant mean and standard deviation lines for Figure 9-2.
consequence, to the left of the green constant standard deviation line, there is no upswing
in the graphical “look-up” table, while to the right of the green constant standard
deviation line, the upswing in the graphical “look-up” table is prevalent.  The constant
mean line, which is the blue rightmost diagonal line on the graphical “look-up” table in
Figure 9-10, is where the measured mean (µM) equals the true mean (µT). The equation
of the constant mean line is µM=1.4367σM+0.0082. To the left of the blue constant mean
line, µM < µT, while to the right of the blue constant mean line, µM > µT.  An additional
finding is that to the left of the blue constant mean line, the slopes of each of the red true
particle diameter mean lines change, while to the right of the blue constant mean line, the
slopes of each of the red true particle diameter mean lines are linear.
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9.3.1.2  Use Mode And Standard Deviation Of Measured Particle Diameters To
Graphically “Look-Up” The Mode And Standard Deviation Of The Normal Distribution
Of True Particle Diameters
The graphical “look-up” table in Figure 9-3 permits the researcher to use the
mode and standard deviation of measured particle diameters to graphically “look-up” the
mode and standard deviation of the normal distribution of true particle diameters.  The
mode is unchanged by the truncation of the normal distribution.  This is because
whenever the normal distribution is truncated, the maximum value of the normal
distribution, which is the mode, is never cut off.  One of the more evident visual
properties of Figure 9-3 is that each of the red true particle diameter mode lines starts out
higher, but gradually swings down.  This downswing is attributed to the nature of the
difference between the mode of the normal distribution of true particle diameters versus
the mode of the measured particle diameters.  When the normal distribution is sectioned
using the sectioning function for equivalent diameters to formulate the measured PDF, as
long as the standard deviation of the true normal distribution is greater than zero, the
measured PDF has a lower value of the mode than that of the normal distribution.
The sensitivity of Figure 9-3 to certain statistical parameters is illustrated in
Figure 9-11.  Specifically, there are two lines on the graphical “look-up” table presented
in Figure 9-11 that relate certain measured statistical parameters obtained from the
sectioned diameters to certain true statistical parameters of the normal distribution.  The
constant standard deviation line, which is the green rightmost diagonal line on the
graphical “look-up” table in Figure 9-11, is where the measured standard deviation (σM)
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Figure 9-11: Constant mode and standard deviation lines for Figure 9-3.
equals the true standard deviation (σT).  The equation of the constant standard deviation
line is moM=2σM.  To the left of the green constant standard deviation line, σM > σT, while
to the right of the green constant standard deviation line, σM < σT.  The constant mode
line, which is the blue leftmost diagonal line on the graphical “look-up” table in Figure 9-
11, is where the measured mode (moM) equals the true mode (moT). The equation of the
constant mode line is moM=0.2232σM. An additional finding is that the constant mode
line also equals the gray true particle diameter standard deviation line that equals zero.
To the right of the blue constant mode line, moM < moT.
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9.3.2 Measured PDF Of Sectioned Intercepts Of The Normal Distribution
9.3.2.1 Use Mean And Standard Deviation Of Measured Linear Intercepts To
Graphically “Look-Up” The Mean And Standard Deviation Of The Normal Distribution
Of True Particle Diameters
The graphical “look-up” table in Figure 9-4 permits the researcher to use the
mean and standard deviation of measured linear intercepts to graphically “look-up” the
mean and standard deviation of the normal distribution of true particle diameters.  One of
the more evident visual properties of Figure 9-4 is that each of the red true particle
diameter mean lines start out exactly horizontal, but quickly swing up.  This upswing is
attributed to the nature of the truncated normal distribution.  As explained in Section
6.1.3, often times the negative tail of the normal distribution is cut off because true
particle size diameters can only take on positive values.  When this happens, the output
normal distribution curves have mean and standard deviation parameters that differ from
the statistical parameters input into Equation 6.1 to produce that curve.  Specifically, for
truncated normal distribution curves the output mean is always greater than the input
mean and the output standard deviation is always smaller than the input standard
deviation.  So, when the truncated normal distribution is sectioned using the sectioning
function for linear intercepts to formulate the measured PDF, not only does the measured
PDF have a lower value of the mean than that of the truncated normal distribution, but
also the mean of the measured PDF is much lower than was observed when the truncated
normal distribution was sectioned using the sectioning function for equivalent diameters.
This is the case because of the differences in the mean of the sectioning function for
equivalent diameters, which is 0.785 as displayed in the third column of Table 3-1, as
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compared to the mean of the sectioning function for linear intercepts, which is 0.617 as
displayed in the fourth column of Table 3-1.  So, since the truncated normal distribution
is sectioned using the sectioning function for linear intercepts, in this case, the mean of
the measured PDF is much lower than expected since it originated from the sectioning of
a truncated normal distribution.  This is most evident when observing the intersection of
the red true particle mean line equaling ten and the gray true particle standard deviation
line equaling ten.  A plot of the truncated normal distribution with a mean of ten and a
standard deviation of ten are shown in Figure 6-1b and explained in Section 6.1.3.  The
mean of the measured PDF is observed to be lower than the input mean of ten.  This is
the case despite the input mean that was used to create the truncated normal distribution
being ten and the output mean of the truncated normal distribution being much greater, at
a value of 12.86.  So, the lower value of the mean that describes the sectioning function
for linear intercepts does significantly counteract the truncation of the normal
distribution, which increases true mean values.  For truncated normal distributions that
are typically broad, indicating a larger standard deviation, and closer to the origin,
indicating a smaller mean, the upswing in Figure 9-4 is relevant.  The upswing is also
relevant for truncated normal distributions that are typically broad, indicating a larger
standard deviation, and far from the origin, indicating a larger mean, since the distance
from the origin is not far enough to prevent cutoff of a normal distribution with even the
largest mean of ten.  This upswing is not observed on the left side of Figure 9-4 because
narrow normal distributions that are exceedingly far from the origin and far off to the
right of the axis do not have negative true particle diameters that have to be cut off by the
origin.
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The sensitivity of Figure 9-4 to certain statistical parameters is illustrated in
Figure 9-12.  Specifically, there are two lines on the graphical “look-up” table presented
in Figure 9-12 that relate certain measured statistical parameters obtained from the
sectioned intercepts to certain true statistical parameters of the normal distribution.  The
constant standard deviation line, which is the green leftmost diagonal line on the
graphical “look-up” table in Figure 9-12, is where the measured standard deviation (σM)
equals the true standard deviation (σT).  The equation of the constant standard deviation
line is µM=1.83σM+0.0033.  To the left of the green constant standard deviation line, σM >
σT, while to the right of the green constant standard deviation line, σM < σT.  An
additional finding is that to the left of the green constant standard deviation line, the
normal distributions are not cut off by the origin, while to the right of the green constant
standard deviation line, the normal distributions are truncated by the origin.
Consequently, to the left of the green constant standard deviation line, there is no
upswing in the graphical “look-up” table, while to the right of the green constant standard
deviation line, the upswing in the graphical “look-up” table is prevalent.  The constant
mean line, which is the blue rightmost diagonal line on the graphical “look-up” table in
Figure 9-12, is where the measured mean (µM) equals the true mean (µT).  The equation
of the constant mean line is µM=1.2121σM+0.0041.  To the left of the blue constant mean
line, µM < µT, while to the right of the blue constant mean line, µM > µT.  An additional
finding is that to the left of the blue constant mean line, the slopes of each of the red true
particle diameter mean lines change, while to the right of the blue constant mean line, the
slopes of each of the red true particle diameter mean lines are linear.
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Figure 9-12: Constant mean and standard deviation lines for Figure 9-4.
9.3.2.2  Use Mode And Standard Deviation Of Measured Linear Intercepts To
Graphically “Look-Up” The Mode And Standard Deviation Of The Normal Distribution
Of True Particle Diameters
The graphical “look-up” table in Figure 9-5 permits the researcher to use the
mode and standard deviation of measured linear intercepts to graphically “look-up” the
mode and standard deviation of the normal distribution of true particle diameters.  The
mode is unchanged by the truncation of the normal distribution.  This is because
whenever the normal distribution is truncated, the maximum value of the normal
distribution, which is the mode, is never cut off.  One of the more evident visual
properties of Figure 9-5 is that each of the red true particle diameter mode lines starts out
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higher, but gradually swings down.  This downswing is attributed to the nature of the
difference between the mode of the normal distribution of true particle diameters versus
the mode of the measured linear intercepts.  When the normal distribution is sectioned
using the sectioning function for linear intercepts to formulate the measured PDF, as long
as the standard deviation of the true normal distribution is greater than zero, the measured
PDF has a lower value of the mode than that of the normal distribution.
The sensitivity of Figure 9-5 to certain statistical parameters is illustrated in
Figure 9-13.  Specifically, there are two lines on the graphical “look-up” table presented
in Figure 9-13 that relate certain measured statistical parameters obtained from the
sectioned intercepts to certain true statistical parameters of the normal distribution.  The
Figure 9-13: Constant mode and standard deviation lines for Figure 9-5.
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constant standard deviation line, which is the green rightmost diagonal line on the
graphical “look-up” table in Figure 9-13, is where the measured standard deviation (σM)
equals the true standard deviation (σT).  The equation of the constant standard deviation
line is moM=1.485σM+0.02.  To the left of the green constant standard deviation line, σM
> σT, while to the right of the green constant standard deviation line, σM < σT.  The
constant mode line, which is the blue leftmost diagonal line on the graphical “look-up”
table in Figure 9-13, is where the measured mode (moM) equals the true mode (moT).
The equation of the constant mode line is moM=0.2529σM.  An additional finding is that
the constant mode line also equals the gray true particle diameter standard deviation line
that equals zero.  To the right of the blue constant mode line, moM < moT.
9.3.3 Measured PDF Of Sectioned Diameters Of The Lognormal
Distribution
9.3.3.1  Use Mean And Standard Deviation Of Measured Particle Diameters To
Graphically “Look-Up” The Mean And Standard Deviation Of The Lognormal
Distribution Of True Particle Diameters
The graphical “look-up” table in Figure 9-6 permits the researcher to use the
mean and standard deviation of measured particle diameters to graphically “look-up” the
mean and standard deviation of the lognormal distribution of true particle diameters.  One
of the more evident visual properties of Figure 9-6 is that each of the red true particle
diameter mean lines stays horizontal throughout the extension of the lines.  Each of the
red true particle diameter mean lines do not change even though the gray true particle
diameter standard deviation lines take on various values.  This means that when the
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lognormal distribution is sectioned using the sectioning function for equivalent diameters
to formulate the measured PDF, the measured mean derived from the measured PDF
stays constant when the true mean from the lognormal distribution is constant and the
true standard deviation from the lognormal distribution is varied.  Also, the measured
PDF has a lower value of the mean than that of the lognormal distribution, but that value
still stays consistent across various standard deviations.  So, the measured mean obtained
from the measured PDF is always lower than the true mean obtained from the lognormal
distribution.
The sensitivity of Figure 9-6 to certain statistical parameters is illustrated in
Figure 9-14.  Specifically, there is only one line on the graphical “look-up” table
Figure 9-14: Constant mean and standard deviation lines for Figure 9-6.
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presented in Figure 9-14 that relates a certain measured statistical parameter obtained
from the sectioned diameters to a certain true statistical parameter of the lognormal
distribution.  The constant standard deviation line, which is the green diagonal line on the
graphical “look-up” table in Figure 9-14, is where the measured standard deviation (σM)
equals the true standard deviation (σT).  The equation of the constant standard deviation
line is µM=2σM.  To the left of the green constant standard deviation line, σM > σT, while
to the right of the green constant standard deviation line, σM < σT.  As stated earlier, for
the entire graphical “look-up” table in Figure 9-14, the measured mean (µM) is always
less than the true mean (µT), where µM < µT.
9.3.3.2  Use Mode And Standard Deviation Of Measured Particle Diameters To
Graphically “Look-Up” The Mode And Standard Deviation Of The Lognormal
Distribution Of True Particle Diameters
The graphical “look-up” table in Figure 9-7 permits the researcher to use the
mode and standard deviation of measured particle diameters to graphically “look-up” the
mode and standard deviation of the lognormal distribution of true particle diameters.  One
of the more evident visual properties of Figure 9-7 is that each of the red true particle
diameter mode lines starts out higher, but gradually swings down.  Each of the red true
particle diameter mode lines have a downward change in slope as the gray true particle
diameter standard deviation lines take on various values. But, because each of the red
true particle diameter mode lines do not equal a constant value for the mode, but an
equation for the mode which is dependent on values of the µPLOT and the true standard
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deviation from the lognormal distribution, nothing can be ascertained about how the
values of the true mode contribute to downward swing of these lines.
The sensitivity of Figure 9-7 to certain statistical parameters is illustrated in
Figure 9-15.  Specifically, there is one line on the graphical “look-up” table presented in
Figure 9-15: Constant standard deviation line for Figure 9-7.
Figure 9-15 that relates the measured standard deviation obtained from the sectioned
diameters to the true standard deviation of the lognormal distribution.  The constant
standard deviation line, which is the green rightmost diagonal line on the graphical “look-
up” table in Figure 9-15, is where the measured standard deviation (σM) equals the true
standard deviation (σT).  The equation of the constant standard deviation line is
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moM=1.7σM-0.1.  To the left of the green constant standard deviation line, σM < σT, while
to the right of the green constant standard deviation line, σM > σT.
9.3.4 Measured PDF Of Sectioned Intercepts Of The Lognormal
distribution
9.3.4.1  Use Mean And Standard Deviation Of Measured Linear Intercepts To
Graphically “Look-Up” The Mean And Standard Deviation Of The Lognormal
Distribution Of True Particle Diameters
The graphical “look-up” table in Figure 9-8 permits the researcher to use the
mean and standard deviation of measured linear intercepts to graphically “look-up” the
mean and standard deviation of the lognormal distribution of true particle diameters.  One
of the more evident visual properties of Figure 9-8 is that each of the red true particle
diameter mean lines stays horizontal throughout the extension of the lines.  Each of the
red true particle diameter mean lines do not change even though the gray true particle
diameter standard deviation lines take on various values.  This means that when the
lognormal distribution is sectioned using the sectioning function for linear intercepts to
formulate the measured PDF, the measured mean derived from the measured PDF stays
constant when the true mean from the lognormal distribution is constant and the true
standard deviation from the lognormal distribution is varied.  Also, the measured PDF
has a lower value of the mean than that of the lognormal distribution, but that value still
stays consistent across various standard deviations.  So, the measured mean obtained
from the measured PDF is always lower than the true mean obtained from the lognormal
distribution.
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The sensitivity of Figure 9-8 to certain statistical parameters is illustrated in
Figure 9-16.  Specifically, there is only one line on the graphical “look-up” table
presented in Figure 9-16 that relates a certain measured statistical parameter obtained
from the sectioned intercepts to a certain true statistical parameter of the lognormal
Figure 9-16: Constant mean and standard deviation lines for Figure 9-8.
distribution.  The constant standard deviation line, which is the green diagonal line on the
graphical “look-up” table in Figure 9-16, is where the measured standard deviation (σM)
equals the true standard deviation (σT).  The equation of the constant standard deviation
line is µM=1.8σM-0.02.  To the left of the green constant standard deviation line, σM > σT,
while to the right of the green constant standard deviation line, σM < σT.  As stated earlier,
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for the entire graphical “look-up” table in Figure 9-16, the measured mean (µM) is always
less than the true mean (µT), where µM < µT.
9.3.4.2  Use Mode And Standard Deviation Of Measured Linear Intercepts To
Graphically “Look-Up” The Mode And Standard Deviation Of The Lognormal
Distribution Of True Particle Diameters
The graphical “look-up” table in Figure 9-9 permits the researcher to use the
mode and standard deviation of measured linear intercepts to graphically “look-up” the
mode and standard deviation of the lognormal distribution of true particle diameters.  One
of the more evident visual properties of Figure 9-9 is that each of the red true particle
diameter mode lines starts out higher, but gradually swings down.  Each of the red true
particle diameter mode lines have a downward change in slope as the gray true particle
diameter standard deviation lines take on various values. But, because each of the red
true particle diameter mode lines do not equal a constant value for the mode, but an
equation for the mode which is dependent on values of the µPLOT and the true standard
deviation from the lognormal distribution, nothing can be ascertained about how the
values of the true mode contribute to downward swing of these lines.
The sensitivity of Figure 9-9 to certain statistical parameters is illustrated in
Figure 9-17.  Specifically, there is one line on the graphical “look-up” table presented in
Figure 9-17 that relates the measured standard deviation obtained from the sectioned
intercepts to the true standard deviation of the lognormal distribution. The constant
standard deviation line, which is the green rightmost diagonal line on the graphical “look-
up” table in Figure 9-17, is where the measured standard deviation (σM) equals the true
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Figure 9-17: Constant standard deviation line for Figure 9-9.
standard deviation (σT).  The equation of the constant standard deviation line is
moM=1.5σM.  To the left of the green constant standard deviation line, σM > σT, while to
the right of the green constant standard deviation line, σM < σT.
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CHAPTER 10: APPLICATION OF THE METHOD TO A REAL
MATERIAL
The aim of this chapter is to test the measured cross sections of a real material in
order to determine how precise are the theoretical methods for obtaining true particle size
distributions from cross section measurements. The real material consisting of grains or
particles to be analyzed is the nickel-based superalloy Inconel 100 (IN100).  Statistical
parameters are extracted from one IN100 dataset of measured cross sections, the
measured equivalent diameters, in accordance with step two detailed in Section 5.3.2.
The graphical “look-up” table is then used to “look-up” the values of the true parameters
from which the two-dimensional measured cross section datasets arose.  Afterwards, the
true parameters obtained using the graphical “look-up table will be compared the true
statistical parameters retrieved from the applied 3D grain diameters obtained from
combining serial sections of IN100.  The values of the theoretical true grain sizes and the
shape of their true PDF will be compared to the values of the applied true grain sizes and
the shape of their true PDF to discover whether or not the methods introduced in this
paper are precise.
10.1 Extraction Of Statistical Parameters FromThe IN100 Dataset Of
Measured Cross Sections
There is one IN100 dataset of measured cross sections that will be used in this
section: the dataset of measured equivalent diameters.  To start, all that is available is a
set of measured particle sizes obtained from the cross-section of the IN100
microstructural material.
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10.1.1  Statistical Parameters Obtained From The IN100 Dataset Of
Measured Equivalent Diameters
10.1.1.1  Processing Of The IN100 Dataset Of Measured Equivalent Diameters
The dataset of measured particle sizes obtained from the cross-section of the
IN100 material is processed. First, the dataset is placed in a column of an Excel ®
spreadsheet. For example, the measured particle sizes could be placed in column B
starting at row 1.
Second, an AZ sort or smallest to largest sort was performed on the data in the
column.  This sorts the measured particle sizes in order of smallest to largest.
Third, since the data was provided in the voxel unit, using a new column, it was
converted from the voxel unit to the micron unit using the following conversion factor: 1
voxel = 0.25 microns.  For example, in row 1 of column A, the following formula could
be inputted: =B1*0.25.  Then, that formula should be copied and pasted all the way down
to the row in column A that lines up with the last number in column B.  This converts the
measured particle sizes into a familiar unit of measurement.
Fourth, the entire column of measured particle sizes in units of microns should be
copied and pasted as values in another column, for example, column C.  This changes the
thus far processed measured particle sizes from formulas to values.
Fifth, in another column, the value 0 is placed in the first row.  Then, in the
second row, a formula is used to create numbers that increase incrementally in steps of
0.25 to the maximum size found in the last row of the dataset.  For example, in the first
row of column D, the number zero could be inputted.  Then in the second row of column
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D, the following formula could be inputted: =D1+0.25.  This formula was copied and
pasted all the way down to the row in column D that has the value that just exceeds the
maximum size found in the last row of the dataset found in column C.  This is used to bin
the measured particle sizes into an acceptable number of bins.  In this case, the bin width
is chosen to be 0.25µm.  But, the bin width can be any number that is acceptable to the
researcher analyzing the measured particle sizes. This column of data is called the
measured diameters values.
Sixth, in another column, a formula is used that counts the number of cells with a
value greater than or equal to the value in the first row of the column made in the fifth
step, which is equal to zero, and less than the value in the second row of the column made
in the fifth step in all of the cells in the fourth step. Then, the formula should be copied
and pasted all the way down to the row in column E that lines up with the last number in
column D.  For instance, in row 1 of column E, the following formula could be used:
=COUNTIF(C$1:C$326,">="&D1)-COUNTIF(C$1:C$326,">="&D2).  Since there are
326 rows of measured particle diameters in column C, C$1:C$326 is used.  If there are
more or less rows of data, the C$326 line should be updated to reflect that total number of
rows of data.  This is used to count how many measured particle diameters fit in each bin
of a certain range of widths. This column is called the unnormalized measured
population density of equivalent diameters.
Seventh, all of the data in the columns created in the fifth and sixth steps should
be selected and plotted using a scatter plot with smooth lines in Excel ®.  This plot is the
unnormalized plot of the measured PDF of equivalent diameters. This is done to check
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that the chosen bin width from step five was acceptable. For example, columns D and E
were plotted.
Eighth, count the number of rows for the binned dataset from step seven.  And
make a note of it.  For example, for columns D and E, there are 45 rows of data.
Ninth, save this entire Excel file.
Tenth, the column from the fifth step can be copied and pasted as values into a
new sheet and then saved as a Text (Tab delimited) (*.txt) file.  When the dialog pops up
suggesting that only the active sheet be saved, press OK. Remember the location of the
saved file. For example, column D is saved as a text file.
Eleventh, the column from the sixth step can be copied and pasted as values into a
new sheet and then saved as a Text (Tab delimited) (*.txt) file.  When the dialog pops up
suggesting that only the active sheet be saved, press OK. Remember the location of the
saved file. For instance, column E is saved as a text file.
10.1.1.2 Normalize The Plot Of The Measured PDF Of Equivalent Diameters
The measured PDF of equivalent diameters is normalized using first Mathematica
® and then Excel ® programs.  In Mathematica ®, the saved text files must first be
recalled.  In order to recall the saved text file from step ten in Section 10.1.1.1, begin by
typing the first part of the line of code necessary to completing this action:
MDiamIN100col1=ToExpression[Import[
Then, navigate to the Insert menu.  Then select the File Path menu item.  Navigate to the
location of the file.  Left click it once, then press Open.  Suppose the file path for step ten
is, \\root\MDiamIN100col1.txt, then the above line of code will be modified in the
following way:
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MDiamIN100col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\MDiamIN100col1.txt"
Finish inputting this line of code, by adding ,"List"]]; to the above modified line of code.
When this is done, the above modified line of code will be displayed as:
MDiamIN100col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\MDiamIN100col1.txt","List"]];
Now this code should be run by pressing the Shift + Enter keys on the keyboard.
Next, recall the saved text file from step eleven in Section 10.1.1.1, begin by
typing the first part of the line of code necessary to completing this action:
MDiamIN100Unnormalizedcol2=ToExpression[Import[
Then, navigate to the Insert menu.  Then select the File Path menu item.  Navigate to the
location of the file.  Left click it once, then press Open.  Suppose the file path for step
eleven is, \\root\MDiamIN100Unnormalizedcol2.txt, then the above line of code will be
modified in the following way:
MDiamIN100Unnormalizedcol2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\MDiamIN100Unn
ormalizedcol2.txt"
Finish inputting this line of code, by adding ,"List"]]; to the above modified line of code.
When this is done, the above modified line of code will be displayed as:
MDiamIN100Unnormalizedcol2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\MDiamIN100Unn
ormalizedcol2.txt","List"]];
Now, run this code as well.
The uIN100Diam variable is defined before the next line of code is run, where
uIN100Diam represents the number obtained in step eight of Section 10.1.1.1.  Suppose
uIN100Diam is 45, then the following code must be run:
uIN100Diam=45;
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Next, obtain the area under the unnormalized measured PDF of equivalent
diameters obtained in Section 10.1.1.1 by running the following line of code:
0.5*Sum[(Part[MDiamIN100Unnormalizedcol2,i+1]+Part[MDiamIN100Unnormali
zedcol2,i])*(Part[MDiamIN100col1,i+1]-
Part[MDiamIN100col1,i]),{i,1,uIN100Diam-1}]
Suppose the area under the unnormalized measured PDF of equivalent diameters
obtained in Section 10.1.1.1 is 81.25.
Now, reopen the Excel file that was saved in step nine of Section 10.1.1.1.
Calculate the normalized measured population density of equivalent diameters by
dividing each row in the column of step six by the area under the unnormalized measured
PDF of equivalent diameters.  Do this calculation in a new column after the column that
was made in step six.  For example, in the first row of column F, the following formula
could be entered: =E1/81.25.  Then this code should be copied and pasted all the way
down to the row in column F that lines up with the last number in column E.
This normalized measured population density of equivalent diameters column can
be copied and pasted as values into a new sheet and then saved as a Text (Tab delimited)
(*.txt) file.  When the dialog pops up suggesting that only the active sheet be saved, press
OK.  Remember the location of the saved file.  For instance, column F is saved as a text
file.
Return to the Mathematica file.  Next, recall the normalized measured population
density of equivalent diameters text file that was just saved.  Begin by typing the first part
of the line of code necessary to completing this action:
MDiamIN100col2=ToExpression[Import[
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Then, navigate to the Insert menu.  Then select the File Path menu item.  Navigate to the
location of the file.  Left click it once, then press Open.  Suppose the file path for
normalized measured PDF of equivalent diameters is, \\root\MDiamIN100col2.txt, then
the above line of code will be modified in the following way:
MDiamIN100col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\MDiamIN100col2.txt"
Finish inputting this line of code, by adding ,"List"]]; to the above modified line of code.
When this is done, the above modified line of code will be displayed as:
MDiamIN100col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\MDiamIN100col2.txt","List"]];
Now, run this code.
Next, obtain the area under the normalized measured PDF of equivalent diameters
by running the following line of code:
0.5*Sum[(Part[MDiamIN100col2,i+1]+Part[MDiamIN100col2,i])*(Part[MDiamIN1
00col1,i+1]-Part[MDiamIN100col1,i]),{i,1,uIN100Diam-1}]
For the IN100 measured PDF of equivalent diameters, Mathematica returns the following
value for the area: 0.999999999625.
Next, obtain the mean of the normalized measured PDF of equivalent diameters
by running the following line of code:
Apply[Plus,(Take[MDiamIN100col1,{1,uIN100Diam}]*Take[MDiamIN100col2,{1,u
IN100Diam}])]/Apply[Plus,Take[MDiamIN100col2,{1,uIN100Diam}]]
For the IN100 measured PDF of equivalent diameters, Mathematica returns the following
value for the mean: 3.0483128800627166.
Next, obtain the mode of the normalized measured PDF of equivalent diameters
by running the following line of code:
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Extract[MDiamIN100col1,(Position[MDiamIN100col2,Max[MDiamIN100col2]])]
For the IN100 measured PDF of equivalent diameters, Mathematica returns the following
value for the mode: 1.25.
Next, obtain the standard deviation of the normalized measured PDF of equivalent
diameters by running the following line of code:
Sqrt[Apply[Plus,(((Take[MDiamIN100col1,{1,uIN100Diam}]-
(Apply[Plus,(Take[MDiamIN100col1,{1,uIN100Diam}]*Take[MDiamIN100col2,{1,u
IN100Diam}])]/Apply[Plus,Take[MDiamIN100col2,{1,uIN100Diam}]]))^2)*Take[M
DiamIN100col2,{1,uIN100Diam}])]/Apply[Plus,Take[MDiamIN100col2,{1,uIN100Di
am}]]]
For the IN100 measured PDF of equivalent diameters, Mathematica returns the following
value for the standard deviation: 1.9525047358098522.
A plot of the IN100 measured PDF of equivalent diameters is obtained using the
following lines of code:
MDiamIN100BothCols=Transpose[{MDiamIN100col1,MDiamIN100col2}];
This line of code joins both columns from step ten of Section 10.1.1.1 and the normalized
measured PDF of equivalent diameters of Section 10.1.1.2 into one data set.
Then the next line of code is input and run:
MDiamIN100Plot=ListPlot[MDiamIN100BothCols,PlotStyle-
>{Thickness[0.01],Purple},PlotRange->Full,Joined->True]
When this code is run, the following plot appears in the output:
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Figure 10-1: Plot of the IN100 measured PDF of equivalent diameters.
10.1.1.3 Use Graphical “Look-Up” Tables With The Measured PDF Of Equivalent
Diameters To “Look-Up” Statistical Parameters Of The Lognormal Distribution Of True
Particle Diameters
In accordance with step two of Section 5.3.2, the appropriate graphical “look-up”
tables that coincide with the measurement of equivalent diameters for the IN100 material
are now chosen.  In order to choose the appropriate graphical “look-up” tables, the true
distribution is assumed to be a lognormal distribution.  As a result, the two graphical
“look-up” tables that must be used are Figure 9-6 and/or Figure 9-7. The true parameters
of the lognormal distribution are looked up in accordance with Section 9.2.3.1 for Figure
9-6 and Section 9.2.3.2 for Figure 9-7.  To obtain the values for the true parameters of the
lognormal distribution from both Figures 9-6 and 9-7, the Quartz PCI Viewer was used.
This software is available to researchers who routinely make measurements of Scanning
Electron Micrographed microstructures.  The ruler feature is useful because it has a
calibrate feature.  Once the intersection between the measured parameters is found, the
ruler can be calibrated for the total number of microns between gray standard deviation,
red mean, or red mode lines and then used to measure the exact distance from the lines to
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the intersection between the measured parameters.  The results from using this procedure
are listed below.
Using Figure 9-6 the mean of the measured particle diameters, 3.05 microns, and
the standard deviation of the measured particle diameters, 1.95 microns, were used to
graphically “look-up” the mean and standard deviation of the lognormal distribution of
true particle diameters. The mean of the lognormal distribution of true particle diameters
was found to equal 3.89 microns, while the standard deviation of the lognormal
distribution of true particle diameters was found to equal 2.13 microns. Both of these
values were plugged into Equation 6.6 to reveal the mode of the lognormal distribution of
true particle diameters to be found to equal 2.62 microns.
Using Figure 9-7 the mode of the measured particle diameters, 1.25 microns, and
the standard deviation of the measured particle diameters, 1.95 microns, were used to
graphically “look-up” the mode and standard deviation of the lognormal distribution of
true particle diameters. The µPLOT was found to equal 3.145 microns, while the standard
deviation of the lognormal distribution of true particle diameters was found to equal
2.227 microns.  Both of these values were plugged into Equation 6.6 to reveal the mode
of the lognormal distribution of true particle diameters to be found to equal 1.71 microns.
10.1.2  Statistical Parameters Obtained From The IN100 Dataset Of 3D True
Particle Diameters
10.1.2.1  Processing Of The IN100 Dataset Of 3D True Particle Diameters
The dataset of true particle sizes obtained from the combining of serial sections of
the IN100 material is processed.  First, the dataset is placed in a column of an Excel ®
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spreadsheet.  For example, the true particle sizes could be placed in column B starting at
row 1.
Second, an AZ sort or smallest to largest sort was performed on the data in the
column.  This sorts the true particle sizes in order of smallest to largest.
Third, since the data was provided in the voxel unit, using a new column, it was
converted from the voxel unit to the micron unit using the following conversion factor: 1
voxel = 0.25 microns.  For example, in row 1 of column A, the following formula could
be inputted: =B1*0.25.  Then, that formula should be copied and pasted all the way down
to the row in column A that lines up with the last number in column B.  This converts the
true particle sizes into a familiar unit of measurement.
Fourth, the entire column of true particle sizes in units of microns should be
copied and pasted as values in another column, for example, column C.  This changes the
thus far processed true particle sizes from formulas to values.
Fifth, in another column, the value 0 is placed in the first row.  Then, in the
second row, a formula is used to create numbers that increase incrementally in steps of
0.25 to the maximum size found in the last row of the dataset.  For example, in the first
row of column D, the number zero could be inputted.  Then in the second row of column
D, the following formula could be inputted: =D1+0.25.  This formula was copied and
pasted all the way down to the row in column D that has the value that just exceeds the
maximum size found in the last row of the dataset found in column C.  This is used to bin
the true particle sizes into an acceptable number of bins.  In this case, the bin width is
chosen to be 0.25µm.  But, the bin width can be any number that is acceptable to the
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researcher analyzing the true particle sizes.  This column of data is called the true
diameters values.
Sixth, in another column, a formula is used that counts the number of cells with a
value greater than or equal to the value in the first row of the column made in the fifth
step, which is equal to zero, and less than the value in the second row of the column made
in the fifth step in all of the cells in the fourth step. Then, the formula should be copied
and pasted all the way down to the row in column E that lines up with the last number in
column D.  For instance, in row 1 of column E, the following formula could be used:
=COUNTIF(C$1:C$3164,">="&D1)-COUNTIF(C$1:C$3164,">="&D2).  Since there
are 3164 rows of true particle diameters in column C, C$1:C$3164 is used.  If there are
more or less rows of data, the C$3164 line should be updated to reflect that total number
of rows of data.  This is used to count how many true particle diameters fit in each bin of
a certain range of widths.  This column is called the unnormalized true population density
of particle diameters.
Seventh, all of the data in the columns created in the fifth and sixth steps should
be selected and plotted using a scatter plot with smooth lines in Excel ®.  This plot is the
unnormalized plot of the true PDF of particle diameters.  This is done to check that the
chosen bin width from step five was acceptable.  For example, columns D and E were
plotted.
Eighth, count the number of rows for the binned dataset from step seven.  And
make a note of it.  For example, for columns D and E, there are 69 rows of data.
Ninth, save this entire Excel file.
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Tenth, the column from the fifth step can be copied and pasted as values into a
new sheet and then saved as a Text (Tab delimited) (*.txt) file.  When the dialog pops up
suggesting that only the active sheet be saved, press OK.  Remember the location of the
saved file.  For example, column D is saved as a text file.
Eleventh, the column from the sixth step can be copied and pasted as values into a
new sheet and then saved as a Text (Tab delimited) (*.txt) file.  When the dialog pops up
suggesting that only the active sheet be saved, press OK.  Remember the location of the
saved file.  For instance, column E is saved as a text file.
10.1.2.2 Normalize The Plot Of The True PDF Of Particle Diameters
The true PDF of particle diameters is normalized using first Mathematica ® and
then Excel ® programs.  In Mathematica ®, the saved text files must first be recalled.  In
order to recall the saved text file from step ten in Section 10.1.1.1, begin by typing the
first part of the line of code necessary to completing this action:
TDiamIN100col1=ToExpression[Import[
Then, navigate to the Insert menu.  Then select the File Path menu item.  Navigate to the
location of the file.  Left click it once, then press Open.  Suppose the file path for step ten
is, \\root\TDiamIN100col1.txt, then the above line of code will be modified in the
following way:
TDiamIN100col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\TDiamIN100col1.txt"
Finish inputting this line of code, by adding ,"List"]]; to the above modified line of code.
When this is done, the above modified line of code will be displayed as:
TDiamIN100col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\TDiamIN100col1.txt","List"]];
Now this code should be run by pressing the Shift + Enter keys on the keyboard.
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Next, recall the saved text file from step eleven in Section 10.1.1.1, begin by
typing the first part of the line of code necessary to completing this action:
TDiamIN100Unnormalizedcol2=ToExpression[Import[
Then, navigate to the Insert menu.  Then select the File Path menu item.  Navigate to the
location of the file.  Left click it once, then press Open.  Suppose the file path for step
eleven is, \\root\TDiamIN100Unnormalizedcol2.txt, then the above line of code will be
modified in the following way:
TDiamIN100Unnormalizedcol2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\TDiamIN100Unno
rmalizedcol2.txt"
Finish inputting this line of code, by adding ,"List"]]; to the above modified line of code.
When this is done, the above modified line of code will be displayed as:
TDiamIN100Unnormalizedcol2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\TDiamIN100Unno
rmalizedcol2.txt","List"]];
Now, run this code as well.
The uIN100Diam variable is defined before the next line of code is run, where
uIN100Diam represents the number obtained in step eight of Section 10.1.1.1.  Suppose
uIN100Diam is 69, then the following code must be run:
uIN100Diam=69;
Next, obtain the area under the unnormalized true PDF of particle diameters
obtained in Section 10.1.1.1 by running the following line of code:
0.5*Sum[(Part[TDiamIN100Unnormalizedcol2,i+1]+Part[TDiamIN100Unnormalize
dcol2,i])*(Part[TDiamIN100col1,i+1]-Part[TDiamIN100col1,i]),{i,1,uIN100Diam-1}]
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Suppose the area under the unnormalized true PDF of particle diameters obtained in
Section 10.1.1.1 is 791.
Now, reopen the Excel file that was saved in step nine of Section 10.1.1.1.
Calculate the normalized true population density of particle diameters by dividing each
row in the column of step six by the area under the unnormalized true PDF of particle
diameters.  Do this calculation in a new column after the column that was made in step
six.  For example, in the first row of column F, the following formula could be entered:
=E1/791.  Then this code should be copied and pasted all the way down to the row in
column F that lines up with the last number in column E.
This normalized true population density of particle diameters column can be
copied and pasted as values into a new sheet and then saved as a Text (Tab delimited)
(*.txt) file.  When the dialog pops up suggesting that only the active sheet be saved, press
OK.  Remember the location of the saved file.  For instance, column F is saved as a text
file.
Return to the Mathematica file.  Next, recall the normalized true population
density of particle diameters text file that was just saved.  Begin by typing the first part of
the line of code necessary to completing this action:
TDiamIN100col2=ToExpression[Import[
Then, navigate to the Insert menu.  Then select the File Path menu item.  Navigate to the
location of the file.  Left click it once, then press Open.  Suppose the file path for
normalized true PDF of particle diameters is, \\root\TDiamIN100col2.txt, then the above
line of code will be modified in the following way:
TDiamIN100col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\TDiamIN100col2.txt"
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Finish inputting this line of code, by adding ,"List"]]; to the above modified line of code.
When this is done, the above modified line of code will be displayed as:
TDiamIN100col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\TDiamIN100col2.txt","List"]];
Now, run this code.
Next, obtain the area under the normalized true PDF of particle diameters by
running the following line of code:
0.5*Sum[(Part[TDiamIN100col2,i+1]+Part[TDiamIN100col2,i])*(Part[TDiamIN100
col1,i+1]-Part[TDiamIN100col1,i]),{i,1,uIN100Diam-1}]
For the IN100 true PDF of particle diameters, Mathematica returns the following value
for the area: 1.0000000012499999.
Next, obtain the mean of the normalized true PDF of particle diameters by
running the following line of code:
Apply[Plus,(Take[TDiamIN100col1,{1,uIN100Diam}]*Take[TDiamIN100col2,{1,uI
N100Diam}])]/Apply[Plus,Take[TDiamIN100col2,{1,uIN100Diam}]]
For the IN100 true PDF of particle diameters, Mathematica returns the following value
for the mean: 3.551359049435802.
Next, obtain the mode of the normalized true PDF of particle diameters by
running the following line of code:
Extract[TDiamIN100col1,(Position[TDiamIN100col2,Max[TDiamIN100col2]])]
For the IN100 true PDF of particle diameters, Mathematica returns the following value
for the mode: 2.5.
Next, obtain the standard deviation of the normalized true PDF of particle
diameters by running the following line of code:
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Sqrt[Apply[Plus,(((Take[TDiamIN100col1,{1,uIN100Diam}]-
(Apply[Plus,(Take[TDiamIN100col1,{1,uIN100Diam}]*Take[TDiamIN100col2,{1,uI
N100Diam}])]/Apply[Plus,Take[TDiamIN100col2,{1,uIN100Diam}]]))^2)*Take[TDi
amIN100col2,{1,uIN100Diam}])]/Apply[Plus,Take[TDiamIN100col2,{1,uIN100Diam
}]]]
For the IN100 true PDF of particle diameters, Mathematica returns the following value
for the standard deviation: 1.9186834564027415.
A plot of the IN100 true PDF of particle diameters is obtained using the following
lines of code:
TDiamIN100BothCols=Transpose[{TDiamIN100col1,TDiamIN100col2}];
This line of code joins both columns from step ten of Section 10.1.1.1 and the normalized
true PDF of particle diameters of Section 10.1.1.2 into one data set.
Then the next line of code is input and run:
TDiamIN100Plot=ListPlot[TDiamIN100BothCols,PlotStyle-
>{Thickness[0.01],Purple},PlotRange->Full,Joined->True]
When this code is run, the following plot appears in the output:
Figure 10-2: Plot of the IN100 true PDF of particle diameters.
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10.1.3  Compare Statistical Parameters Obtained From Graphical “Look-
Up” Table With Statistical Parameters Obtained From The IN100 Dataset Of
3D True Particle Diameters
The values of the statistical parameters of the true particle diameters of IN100
obtained from use of the graphical “look-up” tables differ depending on which two sets of
statistical parameters of the measured particle diameters were used.  Use of the mean and
standard deviation of the measured particle diameters with the Figure 9-6 graphical
“look-up” table yielded more accurate values of the statistical parameters of true particle
diameters of IN100 than did use of the mode and standard deviation of the measured
particle diameters with the Figure 9-7 graphical “look-up” table.  This is because the
measured PDF of the IN100 dataset of 2D true particle diameters was not very smooth, so
the mode was literally taken as the largest value, which is the first largest spike in the
data.  So, whenever the mode and standard deviation of the measured particle diameters
are being used to graphically “look-up” statistical parameters of true particle diameters,
the data must be quite smooth.  Therefore, the values of the statistical parameters of the
true particle diameters obtained from use of the Figure 9-6 graphical “look-up” table with
the mean and standard deviation of the measured particle diameters will be compared to
the statistical parameters obtained from the IN100 dataset of 3D true particle diameters.
The mean of the true particle diameters of IN100 obtained from use of the
graphical “look-up” table is 3.89 microns, while the mean obtained from the IN100
dataset of 3D true particle diameters is 3.55 microns.  The percent error is 9.58%.  When
the graphical “look-up” table is used with the measured cross-section of IN100, IN100
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has a true mean that differs from 3.89 microns by no more than 9.58% of 3.89 microns or
about 0.4 microns.
The standard deviation of the true particle diameters of IN100 obtained from use
of the graphical “look-up” table is 2.13 microns, while the standard deviation obtained
from the IN100 dataset of 3D true particle diameters is 1.92 microns.  The percent error is
10.93%.  When the graphical “look-up” table is used with the measured cross-section of
IN100, IN100 has a true standard deviation that differs from 2.13 microns by no more
than 10.93% of 2.13 microns or about 0.25 microns.
The mode of the true particle diameters of IN100 obtained from use of the
graphical “look-up” table is 2.62 microns, while the mode obtained from the IN100
dataset of 3D true particle diameters is 2.50 microns. The percent error is 4.80%.  When
the graphical “look-up” table is used with the measured cross-section of IN100, IN100
has a true mode that differs from 2.62  microns by no more than 4.80% of 2.62 microns
or about 0.15 microns. Another aspect about the mode of the true particle diameters of
IN100 is that the mode obtained from the IN100 dataset of 3D true particle diameters was
found to be 2.50 microns, but when using the Equation 6.6 to calculate what the mode
should be for a lognormal distribution that has a standard deviation of 3.55 microns and a
mean of 1.92 microns, the mode was calculated to be 2.41 microns.  So, there is even a
difference between the mode of the binned true particle diameters of IN100 obtained by
experiment, 2.50 microns, and the mode of true particle diameters of IN100 calculated to
be 2.41 microns using the experimentally obtained values of mean (1.92 microns) and
standard deviation (3.55 microns).
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10.1.4 Compare True PDF Distributions With Statistical Parameters
Obtained From Graphical “Look-Up” Table To True PDF Distributions
With Statistical Parameters Obtained From The IN100 Dataset Of 3D True
Particle Diameters
In order to verify that the statistical parameters obtained from the IN100 dataset
of 3D true particle diameters does belong to a lognormal distribution, a true PDF was
plotted with the statistical parameters extracted from the IN100 dataset of 3D true particle
diameters.  Figure 10-3 is a plot of the IN100 true PDF of particle diameters dataset
compared to a plot of the lognormal distribution, described by Equation 6.2, with the
same statistical parameters as extracted from the IN100 true PDF of particle diameters
Figure 10-3: Plot of the IN100 true PDF of binned particle diameters dataset compared
to a plot of the lognormal distribution, described by Equation 6.2, with the same
statistical parameters as extracted from the IN100 true PDF of particle diameters
dataset.
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dataset.  The plot of the IN100 true PDF of binned particle diameters dataset matches
quite well to a plot of the lognormal distribution with the same parameters.  The obvious
difference is that the plot of the lognormal distribution with the same parameters is
smoother than the IN100 true PDF of binned particle diameters dataset.  Another obvious
difference is that the plot of the lognormal distribution with the same parameters has a
slightly lower peak maximum than the IN100 true PDF of binned particle diameters
dataset.  As noted earlier the reason for this difference in peak maximums arises from the
fact that the mode of the plot of the lognormal distribution with the same parameters has
a lower mode, 2.41 microns, than the IN100 true PDF of binned particle diameters
dataset, 2.50 microns.  But, it is evident that the IN100 true PDF of binned particle
diameters dataset does match quite closely a lognormal distribution.
A more obscure but critical, difference is that the left side of the maximum of the
plot of the lognormal distribution with the same parameters as the IN100 binned dataset
matches quite well the left side of the IN100 true PDF of binned particle diameters
dataset.  However, the right side of the maximum of the plot of the lognormal distribution
with the same parameters as the IN100 binned dataset does not match as well the right
side of the maximum of the plot of the IN100 true PDF of binned particle diameters
dataset.  A closer observation of the right side of both plots shows that the top half of the
downward sloping side of the plot of the lognormal distribution with the same parameters
as the IN100 binned dataset does match quite well the top half of the downward sloping
side of the plot of the IN100 true PDF of binned particle diameters dataset.  But, the
bottom half of the downward sloping side of the plot of the lognormal distribution with
the same parameters as the IN100 binned dataset does not line up much with the bottom
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half of the downward sloping side of the plot of the IN100 true PDF of binned particle
diameters dataset.
Next, the statistical parameters obtained from the IN100 dataset of 3D true
particle diameters must be compared to the true PDF distribution with statistical
parameters obtained from the graphical “look-up” table.  Figure 10-4 is a plot of the
IN100 true PDF of binned particle diameters dataset compared to a plot of the lognormal
distribution, described by Equation 6.2, with the statistical parameters as obtained from
Figure 10-4: Plot of the IN100 true PDF of binned particle diameters dataset compared
to a plot of the lognormal distribution, described by Equation 6.2, with the same
statistical parameters as obtained from use of the graphical “look-up” table.
the graphical “look-up” table.  The plot of the IN100 true PDF of binned particle
diameters dataset matches quite well to a plot of the lognormal distribution with the
statistical parameters as obtained from the graphical “look-up” table.  The obvious
difference is that the plot of the lognormal distribution with the statistical parameters as
obtained from the graphical “look-up” table is smoother than the IN100 true PDF of
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binned particle diameters dataset.  Another obvious difference is that the plot of the
lognormal distribution with the statistical parameters as obtained from the graphical
“look-up” table has a lower peak maximum than the IN100 true PDF of binned particle
diameters dataset.
A more obscure, but critical difference is that the left side of the maximum of the
plot of the lognormal distribution with the statistical parameters as obtained from the
graphical “look-up” table does not match exactly the left side of the IN100 true PDF of
binned particle diameters dataset.  However, the right side of the maximum of the plot of
the lognormal distribution with the statistical parameters as obtained from the graphical
“look-up” table does match quite well the right side of the maximum of the plot of the
IN100 true PDF of binned particle diameters dataset.  This is an interesting finding that
seems to elude to the fact that the graphical “look-up” tables for the determination of the
true PDF that is a lognormal distribution with certain true statistical parameters from a
measured PDF with certain measured statistical parameters place a greater importance on
matching the tail of the true 3D lognormal distribution rather than on the part of the true
3D lognormal distribution that precedes the mode of the plot.
A possible fix could be to redo the graphical “look-up” tables for the lognormal
distribution with plot ranges that are much smaller than is needed for extracting the
accurate parameters from the lognormal distribution plot, since real data never
approaches infinity.  All in all, it seems as though the graphical “look-up” tables are
useful in providing a reasonable conversion from measured 2D parameters and their
distributions to true 3D parameters and their distributions.
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CHAPTER 11: CONCLUSION
There is presented in this dissertation a unique solution for ascertaining true grain
size distributions using certain measured grain size parameters, assuming that the type of
true distribution is known. Also, the true grain size parameters and distribution obtained
from application of a real cross-sectioned material to the graphical “look-up” tables does
slightly match the true grain size parameters and distribution derived by way of serial
sectioning that same material.  Future work includes creating graphical “look-up” tables
for additional true distributions of grain sizes, additional sectioning functions, and for
various grain shapes.
A special note is made concerning the measurement of statistical parameters that
are greater than the number 10 or are smaller than the number 1/10 (but not equal to 0);
and hence would either exist outside the realm of the graphical “look-up” tables or would
be too small to be clearly distinguished using the graphical “look-up” tables.  If a
researcher obtains measurements of particle sizes that have statistical parameters that
exist beyond the value 10 or are much smaller than the value 1/10, but not equal to 0,
then the researcher should use scientific notation to express the quantity as a number
between 1 and 10 or convert the unit of measurement so that the number before the unit is
between 1 and 10.
Another special note is made concerning the application of this method to a real
material that a researcher will section using linear intercepts.  Care must be taken to
ensure that the measurements of linear intercepts are acquired in exactly the same way as
described in Section 2.1.3.2 and Section 3.2, where each of the test probe lengths
intercepted by particles is measured and quantified.
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APPENDIX A: APPROXIMATE SECTIONING FUNCTIONS
As explained in Section 3.2.1, once derived, the sectioning function for linear
intercepts, QLI of Equation 3.9, was observed to be non-analytical and hence needed to be
integrated numerically.  In order to integrate it numerically, a fit was sought for the
numerical solution for QLI.  The first approximate sectioning function chosen to replace
the numerical solution for QLI was the seven-term polynomial fit, Equation 3.12 and
Equation 3.13.  It was chosen because the error of QLI(d0,dm) is least between the non-
analytical Equation 3.9 and the seven-term polynomial fit Equation 3.12 and Equation
3.13 as explained in Section 5.2.1.  This approximate sectioning function was applied to
first, the normal distribution and then, the lognormal distribution according to the
conversion equation, Equation 4.1.
The seven-term polynomial fit was found to work very well when applied to the
normal distribution according to the conversion equation, Equation 4.1.  The exception
was when too large of a value for the number of plot points was used for too small a
standard deviation. The problem that would arise is the presence of extra data points that
deviated from select places on the resultant measured PDF curve in unexpected places.
For example, for a normal distribution with a standard deviation of 0.01 and a mean of
10, with the number of plot points being 4500, Figure A-1 would result.  The circle on the
plot shows where the extra data points arise. As long as the researcher chooses the
lowest acceptable correct number of plot points according to Sections 7.1.10 and 7.1.16,
then no problem should arise when applying the seven-term polynomial fit to the normal
distribution according to the conversion equation, Equation 4.1.
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Figure A-1: For a normal distribution with a standard deviation of 0.01 and a mean of
10, with the number of plot points being 4500, these extra data points that do not belong
here would arise.
However, when the seven-term polynomial fit was applied to the lognormal
distribution, problems occurred when attempting to calculate the M(x) in Equation 4.1.
Using a lognormal distribution as the true PDF to solve Equation 4.1 produces a
nonsensical M(x).  Figure A-2a shows an example of the erroneous results that would
manifest.  It is thought that since the seven-term polynomial fit has so many inflections in
it, when coupled with the lognormal distribution, it produces these wildly unpredictable
Figure A-2: (a) Erroneous M(x) calculations occur when Equations 3.12 and 3.13 are
utilized with the lognormal distribution. (b) There are no erroneous M(x) calculations
that occur when Equations 3.14 and 3.15 are utilized with the lognormal distribution.
Extra
data
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Result of Lognormal
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Linear Intercept Equation
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results.  As a result, to avoid this issue, when using the lognormal distribution as the true
PDF, the non-analytical Equation 3.9 was instead fit using the power fit represented by
Equations 3.14 and 3.15.  Although the error is greatest between the non-analytical
Equation 3.9 and the power fit Equation 3.14 and Equation 3.15 as explained in Section
3.2.1, there are no inflections in the fit and the calculation of M(x) proceeds without error
as shown in Figure A-2b.
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APPENDIX B:  MLogNormDiamTbl4-MLogNormDiamTbl450 CODE
MLogNormDiamTbl4=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*3)],N[(cur
ve0over450*4)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN4=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl4]];
Export["N4col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN4c
ol1=MLogNormDiamTblN4[[All,1]]];
Export["N4col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN4c
ol2=MLogNormDiamTblN4[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl5=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*4)],N[(cur
ve0over450*5)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN5=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl5]];
Export["N5col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN5c
ol1=MLogNormDiamTblN5[[All,1]]];
Export["N5col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN5c
ol2=MLogNormDiamTblN5[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl6=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*5)],N[(cur
ve0over450*6)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN6=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl6]];
Export["N6col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN6c
ol1=MLogNormDiamTblN6[[All,1]]];
Export["N6col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN6c
ol2=MLogNormDiamTblN6[[All,2]]];
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MLogNormDiamTbl7=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*6)],N[(cur
ve0over450*7)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN7=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl7]];
Export["N7col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN7c
ol1=MLogNormDiamTblN7[[All,1]]];
Export["N7col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN7c
ol2=MLogNormDiamTblN7[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl8=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*7)],N[(cur
ve0over450*8)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN8=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl8]];
Export["N8col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN8c
ol1=MLogNormDiamTblN8[[All,1]]];
Export["N8col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN8c
ol2=MLogNormDiamTblN8[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl9=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*8)],N[(cur
ve0over450*9)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN9=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl9]];
Export["N9col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN9c
ol1=MLogNormDiamTblN9[[All,1]]];
Export["N9col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN9c
ol2=MLogNormDiamTblN9[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl10=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*9)],N[(cu
rve0over450*10)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
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MLogNormDiamTblN10=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl10]];
Export["N10col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN1
0col1=MLogNormDiamTblN10[[All,1]]];
Export["N10col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN1
0col2=MLogNormDiamTblN10[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl11=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*10)],N[(c
urve0over450*11)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN11=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl11]];
Export["N11col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN1
1col1=MLogNormDiamTblN11[[All,1]]];
Export["N11col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN1
1col2=MLogNormDiamTblN11[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl12=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*11)],N[(c
urve0over450*12)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN12=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl12]];
Export["N12col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN1
2col1=MLogNormDiamTblN12[[All,1]]];
Export["N12col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN1
2col2=MLogNormDiamTblN12[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl13=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*12)],N[(c
urve0over450*13)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN13=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl13]];
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Export["N13col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN1
3col1=MLogNormDiamTblN13[[All,1]]];
Export["N13col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN1
3col2=MLogNormDiamTblN13[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl14=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*13)],N[(c
urve0over450*14)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN14=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl14]];
Export["N14col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN1
4col1=MLogNormDiamTblN14[[All,1]]];
Export["N14col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN1
4col2=MLogNormDiamTblN14[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl15=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*14)],N[(c
urve0over450*15)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN15=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl15]];
Export["N15col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN1
5col1=MLogNormDiamTblN15[[All,1]]];
Export["N15col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN1
5col2=MLogNormDiamTblN15[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl16=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*15)],N[(c
urve0over450*16)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN16=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl16]];
Export["N16col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN1
6col1=MLogNormDiamTblN16[[All,1]]];
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Export["N16col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN1
6col2=MLogNormDiamTblN16[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl17=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*16)],N[(c
urve0over450*17)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN17=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl17]];
Export["N17col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN1
7col1=MLogNormDiamTblN17[[All,1]]];
Export["N17col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN1
7col2=MLogNormDiamTblN17[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl18=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*17)],N[(c
urve0over450*18)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN18=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl18]];
Export["N18col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN1
8col1=MLogNormDiamTblN18[[All,1]]];
Export["N18col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN1
8col2=MLogNormDiamTblN18[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl19=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*18)],N[(c
urve0over450*19)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN19=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl19]];
Export["N19col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN1
9col1=MLogNormDiamTblN19[[All,1]]];
Export["N19col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN1
9col2=MLogNormDiamTblN19[[All,2]]];
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MLogNormDiamTbl20=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*19)],N[(c
urve0over450*20)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN20=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl20]];
Export["N20col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN2
0col1=MLogNormDiamTblN20[[All,1]]];
Export["N20col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN2
0col2=MLogNormDiamTblN20[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl21=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*20)],N[(c
urve0over450*21)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN21=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl21]];
Export["N21col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN2
1col1=MLogNormDiamTblN21[[All,1]]];
Export["N21col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN2
1col2=MLogNormDiamTblN21[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl22=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*21)],N[(c
urve0over450*22)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN22=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl22]];
Export["N22col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN2
2col1=MLogNormDiamTblN22[[All,1]]];
Export["N22col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN2
2col2=MLogNormDiamTblN22[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl23=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*22)],N[(c
urve0over450*23)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
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MLogNormDiamTblN23=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl23]];
Export["N23col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN2
3col1=MLogNormDiamTblN23[[All,1]]];
Export["N23col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN2
3col2=MLogNormDiamTblN23[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl24=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*23)],N[(c
urve0over450*24)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN24=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl24]];
Export["N24col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN2
4col1=MLogNormDiamTblN24[[All,1]]];
Export["N24col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN2
4col2=MLogNormDiamTblN24[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl25=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*24)],N[(c
urve0over450*25)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN25=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl25]];
Export["N25col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN2
5col1=MLogNormDiamTblN25[[All,1]]];
Export["N25col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN2
5col2=MLogNormDiamTblN25[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl26=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*25)],N[(c
urve0over450*26)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN26=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl26]];
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Export["N26col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN2
6col1=MLogNormDiamTblN26[[All,1]]];
Export["N26col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN2
6col2=MLogNormDiamTblN26[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl27=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*26)],N[(c
urve0over450*27)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN27=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl27]];
Export["N27col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN2
7col1=MLogNormDiamTblN27[[All,1]]];
Export["N27col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN2
7col2=MLogNormDiamTblN27[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl28=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*27)],N[(c
urve0over450*28)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN28=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl28]];
Export["N28col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN2
8col1=MLogNormDiamTblN28[[All,1]]];
Export["N28col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN2
8col2=MLogNormDiamTblN28[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl29=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*28)],N[(c
urve0over450*29)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN29=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl29]];
Export["N29col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN2
9col1=MLogNormDiamTblN29[[All,1]]];
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Export["N29col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN2
9col2=MLogNormDiamTblN29[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl30=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*29)],N[(c
urve0over450*30)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN30=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl30]];
Export["N30col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN3
0col1=MLogNormDiamTblN30[[All,1]]];
Export["N30col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN3
0col2=MLogNormDiamTblN30[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl31=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*30)],N[(c
urve0over450*31)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN31=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl31]];
Export["N31col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN3
1col1=MLogNormDiamTblN31[[All,1]]];
Export["N31col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN3
1col2=MLogNormDiamTblN31[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl32=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*31)],N[(c
urve0over450*32)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN32=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl32]];
Export["N32col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN3
2col1=MLogNormDiamTblN32[[All,1]]];
Export["N32col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN3
2col2=MLogNormDiamTblN32[[All,2]]];
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MLogNormDiamTbl33=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*32)],N[(c
urve0over450*33)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN33=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl33]];
Export["N33col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN3
3col1=MLogNormDiamTblN33[[All,1]]];
Export["N33col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN3
3col2=MLogNormDiamTblN33[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl34=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*33)],N[(c
urve0over450*34)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN34=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl34]];
Export["N34col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN3
4col1=MLogNormDiamTblN34[[All,1]]];
Export["N34col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN3
4col2=MLogNormDiamTblN34[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl35=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*34)],N[(c
urve0over450*35)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN35=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl35]];
Export["N35col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN3
5col1=MLogNormDiamTblN35[[All,1]]];
Export["N35col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN3
5col2=MLogNormDiamTblN35[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl36=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*35)],N[(c
urve0over450*36)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
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MLogNormDiamTblN36=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl36]];
Export["N36col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN3
6col1=MLogNormDiamTblN36[[All,1]]];
Export["N36col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN3
6col2=MLogNormDiamTblN36[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl37=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*36)],N[(c
urve0over450*37)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN37=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl37]];
Export["N37col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN3
7col1=MLogNormDiamTblN37[[All,1]]];
Export["N37col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN3
7col2=MLogNormDiamTblN37[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl38=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*37)],N[(c
urve0over450*38)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN38=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl38]];
Export["N38col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN3
8col1=MLogNormDiamTblN38[[All,1]]];
Export["N38col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN3
8col2=MLogNormDiamTblN38[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl39=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*38)],N[(c
urve0over450*39)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN39=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl39]];
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Export["N39col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN3
9col1=MLogNormDiamTblN39[[All,1]]];
Export["N39col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN3
9col2=MLogNormDiamTblN39[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl40=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*39)],N[(c
urve0over450*40)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN40=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl40]];
Export["N40col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN4
0col1=MLogNormDiamTblN40[[All,1]]];
Export["N40col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN4
0col2=MLogNormDiamTblN40[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl41=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*40)],N[(c
urve0over450*41)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN41=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl41]];
Export["N41col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN4
1col1=MLogNormDiamTblN41[[All,1]]];
Export["N41col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN4
1col2=MLogNormDiamTblN41[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl42=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*41)],N[(c
urve0over450*42)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN42=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl42]];
Export["N42col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN4
2col1=MLogNormDiamTblN42[[All,1]]];
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Export["N42col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN4
2col2=MLogNormDiamTblN42[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl43=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*42)],N[(c
urve0over450*43)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN43=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl43]];
Export["N43col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN4
3col1=MLogNormDiamTblN43[[All,1]]];
Export["N43col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN4
3col2=MLogNormDiamTblN43[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl44=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*43)],N[(c
urve0over450*44)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN44=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl44]];
Export["N44col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN4
4col1=MLogNormDiamTblN44[[All,1]]];
Export["N44col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN4
4col2=MLogNormDiamTblN44[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl45=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*44)],N[(c
urve0over450*45)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN45=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl45]];
Export["N45col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN4
5col1=MLogNormDiamTblN45[[All,1]]];
Export["N45col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN4
5col2=MLogNormDiamTblN45[[All,2]]];
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MLogNormDiamTbl46=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*45)],N[(c
urve0over450*46)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN46=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl46]];
Export["N46col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN4
6col1=MLogNormDiamTblN46[[All,1]]];
Export["N46col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN4
6col2=MLogNormDiamTblN46[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl47=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*46)],N[(c
urve0over450*47)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN47=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl47]];
Export["N47col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN4
7col1=MLogNormDiamTblN47[[All,1]]];
Export["N47col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN4
7col2=MLogNormDiamTblN47[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl48=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*47)],N[(c
urve0over450*48)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN48=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl48]];
Export["N48col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN4
8col1=MLogNormDiamTblN48[[All,1]]];
Export["N48col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN4
8col2=MLogNormDiamTblN48[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl49=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*48)],N[(c
urve0over450*49)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
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MLogNormDiamTblN49=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl49]];
Export["N49col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN4
9col1=MLogNormDiamTblN49[[All,1]]];
Export["N49col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN4
9col2=MLogNormDiamTblN49[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl50=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*49)],N[(c
urve0over450*50)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN50=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl50]];
Export["N50col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN5
0col1=MLogNormDiamTblN50[[All,1]]];
Export["N50col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN5
0col2=MLogNormDiamTblN50[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl51=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*50)],N[(c
urve0over450*51)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN51=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl51]];
Export["N51col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN5
1col1=MLogNormDiamTblN51[[All,1]]];
Export["N51col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN5
1col2=MLogNormDiamTblN51[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl52=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*51)],N[(c
urve0over450*52)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN52=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl52]];
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Export["N52col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN5
2col1=MLogNormDiamTblN52[[All,1]]];
Export["N52col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN5
2col2=MLogNormDiamTblN52[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl53=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*52)],N[(c
urve0over450*53)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN53=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl53]];
Export["N53col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN5
3col1=MLogNormDiamTblN53[[All,1]]];
Export["N53col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN5
3col2=MLogNormDiamTblN53[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl54=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*53)],N[(c
urve0over450*54)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN54=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl54]];
Export["N54col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN5
4col1=MLogNormDiamTblN54[[All,1]]];
Export["N54col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN5
4col2=MLogNormDiamTblN54[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl55=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*54)],N[(c
urve0over450*55)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN55=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl55]];
Export["N55col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN5
5col1=MLogNormDiamTblN55[[All,1]]];
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Export["N55col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN5
5col2=MLogNormDiamTblN55[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl56=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*55)],N[(c
urve0over450*56)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN56=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl56]];
Export["N56col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN5
6col1=MLogNormDiamTblN56[[All,1]]];
Export["N56col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN5
6col2=MLogNormDiamTblN56[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl57=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*56)],N[(c
urve0over450*57)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN57=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl57]];
Export["N57col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN5
7col1=MLogNormDiamTblN57[[All,1]]];
Export["N57col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN5
7col2=MLogNormDiamTblN57[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl58=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*57)],N[(c
urve0over450*58)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN58=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl58]];
Export["N58col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN5
8col1=MLogNormDiamTblN58[[All,1]]];
Export["N58col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN5
8col2=MLogNormDiamTblN58[[All,2]]];
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MLogNormDiamTbl59=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*58)],N[(c
urve0over450*59)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN59=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl59]];
Export["N59col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN5
9col1=MLogNormDiamTblN59[[All,1]]];
Export["N59col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN5
9col2=MLogNormDiamTblN59[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl60=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*59)],N[(c
urve0over450*60)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN60=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl60]];
Export["N60col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN6
0col1=MLogNormDiamTblN60[[All,1]]];
Export["N60col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN6
0col2=MLogNormDiamTblN60[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl61=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*60)],N[(c
urve0over450*61)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN61=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl61]];
Export["N61col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN6
1col1=MLogNormDiamTblN61[[All,1]]];
Export["N61col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN6
1col2=MLogNormDiamTblN61[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl62=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*61)],N[(c
urve0over450*62)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
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MLogNormDiamTblN62=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl62]];
Export["N62col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN6
2col1=MLogNormDiamTblN62[[All,1]]];
Export["N62col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN6
2col2=MLogNormDiamTblN62[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl63=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*62)],N[(c
urve0over450*63)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN63=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl63]];
Export["N63col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN6
3col1=MLogNormDiamTblN63[[All,1]]];
Export["N63col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN6
3col2=MLogNormDiamTblN63[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl64=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*63)],N[(c
urve0over450*64)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN64=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl64]];
Export["N64col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN6
4col1=MLogNormDiamTblN64[[All,1]]];
Export["N64col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN6
4col2=MLogNormDiamTblN64[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl65=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*64)],N[(c
urve0over450*65)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN65=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl65]];
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Export["N65col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN6
5col1=MLogNormDiamTblN65[[All,1]]];
Export["N65col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN6
5col2=MLogNormDiamTblN65[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl66=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*65)],N[(c
urve0over450*66)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN66=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl66]];
Export["N66col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN6
6col1=MLogNormDiamTblN66[[All,1]]];
Export["N66col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN6
6col2=MLogNormDiamTblN66[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl67=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*66)],N[(c
urve0over450*67)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN67=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl67]];
Export["N67col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN6
7col1=MLogNormDiamTblN67[[All,1]]];
Export["N67col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN6
7col2=MLogNormDiamTblN67[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl68=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*67)],N[(c
urve0over450*68)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN68=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl68]];
Export["N68col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN6
8col1=MLogNormDiamTblN68[[All,1]]];
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Export["N68col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN6
8col2=MLogNormDiamTblN68[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl69=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*68)],N[(c
urve0over450*69)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN69=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl69]];
Export["N69col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN6
9col1=MLogNormDiamTblN69[[All,1]]];
Export["N69col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN6
9col2=MLogNormDiamTblN69[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl70=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*69)],N[(c
urve0over450*70)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN70=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl70]];
Export["N70col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN7
0col1=MLogNormDiamTblN70[[All,1]]];
Export["N70col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN7
0col2=MLogNormDiamTblN70[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl71=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*70)],N[(c
urve0over450*71)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN71=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl71]];
Export["N71col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN7
1col1=MLogNormDiamTblN71[[All,1]]];
Export["N71col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN7
1col2=MLogNormDiamTblN71[[All,2]]];
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MLogNormDiamTbl72=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*71)],N[(c
urve0over450*72)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN72=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl72]];
Export["N72col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN7
2col1=MLogNormDiamTblN72[[All,1]]];
Export["N72col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN7
2col2=MLogNormDiamTblN72[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl73=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*72)],N[(c
urve0over450*73)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN73=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl73]];
Export["N73col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN7
3col1=MLogNormDiamTblN73[[All,1]]];
Export["N73col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN7
3col2=MLogNormDiamTblN73[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl74=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*73)],N[(c
urve0over450*74)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN74=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl74]];
Export["N74col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN7
4col1=MLogNormDiamTblN74[[All,1]]];
Export["N74col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN7
4col2=MLogNormDiamTblN74[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl75=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*74)],N[(c
urve0over450*75)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
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MLogNormDiamTblN75=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl75]];
Export["N75col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN7
5col1=MLogNormDiamTblN75[[All,1]]];
Export["N75col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN7
5col2=MLogNormDiamTblN75[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl76=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*75)],N[(c
urve0over450*76)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN76=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl76]];
Export["N76col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN7
6col1=MLogNormDiamTblN76[[All,1]]];
Export["N76col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN7
6col2=MLogNormDiamTblN76[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl77=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*76)],N[(c
urve0over450*77)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN77=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl77]];
Export["N77col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN7
7col1=MLogNormDiamTblN77[[All,1]]];
Export["N77col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN7
7col2=MLogNormDiamTblN77[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl78=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*77)],N[(c
urve0over450*78)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN78=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl78]];
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Export["N78col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN7
8col1=MLogNormDiamTblN78[[All,1]]];
Export["N78col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN7
8col2=MLogNormDiamTblN78[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl79=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*78)],N[(c
urve0over450*79)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN79=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl79]];
Export["N79col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN7
9col1=MLogNormDiamTblN79[[All,1]]];
Export["N79col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN7
9col2=MLogNormDiamTblN79[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl80=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*79)],N[(c
urve0over450*80)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN80=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl80]];
Export["N80col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN8
0col1=MLogNormDiamTblN80[[All,1]]];
Export["N80col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN8
0col2=MLogNormDiamTblN80[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl81=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*80)],N[(c
urve0over450*81)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN81=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl81]];
Export["N81col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN8
1col1=MLogNormDiamTblN81[[All,1]]];
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Export["N81col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN8
1col2=MLogNormDiamTblN81[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl82=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*81)],N[(c
urve0over450*82)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN82=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl82]];
Export["N82col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN8
2col1=MLogNormDiamTblN82[[All,1]]];
Export["N82col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN8
2col2=MLogNormDiamTblN82[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl83=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*82)],N[(c
urve0over450*83)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN83=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl83]];
Export["N83col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN8
3col1=MLogNormDiamTblN83[[All,1]]];
Export["N83col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN8
3col2=MLogNormDiamTblN83[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl84=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*83)],N[(c
urve0over450*84)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN84=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl84]];
Export["N84col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN8
4col1=MLogNormDiamTblN84[[All,1]]];
Export["N84col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN8
4col2=MLogNormDiamTblN84[[All,2]]];
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MLogNormDiamTbl85=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*84)],N[(c
urve0over450*85)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN85=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl85]];
Export["N85col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN8
5col1=MLogNormDiamTblN85[[All,1]]];
Export["N85col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN8
5col2=MLogNormDiamTblN85[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl86=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*85)],N[(c
urve0over450*86)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN86=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl86]];
Export["N86col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN8
6col1=MLogNormDiamTblN86[[All,1]]];
Export["N86col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN8
6col2=MLogNormDiamTblN86[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl87=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*86)],N[(c
urve0over450*87)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN87=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl87]];
Export["N87col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN8
7col1=MLogNormDiamTblN87[[All,1]]];
Export["N87col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN8
7col2=MLogNormDiamTblN87[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl88=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*87)],N[(c
urve0over450*88)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
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MLogNormDiamTblN88=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl88]];
Export["N88col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN8
8col1=MLogNormDiamTblN88[[All,1]]];
Export["N88col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN8
8col2=MLogNormDiamTblN88[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl89=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*88)],N[(c
urve0over450*89)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN89=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl89]];
Export["N89col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN8
9col1=MLogNormDiamTblN89[[All,1]]];
Export["N89col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN8
9col2=MLogNormDiamTblN89[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl90=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*89)],N[(c
urve0over450*90)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN90=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl90]];
Export["N90col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN9
0col1=MLogNormDiamTblN90[[All,1]]];
Export["N90col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN9
0col2=MLogNormDiamTblN90[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl91=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*90)],N[(c
urve0over450*91)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN91=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl91]];
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Export["N91col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN9
1col1=MLogNormDiamTblN91[[All,1]]];
Export["N91col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN9
1col2=MLogNormDiamTblN91[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl92=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*91)],N[(c
urve0over450*92)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN92=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl92]];
Export["N92col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN9
2col1=MLogNormDiamTblN92[[All,1]]];
Export["N92col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN9
2col2=MLogNormDiamTblN92[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl93=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*92)],N[(c
urve0over450*93)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN93=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl93]];
Export["N93col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN9
3col1=MLogNormDiamTblN93[[All,1]]];
Export["N93col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN9
3col2=MLogNormDiamTblN93[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl94=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*93)],N[(c
urve0over450*94)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN94=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl94]];
Export["N94col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN9
4col1=MLogNormDiamTblN94[[All,1]]];
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Export["N94col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN9
4col2=MLogNormDiamTblN94[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl95=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*94)],N[(c
urve0over450*95)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN95=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl95]];
Export["N95col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN9
5col1=MLogNormDiamTblN95[[All,1]]];
Export["N95col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN9
5col2=MLogNormDiamTblN95[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl96=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*95)],N[(c
urve0over450*96)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN96=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl96]];
Export["N96col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN9
6col1=MLogNormDiamTblN96[[All,1]]];
Export["N96col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN9
6col2=MLogNormDiamTblN96[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl97=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*96)],N[(c
urve0over450*97)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN97=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl97]];
Export["N97col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN9
7col1=MLogNormDiamTblN97[[All,1]]];
Export["N97col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN9
7col2=MLogNormDiamTblN97[[All,2]]];
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MLogNormDiamTbl98=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*97)],N[(c
urve0over450*98)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN98=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl98]];
Export["N98col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN9
8col1=MLogNormDiamTblN98[[All,1]]];
Export["N98col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN9
8col2=MLogNormDiamTblN98[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl99=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*98)],N[(c
urve0over450*99)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN99=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl99]];
Export["N99col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN9
9col1=MLogNormDiamTblN99[[All,1]]];
Export["N99col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN9
9col2=MLogNormDiamTblN99[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl100=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*99)],N[(
curve0over450*100)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN100=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl100]];
Export["N100col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
100col1=MLogNormDiamTblN100[[All,1]]];
Export["N100col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
100col2=MLogNormDiamTblN100[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl101=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*100)],N[
(curve0over450*101)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
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MLogNormDiamTblN101=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl101]];
Export["N101col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
101col1=MLogNormDiamTblN101[[All,1]]];
Export["N101col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
101col2=MLogNormDiamTblN101[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl102=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*101)],N[
(curve0over450*102)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN102=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl102]];
Export["N102col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
102col1=MLogNormDiamTblN102[[All,1]]];
Export["N102col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
102col2=MLogNormDiamTblN102[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl103=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*102)],N[
(curve0over450*103)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN103=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl103]];
Export["N103col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
103col1=MLogNormDiamTblN103[[All,1]]];
Export["N103col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
103col2=MLogNormDiamTblN103[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl104=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*103)],N[
(curve0over450*104)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN104=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl104]];
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Export["N104col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
104col1=MLogNormDiamTblN104[[All,1]]];
Export["N104col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
104col2=MLogNormDiamTblN104[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl105=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*104)],N[
(curve0over450*105)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN105=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl105]];
Export["N105col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
105col1=MLogNormDiamTblN105[[All,1]]];
Export["N105col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
105col2=MLogNormDiamTblN105[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl106=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*105)],N[
(curve0over450*106)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN106=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl106]];
Export["N106col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
106col1=MLogNormDiamTblN106[[All,1]]];
Export["N106col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
106col2=MLogNormDiamTblN106[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl107=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*106)],N[
(curve0over450*107)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN107=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl107]];
Export["N107col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
107col1=MLogNormDiamTblN107[[All,1]]];
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Export["N107col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
107col2=MLogNormDiamTblN107[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl108=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*107)],N[
(curve0over450*108)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN108=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl108]];
Export["N108col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
108col1=MLogNormDiamTblN108[[All,1]]];
Export["N108col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
108col2=MLogNormDiamTblN108[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl109=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*108)],N[
(curve0over450*109)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN109=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl109]];
Export["N109col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
109col1=MLogNormDiamTblN109[[All,1]]];
Export["N109col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
109col2=MLogNormDiamTblN109[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl110=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*109)],N[
(curve0over450*110)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN110=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl110]];
Export["N110col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
110col1=MLogNormDiamTblN110[[All,1]]];
Export["N110col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
110col2=MLogNormDiamTblN110[[All,2]]];
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MLogNormDiamTbl111=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*110)],N[
(curve0over450*111)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN111=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl111]];
Export["N111col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
111col1=MLogNormDiamTblN111[[All,1]]];
Export["N111col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
111col2=MLogNormDiamTblN111[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl112=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*111)],N[
(curve0over450*112)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN112=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl112]];
Export["N112col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
112col1=MLogNormDiamTblN112[[All,1]]];
Export["N112col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
112col2=MLogNormDiamTblN112[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl113=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*112)],N[
(curve0over450*113)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN113=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl113]];
Export["N113col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
113col1=MLogNormDiamTblN113[[All,1]]];
Export["N113col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
113col2=MLogNormDiamTblN113[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl114=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*113)],N[
(curve0over450*114)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
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MLogNormDiamTblN114=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl114]];
Export["N114col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
114col1=MLogNormDiamTblN114[[All,1]]];
Export["N114col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
114col2=MLogNormDiamTblN114[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl115=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*114)],N[
(curve0over450*115)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN115=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl115]];
Export["N115col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
115col1=MLogNormDiamTblN115[[All,1]]];
Export["N115col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
115col2=MLogNormDiamTblN115[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl116=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*115)],N[
(curve0over450*116)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN116=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl116]];
Export["N116col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
116col1=MLogNormDiamTblN116[[All,1]]];
Export["N116col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
116col2=MLogNormDiamTblN116[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl117=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*116)],N[
(curve0over450*117)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN117=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl117]];
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Export["N117col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
117col1=MLogNormDiamTblN117[[All,1]]];
Export["N117col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
117col2=MLogNormDiamTblN117[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl118=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*117)],N[
(curve0over450*118)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN118=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl118]];
Export["N118col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
118col1=MLogNormDiamTblN118[[All,1]]];
Export["N118col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
118col2=MLogNormDiamTblN118[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl119=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*118)],N[
(curve0over450*119)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN119=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl119]];
Export["N119col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
119col1=MLogNormDiamTblN119[[All,1]]];
Export["N119col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
119col2=MLogNormDiamTblN119[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl120=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*119)],N[
(curve0over450*120)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN120=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl120]];
Export["N120col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
120col1=MLogNormDiamTblN120[[All,1]]];
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Export["N120col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
120col2=MLogNormDiamTblN120[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl121=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*120)],N[
(curve0over450*121)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN121=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl121]];
Export["N121col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
121col1=MLogNormDiamTblN121[[All,1]]];
Export["N121col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
121col2=MLogNormDiamTblN121[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl122=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*121)],N[
(curve0over450*122)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN122=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl122]];
Export["N122col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
122col1=MLogNormDiamTblN122[[All,1]]];
Export["N122col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
122col2=MLogNormDiamTblN122[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl123=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*122)],N[
(curve0over450*123)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN123=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl123]];
Export["N123col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
123col1=MLogNormDiamTblN123[[All,1]]];
Export["N123col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
123col2=MLogNormDiamTblN123[[All,2]]];
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MLogNormDiamTbl124=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*123)],N[
(curve0over450*124)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN124=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl124]];
Export["N124col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
124col1=MLogNormDiamTblN124[[All,1]]];
Export["N124col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
124col2=MLogNormDiamTblN124[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl125=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*124)],N[
(curve0over450*125)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN125=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl125]];
Export["N125col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
125col1=MLogNormDiamTblN125[[All,1]]];
Export["N125col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
125col2=MLogNormDiamTblN125[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl126=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*125)],N[
(curve0over450*126)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN126=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl126]];
Export["N126col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
126col1=MLogNormDiamTblN126[[All,1]]];
Export["N126col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
126col2=MLogNormDiamTblN126[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl127=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*126)],N[
(curve0over450*127)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
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MLogNormDiamTblN127=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl127]];
Export["N127col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
127col1=MLogNormDiamTblN127[[All,1]]];
Export["N127col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
127col2=MLogNormDiamTblN127[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl128=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*127)],N[
(curve0over450*128)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN128=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl128]];
Export["N128col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
128col1=MLogNormDiamTblN128[[All,1]]];
Export["N128col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
128col2=MLogNormDiamTblN128[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl129=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*128)],N[
(curve0over450*129)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN129=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl129]];
Export["N129col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
129col1=MLogNormDiamTblN129[[All,1]]];
Export["N129col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
129col2=MLogNormDiamTblN129[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl130=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*129)],N[
(curve0over450*130)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN130=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl130]];
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Export["N130col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
130col1=MLogNormDiamTblN130[[All,1]]];
Export["N130col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
130col2=MLogNormDiamTblN130[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl131=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*130)],N[
(curve0over450*131)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN131=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl131]];
Export["N131col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
131col1=MLogNormDiamTblN131[[All,1]]];
Export["N131col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
131col2=MLogNormDiamTblN131[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl132=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*131)],N[
(curve0over450*132)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN132=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl132]];
Export["N132col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
132col1=MLogNormDiamTblN132[[All,1]]];
Export["N132col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
132col2=MLogNormDiamTblN132[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl133=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*132)],N[
(curve0over450*133)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN133=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl133]];
Export["N133col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
133col1=MLogNormDiamTblN133[[All,1]]];
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Export["N133col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
133col2=MLogNormDiamTblN133[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl134=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*133)],N[
(curve0over450*134)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN134=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl134]];
Export["N134col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
134col1=MLogNormDiamTblN134[[All,1]]];
Export["N134col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
134col2=MLogNormDiamTblN134[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl135=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*134)],N[
(curve0over450*135)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN135=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl135]];
Export["N135col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
135col1=MLogNormDiamTblN135[[All,1]]];
Export["N135col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
135col2=MLogNormDiamTblN135[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl136=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*135)],N[
(curve0over450*136)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN136=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl136]];
Export["N136col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
136col1=MLogNormDiamTblN136[[All,1]]];
Export["N136col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
136col2=MLogNormDiamTblN136[[All,2]]];
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MLogNormDiamTbl137=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*136)],N[
(curve0over450*137)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN137=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl137]];
Export["N137col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
137col1=MLogNormDiamTblN137[[All,1]]];
Export["N137col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
137col2=MLogNormDiamTblN137[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl138=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*137)],N[
(curve0over450*138)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN138=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl138]];
Export["N138col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
138col1=MLogNormDiamTblN138[[All,1]]];
Export["N138col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
138col2=MLogNormDiamTblN138[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl139=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*138)],N[
(curve0over450*139)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN139=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl139]];
Export["N139col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
139col1=MLogNormDiamTblN139[[All,1]]];
Export["N139col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
139col2=MLogNormDiamTblN139[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl140=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*139)],N[
(curve0over450*140)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
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MLogNormDiamTblN140=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl140]];
Export["N140col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
140col1=MLogNormDiamTblN140[[All,1]]];
Export["N140col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
140col2=MLogNormDiamTblN140[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl141=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*140)],N[
(curve0over450*141)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN141=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl141]];
Export["N141col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
141col1=MLogNormDiamTblN141[[All,1]]];
Export["N141col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
141col2=MLogNormDiamTblN141[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl142=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*141)],N[
(curve0over450*142)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN142=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl142]];
Export["N142col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
142col1=MLogNormDiamTblN142[[All,1]]];
Export["N142col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
142col2=MLogNormDiamTblN142[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl143=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*142)],N[
(curve0over450*143)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN143=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl143]];
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Export["N143col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
143col1=MLogNormDiamTblN143[[All,1]]];
Export["N143col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
143col2=MLogNormDiamTblN143[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl144=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*143)],N[
(curve0over450*144)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN144=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl144]];
Export["N144col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
144col1=MLogNormDiamTblN144[[All,1]]];
Export["N144col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
144col2=MLogNormDiamTblN144[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl145=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*144)],N[
(curve0over450*145)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN145=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl145]];
Export["N145col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
145col1=MLogNormDiamTblN145[[All,1]]];
Export["N145col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
145col2=MLogNormDiamTblN145[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl146=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*145)],N[
(curve0over450*146)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN146=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl146]];
Export["N146col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
146col1=MLogNormDiamTblN146[[All,1]]];
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Export["N146col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
146col2=MLogNormDiamTblN146[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl147=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*146)],N[
(curve0over450*147)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN147=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl147]];
Export["N147col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
147col1=MLogNormDiamTblN147[[All,1]]];
Export["N147col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
147col2=MLogNormDiamTblN147[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl148=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*147)],N[
(curve0over450*148)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN148=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl148]];
Export["N148col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
148col1=MLogNormDiamTblN148[[All,1]]];
Export["N148col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
148col2=MLogNormDiamTblN148[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl149=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*148)],N[
(curve0over450*149)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN149=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl149]];
Export["N149col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
149col1=MLogNormDiamTblN149[[All,1]]];
Export["N149col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
149col2=MLogNormDiamTblN149[[All,2]]];
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MLogNormDiamTbl150=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*149)],N[
(curve0over450*150)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN150=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl150]];
Export["N150col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
150col1=MLogNormDiamTblN150[[All,1]]];
Export["N150col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
150col2=MLogNormDiamTblN150[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl151=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*150)],N[
(curve0over450*151)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN151=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl151]];
Export["N151col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
151col1=MLogNormDiamTblN151[[All,1]]];
Export["N151col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
151col2=MLogNormDiamTblN151[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl152=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*151)],N[
(curve0over450*152)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN152=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl152]];
Export["N152col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
152col1=MLogNormDiamTblN152[[All,1]]];
Export["N152col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
152col2=MLogNormDiamTblN152[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl153=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*152)],N[
(curve0over450*153)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
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MLogNormDiamTblN153=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl153]];
Export["N153col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
153col1=MLogNormDiamTblN153[[All,1]]];
Export["N153col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
153col2=MLogNormDiamTblN153[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl154=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*153)],N[
(curve0over450*154)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN154=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl154]];
Export["N154col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
154col1=MLogNormDiamTblN154[[All,1]]];
Export["N154col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
154col2=MLogNormDiamTblN154[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl155=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*154)],N[
(curve0over450*155)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN155=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl155]];
Export["N155col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
155col1=MLogNormDiamTblN155[[All,1]]];
Export["N155col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
155col2=MLogNormDiamTblN155[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl156=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*155)],N[
(curve0over450*156)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN156=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl156]];
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Export["N156col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
156col1=MLogNormDiamTblN156[[All,1]]];
Export["N156col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
156col2=MLogNormDiamTblN156[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl157=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*156)],N[
(curve0over450*157)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN157=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl157]];
Export["N157col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
157col1=MLogNormDiamTblN157[[All,1]]];
Export["N157col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
157col2=MLogNormDiamTblN157[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl158=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*157)],N[
(curve0over450*158)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN158=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl158]];
Export["N158col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
158col1=MLogNormDiamTblN158[[All,1]]];
Export["N158col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
158col2=MLogNormDiamTblN158[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl159=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*158)],N[
(curve0over450*159)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN159=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl159]];
Export["N159col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
159col1=MLogNormDiamTblN159[[All,1]]];
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Export["N159col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
159col2=MLogNormDiamTblN159[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl160=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*159)],N[
(curve0over450*160)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN160=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl160]];
Export["N160col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
160col1=MLogNormDiamTblN160[[All,1]]];
Export["N160col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
160col2=MLogNormDiamTblN160[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl161=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*160)],N[
(curve0over450*161)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN161=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl161]];
Export["N161col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
161col1=MLogNormDiamTblN161[[All,1]]];
Export["N161col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
161col2=MLogNormDiamTblN161[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl162=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*161)],N[
(curve0over450*162)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN162=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl162]];
Export["N162col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
162col1=MLogNormDiamTblN162[[All,1]]];
Export["N162col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
162col2=MLogNormDiamTblN162[[All,2]]];
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MLogNormDiamTbl163=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*162)],N[
(curve0over450*163)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN163=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl163]];
Export["N163col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
163col1=MLogNormDiamTblN163[[All,1]]];
Export["N163col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
163col2=MLogNormDiamTblN163[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl164=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*163)],N[
(curve0over450*164)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN164=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl164]];
Export["N164col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
164col1=MLogNormDiamTblN164[[All,1]]];
Export["N164col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
164col2=MLogNormDiamTblN164[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl165=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*164)],N[
(curve0over450*165)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN165=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl165]];
Export["N165col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
165col1=MLogNormDiamTblN165[[All,1]]];
Export["N165col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
165col2=MLogNormDiamTblN165[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl166=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*165)],N[
(curve0over450*166)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
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MLogNormDiamTblN166=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl166]];
Export["N166col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
166col1=MLogNormDiamTblN166[[All,1]]];
Export["N166col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
166col2=MLogNormDiamTblN166[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl167=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*166)],N[
(curve0over450*167)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN167=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl167]];
Export["N167col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
167col1=MLogNormDiamTblN167[[All,1]]];
Export["N167col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
167col2=MLogNormDiamTblN167[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl168=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*167)],N[
(curve0over450*168)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN168=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl168]];
Export["N168col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
168col1=MLogNormDiamTblN168[[All,1]]];
Export["N168col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
168col2=MLogNormDiamTblN168[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl169=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*168)],N[
(curve0over450*169)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN169=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl169]];
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Export["N169col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
169col1=MLogNormDiamTblN169[[All,1]]];
Export["N169col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
169col2=MLogNormDiamTblN169[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl170=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*169)],N[
(curve0over450*170)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN170=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl170]];
Export["N170col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
170col1=MLogNormDiamTblN170[[All,1]]];
Export["N170col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
170col2=MLogNormDiamTblN170[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl171=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*170)],N[
(curve0over450*171)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN171=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl171]];
Export["N171col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
171col1=MLogNormDiamTblN171[[All,1]]];
Export["N171col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
171col2=MLogNormDiamTblN171[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl172=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*171)],N[
(curve0over450*172)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN172=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl172]];
Export["N172col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
172col1=MLogNormDiamTblN172[[All,1]]];
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Export["N172col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
172col2=MLogNormDiamTblN172[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl173=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*172)],N[
(curve0over450*173)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN173=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl173]];
Export["N173col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
173col1=MLogNormDiamTblN173[[All,1]]];
Export["N173col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
173col2=MLogNormDiamTblN173[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl174=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*173)],N[
(curve0over450*174)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN174=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl174]];
Export["N174col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
174col1=MLogNormDiamTblN174[[All,1]]];
Export["N174col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
174col2=MLogNormDiamTblN174[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl175=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*174)],N[
(curve0over450*175)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN175=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl175]];
Export["N175col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
175col1=MLogNormDiamTblN175[[All,1]]];
Export["N175col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
175col2=MLogNormDiamTblN175[[All,2]]];
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MLogNormDiamTbl176=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*175)],N[
(curve0over450*176)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN176=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl176]];
Export["N176col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
176col1=MLogNormDiamTblN176[[All,1]]];
Export["N176col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
176col2=MLogNormDiamTblN176[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl177=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*176)],N[
(curve0over450*177)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN177=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl177]];
Export["N177col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
177col1=MLogNormDiamTblN177[[All,1]]];
Export["N177col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
177col2=MLogNormDiamTblN177[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl178=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*177)],N[
(curve0over450*178)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN178=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl178]];
Export["N178col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
178col1=MLogNormDiamTblN178[[All,1]]];
Export["N178col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
178col2=MLogNormDiamTblN178[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl179=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*178)],N[
(curve0over450*179)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
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MLogNormDiamTblN179=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl179]];
Export["N179col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
179col1=MLogNormDiamTblN179[[All,1]]];
Export["N179col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
179col2=MLogNormDiamTblN179[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl180=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*179)],N[
(curve0over450*180)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN180=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl180]];
Export["N180col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
180col1=MLogNormDiamTblN180[[All,1]]];
Export["N180col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
180col2=MLogNormDiamTblN180[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl181=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*180)],N[
(curve0over450*181)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN181=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl181]];
Export["N181col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
181col1=MLogNormDiamTblN181[[All,1]]];
Export["N181col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
181col2=MLogNormDiamTblN181[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl182=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*181)],N[
(curve0over450*182)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN182=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl182]];
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Export["N182col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
182col1=MLogNormDiamTblN182[[All,1]]];
Export["N182col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
182col2=MLogNormDiamTblN182[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl183=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*182)],N[
(curve0over450*183)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN183=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl183]];
Export["N183col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
183col1=MLogNormDiamTblN183[[All,1]]];
Export["N183col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
183col2=MLogNormDiamTblN183[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl184=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*183)],N[
(curve0over450*184)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN184=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl184]];
Export["N184col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
184col1=MLogNormDiamTblN184[[All,1]]];
Export["N184col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
184col2=MLogNormDiamTblN184[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl185=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*184)],N[
(curve0over450*185)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN185=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl185]];
Export["N185col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
185col1=MLogNormDiamTblN185[[All,1]]];
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Export["N185col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
185col2=MLogNormDiamTblN185[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl186=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*185)],N[
(curve0over450*186)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN186=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl186]];
Export["N186col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
186col1=MLogNormDiamTblN186[[All,1]]];
Export["N186col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
186col2=MLogNormDiamTblN186[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl187=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*186)],N[
(curve0over450*187)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN187=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl187]];
Export["N187col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
187col1=MLogNormDiamTblN187[[All,1]]];
Export["N187col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
187col2=MLogNormDiamTblN187[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl188=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*187)],N[
(curve0over450*188)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN188=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl188]];
Export["N188col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
188col1=MLogNormDiamTblN188[[All,1]]];
Export["N188col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
188col2=MLogNormDiamTblN188[[All,2]]];
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MLogNormDiamTbl189=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*188)],N[
(curve0over450*189)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN189=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl189]];
Export["N189col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
189col1=MLogNormDiamTblN189[[All,1]]];
Export["N189col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
189col2=MLogNormDiamTblN189[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl190=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*189)],N[
(curve0over450*190)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN190=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl190]];
Export["N190col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
190col1=MLogNormDiamTblN190[[All,1]]];
Export["N190col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
190col2=MLogNormDiamTblN190[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl191=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*190)],N[
(curve0over450*191)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN191=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl191]];
Export["N191col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
191col1=MLogNormDiamTblN191[[All,1]]];
Export["N191col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
191col2=MLogNormDiamTblN191[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl192=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*191)],N[
(curve0over450*192)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
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MLogNormDiamTblN192=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl192]];
Export["N192col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
192col1=MLogNormDiamTblN192[[All,1]]];
Export["N192col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
192col2=MLogNormDiamTblN192[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl193=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*192)],N[
(curve0over450*193)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN193=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl193]];
Export["N193col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
193col1=MLogNormDiamTblN193[[All,1]]];
Export["N193col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
193col2=MLogNormDiamTblN193[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl194=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*193)],N[
(curve0over450*194)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN194=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl194]];
Export["N194col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
194col1=MLogNormDiamTblN194[[All,1]]];
Export["N194col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
194col2=MLogNormDiamTblN194[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl195=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*194)],N[
(curve0over450*195)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN195=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl195]];
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Export["N195col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
195col1=MLogNormDiamTblN195[[All,1]]];
Export["N195col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
195col2=MLogNormDiamTblN195[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl196=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*195)],N[
(curve0over450*196)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN196=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl196]];
Export["N196col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
196col1=MLogNormDiamTblN196[[All,1]]];
Export["N196col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
196col2=MLogNormDiamTblN196[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl197=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*196)],N[
(curve0over450*197)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN197=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl197]];
Export["N197col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
197col1=MLogNormDiamTblN197[[All,1]]];
Export["N197col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
197col2=MLogNormDiamTblN197[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl198=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*197)],N[
(curve0over450*198)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN198=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl198]];
Export["N198col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
198col1=MLogNormDiamTblN198[[All,1]]];
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Export["N198col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
198col2=MLogNormDiamTblN198[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl199=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*198)],N[
(curve0over450*199)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN199=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl199]];
Export["N199col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
199col1=MLogNormDiamTblN199[[All,1]]];
Export["N199col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
199col2=MLogNormDiamTblN199[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl200=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*199)],N[
(curve0over450*200)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN200=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl200]];
Export["N200col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
200col1=MLogNormDiamTblN200[[All,1]]];
Export["N200col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
200col2=MLogNormDiamTblN200[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl201=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*200)],N[
(curve0over450*201)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN201=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl201]];
Export["N201col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
201col1=MLogNormDiamTblN201[[All,1]]];
Export["N201col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
201col2=MLogNormDiamTblN201[[All,2]]];
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MLogNormDiamTbl202=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*201)],N[
(curve0over450*202)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN202=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl202]];
Export["N202col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
202col1=MLogNormDiamTblN202[[All,1]]];
Export["N202col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
202col2=MLogNormDiamTblN202[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl203=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*202)],N[
(curve0over450*203)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN203=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl203]];
Export["N203col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
203col1=MLogNormDiamTblN203[[All,1]]];
Export["N203col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
203col2=MLogNormDiamTblN203[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl204=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*203)],N[
(curve0over450*204)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN204=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl204]];
Export["N204col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
204col1=MLogNormDiamTblN204[[All,1]]];
Export["N204col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
204col2=MLogNormDiamTblN204[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl205=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*204)],N[
(curve0over450*205)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
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MLogNormDiamTblN205=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl205]];
Export["N205col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
205col1=MLogNormDiamTblN205[[All,1]]];
Export["N205col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
205col2=MLogNormDiamTblN205[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl206=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*205)],N[
(curve0over450*206)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN206=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl206]];
Export["N206col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
206col1=MLogNormDiamTblN206[[All,1]]];
Export["N206col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
206col2=MLogNormDiamTblN206[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl207=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*206)],N[
(curve0over450*207)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN207=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl207]];
Export["N207col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
207col1=MLogNormDiamTblN207[[All,1]]];
Export["N207col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
207col2=MLogNormDiamTblN207[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl208=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*207)],N[
(curve0over450*208)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN208=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl208]];
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Export["N208col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
208col1=MLogNormDiamTblN208[[All,1]]];
Export["N208col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
208col2=MLogNormDiamTblN208[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl209=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*208)],N[
(curve0over450*209)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN209=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl209]];
Export["N209col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
209col1=MLogNormDiamTblN209[[All,1]]];
Export["N209col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
209col2=MLogNormDiamTblN209[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl210=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*209)],N[
(curve0over450*210)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN210=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl210]];
Export["N210col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
210col1=MLogNormDiamTblN210[[All,1]]];
Export["N210col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
210col2=MLogNormDiamTblN210[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl211=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*210)],N[
(curve0over450*211)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN211=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl211]];
Export["N211col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
211col1=MLogNormDiamTblN211[[All,1]]];
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Export["N211col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
211col2=MLogNormDiamTblN211[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl212=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*211)],N[
(curve0over450*212)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN212=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl212]];
Export["N212col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
212col1=MLogNormDiamTblN212[[All,1]]];
Export["N212col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
212col2=MLogNormDiamTblN212[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl213=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*212)],N[
(curve0over450*213)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN213=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl213]];
Export["N213col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
213col1=MLogNormDiamTblN213[[All,1]]];
Export["N213col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
213col2=MLogNormDiamTblN213[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl214=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*213)],N[
(curve0over450*214)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN214=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl214]];
Export["N214col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
214col1=MLogNormDiamTblN214[[All,1]]];
Export["N214col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
214col2=MLogNormDiamTblN214[[All,2]]];
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MLogNormDiamTbl215=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*214)],N[
(curve0over450*215)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN215=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl215]];
Export["N215col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
215col1=MLogNormDiamTblN215[[All,1]]];
Export["N215col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
215col2=MLogNormDiamTblN215[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl216=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*215)],N[
(curve0over450*216)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN216=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl216]];
Export["N216col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
216col1=MLogNormDiamTblN216[[All,1]]];
Export["N216col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
216col2=MLogNormDiamTblN216[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl217=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*216)],N[
(curve0over450*217)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN217=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl217]];
Export["N217col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
217col1=MLogNormDiamTblN217[[All,1]]];
Export["N217col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
217col2=MLogNormDiamTblN217[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl218=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*217)],N[
(curve0over450*218)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
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MLogNormDiamTblN218=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl218]];
Export["N218col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
218col1=MLogNormDiamTblN218[[All,1]]];
Export["N218col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
218col2=MLogNormDiamTblN218[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl219=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*218)],N[
(curve0over450*219)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN219=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl219]];
Export["N219col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
219col1=MLogNormDiamTblN219[[All,1]]];
Export["N219col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
219col2=MLogNormDiamTblN219[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl220=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*219)],N[
(curve0over450*220)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN220=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl220]];
Export["N220col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
220col1=MLogNormDiamTblN220[[All,1]]];
Export["N220col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
220col2=MLogNormDiamTblN220[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl221=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*220)],N[
(curve0over450*221)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN221=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl221]];
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Export["N221col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
221col1=MLogNormDiamTblN221[[All,1]]];
Export["N221col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
221col2=MLogNormDiamTblN221[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl222=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*221)],N[
(curve0over450*222)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN222=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl222]];
Export["N222col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
222col1=MLogNormDiamTblN222[[All,1]]];
Export["N222col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
222col2=MLogNormDiamTblN222[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl223=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*222)],N[
(curve0over450*223)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN223=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl223]];
Export["N223col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
223col1=MLogNormDiamTblN223[[All,1]]];
Export["N223col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
223col2=MLogNormDiamTblN223[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl224=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*223)],N[
(curve0over450*224)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN224=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl224]];
Export["N224col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
224col1=MLogNormDiamTblN224[[All,1]]];
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Export["N224col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
224col2=MLogNormDiamTblN224[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl225=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*224)],N[
(curve0over450*225)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN225=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl225]];
Export["N225col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
225col1=MLogNormDiamTblN225[[All,1]]];
Export["N225col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
225col2=MLogNormDiamTblN225[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl226=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*225)],N[
(curve0over450*226)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN226=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl226]];
Export["N226col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
226col1=MLogNormDiamTblN226[[All,1]]];
Export["N226col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
226col2=MLogNormDiamTblN226[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl227=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*226)],N[
(curve0over450*227)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN227=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl227]];
Export["N227col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
227col1=MLogNormDiamTblN227[[All,1]]];
Export["N227col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
227col2=MLogNormDiamTblN227[[All,2]]];
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MLogNormDiamTbl228=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*227)],N[
(curve0over450*228)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN228=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl228]];
Export["N228col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
228col1=MLogNormDiamTblN228[[All,1]]];
Export["N228col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
228col2=MLogNormDiamTblN228[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl229=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*228)],N[
(curve0over450*229)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN229=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl229]];
Export["N229col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
229col1=MLogNormDiamTblN229[[All,1]]];
Export["N229col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
229col2=MLogNormDiamTblN229[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl230=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*229)],N[
(curve0over450*230)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN230=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl230]];
Export["N230col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
230col1=MLogNormDiamTblN230[[All,1]]];
Export["N230col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
230col2=MLogNormDiamTblN230[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl231=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*230)],N[
(curve0over450*231)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
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MLogNormDiamTblN231=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl231]];
Export["N231col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
231col1=MLogNormDiamTblN231[[All,1]]];
Export["N231col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
231col2=MLogNormDiamTblN231[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl232=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*231)],N[
(curve0over450*232)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN232=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl232]];
Export["N232col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
232col1=MLogNormDiamTblN232[[All,1]]];
Export["N232col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
232col2=MLogNormDiamTblN232[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl233=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*232)],N[
(curve0over450*233)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN233=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl233]];
Export["N233col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
233col1=MLogNormDiamTblN233[[All,1]]];
Export["N233col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
233col2=MLogNormDiamTblN233[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl234=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*233)],N[
(curve0over450*234)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN234=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl234]];
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Export["N234col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
234col1=MLogNormDiamTblN234[[All,1]]];
Export["N234col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
234col2=MLogNormDiamTblN234[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl235=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*234)],N[
(curve0over450*235)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN235=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl235]];
Export["N235col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
235col1=MLogNormDiamTblN235[[All,1]]];
Export["N235col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
235col2=MLogNormDiamTblN235[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl236=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*235)],N[
(curve0over450*236)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN236=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl236]];
Export["N236col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
236col1=MLogNormDiamTblN236[[All,1]]];
Export["N236col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
236col2=MLogNormDiamTblN236[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl237=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*236)],N[
(curve0over450*237)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN237=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl237]];
Export["N237col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
237col1=MLogNormDiamTblN237[[All,1]]];
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Export["N237col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
237col2=MLogNormDiamTblN237[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl238=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*237)],N[
(curve0over450*238)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN238=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl238]];
Export["N238col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
238col1=MLogNormDiamTblN238[[All,1]]];
Export["N238col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
238col2=MLogNormDiamTblN238[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl239=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*238)],N[
(curve0over450*239)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN239=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl239]];
Export["N239col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
239col1=MLogNormDiamTblN239[[All,1]]];
Export["N239col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
239col2=MLogNormDiamTblN239[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl240=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*239)],N[
(curve0over450*240)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN240=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl240]];
Export["N240col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
240col1=MLogNormDiamTblN240[[All,1]]];
Export["N240col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
240col2=MLogNormDiamTblN240[[All,2]]];
375
MLogNormDiamTbl241=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*240)],N[
(curve0over450*241)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN241=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl241]];
Export["N241col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
241col1=MLogNormDiamTblN241[[All,1]]];
Export["N241col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
241col2=MLogNormDiamTblN241[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl242=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*241)],N[
(curve0over450*242)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN242=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl242]];
Export["N242col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
242col1=MLogNormDiamTblN242[[All,1]]];
Export["N242col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
242col2=MLogNormDiamTblN242[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl243=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*242)],N[
(curve0over450*243)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN243=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl243]];
Export["N243col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
243col1=MLogNormDiamTblN243[[All,1]]];
Export["N243col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
243col2=MLogNormDiamTblN243[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl244=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*243)],N[
(curve0over450*244)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
376
MLogNormDiamTblN244=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl244]];
Export["N244col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
244col1=MLogNormDiamTblN244[[All,1]]];
Export["N244col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
244col2=MLogNormDiamTblN244[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl245=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*244)],N[
(curve0over450*245)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN245=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl245]];
Export["N245col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
245col1=MLogNormDiamTblN245[[All,1]]];
Export["N245col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
245col2=MLogNormDiamTblN245[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl246=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*245)],N[
(curve0over450*246)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN246=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl246]];
Export["N246col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
246col1=MLogNormDiamTblN246[[All,1]]];
Export["N246col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
246col2=MLogNormDiamTblN246[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl247=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*246)],N[
(curve0over450*247)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN247=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl247]];
377
Export["N247col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
247col1=MLogNormDiamTblN247[[All,1]]];
Export["N247col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
247col2=MLogNormDiamTblN247[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl248=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*247)],N[
(curve0over450*248)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN248=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl248]];
Export["N248col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
248col1=MLogNormDiamTblN248[[All,1]]];
Export["N248col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
248col2=MLogNormDiamTblN248[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl249=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*248)],N[
(curve0over450*249)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN249=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl249]];
Export["N249col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
249col1=MLogNormDiamTblN249[[All,1]]];
Export["N249col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
249col2=MLogNormDiamTblN249[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl250=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*249)],N[
(curve0over450*250)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN250=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl250]];
Export["N250col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
250col1=MLogNormDiamTblN250[[All,1]]];
378
Export["N250col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
250col2=MLogNormDiamTblN250[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl251=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*250)],N[
(curve0over450*251)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN251=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl251]];
Export["N251col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
251col1=MLogNormDiamTblN251[[All,1]]];
Export["N251col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
251col2=MLogNormDiamTblN251[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl252=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*251)],N[
(curve0over450*252)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN252=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl252]];
Export["N252col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
252col1=MLogNormDiamTblN252[[All,1]]];
Export["N252col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
252col2=MLogNormDiamTblN252[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl253=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*252)],N[
(curve0over450*253)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN253=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl253]];
Export["N253col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
253col1=MLogNormDiamTblN253[[All,1]]];
Export["N253col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
253col2=MLogNormDiamTblN253[[All,2]]];
379
MLogNormDiamTbl254=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*253)],N[
(curve0over450*254)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN254=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl254]];
Export["N254col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
254col1=MLogNormDiamTblN254[[All,1]]];
Export["N254col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
254col2=MLogNormDiamTblN254[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl255=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*254)],N[
(curve0over450*255)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN255=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl255]];
Export["N255col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
255col1=MLogNormDiamTblN255[[All,1]]];
Export["N255col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
255col2=MLogNormDiamTblN255[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl256=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*255)],N[
(curve0over450*256)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN256=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl256]];
Export["N256col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
256col1=MLogNormDiamTblN256[[All,1]]];
Export["N256col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
256col2=MLogNormDiamTblN256[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl257=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*256)],N[
(curve0over450*257)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
380
MLogNormDiamTblN257=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl257]];
Export["N257col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
257col1=MLogNormDiamTblN257[[All,1]]];
Export["N257col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
257col2=MLogNormDiamTblN257[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl258=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*257)],N[
(curve0over450*258)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN258=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl258]];
Export["N258col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
258col1=MLogNormDiamTblN258[[All,1]]];
Export["N258col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
258col2=MLogNormDiamTblN258[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl259=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*258)],N[
(curve0over450*259)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN259=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl259]];
Export["N259col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
259col1=MLogNormDiamTblN259[[All,1]]];
Export["N259col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
259col2=MLogNormDiamTblN259[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl260=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*259)],N[
(curve0over450*260)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN260=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl260]];
381
Export["N260col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
260col1=MLogNormDiamTblN260[[All,1]]];
Export["N260col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
260col2=MLogNormDiamTblN260[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl261=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*260)],N[
(curve0over450*261)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN261=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl261]];
Export["N261col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
261col1=MLogNormDiamTblN261[[All,1]]];
Export["N261col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
261col2=MLogNormDiamTblN261[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl262=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*261)],N[
(curve0over450*262)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN262=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl262]];
Export["N262col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
262col1=MLogNormDiamTblN262[[All,1]]];
Export["N262col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
262col2=MLogNormDiamTblN262[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl263=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*262)],N[
(curve0over450*263)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN263=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl263]];
Export["N263col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
263col1=MLogNormDiamTblN263[[All,1]]];
382
Export["N263col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
263col2=MLogNormDiamTblN263[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl264=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*263)],N[
(curve0over450*264)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN264=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl264]];
Export["N264col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
264col1=MLogNormDiamTblN264[[All,1]]];
Export["N264col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
264col2=MLogNormDiamTblN264[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl265=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*264)],N[
(curve0over450*265)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN265=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl265]];
Export["N265col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
265col1=MLogNormDiamTblN265[[All,1]]];
Export["N265col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
265col2=MLogNormDiamTblN265[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl266=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*265)],N[
(curve0over450*266)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN266=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl266]];
Export["N266col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
266col1=MLogNormDiamTblN266[[All,1]]];
Export["N266col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
266col2=MLogNormDiamTblN266[[All,2]]];
383
MLogNormDiamTbl267=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*266)],N[
(curve0over450*267)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN267=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl267]];
Export["N267col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
267col1=MLogNormDiamTblN267[[All,1]]];
Export["N267col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
267col2=MLogNormDiamTblN267[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl268=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*267)],N[
(curve0over450*268)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN268=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl268]];
Export["N268col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
268col1=MLogNormDiamTblN268[[All,1]]];
Export["N268col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
268col2=MLogNormDiamTblN268[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl269=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*268)],N[
(curve0over450*269)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN269=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl269]];
Export["N269col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
269col1=MLogNormDiamTblN269[[All,1]]];
Export["N269col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
269col2=MLogNormDiamTblN269[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl270=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*269)],N[
(curve0over450*270)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
384
MLogNormDiamTblN270=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl270]];
Export["N270col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
270col1=MLogNormDiamTblN270[[All,1]]];
Export["N270col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
270col2=MLogNormDiamTblN270[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl271=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*270)],N[
(curve0over450*271)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN271=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl271]];
Export["N271col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
271col1=MLogNormDiamTblN271[[All,1]]];
Export["N271col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
271col2=MLogNormDiamTblN271[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl272=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*271)],N[
(curve0over450*272)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN272=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl272]];
Export["N272col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
272col1=MLogNormDiamTblN272[[All,1]]];
Export["N272col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
272col2=MLogNormDiamTblN272[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl273=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*272)],N[
(curve0over450*273)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN273=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl273]];
385
Export["N273col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
273col1=MLogNormDiamTblN273[[All,1]]];
Export["N273col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
273col2=MLogNormDiamTblN273[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl274=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*273)],N[
(curve0over450*274)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN274=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl274]];
Export["N274col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
274col1=MLogNormDiamTblN274[[All,1]]];
Export["N274col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
274col2=MLogNormDiamTblN274[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl275=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*274)],N[
(curve0over450*275)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN275=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl275]];
Export["N275col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
275col1=MLogNormDiamTblN275[[All,1]]];
Export["N275col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
275col2=MLogNormDiamTblN275[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl276=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*275)],N[
(curve0over450*276)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN276=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl276]];
Export["N276col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
276col1=MLogNormDiamTblN276[[All,1]]];
386
Export["N276col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
276col2=MLogNormDiamTblN276[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl277=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*276)],N[
(curve0over450*277)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN277=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl277]];
Export["N277col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
277col1=MLogNormDiamTblN277[[All,1]]];
Export["N277col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
277col2=MLogNormDiamTblN277[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl278=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*277)],N[
(curve0over450*278)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN278=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl278]];
Export["N278col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
278col1=MLogNormDiamTblN278[[All,1]]];
Export["N278col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
278col2=MLogNormDiamTblN278[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl279=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*278)],N[
(curve0over450*279)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN279=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl279]];
Export["N279col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
279col1=MLogNormDiamTblN279[[All,1]]];
Export["N279col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
279col2=MLogNormDiamTblN279[[All,2]]];
387
MLogNormDiamTbl280=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*279)],N[
(curve0over450*280)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN280=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl280]];
Export["N280col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
280col1=MLogNormDiamTblN280[[All,1]]];
Export["N280col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
280col2=MLogNormDiamTblN280[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl281=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*280)],N[
(curve0over450*281)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN281=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl281]];
Export["N281col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
281col1=MLogNormDiamTblN281[[All,1]]];
Export["N281col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
281col2=MLogNormDiamTblN281[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl282=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*281)],N[
(curve0over450*282)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN282=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl282]];
Export["N282col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
282col1=MLogNormDiamTblN282[[All,1]]];
Export["N282col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
282col2=MLogNormDiamTblN282[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl283=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*282)],N[
(curve0over450*283)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
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MLogNormDiamTblN283=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl283]];
Export["N283col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
283col1=MLogNormDiamTblN283[[All,1]]];
Export["N283col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
283col2=MLogNormDiamTblN283[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl284=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*283)],N[
(curve0over450*284)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN284=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl284]];
Export["N284col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
284col1=MLogNormDiamTblN284[[All,1]]];
Export["N284col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
284col2=MLogNormDiamTblN284[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl285=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*284)],N[
(curve0over450*285)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN285=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl285]];
Export["N285col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
285col1=MLogNormDiamTblN285[[All,1]]];
Export["N285col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
285col2=MLogNormDiamTblN285[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl286=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*285)],N[
(curve0over450*286)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN286=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl286]];
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Export["N286col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
286col1=MLogNormDiamTblN286[[All,1]]];
Export["N286col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
286col2=MLogNormDiamTblN286[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl287=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*286)],N[
(curve0over450*287)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN287=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl287]];
Export["N287col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
287col1=MLogNormDiamTblN287[[All,1]]];
Export["N287col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
287col2=MLogNormDiamTblN287[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl288=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*287)],N[
(curve0over450*288)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN288=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl288]];
Export["N288col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
288col1=MLogNormDiamTblN288[[All,1]]];
Export["N288col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
288col2=MLogNormDiamTblN288[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl289=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*288)],N[
(curve0over450*289)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN289=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl289]];
Export["N289col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
289col1=MLogNormDiamTblN289[[All,1]]];
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Export["N289col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
289col2=MLogNormDiamTblN289[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl290=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*289)],N[
(curve0over450*290)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN290=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl290]];
Export["N290col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
290col1=MLogNormDiamTblN290[[All,1]]];
Export["N290col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
290col2=MLogNormDiamTblN290[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl291=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*290)],N[
(curve0over450*291)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN291=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl291]];
Export["N291col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
291col1=MLogNormDiamTblN291[[All,1]]];
Export["N291col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
291col2=MLogNormDiamTblN291[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl292=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*291)],N[
(curve0over450*292)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN292=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl292]];
Export["N292col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
292col1=MLogNormDiamTblN292[[All,1]]];
Export["N292col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
292col2=MLogNormDiamTblN292[[All,2]]];
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MLogNormDiamTbl293=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*292)],N[
(curve0over450*293)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN293=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl293]];
Export["N293col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
293col1=MLogNormDiamTblN293[[All,1]]];
Export["N293col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
293col2=MLogNormDiamTblN293[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl294=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*293)],N[
(curve0over450*294)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN294=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl294]];
Export["N294col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
294col1=MLogNormDiamTblN294[[All,1]]];
Export["N294col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
294col2=MLogNormDiamTblN294[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl295=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*294)],N[
(curve0over450*295)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN295=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl295]];
Export["N295col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
295col1=MLogNormDiamTblN295[[All,1]]];
Export["N295col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
295col2=MLogNormDiamTblN295[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl296=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*295)],N[
(curve0over450*296)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
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MLogNormDiamTblN296=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl296]];
Export["N296col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
296col1=MLogNormDiamTblN296[[All,1]]];
Export["N296col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
296col2=MLogNormDiamTblN296[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl297=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*296)],N[
(curve0over450*297)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN297=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl297]];
Export["N297col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
297col1=MLogNormDiamTblN297[[All,1]]];
Export["N297col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
297col2=MLogNormDiamTblN297[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl298=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*297)],N[
(curve0over450*298)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN298=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl298]];
Export["N298col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
298col1=MLogNormDiamTblN298[[All,1]]];
Export["N298col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
298col2=MLogNormDiamTblN298[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl299=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*298)],N[
(curve0over450*299)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN299=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl299]];
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Export["N299col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
299col1=MLogNormDiamTblN299[[All,1]]];
Export["N299col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
299col2=MLogNormDiamTblN299[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl300=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*299)],N[
(curve0over450*300)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN300=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl300]];
Export["N300col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
300col1=MLogNormDiamTblN300[[All,1]]];
Export["N300col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
300col2=MLogNormDiamTblN300[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl301=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*300)],N[
(curve0over450*301)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN301=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl301]];
Export["N301col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
301col1=MLogNormDiamTblN301[[All,1]]];
Export["N301col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
301col2=MLogNormDiamTblN301[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl302=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*301)],N[
(curve0over450*302)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN302=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl302]];
Export["N302col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
302col1=MLogNormDiamTblN302[[All,1]]];
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Export["N302col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
302col2=MLogNormDiamTblN302[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl303=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*302)],N[
(curve0over450*303)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN303=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl303]];
Export["N303col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
303col1=MLogNormDiamTblN303[[All,1]]];
Export["N303col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
303col2=MLogNormDiamTblN303[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl304=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*303)],N[
(curve0over450*304)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN304=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl304]];
Export["N304col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
304col1=MLogNormDiamTblN304[[All,1]]];
Export["N304col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
304col2=MLogNormDiamTblN304[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl305=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*304)],N[
(curve0over450*305)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN305=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl305]];
Export["N305col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
305col1=MLogNormDiamTblN305[[All,1]]];
Export["N305col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
305col2=MLogNormDiamTblN305[[All,2]]];
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MLogNormDiamTbl306=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*305)],N[
(curve0over450*306)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN306=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl306]];
Export["N306col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
306col1=MLogNormDiamTblN306[[All,1]]];
Export["N306col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
306col2=MLogNormDiamTblN306[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl307=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*306)],N[
(curve0over450*307)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN307=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl307]];
Export["N307col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
307col1=MLogNormDiamTblN307[[All,1]]];
Export["N307col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
307col2=MLogNormDiamTblN307[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl308=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*307)],N[
(curve0over450*308)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN308=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl308]];
Export["N308col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
308col1=MLogNormDiamTblN308[[All,1]]];
Export["N308col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
308col2=MLogNormDiamTblN308[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl309=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*308)],N[
(curve0over450*309)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
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MLogNormDiamTblN309=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl309]];
Export["N309col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
309col1=MLogNormDiamTblN309[[All,1]]];
Export["N309col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
309col2=MLogNormDiamTblN309[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl310=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*309)],N[
(curve0over450*310)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN310=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl310]];
Export["N310col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
310col1=MLogNormDiamTblN310[[All,1]]];
Export["N310col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
310col2=MLogNormDiamTblN310[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl311=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*310)],N[
(curve0over450*311)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN311=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl311]];
Export["N311col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
311col1=MLogNormDiamTblN311[[All,1]]];
Export["N311col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
311col2=MLogNormDiamTblN311[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl312=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*311)],N[
(curve0over450*312)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN312=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl312]];
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Export["N312col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
312col1=MLogNormDiamTblN312[[All,1]]];
Export["N312col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
312col2=MLogNormDiamTblN312[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl313=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*312)],N[
(curve0over450*313)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN313=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl313]];
Export["N313col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
313col1=MLogNormDiamTblN313[[All,1]]];
Export["N313col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
313col2=MLogNormDiamTblN313[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl314=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*313)],N[
(curve0over450*314)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN314=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl314]];
Export["N314col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
314col1=MLogNormDiamTblN314[[All,1]]];
Export["N314col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
314col2=MLogNormDiamTblN314[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl315=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*314)],N[
(curve0over450*315)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN315=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl315]];
Export["N315col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
315col1=MLogNormDiamTblN315[[All,1]]];
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Export["N315col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
315col2=MLogNormDiamTblN315[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl316=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*315)],N[
(curve0over450*316)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN316=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl316]];
Export["N316col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
316col1=MLogNormDiamTblN316[[All,1]]];
Export["N316col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
316col2=MLogNormDiamTblN316[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl317=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*316)],N[
(curve0over450*317)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN317=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl317]];
Export["N317col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
317col1=MLogNormDiamTblN317[[All,1]]];
Export["N317col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
317col2=MLogNormDiamTblN317[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl318=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*317)],N[
(curve0over450*318)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN318=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl318]];
Export["N318col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
318col1=MLogNormDiamTblN318[[All,1]]];
Export["N318col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
318col2=MLogNormDiamTblN318[[All,2]]];
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MLogNormDiamTbl319=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*318)],N[
(curve0over450*319)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN319=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl319]];
Export["N319col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
319col1=MLogNormDiamTblN319[[All,1]]];
Export["N319col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
319col2=MLogNormDiamTblN319[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl320=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*319)],N[
(curve0over450*320)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN320=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl320]];
Export["N320col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
320col1=MLogNormDiamTblN320[[All,1]]];
Export["N320col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
320col2=MLogNormDiamTblN320[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl321=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*320)],N[
(curve0over450*321)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN321=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl321]];
Export["N321col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
321col1=MLogNormDiamTblN321[[All,1]]];
Export["N321col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
321col2=MLogNormDiamTblN321[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl322=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*321)],N[
(curve0over450*322)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
400
MLogNormDiamTblN322=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl322]];
Export["N322col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
322col1=MLogNormDiamTblN322[[All,1]]];
Export["N322col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
322col2=MLogNormDiamTblN322[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl323=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*322)],N[
(curve0over450*323)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN323=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl323]];
Export["N323col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
323col1=MLogNormDiamTblN323[[All,1]]];
Export["N323col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
323col2=MLogNormDiamTblN323[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl324=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*323)],N[
(curve0over450*324)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN324=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl324]];
Export["N324col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
324col1=MLogNormDiamTblN324[[All,1]]];
Export["N324col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
324col2=MLogNormDiamTblN324[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl325=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*324)],N[
(curve0over450*325)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN325=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl325]];
401
Export["N325col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
325col1=MLogNormDiamTblN325[[All,1]]];
Export["N325col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
325col2=MLogNormDiamTblN325[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl326=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*325)],N[
(curve0over450*326)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN326=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl326]];
Export["N326col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
326col1=MLogNormDiamTblN326[[All,1]]];
Export["N326col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
326col2=MLogNormDiamTblN326[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl327=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*326)],N[
(curve0over450*327)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN327=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl327]];
Export["N327col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
327col1=MLogNormDiamTblN327[[All,1]]];
Export["N327col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
327col2=MLogNormDiamTblN327[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl328=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*327)],N[
(curve0over450*328)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN328=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl328]];
Export["N328col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
328col1=MLogNormDiamTblN328[[All,1]]];
402
Export["N328col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
328col2=MLogNormDiamTblN328[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl329=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*328)],N[
(curve0over450*329)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN329=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl329]];
Export["N329col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
329col1=MLogNormDiamTblN329[[All,1]]];
Export["N329col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
329col2=MLogNormDiamTblN329[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl330=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*329)],N[
(curve0over450*330)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN330=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl330]];
Export["N330col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
330col1=MLogNormDiamTblN330[[All,1]]];
Export["N330col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
330col2=MLogNormDiamTblN330[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl331=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*330)],N[
(curve0over450*331)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN331=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl331]];
Export["N331col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
331col1=MLogNormDiamTblN331[[All,1]]];
Export["N331col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
331col2=MLogNormDiamTblN331[[All,2]]];
403
MLogNormDiamTbl332=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*331)],N[
(curve0over450*332)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN332=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl332]];
Export["N332col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
332col1=MLogNormDiamTblN332[[All,1]]];
Export["N332col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
332col2=MLogNormDiamTblN332[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl333=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*332)],N[
(curve0over450*333)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN333=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl333]];
Export["N333col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
333col1=MLogNormDiamTblN333[[All,1]]];
Export["N333col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
333col2=MLogNormDiamTblN333[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl334=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*333)],N[
(curve0over450*334)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN334=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl334]];
Export["N334col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
334col1=MLogNormDiamTblN334[[All,1]]];
Export["N334col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
334col2=MLogNormDiamTblN334[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl335=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*334)],N[
(curve0over450*335)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
404
MLogNormDiamTblN335=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl335]];
Export["N335col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
335col1=MLogNormDiamTblN335[[All,1]]];
Export["N335col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
335col2=MLogNormDiamTblN335[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl336=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*335)],N[
(curve0over450*336)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN336=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl336]];
Export["N336col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
336col1=MLogNormDiamTblN336[[All,1]]];
Export["N336col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
336col2=MLogNormDiamTblN336[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl337=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*336)],N[
(curve0over450*337)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN337=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl337]];
Export["N337col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
337col1=MLogNormDiamTblN337[[All,1]]];
Export["N337col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
337col2=MLogNormDiamTblN337[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl338=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*337)],N[
(curve0over450*338)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN338=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl338]];
405
Export["N338col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
338col1=MLogNormDiamTblN338[[All,1]]];
Export["N338col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
338col2=MLogNormDiamTblN338[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl339=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*338)],N[
(curve0over450*339)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN339=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl339]];
Export["N339col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
339col1=MLogNormDiamTblN339[[All,1]]];
Export["N339col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
339col2=MLogNormDiamTblN339[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl340=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*339)],N[
(curve0over450*340)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN340=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl340]];
Export["N340col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
340col1=MLogNormDiamTblN340[[All,1]]];
Export["N340col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
340col2=MLogNormDiamTblN340[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl341=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*340)],N[
(curve0over450*341)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN341=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl341]];
Export["N341col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
341col1=MLogNormDiamTblN341[[All,1]]];
406
Export["N341col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
341col2=MLogNormDiamTblN341[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl342=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*341)],N[
(curve0over450*342)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN342=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl342]];
Export["N342col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
342col1=MLogNormDiamTblN342[[All,1]]];
Export["N342col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
342col2=MLogNormDiamTblN342[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl343=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*342)],N[
(curve0over450*343)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN343=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl343]];
Export["N343col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
343col1=MLogNormDiamTblN343[[All,1]]];
Export["N343col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
343col2=MLogNormDiamTblN343[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl344=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*343)],N[
(curve0over450*344)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN344=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl344]];
Export["N344col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
344col1=MLogNormDiamTblN344[[All,1]]];
Export["N344col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
344col2=MLogNormDiamTblN344[[All,2]]];
407
MLogNormDiamTbl345=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*344)],N[
(curve0over450*345)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN345=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl345]];
Export["N345col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
345col1=MLogNormDiamTblN345[[All,1]]];
Export["N345col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
345col2=MLogNormDiamTblN345[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl346=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*345)],N[
(curve0over450*346)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN346=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl346]];
Export["N346col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
346col1=MLogNormDiamTblN346[[All,1]]];
Export["N346col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
346col2=MLogNormDiamTblN346[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl347=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*346)],N[
(curve0over450*347)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN347=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl347]];
Export["N347col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
347col1=MLogNormDiamTblN347[[All,1]]];
Export["N347col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
347col2=MLogNormDiamTblN347[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl348=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*347)],N[
(curve0over450*348)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
408
MLogNormDiamTblN348=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl348]];
Export["N348col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
348col1=MLogNormDiamTblN348[[All,1]]];
Export["N348col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
348col2=MLogNormDiamTblN348[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl349=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*348)],N[
(curve0over450*349)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN349=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl349]];
Export["N349col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
349col1=MLogNormDiamTblN349[[All,1]]];
Export["N349col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
349col2=MLogNormDiamTblN349[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl350=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*349)],N[
(curve0over450*350)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN350=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl350]];
Export["N350col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
350col1=MLogNormDiamTblN350[[All,1]]];
Export["N350col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
350col2=MLogNormDiamTblN350[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl351=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*350)],N[
(curve0over450*351)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN351=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl351]];
409
Export["N351col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
351col1=MLogNormDiamTblN351[[All,1]]];
Export["N351col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
351col2=MLogNormDiamTblN351[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl352=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*351)],N[
(curve0over450*352)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN352=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl352]];
Export["N352col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
352col1=MLogNormDiamTblN352[[All,1]]];
Export["N352col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
352col2=MLogNormDiamTblN352[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl353=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*352)],N[
(curve0over450*353)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN353=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl353]];
Export["N353col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
353col1=MLogNormDiamTblN353[[All,1]]];
Export["N353col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
353col2=MLogNormDiamTblN353[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl354=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*353)],N[
(curve0over450*354)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN354=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl354]];
Export["N354col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
354col1=MLogNormDiamTblN354[[All,1]]];
410
Export["N354col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
354col2=MLogNormDiamTblN354[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl355=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*354)],N[
(curve0over450*355)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN355=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl355]];
Export["N355col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
355col1=MLogNormDiamTblN355[[All,1]]];
Export["N355col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
355col2=MLogNormDiamTblN355[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl356=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*355)],N[
(curve0over450*356)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN356=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl356]];
Export["N356col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
356col1=MLogNormDiamTblN356[[All,1]]];
Export["N356col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
356col2=MLogNormDiamTblN356[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl357=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*356)],N[
(curve0over450*357)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN357=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl357]];
Export["N357col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
357col1=MLogNormDiamTblN357[[All,1]]];
Export["N357col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
357col2=MLogNormDiamTblN357[[All,2]]];
411
MLogNormDiamTbl358=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*357)],N[
(curve0over450*358)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN358=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl358]];
Export["N358col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
358col1=MLogNormDiamTblN358[[All,1]]];
Export["N358col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
358col2=MLogNormDiamTblN358[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl359=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*358)],N[
(curve0over450*359)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN359=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl359]];
Export["N359col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
359col1=MLogNormDiamTblN359[[All,1]]];
Export["N359col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
359col2=MLogNormDiamTblN359[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl360=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*359)],N[
(curve0over450*360)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN360=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl360]];
Export["N360col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
360col1=MLogNormDiamTblN360[[All,1]]];
Export["N360col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
360col2=MLogNormDiamTblN360[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl361=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*360)],N[
(curve0over450*361)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
412
MLogNormDiamTblN361=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl361]];
Export["N361col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
361col1=MLogNormDiamTblN361[[All,1]]];
Export["N361col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
361col2=MLogNormDiamTblN361[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl362=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*361)],N[
(curve0over450*362)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN362=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl362]];
Export["N362col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
362col1=MLogNormDiamTblN362[[All,1]]];
Export["N362col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
362col2=MLogNormDiamTblN362[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl363=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*362)],N[
(curve0over450*363)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN363=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl363]];
Export["N363col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
363col1=MLogNormDiamTblN363[[All,1]]];
Export["N363col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
363col2=MLogNormDiamTblN363[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl364=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*363)],N[
(curve0over450*364)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN364=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl364]];
413
Export["N364col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
364col1=MLogNormDiamTblN364[[All,1]]];
Export["N364col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
364col2=MLogNormDiamTblN364[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl365=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*364)],N[
(curve0over450*365)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN365=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl365]];
Export["N365col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
365col1=MLogNormDiamTblN365[[All,1]]];
Export["N365col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
365col2=MLogNormDiamTblN365[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl366=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*365)],N[
(curve0over450*366)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN366=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl366]];
Export["N366col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
366col1=MLogNormDiamTblN366[[All,1]]];
Export["N366col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
366col2=MLogNormDiamTblN366[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl367=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*366)],N[
(curve0over450*367)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN367=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl367]];
Export["N367col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
367col1=MLogNormDiamTblN367[[All,1]]];
414
Export["N367col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
367col2=MLogNormDiamTblN367[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl368=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*367)],N[
(curve0over450*368)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN368=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl368]];
Export["N368col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
368col1=MLogNormDiamTblN368[[All,1]]];
Export["N368col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
368col2=MLogNormDiamTblN368[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl369=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*368)],N[
(curve0over450*369)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN369=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl369]];
Export["N369col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
369col1=MLogNormDiamTblN369[[All,1]]];
Export["N369col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
369col2=MLogNormDiamTblN369[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl370=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*369)],N[
(curve0over450*370)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN370=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl370]];
Export["N370col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
370col1=MLogNormDiamTblN370[[All,1]]];
Export["N370col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
370col2=MLogNormDiamTblN370[[All,2]]];
415
MLogNormDiamTbl371=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*370)],N[
(curve0over450*371)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN371=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl371]];
Export["N371col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
371col1=MLogNormDiamTblN371[[All,1]]];
Export["N371col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
371col2=MLogNormDiamTblN371[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl372=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*371)],N[
(curve0over450*372)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN372=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl372]];
Export["N372col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
372col1=MLogNormDiamTblN372[[All,1]]];
Export["N372col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
372col2=MLogNormDiamTblN372[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl373=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*372)],N[
(curve0over450*373)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN373=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl373]];
Export["N373col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
373col1=MLogNormDiamTblN373[[All,1]]];
Export["N373col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
373col2=MLogNormDiamTblN373[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl374=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*373)],N[
(curve0over450*374)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
416
MLogNormDiamTblN374=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl374]];
Export["N374col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
374col1=MLogNormDiamTblN374[[All,1]]];
Export["N374col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
374col2=MLogNormDiamTblN374[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl375=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*374)],N[
(curve0over450*375)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN375=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl375]];
Export["N375col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
375col1=MLogNormDiamTblN375[[All,1]]];
Export["N375col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
375col2=MLogNormDiamTblN375[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl376=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*375)],N[
(curve0over450*376)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN376=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl376]];
Export["N376col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
376col1=MLogNormDiamTblN376[[All,1]]];
Export["N376col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
376col2=MLogNormDiamTblN376[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl377=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*376)],N[
(curve0over450*377)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN377=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl377]];
417
Export["N377col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
377col1=MLogNormDiamTblN377[[All,1]]];
Export["N377col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
377col2=MLogNormDiamTblN377[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl378=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*377)],N[
(curve0over450*378)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN378=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl378]];
Export["N378col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
378col1=MLogNormDiamTblN378[[All,1]]];
Export["N378col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
378col2=MLogNormDiamTblN378[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl379=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*378)],N[
(curve0over450*379)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN379=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl379]];
Export["N379col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
379col1=MLogNormDiamTblN379[[All,1]]];
Export["N379col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
379col2=MLogNormDiamTblN379[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl380=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*379)],N[
(curve0over450*380)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN380=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl380]];
Export["N380col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
380col1=MLogNormDiamTblN380[[All,1]]];
418
Export["N380col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
380col2=MLogNormDiamTblN380[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl381=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*380)],N[
(curve0over450*381)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN381=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl381]];
Export["N381col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
381col1=MLogNormDiamTblN381[[All,1]]];
Export["N381col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
381col2=MLogNormDiamTblN381[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl382=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*381)],N[
(curve0over450*382)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN382=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl382]];
Export["N382col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
382col1=MLogNormDiamTblN382[[All,1]]];
Export["N382col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
382col2=MLogNormDiamTblN382[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl383=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*382)],N[
(curve0over450*383)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN383=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl383]];
Export["N383col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
383col1=MLogNormDiamTblN383[[All,1]]];
Export["N383col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
383col2=MLogNormDiamTblN383[[All,2]]];
419
MLogNormDiamTbl384=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*383)],N[
(curve0over450*384)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN384=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl384]];
Export["N384col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
384col1=MLogNormDiamTblN384[[All,1]]];
Export["N384col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
384col2=MLogNormDiamTblN384[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl385=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*384)],N[
(curve0over450*385)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN385=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl385]];
Export["N385col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
385col1=MLogNormDiamTblN385[[All,1]]];
Export["N385col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
385col2=MLogNormDiamTblN385[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl386=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*385)],N[
(curve0over450*386)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN386=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl386]];
Export["N386col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
386col1=MLogNormDiamTblN386[[All,1]]];
Export["N386col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
386col2=MLogNormDiamTblN386[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl387=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*386)],N[
(curve0over450*387)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
420
MLogNormDiamTblN387=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl387]];
Export["N387col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
387col1=MLogNormDiamTblN387[[All,1]]];
Export["N387col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
387col2=MLogNormDiamTblN387[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl388=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*387)],N[
(curve0over450*388)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN388=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl388]];
Export["N388col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
388col1=MLogNormDiamTblN388[[All,1]]];
Export["N388col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
388col2=MLogNormDiamTblN388[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl389=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*388)],N[
(curve0over450*389)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN389=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl389]];
Export["N389col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
389col1=MLogNormDiamTblN389[[All,1]]];
Export["N389col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
389col2=MLogNormDiamTblN389[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl390=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*389)],N[
(curve0over450*390)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN390=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl390]];
421
Export["N390col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
390col1=MLogNormDiamTblN390[[All,1]]];
Export["N390col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
390col2=MLogNormDiamTblN390[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl391=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*390)],N[
(curve0over450*391)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN391=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl391]];
Export["N391col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
391col1=MLogNormDiamTblN391[[All,1]]];
Export["N391col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
391col2=MLogNormDiamTblN391[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl392=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*391)],N[
(curve0over450*392)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN392=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl392]];
Export["N392col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
392col1=MLogNormDiamTblN392[[All,1]]];
Export["N392col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
392col2=MLogNormDiamTblN392[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl393=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*392)],N[
(curve0over450*393)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN393=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl393]];
Export["N393col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
393col1=MLogNormDiamTblN393[[All,1]]];
422
Export["N393col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
393col2=MLogNormDiamTblN393[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl394=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*393)],N[
(curve0over450*394)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN394=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl394]];
Export["N394col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
394col1=MLogNormDiamTblN394[[All,1]]];
Export["N394col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
394col2=MLogNormDiamTblN394[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl395=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*394)],N[
(curve0over450*395)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN395=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl395]];
Export["N395col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
395col1=MLogNormDiamTblN395[[All,1]]];
Export["N395col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
395col2=MLogNormDiamTblN395[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl396=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*395)],N[
(curve0over450*396)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN396=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl396]];
Export["N396col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
396col1=MLogNormDiamTblN396[[All,1]]];
Export["N396col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
396col2=MLogNormDiamTblN396[[All,2]]];
423
MLogNormDiamTbl397=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*396)],N[
(curve0over450*397)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN397=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl397]];
Export["N397col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
397col1=MLogNormDiamTblN397[[All,1]]];
Export["N397col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
397col2=MLogNormDiamTblN397[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl398=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*397)],N[
(curve0over450*398)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN398=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl398]];
Export["N398col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
398col1=MLogNormDiamTblN398[[All,1]]];
Export["N398col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
398col2=MLogNormDiamTblN398[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl399=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*398)],N[
(curve0over450*399)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN399=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl399]];
Export["N399col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
399col1=MLogNormDiamTblN399[[All,1]]];
Export["N399col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
399col2=MLogNormDiamTblN399[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl400=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*399)],N[
(curve0over450*400)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
424
MLogNormDiamTblN400=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl400]];
Export["N400col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
400col1=MLogNormDiamTblN400[[All,1]]];
Export["N400col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
400col2=MLogNormDiamTblN400[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl401=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*400)],N[
(curve0over450*401)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN401=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl401]];
Export["N401col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
401col1=MLogNormDiamTblN401[[All,1]]];
Export["N401col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
401col2=MLogNormDiamTblN401[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl402=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*401)],N[
(curve0over450*402)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN402=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl402]];
Export["N402col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
402col1=MLogNormDiamTblN402[[All,1]]];
Export["N402col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
402col2=MLogNormDiamTblN402[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl403=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*402)],N[
(curve0over450*403)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN403=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl403]];
425
Export["N403col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
403col1=MLogNormDiamTblN403[[All,1]]];
Export["N403col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
403col2=MLogNormDiamTblN403[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl404=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*403)],N[
(curve0over450*404)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN404=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl404]];
Export["N404col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
404col1=MLogNormDiamTblN404[[All,1]]];
Export["N404col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
404col2=MLogNormDiamTblN404[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl405=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*404)],N[
(curve0over450*405)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN405=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl405]];
Export["N405col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
405col1=MLogNormDiamTblN405[[All,1]]];
Export["N405col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
405col2=MLogNormDiamTblN405[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl406=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*405)],N[
(curve0over450*406)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN406=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl406]];
Export["N406col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
406col1=MLogNormDiamTblN406[[All,1]]];
426
Export["N406col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
406col2=MLogNormDiamTblN406[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl407=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*406)],N[
(curve0over450*407)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN407=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl407]];
Export["N407col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
407col1=MLogNormDiamTblN407[[All,1]]];
Export["N407col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
407col2=MLogNormDiamTblN407[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl408=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*407)],N[
(curve0over450*408)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN408=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl408]];
Export["N408col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
408col1=MLogNormDiamTblN408[[All,1]]];
Export["N408col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
408col2=MLogNormDiamTblN408[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl409=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*408)],N[
(curve0over450*409)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN409=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl409]];
Export["N409col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
409col1=MLogNormDiamTblN409[[All,1]]];
Export["N409col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
409col2=MLogNormDiamTblN409[[All,2]]];
427
MLogNormDiamTbl410=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*409)],N[
(curve0over450*410)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN410=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl410]];
Export["N410col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
410col1=MLogNormDiamTblN410[[All,1]]];
Export["N410col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
410col2=MLogNormDiamTblN410[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl411=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*410)],N[
(curve0over450*411)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN411=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl411]];
Export["N411col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
411col1=MLogNormDiamTblN411[[All,1]]];
Export["N411col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
411col2=MLogNormDiamTblN411[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl412=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*411)],N[
(curve0over450*412)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN412=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl412]];
Export["N412col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
412col1=MLogNormDiamTblN412[[All,1]]];
Export["N412col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
412col2=MLogNormDiamTblN412[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl413=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*412)],N[
(curve0over450*413)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
428
MLogNormDiamTblN413=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl413]];
Export["N413col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
413col1=MLogNormDiamTblN413[[All,1]]];
Export["N413col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
413col2=MLogNormDiamTblN413[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl414=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*413)],N[
(curve0over450*414)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN414=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl414]];
Export["N414col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
414col1=MLogNormDiamTblN414[[All,1]]];
Export["N414col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
414col2=MLogNormDiamTblN414[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl415=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*414)],N[
(curve0over450*415)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN415=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl415]];
Export["N415col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
415col1=MLogNormDiamTblN415[[All,1]]];
Export["N415col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
415col2=MLogNormDiamTblN415[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl416=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*415)],N[
(curve0over450*416)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN416=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl416]];
429
Export["N416col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
416col1=MLogNormDiamTblN416[[All,1]]];
Export["N416col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
416col2=MLogNormDiamTblN416[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl417=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*416)],N[
(curve0over450*417)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN417=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl417]];
Export["N417col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
417col1=MLogNormDiamTblN417[[All,1]]];
Export["N417col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
417col2=MLogNormDiamTblN417[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl418=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*417)],N[
(curve0over450*418)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN418=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl418]];
Export["N418col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
418col1=MLogNormDiamTblN418[[All,1]]];
Export["N418col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
418col2=MLogNormDiamTblN418[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl419=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*418)],N[
(curve0over450*419)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN419=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl419]];
Export["N419col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
419col1=MLogNormDiamTblN419[[All,1]]];
430
Export["N419col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
419col2=MLogNormDiamTblN419[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl420=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*419)],N[
(curve0over450*420)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN420=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl420]];
Export["N420col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
420col1=MLogNormDiamTblN420[[All,1]]];
Export["N420col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
420col2=MLogNormDiamTblN420[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl421=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*420)],N[
(curve0over450*421)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN421=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl421]];
Export["N421col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
421col1=MLogNormDiamTblN421[[All,1]]];
Export["N421col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
421col2=MLogNormDiamTblN421[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl422=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*421)],N[
(curve0over450*422)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN422=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl422]];
Export["N422col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
422col1=MLogNormDiamTblN422[[All,1]]];
Export["N422col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
422col2=MLogNormDiamTblN422[[All,2]]];
431
MLogNormDiamTbl423=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*422)],N[
(curve0over450*423)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN423=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl423]];
Export["N423col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
423col1=MLogNormDiamTblN423[[All,1]]];
Export["N423col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
423col2=MLogNormDiamTblN423[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl424=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*423)],N[
(curve0over450*424)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN424=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl424]];
Export["N424col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
424col1=MLogNormDiamTblN424[[All,1]]];
Export["N424col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
424col2=MLogNormDiamTblN424[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl425=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*424)],N[
(curve0over450*425)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN425=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl425]];
Export["N425col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
425col1=MLogNormDiamTblN425[[All,1]]];
Export["N425col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
425col2=MLogNormDiamTblN425[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl426=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*425)],N[
(curve0over450*426)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
432
MLogNormDiamTblN426=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl426]];
Export["N426col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
426col1=MLogNormDiamTblN426[[All,1]]];
Export["N426col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
426col2=MLogNormDiamTblN426[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl427=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*426)],N[
(curve0over450*427)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN427=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl427]];
Export["N427col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
427col1=MLogNormDiamTblN427[[All,1]]];
Export["N427col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
427col2=MLogNormDiamTblN427[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl428=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*427)],N[
(curve0over450*428)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN428=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl428]];
Export["N428col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
428col1=MLogNormDiamTblN428[[All,1]]];
Export["N428col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
428col2=MLogNormDiamTblN428[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl429=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*428)],N[
(curve0over450*429)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN429=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl429]];
433
Export["N429col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
429col1=MLogNormDiamTblN429[[All,1]]];
Export["N429col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
429col2=MLogNormDiamTblN429[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl430=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*429)],N[
(curve0over450*430)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN430=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl430]];
Export["N430col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
430col1=MLogNormDiamTblN430[[All,1]]];
Export["N430col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
430col2=MLogNormDiamTblN430[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl431=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*430)],N[
(curve0over450*431)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN431=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl431]];
Export["N431col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
431col1=MLogNormDiamTblN431[[All,1]]];
Export["N431col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
431col2=MLogNormDiamTblN431[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl432=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*431)],N[
(curve0over450*432)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN432=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl432]];
Export["N432col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
432col1=MLogNormDiamTblN432[[All,1]]];
434
Export["N432col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
432col2=MLogNormDiamTblN432[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl433=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*432)],N[
(curve0over450*433)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN433=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl433]];
Export["N433col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
433col1=MLogNormDiamTblN433[[All,1]]];
Export["N433col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
433col2=MLogNormDiamTblN433[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl434=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*433)],N[
(curve0over450*434)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN434=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl434]];
Export["N434col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
434col1=MLogNormDiamTblN434[[All,1]]];
Export["N434col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
434col2=MLogNormDiamTblN434[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl435=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*434)],N[
(curve0over450*435)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN435=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl435]];
Export["N435col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
435col1=MLogNormDiamTblN435[[All,1]]];
Export["N435col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
435col2=MLogNormDiamTblN435[[All,2]]];
435
MLogNormDiamTbl436=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*435)],N[
(curve0over450*436)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN436=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl436]];
Export["N436col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
436col1=MLogNormDiamTblN436[[All,1]]];
Export["N436col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
436col2=MLogNormDiamTblN436[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl437=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*436)],N[
(curve0over450*437)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN437=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl437]];
Export["N437col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
437col1=MLogNormDiamTblN437[[All,1]]];
Export["N437col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
437col2=MLogNormDiamTblN437[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl438=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*437)],N[
(curve0over450*438)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN438=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl438]];
Export["N438col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
438col1=MLogNormDiamTblN438[[All,1]]];
Export["N438col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
438col2=MLogNormDiamTblN438[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl439=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*438)],N[
(curve0over450*439)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
436
MLogNormDiamTblN439=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl439]];
Export["N439col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
439col1=MLogNormDiamTblN439[[All,1]]];
Export["N439col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
439col2=MLogNormDiamTblN439[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl440=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*439)],N[
(curve0over450*440)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN440=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl440]];
Export["N440col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
440col1=MLogNormDiamTblN440[[All,1]]];
Export["N440col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
440col2=MLogNormDiamTblN440[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl441=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*440)],N[
(curve0over450*441)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN441=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl441]];
Export["N441col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
441col1=MLogNormDiamTblN441[[All,1]]];
Export["N441col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
441col2=MLogNormDiamTblN441[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl442=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*441)],N[
(curve0over450*442)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN442=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl442]];
437
Export["N442col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
442col1=MLogNormDiamTblN442[[All,1]]];
Export["N442col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
442col2=MLogNormDiamTblN442[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl443=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*442)],N[
(curve0over450*443)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN443=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl443]];
Export["N443col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
443col1=MLogNormDiamTblN443[[All,1]]];
Export["N443col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
443col2=MLogNormDiamTblN443[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl444=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*443)],N[
(curve0over450*444)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN444=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl444]];
Export["N444col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
444col1=MLogNormDiamTblN444[[All,1]]];
Export["N444col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
444col2=MLogNormDiamTblN444[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl445=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*444)],N[
(curve0over450*445)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN445=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl445]];
Export["N445col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
445col1=MLogNormDiamTblN445[[All,1]]];
438
Export["N445col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
445col2=MLogNormDiamTblN445[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl446=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*445)],N[
(curve0over450*446)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN446=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl446]];
Export["N446col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
446col1=MLogNormDiamTblN446[[All,1]]];
Export["N446col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
446col2=MLogNormDiamTblN446[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl447=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*446)],N[
(curve0over450*447)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN447=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl447]];
Export["N447col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
447col1=MLogNormDiamTblN447[[All,1]]];
Export["N447col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
447col2=MLogNormDiamTblN447[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl448=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*447)],N[
(curve0over450*448)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN448=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl448]];
Export["N448col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
448col1=MLogNormDiamTblN448[[All,1]]];
Export["N448col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
448col2=MLogNormDiamTblN448[[All,2]]];
439
MLogNormDiamTbl449=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*448)],N[
(curve0over450*449)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN449=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl449]];
Export["N449col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
449col1=MLogNormDiamTblN449[[All,1]]];
Export["N449col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
449col2=MLogNormDiamTblN449[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl450=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*449)],N[
(curve0over450*450)-(f/u)],N[f/u]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN450=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl450]];
Export["N450col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
450col1=MLogNormDiamTblN450[[All,1]]];
Export["N450col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
450col2=MLogNormDiamTblN450[[All,2]]];
440
APPENDIX C: MLogNormDiamTbl452-MLogNormDiamTbl500
CODE
MLogNormDiamTbl452=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+ol
d2newloc))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(2*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN452=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl452]];
Export["N452col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
452col1=MLogNormDiamTblN452[[All,1]]];
Export["N452col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
452col2=MLogNormDiamTblN452[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl453=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(2
*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(3*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN453=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl453]];
Export["N453col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
453col1=MLogNormDiamTblN453[[All,1]]];
Export["N453col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
453col2=MLogNormDiamTblN453[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl454=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(3
*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(4*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN454=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl454]];
441
Export["N454col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
454col1=MLogNormDiamTblN454[[All,1]]];
Export["N454col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
454col2=MLogNormDiamTblN454[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl455=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(4
*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(5*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN455=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl455]];
Export["N455col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
455col1=MLogNormDiamTblN455[[All,1]]];
Export["N455col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
455col2=MLogNormDiamTblN455[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl456=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(5
*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(6*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN456=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl456]];
Export["N456col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
456col1=MLogNormDiamTblN456[[All,1]]];
Export["N456col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
456col2=MLogNormDiamTblN456[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl457=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(6
*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(7*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
442
MLogNormDiamTblN457=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl457]];
Export["N457col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
457col1=MLogNormDiamTblN457[[All,1]]];
Export["N457col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
457col2=MLogNormDiamTblN457[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl458=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(7
*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(8*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN458=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl458]];
Export["N458col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
458col1=MLogNormDiamTblN458[[All,1]]];
Export["N458col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
458col2=MLogNormDiamTblN458[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl459=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(8
*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(9*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN459=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl459]];
Export["N459col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
459col1=MLogNormDiamTblN459[[All,1]]];
Export["N459col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
459col2=MLogNormDiamTblN459[[All,2]]];
443
MLogNormDiamTbl460=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(9
*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(10*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN460=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl460]];
Export["N460col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
460col1=MLogNormDiamTblN460[[All,1]]];
Export["N460col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
460col2=MLogNormDiamTblN460[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl461=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(1
0*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(11*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN461=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl461]];
Export["N461col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
461col1=MLogNormDiamTblN461[[All,1]]];
Export["N461col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
461col2=MLogNormDiamTblN461[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl462=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(1
1*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(12*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN462=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl462]];
Export["N462col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
462col1=MLogNormDiamTblN462[[All,1]]];
444
Export["N462col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
462col2=MLogNormDiamTblN462[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl463=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(1
2*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(13*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN463=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl463]];
Export["N463col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
463col1=MLogNormDiamTblN463[[All,1]]];
Export["N463col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
463col2=MLogNormDiamTblN463[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl464=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(1
3*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(14*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN464=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl464]];
Export["N464col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
464col1=MLogNormDiamTblN464[[All,1]]];
Export["N464col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
464col2=MLogNormDiamTblN464[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl465=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(1
4*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(15*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN465=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl465]];
445
Export["N465col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
465col1=MLogNormDiamTblN465[[All,1]]];
Export["N465col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
465col2=MLogNormDiamTblN465[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl466=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(1
5*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(16*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN466=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl466]];
Export["N466col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
466col1=MLogNormDiamTblN466[[All,1]]];
Export["N466col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
466col2=MLogNormDiamTblN466[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl467=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(1
6*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(17*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN467=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl467]];
Export["N467col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
467col1=MLogNormDiamTblN467[[All,1]]];
Export["N467col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
467col2=MLogNormDiamTblN467[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl468=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(1
7*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(18*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
446
MLogNormDiamTblN468=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl468]];
Export["N468col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
468col1=MLogNormDiamTblN468[[All,1]]];
Export["N468col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
468col2=MLogNormDiamTblN468[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl469=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(1
8*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(19*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN469=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl469]];
Export["N469col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
469col1=MLogNormDiamTblN469[[All,1]]];
Export["N469col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
469col2=MLogNormDiamTblN469[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl470=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(1
9*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(20*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN470=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl470]];
Export["N470col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
470col1=MLogNormDiamTblN470[[All,1]]];
Export["N470col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
470col2=MLogNormDiamTblN470[[All,2]]];
447
MLogNormDiamTbl471=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(2
0*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(21*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN471=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl471]];
Export["N471col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
471col1=MLogNormDiamTblN471[[All,1]]];
Export["N471col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
471col2=MLogNormDiamTblN471[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl472=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(2
1*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(22*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN472=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl472]];
Export["N472col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
472col1=MLogNormDiamTblN472[[All,1]]];
Export["N472col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
472col2=MLogNormDiamTblN472[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl473=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(2
2*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(23*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN473=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl473]];
Export["N473col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
473col1=MLogNormDiamTblN473[[All,1]]];
448
Export["N473col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
473col2=MLogNormDiamTblN473[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl474=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(2
3*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(24*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN474=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl474]];
Export["N474col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
474col1=MLogNormDiamTblN474[[All,1]]];
Export["N474col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
474col2=MLogNormDiamTblN474[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl475=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(2
4*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(25*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN475=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl475]];
Export["N475col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
475col1=MLogNormDiamTblN475[[All,1]]];
Export["N475col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
475col2=MLogNormDiamTblN475[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl476=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(2
5*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(26*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN476=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl476]];
449
Export["N476col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
476col1=MLogNormDiamTblN476[[All,1]]];
Export["N476col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
476col2=MLogNormDiamTblN476[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl477=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(2
6*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(27*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN477=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl477]];
Export["N477col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
477col1=MLogNormDiamTblN477[[All,1]]];
Export["N477col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
477col2=MLogNormDiamTblN477[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl478=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(2
7*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(28*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN478=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl478]];
Export["N478col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
478col1=MLogNormDiamTblN478[[All,1]]];
Export["N478col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
478col2=MLogNormDiamTblN478[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl479=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(2
8*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(29*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
450
MLogNormDiamTblN479=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl479]];
Export["N479col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
479col1=MLogNormDiamTblN479[[All,1]]];
Export["N479col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
479col2=MLogNormDiamTblN479[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl480=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(2
9*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(30*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN480=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl480]];
Export["N480col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
480col1=MLogNormDiamTblN480[[All,1]]];
Export["N480col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
480col2=MLogNormDiamTblN480[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl481=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(3
0*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(31*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN481=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl481]];
Export["N481col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
481col1=MLogNormDiamTblN481[[All,1]]];
Export["N481col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
481col2=MLogNormDiamTblN481[[All,2]]];
451
MLogNormDiamTbl482=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(3
1*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(32*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN482=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl482]];
Export["N482col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
482col1=MLogNormDiamTblN482[[All,1]]];
Export["N482col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
482col2=MLogNormDiamTblN482[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl483=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(3
2*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(33*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN483=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl483]];
Export["N483col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
483col1=MLogNormDiamTblN483[[All,1]]];
Export["N483col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
483col2=MLogNormDiamTblN483[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl484=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(3
3*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(34*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN484=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl484]];
Export["N484col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
484col1=MLogNormDiamTblN484[[All,1]]];
452
Export["N484col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
484col2=MLogNormDiamTblN484[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl485=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(3
4*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(35*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN485=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl485]];
Export["N485col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
485col1=MLogNormDiamTblN485[[All,1]]];
Export["N485col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
485col2=MLogNormDiamTblN485[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl486=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(3
5*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(36*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN486=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl486]];
Export["N486col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
486col1=MLogNormDiamTblN486[[All,1]]];
Export["N486col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
486col2=MLogNormDiamTblN486[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl487=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(3
6*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(37*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN487=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl487]];
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Export["N487col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
487col1=MLogNormDiamTblN487[[All,1]]];
Export["N487col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
487col2=MLogNormDiamTblN487[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl488=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(3
7*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(38*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN488=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl488]];
Export["N488col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
488col1=MLogNormDiamTblN488[[All,1]]];
Export["N488col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
488col2=MLogNormDiamTblN488[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl489=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(3
8*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(39*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN489=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl489]];
Export["N489col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
489col1=MLogNormDiamTblN489[[All,1]]];
Export["N489col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
489col2=MLogNormDiamTblN489[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl490=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(3
9*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(40*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
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MLogNormDiamTblN490=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl490]];
Export["N490col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
490col1=MLogNormDiamTblN490[[All,1]]];
Export["N490col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
490col2=MLogNormDiamTblN490[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl491=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(4
0*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(41*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN491=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl491]];
Export["N491col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
491col1=MLogNormDiamTblN491[[All,1]]];
Export["N491col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
491col2=MLogNormDiamTblN491[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl492=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(4
1*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(42*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN492=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl492]];
Export["N492col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
492col1=MLogNormDiamTblN492[[All,1]]];
Export["N492col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
492col2=MLogNormDiamTblN492[[All,2]]];
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MLogNormDiamTbl493=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(4
2*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(43*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN493=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl493]];
Export["N493col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
493col1=MLogNormDiamTblN493[[All,1]]];
Export["N493col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
493col2=MLogNormDiamTblN493[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl494=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(4
3*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(44*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN494=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl494]];
Export["N494col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
494col1=MLogNormDiamTblN494[[All,1]]];
Export["N494col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
494col2=MLogNormDiamTblN494[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl495=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(4
4*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(45*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN495=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl495]];
Export["N495col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
495col1=MLogNormDiamTblN495[[All,1]]];
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Export["N495col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
495col2=MLogNormDiamTblN495[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl496=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(4
5*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(46*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN496=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl496]];
Export["N496col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
496col1=MLogNormDiamTblN496[[All,1]]];
Export["N496col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
496col2=MLogNormDiamTblN496[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl497=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(4
6*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(47*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN497=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl497]];
Export["N497col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
497col1=MLogNormDiamTblN497[[All,1]]];
Export["N497col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
497col2=MLogNormDiamTblN497[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl498=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(4
7*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(48*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN498=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl498]];
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Export["N498col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
498col1=MLogNormDiamTblN498[[All,1]]];
Export["N498col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
498col2=MLogNormDiamTblN498[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl499=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(4
8*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+(49*old2newloc))-
((f/u)*old2newloc))],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN499=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl499]];
Export["N499col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
499col1=MLogNormDiamTblN499[[All,1]]];
Export["N499col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
499col2=MLogNormDiamTblN499[[All,2]]];
MLogNormDiamTbl500=Table[{q,MLogNormDiam},{q,N[(curve0over450*(451+(4
9*old2newloc)))],N[(curve0over450*(451+unmodifiedloc))-
curve0over450],N[((f/u)*old2newloc)]}];
MLogNormDiamTblN500=N[Re[MLogNormDiamTbl500]];
Export["N500col1_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
500col1=MLogNormDiamTblN500[[All,1]]];
Export["N500col2_MLogNormDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt",MLogNormDiamTblN
500col2=MLogNormDiamTblN500[[All,2]]];
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APPENDIX D: MLogNormDiamTblN2col1 and
MLogNormDiamTblN2col2 – MlogNormDiamTblN500col1 and
MLogNormDiamTblN500col2 CODE
MLogNormDiamTblN2col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N2col1_MLogNormDi
amTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN2col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N2col2_MLogNormDi
amTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN3col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N3col1_MLogNormDi
amTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN3col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N3col2_MLogNormDi
amTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN4col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N4col1_MLogNormDi
amTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN4col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N4col2_MLogNormDi
amTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN5col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N5col1_MLogNormDi
amTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN5col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N5col2_MLogNormDi
amTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN6col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N6col1_MLogNormDi
amTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN6col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N6col2_MLogNormDi
amTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN7col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N7col1_MLogNormDi
amTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN7col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N7col2_MLogNormDi
amTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN8col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N8col1_MLogNormDi
amTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN8col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N8col2_MLogNormDi
amTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN9col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N9col1_MLogNormDi
amTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN9col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N9col2_MLogNormDi
amTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN10col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N10col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN10col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N10col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN11col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N11col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN11col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N11col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN12col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N12col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN12col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N12col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN13col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N13col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN13col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N13col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN14col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N14col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN14col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N14col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN15col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N15col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN15col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N15col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN16col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N16col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN16col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N16col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN17col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N17col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN17col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N17col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN18col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N18col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN18col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N18col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN19col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N19col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN19col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N19col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN20col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N20col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN20col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N20col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN21col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N21col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN21col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N21col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN22col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N22col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN22col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N22col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN23col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N23col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN23col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N23col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN24col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N24col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN24col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N24col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN25col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N25col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN25col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N25col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN26col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N26col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN26col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N26col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN27col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N27col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN27col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N27col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN28col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N28col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN28col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N28col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN29col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N29col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN29col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N29col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN30col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N30col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN30col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N30col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN31col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N31col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN31col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N31col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN32col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N32col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN32col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N32col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN33col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N33col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN33col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N33col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN34col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N34col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN34col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N34col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN35col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N35col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN35col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N35col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN36col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N36col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN36col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N36col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN37col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N37col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN37col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N37col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN38col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N38col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN38col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N38col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN39col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N39col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN39col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N39col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN40col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N40col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN40col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N40col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN41col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N41col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN41col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N41col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN42col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N42col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN42col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N42col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN43col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N43col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN43col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N43col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN44col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N44col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN44col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N44col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN45col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N45col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN45col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N45col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN46col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N46col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN46col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N46col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN47col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N47col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN47col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N47col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN48col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N48col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN48col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N48col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN49col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N49col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN49col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N49col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN50col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N50col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN50col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N50col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN51col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N51col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN51col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N51col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN52col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N52col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN52col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N52col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN53col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N53col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN53col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N53col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN54col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N54col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN54col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N54col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN55col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N55col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN55col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N55col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN56col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N56col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN56col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N56col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN57col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N57col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN57col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N57col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN58col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N58col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN58col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N58col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN59col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N59col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN59col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N59col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN60col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N60col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN60col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N60col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN61col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N61col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN61col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N61col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN62col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N62col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN62col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N62col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN63col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N63col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN63col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N63col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN64col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N64col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN64col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N64col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN65col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N65col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN65col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N65col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN66col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N66col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN66col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N66col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN67col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N67col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN67col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N67col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN68col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N68col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN68col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N68col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN69col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N69col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN69col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N69col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN70col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N70col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN70col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N70col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN71col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N71col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN71col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N71col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN72col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N72col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN72col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N72col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN73col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N73col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN73col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N73col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN74col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N74col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN74col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N74col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN75col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N75col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN75col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N75col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN76col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N76col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN76col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N76col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN77col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N77col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN77col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N77col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN78col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N78col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN78col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N78col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN79col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N79col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN79col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N79col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN80col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N80col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN80col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N80col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN81col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N81col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN81col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N81col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN82col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N82col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN82col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N82col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN83col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N83col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN83col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N83col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN84col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N84col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN84col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N84col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN85col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N85col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN85col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N85col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN86col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N86col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN86col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N86col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN87col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N87col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN87col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N87col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN88col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N88col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN88col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N88col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN89col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N89col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN89col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N89col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN90col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N90col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN90col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N90col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN91col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N91col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN91col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N91col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN92col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N92col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN92col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N92col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN93col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N93col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN93col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N93col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN94col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N94col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN94col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N94col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN95col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N95col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN95col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N95col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN96col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N96col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN96col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N96col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN97col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N97col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN97col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N97col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN98col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N98col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN98col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N98col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN99col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N99col1_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN99col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N99col2_MLogNorm
DiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN100col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N100col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN100col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N100col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN101col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N101col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN101col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N101col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN102col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N102col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN102col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N102col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN103col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N103col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN103col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N103col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN104col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N104col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN104col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N104col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN105col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N105col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN105col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N105col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN106col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N106col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN106col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N106col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN107col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N107col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN107col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N107col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN108col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N108col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN108col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N108col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN109col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N109col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN109col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N109col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN110col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N110col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN110col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N110col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN111col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N111col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN111col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N111col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN112col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N112col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN112col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N112col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN113col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N113col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN113col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N113col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN114col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N114col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN114col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N114col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN115col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N115col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN115col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N115col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN116col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N116col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN116col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N116col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN117col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N117col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN117col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N117col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN118col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N118col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN118col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N118col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN119col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N119col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN119col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N119col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN120col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N120col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN120col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N120col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN121col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N121col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN121col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N121col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN122col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N122col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN122col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N122col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN123col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N123col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN123col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N123col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN124col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N124col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN124col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N124col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN125col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N125col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN125col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N125col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN126col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N126col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN126col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N126col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN127col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N127col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN127col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N127col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN128col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N128col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN128col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N128col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN129col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N129col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN129col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N129col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN130col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N130col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN130col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N130col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN131col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N131col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN131col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N131col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN132col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N132col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN132col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N132col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN133col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N133col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN133col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N133col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN134col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N134col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN134col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N134col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN135col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N135col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN135col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N135col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN136col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N136col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN136col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N136col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN137col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N137col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN137col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N137col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN138col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N138col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
483
MLogNormDiamTblN138col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N138col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN139col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N139col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN139col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N139col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN140col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N140col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN140col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N140col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN141col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N141col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN141col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N141col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN142col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N142col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN142col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N142col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN143col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N143col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN143col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N143col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN144col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N144col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN144col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N144col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN145col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N145col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN145col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N145col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN146col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N146col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN146col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N146col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN147col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N147col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN147col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N147col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN148col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N148col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN148col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N148col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN149col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N149col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN149col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N149col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN150col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N150col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN150col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N150col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN151col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N151col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN151col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N151col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN152col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N152col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN152col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N152col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN153col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N153col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN153col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N153col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN154col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N154col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN154col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N154col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN155col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N155col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN155col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N155col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN156col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N156col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN156col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N156col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN157col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N157col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN157col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N157col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN158col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N158col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN158col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N158col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN159col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N159col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN159col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N159col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN160col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N160col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN160col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N160col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN161col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N161col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN161col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N161col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN162col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N162col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN162col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N162col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN163col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N163col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN163col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N163col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN164col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N164col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN164col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N164col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN165col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N165col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN165col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N165col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN166col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N166col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN166col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N166col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN167col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N167col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN167col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N167col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN168col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N168col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN168col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N168col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN169col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N169col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN169col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N169col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN170col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N170col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN170col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N170col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN171col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N171col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN171col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N171col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN172col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N172col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN172col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N172col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN173col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N173col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN173col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N173col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN174col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N174col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN174col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N174col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN175col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N175col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN175col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N175col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN176col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N176col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN176col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N176col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN177col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N177col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN177col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N177col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN178col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N178col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN178col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N178col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN179col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N179col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN179col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N179col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN180col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N180col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN180col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N180col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN181col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N181col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN181col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N181col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN182col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N182col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN182col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N182col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN183col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N183col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN183col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N183col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN184col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N184col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN184col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N184col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN185col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N185col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN185col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N185col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN186col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N186col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN186col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N186col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN187col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N187col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN187col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N187col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN188col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N188col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN188col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N188col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN189col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N189col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN189col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N189col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN190col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N190col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN190col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N190col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN191col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N191col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN191col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N191col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN192col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N192col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN192col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N192col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN193col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N193col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN193col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N193col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN194col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N194col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN194col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N194col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN195col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N195col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN195col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N195col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN196col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N196col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN196col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N196col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN197col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N197col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN197col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N197col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN198col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N198col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN198col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N198col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN199col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N199col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN199col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N199col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN200col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N200col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN200col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N200col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN201col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N201col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN201col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N201col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN202col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N202col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN202col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N202col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN203col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N203col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN203col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N203col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN204col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N204col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN204col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N204col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN205col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N205col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN205col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N205col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN206col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N206col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN206col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N206col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN207col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N207col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN207col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N207col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN208col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N208col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN208col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N208col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN209col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N209col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN209col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N209col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN210col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N210col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN210col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N210col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN211col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N211col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN211col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N211col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN212col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N212col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN212col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N212col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN213col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N213col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN213col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N213col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN214col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N214col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN214col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N214col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN215col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N215col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN215col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N215col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN216col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N216col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN216col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N216col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN217col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N217col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN217col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N217col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN218col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N218col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN218col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N218col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN219col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N219col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN219col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N219col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN220col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N220col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN220col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N220col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN221col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N221col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN221col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N221col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN222col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N222col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN222col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N222col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN223col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N223col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN223col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N223col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN224col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N224col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN224col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N224col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN225col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N225col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN225col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N225col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN226col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N226col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN226col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N226col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN227col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N227col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN227col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N227col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN228col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N228col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN228col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N228col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN229col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N229col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN229col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N229col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN230col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N230col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN230col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N230col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN231col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N231col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN231col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N231col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN232col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N232col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN232col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N232col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN233col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N233col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN233col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N233col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN234col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N234col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN234col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N234col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN235col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N235col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN235col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N235col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN236col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N236col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN236col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N236col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN237col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N237col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN237col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N237col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN238col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N238col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN238col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N238col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN239col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N239col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN239col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N239col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN240col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N240col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN240col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N240col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN241col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N241col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN241col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N241col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN242col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N242col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN242col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N242col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN243col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N243col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN243col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N243col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN244col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N244col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN244col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N244col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN245col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N245col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN245col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N245col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN246col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N246col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN246col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N246col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN247col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N247col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN247col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N247col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN248col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N248col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN248col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N248col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN249col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N249col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN249col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N249col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN250col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N250col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN250col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N250col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN251col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N251col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN251col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N251col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN252col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N252col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN252col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N252col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN253col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N253col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN253col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N253col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN254col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N254col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN254col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N254col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN255col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N255col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN255col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N255col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN256col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N256col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN256col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N256col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN257col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N257col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN257col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N257col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN258col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N258col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN258col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N258col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN259col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N259col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN259col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N259col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN260col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N260col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN260col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N260col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN261col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N261col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN261col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N261col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN262col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N262col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN262col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N262col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN263col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N263col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN263col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N263col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN264col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N264col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN264col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N264col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN265col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N265col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN265col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N265col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN266col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N266col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN266col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N266col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN267col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N267col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN267col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N267col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN268col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N268col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN268col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N268col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN269col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N269col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN269col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N269col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN270col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N270col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN270col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N270col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN271col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N271col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN271col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N271col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN272col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N272col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN272col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N272col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN273col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N273col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN273col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N273col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN274col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N274col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN274col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N274col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN275col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N275col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN275col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N275col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN276col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N276col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN276col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N276col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN277col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N277col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN277col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N277col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN278col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N278col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN278col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N278col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN279col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N279col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN279col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N279col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN280col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N280col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN280col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N280col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN281col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N281col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN281col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N281col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN282col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N282col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN282col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N282col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN283col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N283col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN283col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N283col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN284col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N284col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN284col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N284col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN285col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N285col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN285col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N285col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN286col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N286col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN286col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N286col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN287col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N287col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN287col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N287col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN288col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N288col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN288col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N288col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN289col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N289col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN289col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N289col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN290col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N290col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN290col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N290col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN291col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N291col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN291col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N291col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN292col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N292col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN292col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N292col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN293col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N293col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN293col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N293col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN294col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N294col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN294col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N294col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN295col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N295col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN295col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N295col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN296col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N296col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN296col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N296col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN297col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N297col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN297col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N297col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN298col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N298col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN298col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N298col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN299col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N299col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN299col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N299col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN300col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N300col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN300col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N300col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN301col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N301col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN301col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N301col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN302col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N302col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN302col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N302col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN303col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N303col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN303col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N303col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN304col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N304col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN304col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N304col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN305col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N305col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN305col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N305col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN306col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N306col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN306col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N306col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN307col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N307col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN307col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N307col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN308col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N308col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN308col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N308col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN309col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N309col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN309col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N309col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN310col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N310col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN310col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N310col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN311col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N311col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN311col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N311col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN312col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N312col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN312col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N312col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN313col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N313col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN313col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N313col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN314col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N314col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN314col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N314col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN315col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N315col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN315col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N315col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN316col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N316col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN316col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N316col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN317col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N317col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN317col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N317col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN318col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N318col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN318col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N318col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN319col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N319col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN319col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N319col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN320col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N320col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN320col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N320col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN321col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N321col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN321col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N321col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN322col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N322col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN322col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N322col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN323col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N323col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN323col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N323col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN324col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N324col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN324col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N324col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN325col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N325col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN325col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N325col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN326col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N326col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN326col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N326col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN327col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N327col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN327col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N327col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN328col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N328col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN328col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N328col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN329col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N329col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN329col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N329col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN330col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N330col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN330col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N330col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN331col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N331col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN331col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N331col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN332col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N332col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN332col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N332col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN333col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N333col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN333col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N333col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN334col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N334col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN334col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N334col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN335col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N335col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN335col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N335col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN336col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N336col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN336col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N336col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN337col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N337col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN337col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N337col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN338col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N338col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN338col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N338col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN339col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N339col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN339col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N339col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN340col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N340col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN340col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N340col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN341col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N341col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN341col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N341col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN342col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N342col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN342col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N342col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN343col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N343col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN343col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N343col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN344col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N344col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN344col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N344col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN345col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N345col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN345col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N345col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN346col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N346col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN346col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N346col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN347col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N347col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN347col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N347col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN348col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N348col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN348col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N348col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN349col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N349col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN349col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N349col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN350col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N350col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN350col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N350col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN351col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N351col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN351col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N351col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN352col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N352col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN352col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N352col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN353col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N353col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN353col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N353col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN354col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N354col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN354col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N354col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN355col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N355col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN355col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N355col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN356col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N356col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN356col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N356col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN357col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N357col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN357col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N357col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN358col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N358col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN358col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N358col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN359col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N359col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN359col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N359col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN360col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N360col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN360col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N360col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN361col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N361col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN361col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N361col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN362col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N362col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN362col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N362col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN363col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N363col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN363col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N363col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN364col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N364col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN364col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N364col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN365col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N365col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN365col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N365col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN366col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N366col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN366col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N366col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN367col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N367col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN367col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N367col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN368col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N368col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN368col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N368col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN369col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N369col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN369col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N369col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN370col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N370col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN370col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N370col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN371col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N371col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN371col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N371col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN372col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N372col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN372col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N372col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN373col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N373col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN373col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N373col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN374col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N374col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN374col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N374col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN375col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N375col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN375col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N375col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN376col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N376col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN376col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N376col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN377col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N377col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN377col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N377col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN378col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N378col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN378col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N378col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN379col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N379col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN379col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N379col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN380col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N380col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN380col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N380col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN381col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N381col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN381col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N381col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN382col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N382col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN382col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N382col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN383col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N383col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN383col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N383col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN384col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N384col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN384col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N384col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN385col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N385col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN385col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N385col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN386col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N386col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN386col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N386col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN387col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N387col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN387col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N387col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN388col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N388col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN388col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N388col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN389col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N389col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN389col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N389col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN390col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N390col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN390col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N390col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN391col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N391col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN391col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N391col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN392col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N392col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN392col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N392col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN393col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N393col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN393col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N393col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN394col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N394col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN394col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N394col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN395col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N395col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN395col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N395col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN396col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N396col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN396col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N396col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN397col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N397col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN397col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N397col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN398col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N398col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN398col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N398col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN399col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N399col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN399col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N399col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN400col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N400col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN400col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N400col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN401col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N401col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN401col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N401col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN402col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N402col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN402col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N402col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN403col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N403col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN403col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N403col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN404col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N404col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN404col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N404col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN405col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N405col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN405col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N405col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN406col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N406col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN406col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N406col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN407col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N407col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN407col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N407col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN408col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N408col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN408col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N408col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN409col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N409col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN409col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N409col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN410col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N410col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN410col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N410col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN411col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N411col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN411col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N411col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN412col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N412col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN412col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N412col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN413col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N413col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN413col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N413col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN414col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N414col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN414col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N414col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN415col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N415col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN415col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N415col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN416col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N416col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN416col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N416col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN417col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N417col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN417col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N417col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN418col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N418col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN418col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N418col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN419col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N419col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN419col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N419col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN420col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N420col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN420col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N420col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN421col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N421col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN421col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N421col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN422col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N422col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN422col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N422col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN423col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N423col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN423col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N423col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN424col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N424col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN424col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N424col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN425col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N425col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN425col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N425col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN426col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N426col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN426col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N426col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN427col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N427col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN427col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N427col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN428col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N428col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN428col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N428col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN429col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N429col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN429col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N429col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
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MLogNormDiamTblN430col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N430col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN430col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N430col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN431col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N431col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN431col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N431col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN432col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N432col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN432col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N432col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN433col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N433col1_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN433col2=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N433col2_MLogNor
mDiamTbl_Data_m_2_s_1.txt","List"]];
MLogNormDiamTblN434col1=ToExpression[Import["\\\\root\\N434col1_MLogNor
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